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part one

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SOCIETY

What’s Governance Got to Do with It?





1

Entrepreneurship Policy

What It Is and Where It Came from

David M. Hart

Entrepreneurship was in vogue in the 1990s. Best-selling books and
feature-lengthmovies documented the trials and tribulations of trendy
start-up companies, complete with foosball tables and macaws-in-
residence. Twenty-somethings worth billions on paper partied with
Hollywood stars and were feted by Washington pols. After the dot-
com bubble burst in 2000, turning a lot of that paper into confetti,
the cultural fascination with entrepreneurship faded. The old brand
names of corporate America, by and large, regained their places in the
consciousness of consumers and investors. As 2001 closed, the autobi-
ography of General Electric CEO Jack Welch topped business book
buyers’ Christmas lists; one can be confident that neither “foosball”
nor “macaw” appears in the index of Jack: Straight from the Gut.

But appearances can be deceptive. The entrepreneurship fad rested
on a foundation of fact. New companies have made significant contri-
butions to economic growth in the past decade, both directly and by
stimulating their more established competitors, as they indeed had in
the decades before that. If the fad exaggerated these contributions, its
fading should not obscure them entirely. Entrepreneurship is an eco-
nomic phenomenon worthy of attention from those who worry about

Thanks to Maryann Feldman, Erik Pages, and Candy Brush for their comments on this
chapter and to the Center for Business and Government (especially its director, Ira
Jackson) and the National Commission on Entrepreneurship for their support of this
project.
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4 David M. Hart

economic growth and particularly from those charged with sustaining
that growth.

Such, in any case, is the premise of this volume. The contributors col-
lectively assert that the level and quality of entrepreneurship make a
difference in the economic vitality of communities, regions, industries,
and the nation as a whole. We argue that policymakers may be able
to enhance the economy by enhancing entrepreneurship, although we
are hardly uniform in our assessment of how to go about trying. What
matters most at this point is that the policy community not toss out the
entrepreneurship baby with the dot-com bathwater. Entrepreneurship
ought to be an explicit focus of policy design, choice, and implementa-
tion. Analysts can and should do a much better job of assisting policy-
makers in making it so.

The term “entrepreneurship policy” is intended to capture this con-
cept.1 The domain of entrepreneurship policy is large. It encompasses
activities at several levels of government, from local to national (and
perhaps beyond). It bears on low-technology economic activity as
well as high-technology (although the latter is emphasized here). It
includes governance capacities more familiar under other headings,
ranging from regulatory policy to economic development partnerships
to poverty alleviation, along with some capacities that are new.

A modest volume like this one cannot comprehensively survey the
myriad facets of this sprawling domain. Nor, given the inchoate state of
scholarship, does it make much sense to attempt to establish a consen-
sus about what entrepreneurship policy ought to be. We aspire merely
to crystallize the idea of entrepreneurship policy and to illustrate its
significance. If a lively national conversation about the interaction be-
tween public policy and entrepreneurship ensues (and even if we re-
ceive some brickbats in the process), we will have accomplished our
main objective.

Wehave good reason to believe that the ground for such a discussion
remains fertile, the boom and bust of the 1990s notwithstanding. U.S.
policymakers, particularly at the state and local levels, have been grop-
ing toward an explicit entrepreneurship policy for at least a couple of

1 “Entrepreneurship policy” is a concept and a phrase whose time seems to have come.
Although rarely used in the past, it has begun to achieve modest prominence, particu-
larly in Europe. See Lundstrom and Stevenson (2001); European Commission (2003).
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decades. Their experiments have typically been pragmatic, inspired by
immediate needs and pressures and by one another’s examples, rather
than by a grand theoretical design. Scholars have come to the subject
more recently (with the exception of a few pioneers, some of whom
are contributors to this volume, who have been exploring this terrain
for many years). A number of disciplines, each with its own distinc-
tive history, style, and language, have now converged on it, and their
interaction promises to add momentum to all.

In the rest of this introductory chapter, I sketch out the domain
of entrepreneurship policy more fully, defining crucial terms and sit-
uating the contents of this volume in a variety of contexts, including
the international comparative context. I also lay out one version of
what might ultimately be called the “prehistory” of entrepreneurship
policy in the United States. I conclude by mapping out the rest of the
volume.

entrepreneurship: a narrow definition

“Entrepreneur,” “entrepreneurial,” and the like have become highly
desirable labels in recent years, so much so that the definition of en-
trepreneurship has blurred nearly beyond recognition. Public agen-
cies are urged by advocates of reinventing government to become
more entrepreneurial. The founders of nonprofit service delivery
and advocacy groups call themselves “social entrepreneurs.” “Intra-
preneurs” challenge large corporations to adopt new ways of doing
things.

None of these neologisms is relevant to “entrepreneurship pol-
icy” as the phrase is employed in this volume. As will be seen, we
adopt adangerously broaddefinitionof “policy,” but by “entrepreneur-
ship” we mean (with the inevitable few exceptions) the processes
of starting and continuing to expand new businesses. Our vision of
these processes derives from JosephA. Schumpeter, who conceived of
the entrepreneurial venture as “the fundamental engine that sets and
keeps the capitalist engine in motion” by creating new goods, invent-
ing new methods of production, devising new business models, and
opening new markets (Schumpeter 1942, 83). Entrepreneurship pol-
icy aims to foster a socially optimal level of such venturing. Usually
(although this need not necessarily be the case), policymakers seek
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to raise the level of entrepreneurship; entrepreneurship policy thus
bears not only on actual entrepreneurs but also on “nascent” entre-
preneurs, who are seriously considering starting a firm (Reynolds et al.
2000).

Entrepreneurial ventures are not the same as small businesses, and
entrepreneurship policy is therefore distinct from small business pol-
icy. Although many entrepreneurial ventures are small, they can be
quite large in lines of business like airlines and telephony where the
minimum efficient scale of operation is large. On the other hand,
the well-established neighborhood restaurant or dry cleaner, although
small, falls outside the definition. The distinguishing elements of en-
trepreneurship are novelty and dynamism. The phrase “continuing to
expand” is essential to the definition, even though it creates serious
difficulties for measurement and analysis.2

As Schumpeter suggests, technological innovation is a particularly
importantmechanism throughwhich entrepreneurial ventures express
their novelty and dynamism. Its importance stems in large part from
the contribution that new technologies make to economic growth.
Whether by saving capital, labor, or natural resources or by creating
new capabilities, technological innovation expands the potential out-
put of the economy, rather than simply shifting economic activity from
one enterprise to another. Writing in 1940, Schumpeter predicted that
the innovation process would be routinized in large, stable enterprises,
but this prediction has not been fully realized. New entrants seem
to be important catalysts of technological innovation, even when they
prove to be business failures, as they often do (Scherer 1992;Utterback
1994). Older firms are forced to adapt under the pressure of innovative
rivals, lest they be replaced. The current interactions between tradi-
tional retailers and electronic commerce start-ups and between large
pharmaceutical firms and biotechnology start-ups illustrate some of
the potential patterns.

Economic globalization heightens the importance of technology-
based entrepreneurship for the contemporary United States, as David
Audretsch points out in his chapter and elsewhere (Audretsch and

2 Some researchers, following the lead of David Birch, address this difficulty by focus-
ing on “gazelles,” publicly traded companies that have grown at an annual average
compound rate of 20 percent or more for the previous four years.
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Thurik 2001). The country cannot and should not compete interna-
tionally on the basis of labor costs. Huge pools of low-cost labor in
developing countries are becoming available for export production,
and they are likely to continue to grow in the coming years. U.S. com-
petitive advantage lies in the creation and rapid exploitation of new
ideas, whether for products, services, or productivity improvements.
The term “knowledge economy” in this volume’s title signals this em-
phasis in the selection of contributions.

The knowledge economy, let me be clear, is only an emphasis and
not an exclusive focus of this volume and of the field of entrepreneur-
ship policy that we hope it will help to spawn. Entrepreneurship policy
strategies that target lower-technology entrepreneurial ventures may
well be appropriate for particular jurisdictions. Analyses using aggre-
gate data on entrepreneurship may shed light particularly on such
strategies and ventures, since they vastly outnumber their high-tech
brethren. The definition of entrepreneurship offered here embraces
all businesses that are new and dynamic, regardless of size or line of
business, while excluding businesses that are neither new nor dynamic
as well as all nonbusiness organizations.

public policy and governance within the context
for entrepreneurship

The determinants of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial success, and
the impacts of entrepreneurship on society are the subjects of a grow-
ing body of research, primarily in the disciplines of economics, ge-
ography, management, psychology, and sociology.3 Early work in the
field concentrated on the qualities of entrepreneurs as individuals and
the business strategies that they employed. Recent work has sought
to integrate this understanding of the “supply” of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurial strategies with an analysis of the “demand” for en-
trepreneurial ventures or, more broadly, the “opportunity structure”
or “context” for entrepreneurship (Aldrich and Wiedenmayer 1993;
Thornton 1999).

3 My own field of political science is notably absent from this area of social science
research.
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Thecontext for entrepreneurship includesawide rangeof economic,
social, and cultural factors. General economic conditions and the avail-
ability of such resources as financial capital, intellectual property
protection, and specialized skills are clearly important. So too are
the density and intensity of competition within the nascent en-
trepreneur’s chosen market. The legitimacy of the potential venture –
whether it conforms to well-understood and well-accepted social
and cultural norms – may influence its viability, success, and impact
as well. The availability of specialized information may determine
whether entrepreneurs are able to recognize and act on poten-
tial opportunities (Aldrich and Fiol 1994; Shane and Venkataraman
2000).4

Public policy and governance can shape virtually all the contex-
tual determinants of the demand for entrepreneurship and, over a
longer time scale, the supply of entrepreneurs as well. Public pol-
icy and governance, as these terms are employed in this volume,
refer to intertwined but distinct processes. Public policy means the
intentional use of the powers of government to effect a societal
outcome, like a change in the number of entrepreneurial ventures.
Governance refers to conscious collective action that extends beyond
government, deploying, for instance, the capacities of businesses, com-
munity groups, and academic institutions to bring about such an out-
come. Entrepreneurship policy often aims to catalyze better gover-
nance, for instance, by fostering networks of potential customers and
service providers, the presence of which reduces the uncertainty facing
nascent entrepreneurs.

Not all public policy that shapes the context for entrepreneurship
and the supply of potential entrepreneurs is entrepreneurship policy, as
we use the term here. Education policy, for instance, may influence the
legitimacy of entrepreneurial ventures and the knowledge, skills, and
networks possessed by individuals and social groups. Macroeconomic
policy, to take another example, affects short-term capital availability
and the conditions of international trade. All these policy outcomes
contribute to the context for entrepreneurship. This volume, how-
ever, concentrates on policy that can have an impact within a period

4 This paragraph illustrates, rather than exhausts, the list of contextual factors that may
affect entrepreneurship.
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of years on what the 2001 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
labels “intermediate conditions” for entrepreneurship, rather than ed-
ucation policy and the like, which influence “background conditions”
over a decade or more, or macroeconomic and associated policies that
shape “short-term conditions” on a monthly basis (Reynolds et al.
2001).5

The reader shouldnotdraw the conclusion that areasof public policy
and governance omitted from our definition of entrepreneurship pol-
icy are unimportant. Indeed, a growing body of research suggests that
background conditions are especially important in explaining differ-
ences in levels of entrepreneurship and economic development across
countries over long periods of time. Systems of property rights, for
instance, which provide the fundamental legal underpinnings of mar-
kets, profoundly structure investment and risk-taking behavior. There
are complex feedbacks between legal systems, cultures, institutional
development, and economic change that warrant further attention
from scholars and practitioners alike. U.S. institutions, viewed at this
high level of abstraction, are quite supportive of entrepreneurship
(Rosenberg and Birdzell 1986; North 1994).

Our limitation of the scope of entrepreneurship policy by reference
to intermediate conditions is largely pragmatic. Since the contributions
to this volume are confined to a single country, background conditions
do not vary very much. More important, the time scale on which in-
termediate conditions can change allows policymakers the possibil-
ity of perceiving (and perhaps taking credit for) the consequences of
their efforts. This definition also permits us to take for granted some
well-established boundaries among policy domains, like education and
macroeconomic policy, for which entrepreneurship is not generally a
driving consideration. Without such boundaries, there is a danger that
entrepreneurship policy will simply encompass all of public policy and
thus lose its meaning. As GEM puts it, “the more careful the analy-
sis, the more complex the entrepreneurial process appears to be”; the
same could be said of the linkages between entrepreneurial and policy
processes (Reynolds et al. 2001, 23).

5 One of the inevitable exceptions to this statement that merits note is the discussion
of entrepreneurial education programs in the chapter by Pages, Freedman, and Von
Bargen.
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entrepreneurship policy by other names: a brief
historical outline

Entrepreneurship policy and related processes of governance for our
purposes, then, are not unlimited in scope, but they nonetheless en-
compass quite a bit. They are carried out at the local, regional, state,
and national levels within the United States. The specific capacities of
government and its partners in governance that are deployed to foster
entrepreneurship vary as substantially as the communities and eco-
nomic activities they seek to influence. Some of these capacities are
quite old, whereas others have risen afresh in just the past few years.
We hope to knit these diverse threads together conceptually to form
the fabric of entrepreneurship policy.

The Federal Level

Perhaps the most obvious place to begin a survey of what we hope
our new rubric will embrace is the Sherman Antitrust Act, which was
passed by the U.S. Congress in 1890. It is this legislation more than any
other single entrepreneurship policy measure that distinguishes the
UnitedStates fromother industrial countries historically. TheSherman
Act was the culmination of years of popular agitation sparked by the
perception that large firmswere becoming dominant in the economy. It
restricted the behavior of these firms in part to preserve opportunities
for entrepreneurship, although it is important to acknowledge other
motives behind the antitrust movement, including protectionism (with
respect to existing small town businesses) and moral outrage (at the
power wielded by the captains of industry). Over more than a century
of development of antitrust law and policy, the entrepreneurship moti-
vation has endured, and the analysis of barriers to entry and how they
are maintained remain at its center (Hart 2001a).

Federal regulatory policy also intersects significantly with en-
trepreneurship. Economic regulation, such as that imposed on the
energy, communications, transportation, and financial sectors, was ini-
tially oriented toward stability, reliability, and coordination, virtues
thought to inhere in monopolistic or oligopolistic industrial structures.
Regulatory policy as it was implemented through most of the twen-
tieth century thus discouraged entrepreneurship. On the other hand,
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the architects of “deregulation” over the past quarter century (which
might, as Viktor Mayer-Schönberger describes in his chapter, more
appropriately be labeled “regulatory restructuring”) have sometimes
explicitly sought to expand entrepreneurial opportunities in regulated
sectors. Eli Noam’s chapter on entrepreneurship in telecommunica-
tions describes one particularly vivid chapter in this story.

The constraints imposed on established firms by antitrust and regu-
latory policy have been paralleled by a set of federal policies intended,
at least by some accounts, to support entrepreneurial ventures. The
intellectual property rights regime, for instance, has been tightened
steadily since the 1970s, so that rights-holders have becomemore likely
to win protection and to prevail in court. New sorts of products and
processes, ranging from life forms to business methods, have become
patentable, and software and other new digital forms of expression can
be copyrighted. Universities and other recipients of federal research
and development (R&D) funding have been encouraged to seek intel-
lectual property protection for findings made with federal support and
permitted to offer exclusive licenses to exploit them. These protections
have provided the asset base formany recent entrepreneurial ventures.

Financial incentives for entrepreneurship have also been forth-
coming from federal policymakers. Modest direct subsidies for en-
trepreneurial ventures have beenmade available through, for instance,
the government-wide Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
programand theCommerceDepartment’sAdvancedTechnology Pro-
gram. More significant are preferential procurement programs that
have channeledmoney from federal projects to small businesses and to
businesses owned by women, minorities, and other groups historically
underrepresented in the entrepreneurial community (although not all
the recipients necessarily meet our definition of an entrepreneurial
venture). Federal loan guarantee programs encourage private lenders
to do business with such firms as well. Changes in the U.S. tax code,
such as fluctuations in the treatment of capital gains, have affected the
availability of equity financing for entrepreneurial ventures. Federal
rules governing investment also have such effects on occasion; a 1979
rule change that permitted pension funds to place a small portion of
their assets in high-risk investments, for example, contributed signifi-
cantly to the expansion of the venture capital industry, which in turn
has fueled entrepreneurship.
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Relatively few federal entrepreneurship policy measures have had
impacts as unambiguous as this rule change. More often, the conse-
quences for entrepreneurship continue tobedebated, sometimes hotly.
Early antitrust policy, for instance, probably facilitated rather than
slowed the concentration of industry. Stronger intellectual property
lawsmay have providedmore new avenues for incumbents to entrench
themselves than opportunities for start-ups to create defensible posi-
tions. Subsidies like SBIRmay provide life support to firms that are not
viable (Wallsten 1998). Moreover, the various areas of policy-making
touched on here are typically not coordinated, and the resulting poli-
cies may even pull in opposite directions. All the more reason, then,
to try to conceptualize and analyze entrepreneurship policy as a whole
and perhaps to move toward making it in the same fashion.

State, Regional, and Local Initiatives

If one dates federal entrepreneurship policy from the passage of the
Sherman Act, it has been in force for more than a century. Com-
parable activities at other levels of government have a more recent
provenance, but they have often been more explicitly oriented toward
fostering entrepreneurship than federal policy. The “entrepreneurial
state,” to use Peter K. Eisinger’s characterization, arose in the 1980s as
a response to the perception that established state, regional, and local
economic developmentmodels, especially “smokestack-chasing” (that
is, offering incentives for firms from outside the jurisdiction to locate
facilities there), were no longer effective in an age of rapid techno-
logical innovation, global economic integration, and federal downsiz-
ing (Eisinger 1988). States, regions, and localities, advocates for new
forms of economic development policy argued, would have to “grow
their own” economic base. The example of Silicon Valley, with its
knowledge-based economy powered by research universities, start-up
companies, and supporting services, loomed large inmany of these dis-
cussions. Several streams of policy experimentation emerged from this
conversation that continue today.6

6 For further details and a contrasting perspective on state and local development policy
efforts, the reader need look no further than the chapter by Pages, Freedman, and Von
Bargen.
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The challenges facing subnational economies in the United States
vary substantially; entrepreneurship policy naturally reflects this vari-
ation. Strategies for nurturing knowledge creation, for instance, range
from “making the peaks higher”7 where centers of academic excel-
lence already exist to starting from scratch where they are absent.
California, for instance, ismaking substantial investments inuniversity-
based institutes in such fields as biotechnology, information tech-
nology, and telecommunications that will supplement the substantial
federal R&D funding that nourishes the state’s world-leading centers
of high-technology entrepreneurship. Georgia, by contrast, has made
extensive efforts to build a competitive university system from a very
weak foundation. An important element of the state’s program is the
Georgia Research Alliance, a public-private partnership that spent
$242 million in state funds and $65 million in private funds during the
1990s, in an effort “to foster economic development . . . by developing
and leveraging the research capabilities of the research universities”
(Georgia Research Alliance 1999).

As the term “leveraging” in the Georgia Research Alliance’s mis-
sion statement highlights, knowledge creation alone does not necessar-
ily lead to entrepreneurship. Subnational governments in the United
States use a variety of policy instruments to facilitate the movement of
knowledge out of academia and into start-up and growth businesses.
Some sponsor facilities such as incubators and science parks in which
these firms can locate their offices and operations. University technol-
ogy transfer offices, many of which are entities of state government,
oversee the licensing of intellectual property rights from campus re-
search; increasingly, they are willing to exchange these rights for equity
stakes in entrepreneurial ventures. A number of states have created
venture capital funds (often with investments from state university en-
dowments), the most successful of which specialize in seed funding, a
stage at which private venture funds are typically reluctant to invest
(Plosila 2001).

Another set of initiatives at the state, regional, and local levels
aims to provide business services and networking opportunities to

7 This quotation, attributed toWickliffeRose, summarized the early investment strategy
of theRockefellerFoundation,which seededAmerican researchuniversities in thefirst
half of the twentieth century, before the advent of large-scale federal R&D funding.
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entrepreneurs, whether affiliated with universities or not. The federal-
state Manufacturing Extension Partnership, for instance, has outposts
in all fifty states that disseminate best practices among small manufac-
turing firms (although these firms are not exclusively entrepreneurial
ventures) and link them to a range of service providers (Shapira 1998).
Subnational governments commonly seek as well to identify emerg-
ing clusters of industrial activity and to catalyze the development of
industry-wide institutions that foster connectionswithin the cluster and
articulate its needs; these processes often clarify and enhance oppor-
tunities for entrepreneurship (Porter 1990; 1997). Broader strategies
for attracting and retaining talented people by enhancing the quality
of life, like the investment in its creative community of Austin, Texas,
may also have important consequences for entrepreneurship (Watson
2001).

Finally, policymakers concerned about distressed communities have
sometimes sought to rely on entrepreneurship as a tool for alleviat-
ing poverty. Michael E. Porter of the Harvard Business School, for
example, stirred significant controversy with a 1995 article articulat-
ing “The Competitive Advantages of the Inner City,” and his Initia-
tive for a Competitive Inner City is working with city officials around
the United States to implement entrepreneurship-oriented strategies
(Porter 1995). Someprograms (for instance, in thewelfare-to-work and
microenterprise areas) even seek tomake entrepreneurs out of the na-
tion’smost disadvantaged citizens, althoughwhether entrepreneurship
motivated by necessity (as opposed to entrepreneurship motivated
by opportunity (see Reynolds 2001)) ought to be conceived of as a
mechanism of economic growth is unclear.

does entrepreneurship policy produce
entrepreneurship?

Entrepreneurship policy is the sum of all the often uncoordinated and
sometimes poorly designed activities illustrated in the previous sec-
tion. The nascent entrepreneur faces a series of discrete choices on the
path to organizing a functioning firm, and so totals the impact of as-
sistance flowing from government and governance on a single bottom
line, whether that assistance appears in the form of a loan or subsidy,
a contribution to social or intellectual capital, or a constraint on a
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future competitor. She may not even recognize public policy as the ul-
timate source of some forms of assistance, such as ideas developed by
academic scientists with the support of government research funds or
government guarantees that facilitate loans made by private financial
institutions.

In any event, it is possible that the entry on her ledger for en-
trepreneurship policy – even if accounted for accurately – is but a pit-
tance (Bhide 2000). The context for entrepreneurship is complex and
encompasses far more than public policy and governance. Background
conditions, such as the educational and demographic profile of a
jurisdiction and its institutional endowment, may be strongly self-
reinforcing, whether in the direction of spurring entrepreneurship (as
in the case of well-known high-technology regions) or not (as some
declining areas know all too well). Short-term conditions, like inter-
est rates and capital availability, can also be powerful influences on
entrepreneurial decision-making, although over the course of an eco-
nomic cycle, the immediate stimuli and deterrents to entrepreneurship
ought to roughly balance out. Evenwithin the intermediate time frame
on which we focus our attention, there are many forces immune from
manipulation by entrepreneurship policymakers. Industries rise and
decline; potential key customers display strategic brilliance or blun-
der; new technologies take off or peter out. Natural disasters and acts
of war happen.

The impact of entrepreneurship policy on entrepreneurship surely
is swamped sometimes by other factors, perhaps even much of the
time and in many places and sectors. A certain skepticism for the con-
cept is warranted. But the skeptics ought to be open-minded. One can
just as surely identify instances in which public policy and governance
were the key determinants of the level and quality of entrepreneur-
ship. Biotechnology entrepreneurship, as the chapters in this volume
by Nathan Rosenberg and Andrew Toole show, is one such instance.
The rise of the Washington, D.C. area as a hotbed of high-technology
entrepreneurship is a regional example (Feldman 2001). Cases lie in
between these extremes often enough to merit attention, we believe;
entrepreneurship policy in these instances is one evident set of forces
among many shaping the context for entrepreneurship. The impact of
entrepreneurship policy, in any case, need not be static. Well-designed
and carefully implemented policy initiatives may enhance its impact,
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just as poorly thought through and badly managed efforts may reduce
it or produce negative effects.

Most of the time, though, policy analysts do not know enough about
the interaction between entrepreneurship and public policy to identify
these opportunities and risks (see Bartik 1991; Isserman 1994; Dewar
1998).8 Policymakers are no better informed than scholars and may
not even necessarily be aware that such opportunities and risks exist.
Policymakers and their partners in governance need to acquire more
knowledge and to give entrepreneurship more attention if they are to
govern the economy – especially the knowledge economy – well. Al-
thoughentrepreneurship is a booming areaof study inbusiness schools,
it has been ignored almost completely by schools of public policy and
government. This volume is an effort to highlight our ignorance and to
begin to diminish it. Entrepreneurship policy will never by itself deter-
mine what entrepreneurs do and how they affect society, nor should
it aim to do so. But where public policy and governance can and do
shape entrepreneurial behavior, we ought to be conscious of their con-
sequences and improve them to the extent possible. Where we can
learn enough to take action, we ought to do so.

an introduction to the volume

The twelve chapters of this volume (not counting this introduction)
are divided into five sections. The first section takes the broadest view
of entrepreneurship policy, asking the question, “The Entrepreneurial
Society: What’s Governance Got to Do with It?” David B. Audretsch
of Indiana University argues that entrepreneurship policy ought to be
seen as a key element in the “strategic management of places.” In a
world in which firms can migrate easily, regional decisionmakers need
to cultivatemorepermanent sourcesof competitive advantage, namely,
the capacities to create newfirms and to innovate.AsAudretsch shows,
this shift in thinking represents a marked break from the past. The
chapter by Richard Florida of CarnegieMellon University picks up on
this theme, connecting entrepreneurial vitality to broader strains in the
culture and life-style of particular places. He shows the importance of

8 There is a growing literature on the impact of the “entrepreneurial state,” but it is still
inconclusive.
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diversity and openness in attracting talented and well-educated peo-
ple who are likely to become entrepreneurs. Regional development
outcomes will be shaped much more by the distribution of people, he
argues, than by the distribution of firms.

The next section focuses on the impact of public policy on the inter-
nal process of two of the key institutions of the knowledge economy:
technology-based entrepreneurial ventures and research universities.
Philip E. Auerswald of George Mason University and Lewis M.
Branscomb of Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of
Government analyze theoftenarduousprocess that is entailed inbring-
ing newly invented technologies to the point of commercial viability.
Their model of the path “from invention to innovation” leads them
to highlight actors, particularly “angel” investors, corporate venture
funds, and federal programs, that have been overlooked in previous
work. Auerswald and Branscomb highlight opportunities for gover-
nance processes to break bottlenecks that otherwise cause good ideas
to lie fallow.MaryannP. Feldmanof theUniversity ofToronto takes the
reader one step up the chain of knowledge creation and entrepreneur-
ship in her chapter on university-based entrepreneurship and technol-
ogy transfer offices. The institution of the technology transfer office
has diffused throughout the United States in the past twenty years;
few self-respecting research universities are without one these days.
Feldman analyzes the instruments they use to channel technologies
from the lab to themarket and points to both strengths andweaknesses
in their contribution to the governance of entrepreneurship. Stanford
University’s Nathan Rosenberg takes us the rest of the way up the
chain into the core activities of research universities in his chapter. He
shows that universities in the United States are highly responsive to
their environment, and particularly responsive to the emergence of en-
trepreneurial ventures that demand that new knowledge be created or
diffused. Strongly influenced by federal and state policies, universities
alter their curricula, initiate research, and participate in collaborations
that serve these ventures, thereby allowing them to be more competi-
tive with larger and better financed competitors.

The third section explores equity issues in entrepreneurship policy,
emphasizing opportunities for policymakers to support the participa-
tion of women and minorities in the knowledge economy. Science pol-
icy analysts have long been concerned with the “pipeline” of women
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and minorities with training in science and engineering; we extend
that discussion here into the realm of entrepreneurship. Candida G.
Brush of Boston University and her colleagues in the “Diana Project”
analyze why women-led businesses receive a disproportionately low
share of venture capital investments. They argue that the most likely
cause of this maldistribution lies in the network structure of the ven-
ture capital industry, rather than in the aspirations or capabilities of
women entrepreneurs. Innovative, but modest, policies might help to
rectify the situation. Timothy Bates ofWayne State University reviews
what he sees as the failed history of federal and state programs to sup-
port minority entrepreneurship. Most of these programs, he argues,
are designed to fail, since they target individuals who do not have the
requisites for entrepreneurial success. A few programs, however, have
escaped this trap, focusing their attention on well-educated and ex-
perienced people who might become successful “opportunity” rather
than “necessity” entrepreneurs. Bates recommends that the principles
of these exemplars be adopted more widely.

Like the particular communities highlighted in the third section,
particular economic sectors have unique attributes as objects of en-
trepreneurship policy, which are explored in the volume’s fourth sec-
tion. The biotechnology industry, which is intimately entwined with
public policy, is the subject of the chapter by Andrew Toole of Illinois
State University. Toole sketches the influence of public research fund-
ing, intellectual property law, regulation, and ethical controversies on
biotechnology entrepreneurship. He then looks in detail at the deter-
minants of success in building this industry up at the regional level,
providing findings that link tightly to the chapters on research univer-
sities. Viktor Mayer-Schönberger’s (Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University) chapter on e-commerce moves in quite a differ-
ent direction, reflecting the very different features of this industry; he
dissents from the commonly held view among Internet entrepreneurs
that the law can only be a drag on their endeavors. To the contrary,
he claims that entrepreneurs need legal structures to minimize the
few risks that they can control. Using a transactional analytic ap-
proach, Mayer-Schönberger maps out a legislative agenda to improve
law’s utility for e-commerce entrepreneurs and suggests that legislators
tackle it via “legal entrepreneurship.” A chapter on telecommunica-
tions entrepreneurship by Eli Noam of Columbia University closes
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the section. Policy initiatives over the past several decades have grad-
ually opened the telecommunications system to new entrants, peaking
with the 1996 Telecommunications Act, which unleashed a frenzy of
entrepreneurship. This trend, Noam shows, has now reversed, reflect-
ing the cyclicality injected into this previously stable industry in the
presence of large economies of scale and considerable regulation. Pol-
icymakers will need to take affirmative steps to aid new entrants in the
future if further entrepreneurship in this industry is to occur.

The final section of the volumebroadens the perspective once again,
looking at questions related to the enactment and implementation of
entrepreneurship policy. My own chapter explores how entrepreneurs,
who are intrinsically resistant to engagement in public policy and
governance, may nonetheless be induced to take part in making en-
trepreneurship policy. New institutions that overcome the barriers to
participation by entrepreneurs in the policy process are required for
them to make this leap at the same time as they are taking the leap
in business. Erik R. Pages, Doris Freedman, and Patrick Von Bargen
of the National Commission on Entrepreneurship dig into the nitty-
gritty of state and local economic development strategies that focus on
entrepreneurship. They assess earlier efforts that they view as largely
unsuccessful and contrast these with promising new approaches aimed
at building an entrepreneurial climate. The Pages, Freedman, and Von
Bargen chapter returns us full circle to the issues raised by Audretsch
and Florida in the opening section of the book.

This volume ismore tapas than smorgasbord.As Inotedat theoutset
of this chapter, we do not claim to have digested the whole domain of
entrepreneurship policy, much less to have resolved all the academic
controversies and given guidance on all the burning policy choices
within it. We encourage the reader whose appetite has been whetted
to forage further, to keepher eyes peeled for further developments that
are sure to follow, and to take part in the debates among academics
and practitioners who form the entrepreneurship policy community.
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Entrepreneurship Policy and the Strategic
Management of Places

David B. Audretsch

The role of entrepreneurship in society has changeddrastically over the
last half-century. During the immediate post-World War II period the
importance of entrepreneurship seemed to be fading away. When
Jean Jacques Servan-Schreiber (1968: 159) warned Europeans of the
American Challenge in 1968, it was not from small entrepreneurial
firms, but exactly the opposite – from the “dynamism, organisation,
innovation, and boldness that characterize the giant American cor-
porations.” By that time, a generation of scholars had systematically
documented and supported the conclusion of Joseph A. Schumpeter
(1942: 106): “What we have got to accept is that the large-scale estab-
lishment or unit of control has come to be the most powerful engine
of progress and in particular of the long-run expansion of output.”
John Kenneth Galbraith (1956: 86) put it this way: “There is no more
pleasant fiction than that technological change is the product of the
matchless ingenuity of the small man forced by competition to employ
his wits to better his neighbor.” Servan-Schreiber (1968: 159) thus pre-
scribed that Europeans create “large industrial units which are able
both in size and management to compete with the American giants.”

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the April 2001 conference on
entrepreneurship and public policy at the Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University. I am grateful for the suggestions of David Hart, Maryann P. Feldman, and
Charles Wessner.

20
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Public policy toward business in this period revolved around find-
ing solutions to the perceived trade-off between scale and efficiency
on the one hand, and decentralization and inefficiency on the other
hand. The three main policy mechanisms deployed to achieve the re-
quired balance in the industrialized countries were antitrust (or com-
petition policy, as it was called in Europe), regulation, and public own-
ership of business. A heated debate emerged about which approach
best promoted large-scale production while simultaneously constrain-
ing the ability of large corporations to exert market power, but there
was much less debate about public policy toward small business and
entrepreneurship. The only issue was whether public policymakers
should simply allow small firms to disappear as a result of their ineffi-
ciency or intervene to preserve them on social and political grounds.
Those who perceived small firms to be contributing significantly to
growth, employment generation, and competitivenesswere fewand far
between.

This situation has been reversed completely in recent years. En-
trepreneurship has come to be perceived as an engine of economic
and social development throughout the world. For example, Romano
Prodi, president of the European Commission, proclaimed recently
that the promotion of entrepreneurship was a central thrust of
European economic strategy. The rationale: “Our lacunae in the
field of entrepreneurship need to be taken seriously because there is
mounting evidence that the key to economic growth and productivity
improvements lies in the entrepreneurial capacity of an economy”
(Prodi 2002: 1).

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how and why the role of
entrepreneurship policy has changed. The next section explains why
public policy toward business afterWorldWar II focused on constrain-
ing the freedom of large corporations to contract, while small firms
were treated as relics to be preserved. In section three I explain how
this traditional policy approach changed as a result of globalization,
producing what I call the “strategic management of places.” I then ex-
plore the role that entrepreneurship plays in the strategicmanagement
of places and analyze a range of approaches to entrepreneurship policy.
The chapter reaches the conclusion that a newmandate for governance
has emerged that is (1) enabling rather than constraining, (2) more
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local and less centralized, and (3) focused on knowledge inputs rather
than on targeting outputs or specific firms.

public policy toward business after world war ii

The pervasive fear of the Soviet Union that emerged as the Cold War
succeededWorldWar II went beyond concerns about military compe-
tition and the space race. Many in theWest worried that the launching
of Sputnik demonstrated the superior organization of Soviet industry.
Facilitated by centralized planning, the Soviet economy apparently
generated rates of growth higher than those of Western economies,
threatening, ultimately, to “bury” (as Soviet PremierNikitaKhruschev
famously put it) the free market competition. After all, the nations of
Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union in particular, had a “luxury”
inherent in their systems of centralized planning – a concentration of
economic assets on a scale beyond anything imaginable in the West,
where the commitment to democracy seemingly imposed a concomi-
tant commitment to economic decentralization.

Western economists and policymakers of the daywere nearly unani-
mous in their acclaim for large-scale enterprises. It is an irony of history
that this consensus mirrored a remarkably similar giantism embed-
ded in Soviet doctrine, fueled by the writings of Marx and ultimately
implemented by the iron fist of Stalin. This was the era of mass pro-
duction when economies of scale seemed to be the decisive factor in
determining efficiency. This was the world so colorfully described by
John Kenneth Galbraith (1956) in his theory of countervailing power,
in which big business was held in check by big labor and by big gov-
ernment. This was the era of the man in the gray flannel suit (Riesman
1950) and the organization man (Whyte 1960), when virtually every
major social and economic institution acted to reinforce the stability
and predictability needed for mass production (Piore and Sabel 1984;
Chandler 1977).

Scholars spanning a broad spectrum of academic fields and dis-
ciplines generated a massive literature that attempted to sort out
the perceived trade-off between economic efficiency on the one hand
andpolitical andeconomicdecentralizationon theother. The large cor-
poration was thought not only to have superior productive efficiency,
but was also assumed to be the engine of technological innovation.
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Ironically, the literature’s obsession with oligopoly was combined with
an analysis that was essentially static. There was considerable concern
about what to do about the existing industrial structure, but little at-
tention paid to where it came from and where it was going. Oliver
Williamson’s classic 1968 article, “Economies as an Antitrust Defense:
TheWelfareTradeoffs,” became somethingof afinal statement demon-
strating that gains in productive efficiency could be obtained through
increased concentration and that gains in terms of competition, and im-
plicitly democracy, could be achieved through decentralizing policies.
But it did not seem possible to have both, certainly not inWilliamson’s
completely static model.

The key public policy question of the daywas “How can society reap
the benefits of the large corporation in an oligopolistic setting while
avoiding or at least minimizing the costs imposed by a concentration of
economic power?” The answer centered on constraining the freedom
of large firms to contract through public ownership, regulation, and
antitrust. Different countries blended these three policy instruments
in very different proportions. France and Swedenwere in the vanguard
of government ownership of business. The Netherlands and Germany,
by contrast, emphasized regulation. The United States placed more
weight on antitrust. Although these differences loomed large to schol-
ars at the time, at this remove they are better seen as manifestations
of a common policy approach that aimed to restrict the power of the
large corporation.

Even advocates of small business agreed that small firms were less
efficient than big companies. These advocates were willing to sacrifice
a modicum of efficiency, however, because of other contributions –
moral, political, and otherwise – made by small business to soci-
ety. Small business policy was thus “preservationist” in character.
The passage of the Robinson-Patman Act in 1936, for instance, was
widely interpreted as one effort to protect small firms such as inde-
pendent retailers that would otherwise have been too inefficient to
survive in open competition with large corporations.1 According to

1 According to the Robinson-Patman Act, “It shall be unlawful for any person engaged
in commerce, in the course of such commerce, either directly or indirectly, to discrim-
inate in price between different purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality.”
The A&P super market chain, for instance, was found in violation of the Robinson-
Patman Act for direct purchases from suppliers and for performing its own wholesale
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Richard Posner (1976: 57), “The Robinson-Patman Act . . . is almost
uniformly condemned by professional and academic opinion, legal and
economic.” Similarly, Robert Bork (1978: 382) observed, “One often
hears of the baseball player who, although a weak hitter, was also a
poor fielder. Robinson-Patman is a little like that. Although it does not
prevent much price discrimination, at least it has stifled a great deal of
competition.”

Preservationist sentiments were also at work in the passage of the
Small Business Act of 1953. Congress authorized the creation of the
Small Business Administration with an explicit mandate to “aid, coun-
sel, assist and protect . . . the interests of small business concerns.”2 This
legislationwas clearly an attempt by theCongress to halt the continued
disappearance of small businesses and to preserve their role in theU.S.
economy. Thus, in the traditional, managed economies of the postwar
era, small firms and entrepreneurship were viewed as a luxury, perhaps
needed by the West to ensure that decision-making remained decen-
tralized, but in any case obtained only at a cost to efficiency. Despite
the preservationist policy, however, the role of small business contin-
ued to diminish subsequent to World War II. The employment share
of small firms in all industries declined from 55.1 percent in 1958 to
52.5 percent in 1977. Declines in the small business employment share
reached double digits for minerals, retail, and wholesale, and single
digits for construction, manufacturing, and services.

globalization and the strategic management
of places

Ahalf-century later, this consensus has been shattered by the complex
of forces captured in the term “globalization.” The shift in economic
activity from a local or national sphere to an international or global
orientation ranks among the most profound trends of the recent pe-
riod. Paradoxically, though, larger markets have weakened large firms.
Unraveling this paradox requires some explanation.

functions. Although these activities resulted in lower distribution costs, the gains in
efficiency were seen as being irrelevant because small business was threatened.

2 U.S. Small Business Administration, “47 Years Of Service To America’s Small Busi-
ness,” http://www.sba.gov/aboutsba/sbahistory.html.
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One driving force underlying globalization has been technology.
Observing the speed at virtually no cost with which information can
be transmitted across geographic space via the internet, fax machines,
and electronic “superhighways,” The Economist recently proclaimed
on its cover “TheDeathofDistance.”Theadventof themicroprocessor
combined with its application in telecommunications has altered the
economicmeaning of national borders and transformed the geography
of production.

Globalization would not have occurred to the degree that it has,
however, if the fundamental changes were restricted to technology.
It took political revolutions in many parts of the world to reap the
benefits of technological change. Throughout the Cold War, military
and ideological antagonism combined with internal political instabil-
ity to render potential investments in Eastern Europe and much of
the developing world risky and impractical. International trade and
investment were therefore generally confined to Europe and North
America, and later a few of the Asian countries, principally Japan and
the “four tigers” of South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong.
Trade with countries behind the Iron Curtain was restricted and in
some cases prohibited. Even trade with Asia was highly regulated and
restricted. Investments in Latin America and the Middle East were
undermined by episodes of nationalization in which foreign investors
were expropriated.

The fall of the Berlin Wall and subsequent downfall of communism
in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union changed the outlook
radically. Within just a few years it became possible not just to trade
with but also to invest in countries such as Hungary, the Czech Re-
public, Poland, and Slovenia as well as China, Vietnam, and Indonesia.
India, too, became accessible as a trading and investment partner af-
ter economic reforms in the early 1990s. The opening of these areas
to the world economy brought the long post-World War II equilib-
rium to a sudden end. The gaping wage differentials that existed while
the Berlin Wall stood were suddenly exposed. Massive populations
craving to enjoy the high levels of consumption that had become the
norm in Western Europe and North America were willing to work for
much less than their Western counterparts. Of course, the productiv-
ity of labor is vastly greater in the developed world, which compen-
sates to a significant degree for such large wage differentials. Still, the
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magnitudeof thedifferences caused tradeand investmentflows to swell
hugely. Traditional measures of trade (exports and imports), foreign
direct investment (inward and outward), international capital flows,
and intercountry labor mobility have all trended strongly positive.

Many companies have responded to the opportunities made pos-
sible by the events of 1989. Confronted with low-cost competition in
foreign locations, producers in the high-cost countries had three op-
tions as they sought to retain their leading positions: (1) reduce wages
and other production costs sufficiently to compete with the low-cost
foreign producers, (2) substitute equipment and technology for labor
to increase productivity, and (3) shift production out of high-cost loca-
tions and into low-cost locations.

Many of the European and American firms that have successfully
restructured resorted to the last two alternatives. Substituting capital
and technology for labor along with shifting production to low-cost
locations has resulted in waves of corporate downsizing throughout
EuropeandNorthAmerica. For example, between1979 and1995more
than 43 million jobs were lost in the United States as a result of corpo-
rate downsizing. This figure includes 24.8 million blue-collar jobs and
18.7 million white-collar jobs. The 500 largest U.S. manufacturing cor-
porations cut 4.7 million jobs between 1980 and 1993, or one quarter
of their work force (Audretsch 1995). Perhaps most disconcerting, the
rate of corporate downsizing has apparently increased over time in the
United States, even as the unemployment rate has fallen. During most
of the 1980s, about one in twenty-five workers lost a job. In the 1990s
the share rose to one in twenty workers. Companies have shed labor
to preserve their viability; many have thrived as a result.

The experience has not been different in Europe. Pressed to main-
tain competitiveness in traditional industries, where economic activity
can be easily transferred across geographic space to access lower pro-
duction costs, the largest andmost prominentGerman companies have
been downsizing their domestic employment. For example, Siemens
decreased employment in Germany by 12 percent between 1985 and
1995, even as it increased the amount of employment outsideGermany
by 50 percent. The numbers for Volkswagen, Hoechst, and BASF are
variations on the same theme.

The result of this wave of downsizing in Germany in the 1990s has
been levels of unemployment – four million – not seen since the 1940s.
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The impact was not confined to individual firms, but spread across en-
tire industries and geographical regions. Stuttgart, which is home to
Daimler-Chrysler (formerly Daimler-Benz), experienced an increase
in manufacturing employment throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and into
the 1990s. After reaching a peak of around 480,000 in 1991, manufac-
turing employment fell by more than one-third, to around 350,000 by
the mid-1990s. The resulting unemployment triggered cries of betrayal
from the critics of large corporations.3 But this is a mistake. Corpora-
tions were simply trying to survive in global competition made fierce
by easy access to low-cost inputs.

Much of the policy debate responding to globalization revolved
around a perceived trade-off between maintaining higher wages but
suffering greater unemployment on the one hand, and attaining higher
levels of employment at the cost of lowerwage rates on theother.There
is, however, another alternative. It does not require sacrificingwages to
create new jobs, nor does it require fewer jobs to maintain wage levels
and the social safety net. This alternative involves shifting economic ac-
tivity out of the traditional industries where the high-cost countries of
Europe andNorthAmerica have lost their comparative advantage and
into those industries where comparative advantage is compatible with
both high wages and high levels of employment – knowledge-based
and innovative economic activity.

The locus of action in this strategy is not firms, but places. As long
as corporations were inextricably linked to their regional location by
substantial sunk costs, such as capital investment, the competitiveness
of a region was identical to the competitiveness of the corporations
located in that region. “What is good for General Motors is good for
America” may have been controversial even a half-century ago, but
few would have disagreed that “What is good for General Motors
is good for Detroit.” And so it was with U.S. Steel in Pittsburgh and
Volkswagen inWolfsburg.As long as the corporation thrived, sowould
the region. That world is gone. At the heart of the strategic man-
agement of places is the development and enhancement of factors of

3 As the German newspaperDie Zeit (2 February, 1996: p. 1) pointed out in a front page
article, “When Profits Lead to Ruin – More Profits and More Unemployment: Where
is the Social Responsibility of the Firms?”, the German public has responded to the
recent waves of corporate downsizing with accusations that corporate Germany is no
longer fulfilling its share of the social contract.
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production that cannot be transferred across geographic space at low
cost – principally, although not exclusively, knowledge and ideas.

the spatial basis of the knowledge economy

Knowledge spills over from its initial producers to many secondary
users. This fact is barely disputed. The big question is whether these
spillovers have geographic limits such that locally produced knowledge
canbe retainedandexploited locally. In aworldof e-mail, faxmachines,
and cyberspace, the claim that geographic location is important to the
process linking knowledge spillovers to innovative activity may seem
surprising and even paradoxical. The resolution to the paradox posed
lies in a distinction between knowledge and information. Information,
such as the price of gold inNewYork, or the value of the yen inLondon,
can be easily codified and has a singular meaning and interpretation.
By contrast, knowledge is vague, difficult to codify, and often only
serendipitously recognized. Whereas the marginal cost of transmitting
information across geographic space has been rendered irrelevant by
the telecommunications revolution, the marginal cost of transmitting
knowledge, and especially tacit knowledge, rises with distance.

VonHippel (1994)demonstrates that high context, uncertainknowl-
edge (which he terms “sticky” knowledge) is best transmitted via
face-to-face interaction and through frequent and repeated contact.
Geographic proximity matters in transmitting knowledge because, as
KennethArrow (1962) pointed out four decades ago, such tacit knowl-
edge is inherently nonrival in nature. Knowledge developed for any
particular application can easily spill over and have economic value in
very different applications. As Glaeser and colleagues (1992, p. 1126)
have observed, “intellectual breakthroughs must cross hallways and
streets more easily than oceans and continents.”

The importance of local proximity for the transmission of knowl-
edge spillovers has been observed in many different contexts. Re-
cent scholarship has overcome the data constraints highlighted by
Krugman (1991a) to provide precise estimates of the extent of knowl-
edge spillovers and to link them to the geography of innovative ac-
tivity. The empirical evidence consistently supports the notion that
knowledge spills over from university research laboratories and from
industry R&D laboratories as well. Location and proximity clearly
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matter in exploiting these knowledge spillovers. Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and
Henderson (1993), for instance, found that patent citations tend to
occur more frequently within the state in which patented inventions
were made than outside of that state. Audretsch and Feldman (1996)
found that the propensity of innovative activity to cluster geographi-
cally tends to be greater in industries where new economic knowledge
plays a more important role. Prevezer (1997) and Zucker, Darby, and
Armstrong (1998) show that in biotechnology, an industry based al-
most exclusively on new knowledge, firms tend to cluster together in
just a handful of locations, a finding extended by Andrew Toole in this
volume. Audretsch and Stephan (1996) demonstrate that an outside
scientist is more likely to be located in the same region as the firm
that he advises when the relationship involves the transfer of new eco-
nomic knowledge. However, when a scientist is providing a service to
a company that does not involve knowledge transfer, local proximity
is much less important.

In addition, there is reason to believe that knowledge spillovers are
not homogeneous across firms. In estimating the impact of knowledge
spillovers on the innovative activity of large and small enterprises sep-
arately, Acs, Audretsch, and Feldman (1994) provide some insight into
the puzzle posed by the recent wave of studies identifying vigorous in-
novative activity emanating from small firms in certain industries. How
are these small, and frequently new, firms able to generate innovative
output while undertaking negligible amounts of investment in knowl-
edge-generating inputs, such as R&D? The answer appears to be that
they exploit knowledge created by expenditures on research in univer-
sities and on R&D in large corporations, a finding affirmed by Nathan
Rosenberg in his contribution to this volume. These findings suggest
that the innovative output of all firms rises along with an increase in
the amount of R&D inputs, both in private corporations as well as in
university laboratories. However, R&D expenditures made by private
companies play a particularly important role in providing knowledge
inputs to the innovative activity of large firms,whereas expenditures on
research made by universities serve as an especially key input for gen-
erating innovative activity in small enterprises. Apparently large firms
are more adept at exploiting knowledge created in their own labora-
tories, while their smaller counterparts have a comparative advantage
at exploiting spillovers from university laboratories.
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the role of entrepreneurship

That small entrepreneurial firms would emerge as more important in
the knowledge economy seems to be contrary to many of the con-
ventional theories of innovation. The starting point for most theories
of innovation is the firm. In such theories the firms are exogenous
and their performance in generating technological change is endoge-
nous (Arrow 1962). For example, in the most prevalent model found
in the literature of technological change, the model of the knowledge
production function, formalized byZviGriliches (1979), firms exist ex-
ogenously and then engage in the pursuit of new economic knowledge
as an input into the process of generating innovative activity. Knowl-
edge as an input in a production function is inherently different from
the more traditional inputs of labor, capital and land. Whereas the
economic value of the traditional inputs is relatively certain, knowl-
edge is intrinsically uncertain and its potential value is asymmetric
across economic agents.4 The most important source of new knowl-
edge usually considered in this framework is R&D. Other sources of
new economic knowledge include a high degree of human capital, in
the form of a skilled labor force and a high presence of scientists and
engineers.

There is considerable empirical evidence supporting the model of
theknowledgeproduction function.Theempirical linkbetweenknowl-
edge inputs and innovative output becomes stronger as the unit of ob-
servation gets larger. Among countries, for example, the relationship
between R&D and patents is very strong. The most innovative coun-
tries, such as the United States, Japan, and Germany, also make large
investments in R&D. By contrast, little patent activity is associated
with developing countries, which have very low R&D expenditures.
The link betweenR&D and innovative output is also very strong when
the unit of observation is the industry. The most innovative indus-
tries, such as computers, scientific instruments, and pharmaceuticals
also tend to be the most R&D-intensive. Audretsch (1995) finds a sim-
ple correlation coefficient of 0.74 between R&D inputs and innovative
output at the level of four-digit standard industrial classification (SIC)
industries.

4 Arrow (1962) pointed out that this is one of the reasons for inherent market failure.
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However, when the knowledge production function is tested at the
firm level, the link between knowledge inputs and innovative output
becomes tenuous and weakly positive in some studies and nonexistent
or even negative in others. The model of the knowledge production
function becomes particularly weak when small firms are included in
the sample. This is not surprising, since formal R&D is concentrated
among the largest corporations, whereas a series of studies (for exam-
ple, Acs and Audretsch 1990) has clearly documented that small firms
account for a disproportional share of new product innovations given
their low R&D expenditures. The breakdown of the knowledge pro-
duction function at the level of the firm raises the question, Where do
innovative firms with little or no R&D get the knowledge inputs? This
question becomes particularly relevant for small and new firms that
undertake little R&D themselves, yet contribute considerable innova-
tive activity in newly emerging industries such as biotechnology and
computer software (Audretsch 1995). One answer that has recently
emerged in the economics literature is that they draw on other firms
and research institutions such as universities. Economic knowledge
spills over to these firms from these outside organizations.

Why should knowledge spill over from the source of origin? At
least twomajor channels ormechanisms for knowledge spillovers have
been identified in the literature. Both of these spillover mechanisms
revolve around the issue of appropriability of new knowledge. Cohen
and Levinthal (1989) suggest that firms develop the capacity to adapt
new technology and ideas developed in other firms and are therefore
able to appropriate some of the returns accruing to investments in new
knowledge made externally.

By contrast, Audretsch (1995) proposes shifting the unit of obser-
vation away from exogenously assumed firms to individuals, such as
scientists, engineers, or other knowledge workers – agents with endow-
ments of new economic knowledge.When the lens is shifted away from
the firm to the individual as the relevant unit of observation, the appro-
priability issue remains, but the question becomes,How can economic
agents with a given endowment of new knowledge best appropriate the
returns from that knowledge? If the scientist or engineer can pursue
the new idea within the organizational structure of the firm developing
the knowledge and appropriate roughly the expected value of that
knowledge, he has no reason to leave the firm. On the other hand, if he
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places a greater value on his ideas than does the decision-making bu-
reaucracy of the incumbent firm, he may choose to start a new firm to
appropriate the value of his knowledge. In the metaphor provided by
Albert O. Hirschman (1970), if voice proves to be ineffective within
incumbent organizations, and loyalty is sufficiently weak, a knowledge
worker may exit from the firm or university where the knowledge was
created. In this spillover channel the knowledge production function
is actually reversed. The knowledge is exogenous and embodied in
a worker. The firm is created endogenously in the worker’s effort to
appropriate the value of his knowledge through innovative activity.

What emerges from this line of scholarship on entrepreneurship is
that markets are in motion, with a lot of firms entering and exiting
knowledge-intensive industries. But is this motion horizontal, so that
the bulk of firms exiting are firms that had entered relatively recently,
or vertical, such that a significant share of the exiting firms had been
established incumbents thatwere displaced by younger firms? In trying
to shed some light on this question, Audretsch (1995) proposes two
different models of the evolutionary process of industries over time.
Some industries can best be characterized by the model of the conical
revolving door, where new businesses are started, but there is also
a high propensity for them to subsequently exit the market. Other
industries may be better characterized by the metaphor of the forest,
where incumbent establishments are displaced by new entrants.

Which view is more applicable apparently depends on three ma-
jor factors: underlying technological conditions, scale economies, and
demand. Where scale economies play an important role, the model of
the revolving door seems to bemore applicable. Although start-up and
entry of new businesses are apparently not deterred by the presence
of high scale economies (in itself a rather startling result), a process of
firm selection analogous to a revolving door ensures that only those
establishments successful enough to grow will be able to survive be-
yond more than a few years. The bulk of new entrants that are not so
successful ultimately exit within a few years after entry.

When new entrepreneurial firms employ a strategy of innovation,
they typically start at a very small scaleofoutput.Theyaremotivatedby
the desire to appropriate the expected value of new economic knowl-
edge. But if scale economies in the industry are large, the firmmay not
be able to remain viable indefinitely at its start-up size. In this case, the
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new firm must grow to survive. The temporary survival of new firms
is presumably supported by a strategy of compensating factor differ-
entials that enables the firm to discover whether or not it has a viable
product.

The empirical evidence has found that the postentry growth of firms
that survive tends to be spurred by the extent to which there is a gap
between the minimum efficient scale of output and the size of the
firm. Innovation also figures in the selection process. New firms em-
ploying a strategy of innovation to attain competitiveness are appar-
ently engaged in the selection process. Only those new firms offering
a viable product that can be produced efficiently will grow and ulti-
mately approach or attain the minimum efficient scale of output. The
remainder will stagnate and exit the industry. Thus, in highly innova-
tive industries, there is a continuing process of entry of new firms, but
not necessarily the continuation of the same small firms over the long
run. Although the skewed size distribution of firms persists with re-
markable stability over long periods of time, a constant set of small
entrepreneurial firms does not appear to be responsible. Rather, by
serving as agents of change, small entrepreneurial firms provide an es-
sential source of new ideas and experimentation that otherwise would
remain untapped in the economy.

A series of studies have identified a positive link between en-
trepreneurial activity and growth for spatial units of observation5 rang-
ing from the city and region (Carree 2002; Fritsch 1997; National Com-
mission on Entrepreneurship 2001b; Reynolds et al. 2000; Reynolds,
Hay, Bygrave, Camp, andAutio 2000) to the country (Carree, van Stel,
Thurik and Wennekers 2000; Carree and Thurik 1999). In particular,
Fritsch (1997) and Reynolds (1999) provide compelling evidence that
fast growing regions are experiencing higher levels of entrepreneurial
activity, as measured by start-up rates and turbulence rates. Carree
and Thurik (1999) provide empirical evidence from a 1984–1994 cross-
sectional study of the twenty-three member countries of the Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which
reveals that increased entrepreneurship, as measured by business
ownership rates, is associated with higher rates of employment growth

5 Spatial units of observation refer to a geographic dimension such as a city, county,
region, or country.
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at the country level. Similarly, the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
(GEM) Study (Reynolds, Hay, Bygrave, Camp, and Autio 2000) also
establishes an empirical link between the degree of entrepreneurial
activity and economic growth, as measured by employment, at the
country level. Thus, there are not only theoretical arguments but also
empirical evidence that suggest that the growth of places is positively
associated with an entrepreneurial advantage. The strategic manage-
ment of places emerged in order for places to capitalize on the growth
associated with entrepreneurship. As a consequence, a new role for
government emerged.

entrepreneurship policy

The link between entrepreneurial activity and growth for spatial units
of observation, which has only systematically been established by
scholars in recent years, captured the attention of policymakers much
earlier. They witnessed the decline of large manufacturing corpora-
tions that had once been the mainstay of employment growth in indus-
tries such as steel, autos, and tires, in places like Pittsburgh, Detroit,
and Akron. Their eyes told them that the regions enjoying the highest
rates of growth and job creation also exhibited the highest rates of en-
trepreneurial activity. The emergence of knowledge as a source of com-
petitiveness, combined with the propensity for knowledge to remain
localized, resulted in a new policy opportunity for places – cities, re-
gions, states, and countries. The policy goal of growth and employment
creation could be attained, it was hoped, by strategically managing the
climate of these places so as to generate entrepreneurial activities and
thus economic growth.

The policy mandate for promoting entrepreneurship was based on
the market failure associated with knowledge activities. Arrow (1962)
recognized that knowledge was inherently a public good, so that its
production generated externalities. As Audretsch and Feldman (1996)
point out, however, local proximity is essential for accessing these
knowledge spillovers. Thus, both knowledge-based firms and workers
place a greater value on locations with clusters than those without clus-
ters. Because of knowledge spillovers, the value of an entrepreneurial
firm is greater in the (local) presence of other entrepreneurial firms
(Audretsch and Stephan 1996). Yet individual firms and workers are
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reluctant to invest in the creation of such a cluster, which involves the
creation of other entrepreneurial firms, because of their inability to
appropriate the returns from such a cluster, due to the public nature
of knowledge. Policymakers, whose interest lies in generating growth
for a particular location, had to step in.

Market failure also stimulated policy through the positive eco-
nomic value created in entrepreneurial firms that ultimately failed. The
high failure rates of new firm start-ups has been widely documented
(Bruderl et al. 1992; Carroll 1983; Hannan and Freeman 1989), and
the failure rates in knowledge-based activities are especially great
(Audretsch 1995). These rates are not surprising since knowledge ac-
tivities are associated with a greater degree of uncertainty than tradi-
tional economic activities. The failure of a knowledge-based firm does
not necessarily mean, however, that no value was created by that firm.
Evidence suggests that ideas created by failed firms and projects often
become integral parts of successful products and projects in successful
firms (Holbrook 1995; Holbrook et al. 2000). For example, although
Fairchild Semiconductor failed, the ideas generated by the firm were
used by numerous other firms and helped to spawn Silicon Valley. The
externalities associated with failed firms lead to market failure in the
valuation of (potential) new enterprises between private investors and
policymakers. The private investor can only appropriate her invest-
ment if the particular firm succeeds. If the firm fails but knowledge ex-
ternalities contribute to the success of other firms, the private investor
still does not appropriate anything from her investment. However, the
public policy perspective is considerably different. From the public pol-
icy perspective it does not matter which firms succeed, as long as some
do. Thus, policymakers should be willing to address the market failure
associated with high rates of firm failure.

As comparative advantage has become increasingly based on new
knowledge, public policy has responded in two fundamental ways. The
first has been to shift the policy focus away from the traditional
triad of instruments that constrained the freedom of firms to contract –
regulation, antitrust, and public ownership of business. The policy ap-
proach of constraint was sensible as long as the major issue was how
to restrain large corporations in possession of considerable market
power. That this policy is less relevant in a global economy is reflected
by the waves of deregulation and privatization throughout the OECD.
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The new policy approach enables the creation and commercialization
of knowledge through R&D, venture capital, and entrepreneurship.

Sternberg (1996) has shown that a number of government-
sponsored technology programs have triggered entrepreneurial ven-
tures, a finding further supported in the chapter by Auerswald and
Branscomb in this volume. These programs aim to eliminate particular
bottlenecks in the development and financing of new firms. Sternberg
(1996) examines the impact that seventy innovation centers have had
on the development of technology-based small firms. He notes that
the majority of the entrepreneurs find advantages from locating at an
innovation center.

The second fundamental change involves shifting the locus of such
enabling policies to the state, regional, or even local level. The down-
sizing of national agencies charged with the regulation of business in
many of theOECDcountries has been interpreted bymany scholars as
the eclipse of government intervention. But to interpret deregulation,
privatization, and the increased irrelevance of antitrust as the end of
government intervention in business ignores an important shift in the
locus and target of public policy. The last decade has seen the emer-
gence of a broad spectrumof enabling policy initiatives that fall outside
the jurisdiction of the traditional regulatory agencies. Sternberg (1996)
shows that the success of several high-technology clusters spanning a
number of developed countries is the direct result of enabling poli-
cies, such as the provision of venture capital or research support. For
example, the Advanced Research Program in Texas has provided sup-
port for basic research and the strengthening of the infrastructure of
the University of Texas, which has played a central role in developing
a high-technology cluster around Austin (Feller 1997). The Thomas
Edison Centers in Ohio, to cite another case, link leading universities
and medical institutions, businesses, foundations, and civic and state
organizations in Ohio in order to create new business opportunities
(Carlsson and Braunerhjelm 1999).

The plethora of science, technology, and research parks provide fur-
ther examples of entrepreneurshippolicy atwork.Lugar andGoldstein
(1991) conducted a review of research parks and concluded that
such parks are created to promote the competitiveness of a partic-
ular region. Lugar (2001: 47) further noted that, “The most successful
parks . . . have a profound impact on a region and its competitiveness.”
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A distinct exemplar of this effect is the Research Triangle Park in
North Carolina. In the 1950s, the traditional industries of North
Carolina, such as furniture, textiles, and tobacco, had lost international
competitiveness, resulting in declines in employment and stagnation
in real incomes. In 1952, only Arkansas and Mississippi had lower per
capita income than North Carolina. A movement emerged in this pe-
riod that advocated exploiting the rich knowledge base of the region,
formed by the three major universities (Duke University, University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and North Carolina State University),
for economic development (Link and Scott, 2003). This movement
arose initially in the business community, but it eventually fell into
the hands of the Governor’s office, which carried it to fruition (Link
1995). Empirical evidence provides strong support that the initiative
creating the Research Triangle Park has led to fundamental changes
in the region. Link and Scott (2003) document the growth in the num-
ber of high-technology companies there from none in 1958 to fifty by
the mid-1980s and over 100 by 1997. At the same time, employment
in these companies increased from zero in the late 1950s to over forty
thousand by 1997. Lugar (2001) credits the Research Triangle Park
with directly and indirectly generating one-quarter of all jobs in the
region between 1959 and 1990, and shifting the nature of those jobs
toward high value-added knowledge-based activities.

One of the most interesting examples of entrepreneurship policy
for the strategic management of places involves the establishment
of five EXIST regions in Germany, where start-ups from universities
and government research laboratories are encouraged (Bundesminis-
terium fuerBildung undForschung 2000). The programhas the explicit
goals of (1) creating an entrepreneurial culture, (2) commercializing
scientific knowledge, and (3) increasing the number of innovative start-
ups and SMEs. Five regions were selected among many applicants for
STARTfunding: (1)Rhein-Ruhr region (bizeps program), (2)Dresden
(Dresden exists), (3) Thueringen (GET UP), (4) Karlsruhe (KEIM),
and (5) Stuttgart (PUSH!).

conclusions

The role of entrepreneurship and small business policy has evolved
considerably since World War II. What was once considered to be a
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necessary drain on Western economies has become a central strate-
gic instrument for competitiveness in global markets. Globalization
has shifted the comparative advantage in the OECD countries away
from land, labor, and capital toward knowledge. This shift has trig-
gered a divergence between the competitiveness of firms and the
competitiveness of locations. As the strategic management of firms
dictated a response to globalization of outward foreign direct invest-
ment combined with employment downsizing at high-cost locations,
public policy has responded by developing the strategic management
of places. Entrepreneurship policy plays a central role in the strategic
management of places, because entrepreneurial activity is the con-
duit between investments in knowledge and economic growth at the
particular location.

Just as it has been important to understand how to manage en-
trepreneurial firms, it has now become at least as important to un-
derstand how to achieve an entrepreneurial society. Although this
emphasis on small entrepreneurial firms as engines of dynamic effi-
ciency may seem startling after decades of looking to the corporate
giants as engines of growth and development, it in fact may not be so
new. That great observer of early American life, Alexis de Tocqueville,
reported in 1835, “What astonishes me in the United States is not so
much the marvellous grandeur of some undertakings as the innumer-
able multitude of small ones.”
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Entrepreneurship, Creativity, and Regional
Economic Growth

Richard Florida

If one wanted to select the best novelist, artist, entrepreneur, or even
chief executive officer, one would most likely want someone who is
creative.

– Robert Sternberg, Handbook of Creativity (Sternberg 1999)

Entrepreneurship, both in the conventional wisdom and the aca-
demic view, has long been seen as the province of great individuals.
Scores of books and articles have been written extolling the virtues
of heroic entrepreneurs. This chapter starts from the assumption that
this “great man” theory misses the fundamental mechanisms that
spur entrepreneurship and economic growth. Indeed, entrepreneur-
ship is more than an economic process and extends beyond the pro-
cess of new business formation. At bottom, entrepreneurship is a
social process that stems from a broad set of social and cultural
conditions.

In the contemporaryUnited States, the entrepreneurial impulse has
becomeembedded in a social ethos. The forces that produced this ethos
have been building at least since the 1960s, and perhaps longer, but
the rise of the entrepreneurial society – or way of life – has become
apparent just recently. Entrepreneurship is part of a broader social
movement, a shift in what Americans want out of their lives. Consider
the following facts.

39
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� Some 60 percent of teenagers and young adults say they want to be
entrepreneurs, according to a recent survey (Kourilsky andWalstad
2000).

� A survey of research on entrepreneurship by Patricia Thornton
points out that 4 percent of Americans at any given time are in-
volved in starting businesses (Thornton 1999).

� A 26-year-old woman I interviewed in the course of my research
put it this way: “Me, I always felt like the weirdo. I can only imagine
the number of times it was said, just do it that way because that’s
the way it’s done. I always have felt a sense that to be or do anything
outside of the realm of the normwas not different but wrong. I wish
I had a dime for every time people said, get a real job. You see?
You’re seen as the weirdo if you take risks and build something
different. I know I always wanted to create things for myself but I
didn’t know how to do it. I finally realized what it is. What I want
to do to build things isn’t weird; it’s called entrepreneurship. I’m an
entrepreneur” (interview by author 2000).

These facts hint at the broad shift occurring in American society,
a shift that goes beyond the conventional notion that we now live
in an “information” or “knowledge” economy. This economy is pow-
ered not by information or by knowledge, but by human creativity.
Creativity – “the ability to create meaningful new forms,” asWebster’s
Dictionary puts it – is now the decisive source of competitive advan-
tage. As Paul Romer likes to say, the big advances in the standard of
living – not to mention the big competitive advantages in the market-
place – come from “better recipes, not just more cooking” (Romer
1993).

Creativity is multifaceted and multidimensional. I identify three in-
terrelated types of creativity: (1) technological creativity or innovation,
(2) economic creativity or entrepreneurship, and (3) artistic and cul-
tural creativity. I argue that these three types of creativity are mutually
dependent. In order to generate entrepreneurship (evident in higher
rates of new business formation), a region must create conditions that
stimulate innovation, arts, and culture. The three types of creativity
stimulate and reinforce one another.

Creativity requires diversity. As the great urbanist Jane Jacobs
observed forty years ago, creativity thrives when the environment
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allows people of all lifestyles, cultures, and ethnicities to interact
(Jacobs 1961). Regions that wish to encourage economic creativity
must also encourage diversity. My focus groups and interviews with
young, talented people indicated time and time again that one of the
most important attributes they seek in looking for a place in which to
live and work is diversity. In order to become an entrepreneurial cen-
ter, a region must nurture a community that encourages all forms of
creativity, which means supporting populations that are highly linked
to creativity.

Entrepreneurship of the Schumpeterian sort – that is, the creation
of technologically dynamic, high-value added, high-growth firms, with
which this volume as a whole is mainly concerned – is intimately linked
to creativity, defined in this broad fashion (Schumpeter 1947; Mokyr
1990). I have reached this conclusion after years of research on en-
trepreneurship, technological innovation, and economic growth at the
regional level with a team of students and colleagues at Carnegie
MellonUniversity.My qualitative research, drawing on interviews and
focus groups, lays bare the changing attitudes and desires of creative
people and ties these to key factors in the social environment. Our
quantitativework substantiates these findings, using newmeasures that
are more reliable and more focused on the dependent variable of in-
terest – Schumpeterian entrepreneurship – than previous research in
this vein (Florida 2002).

This chapter provides an empirical assessment of the relationship
betweenentrepreneurshipandother formsof creativity anddiversity at
the regional level. The next section reviews prior work and introduces
some of the central precepts of my creativity-based perspective. The
third section presents the basic designs, methods, and indicators used
in our research. I then examine the relationship between entrepreneur-
ship, technological and cultural creativity, anddiversity.The last section
discusses the implications of these trends and findings for the emerging
field of entrepreneurship policy.

creativity, entrepreneurship, and regional
economic growth

Economists and geographers have always accepted that economic
growth is regional, that it is driven by and spreads from specific regions,
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cities, or even neighborhoods. Robert Park, Jane Jacobs, and Wilbur
Thompson, among others, long ago pointed to the role of places
as incubators of creativity, innovation, and new firms and industries
(Park et al. 1925; Jacobs 1969, 1984; Thompson 1965). The earliest ex-
planation of this phenomenonwas that places groweither because they
are located on transportation routes or because they have endowments
of natural resources that encourage firms to locate there. According to
this conventional view, the economic importance of a place is tied to
the efficiency with which one can make things and do business. Gov-
ernments employ this theory when they use tax breaks and highway
construction to attract business. But these cost-related factors are no
longer key to success.

Another major theory of regional growth suggests that place re-
mains important as a locus of economic activity because of the ten-
dency of firms to cluster together. This view builds on the seminal
insights of the economist Alfred Marshall. The contemporary vari-
ant of this view, advanced by Michael Porter, has many proponents in
academia and in the practice of economic development (Porter 1998;
2000a; 2000b). It is clear that similar firms tend to cluster. Examples of
this sort of agglomeration include not only Detroit and Silicon Valley,
but themaquiladora electronics-and-auto-parts districts inMexico, the
clustering of makers of disk drives in Singapore and of flat-panel dis-
plays in Japan, and the garment district and Broadway theater district
in New York City.

The question is not whether firms cluster but why. Several answers
have been offered. Some experts believe, as Marshall did, that “ag-
glomerations” of similar firms capture efficiencies generated from tight
linkages between the firms. Others say it has to do with the positive
benefits of co-location,which are sometimes referred to as “spillovers.”
Still others claim agglomeration occurs because certain kinds of activ-
ities require face-to-face contact (Feldman 2000). But these are only
partial answers.

Over the past decade or so, a more powerful theory to explain city
and regional growth has emerged. The basic idea behind this theory is
that people are the motor for growth. Its proponents thus refer to it as
the “human capital” theory of regional development. The proponents
of the human capital theory argue that the key to regional growth lies
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not in reducing the costs of doing business or inducing the clustering of
firms, but rather in enhancing regional endowments of highly educated
and productive people.

The human capital theory owes a particular debt to the work of
Jane Jacobs. Decades ago, Jacobs noted the ability of cities to attract
creative people and thus spur economic growth (Jacobs 1984). For a
long timeacademiceconomists ignoredher ideas, but in thepast decade
or two, they have been taken up with gusto. The Nobel Prize-winning
economist Robert Lucas, for instance, sees the productivity effect that
comes from the clustering of human capital as the critical factor in
regional economic growth, referring to it as a “Jane Jacobs external-
ity.” (In a widely circulated e-mail Lucas went so far as to suggest that
Jacobs should be considered for a Nobel Prize in economics.) Building
on Jacobs’ seminal insight, Lucas contends that cities would be eco-
nomically infeasible if not for the productivity effect associated with
endowments of human capital:

If we postulate only the usual list of economic forces, cities should fly apart.
The theory of production contains nothing to hold a city together. A city is
simply a collection of factors of production – capital, people, and land – and
land is always far cheaper outside cities than inside . . . It seems to me that the
‘force’ we need to postulate to account for the central role of cities in economic
life is of exactly the same character as the ‘external human capital’ . . .What
can people be paying Manhattan or downtown Chicago rents for, if not for
being near other people? (Lucas 1988)

Studies of national growth find a clear connection between the eco-
nomic success of nations and their human capital, as measured by the
level of education. This connection has also been found in regional
studies of the United States. In a series of studies, Edward Glaeser
and his collaborators, for example, have found considerable empiri-
cal evidence that human capital is the central factor in regional growth
(Glaeser 1998; Glaeser et al. 2001). According toGlaeser, such cluster-
ing of human capital is the ultimate source of regional agglomerations
of firms. Firms concentrate to reap the advantages that stem from com-
mon labor pools and not to tap the advantages from linked networks
of customers and suppliers, as Porter and others argue. Research by
Spencer Glendon shows that a good deal of city growth over the
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twentieth century can be traced to cities’ levels of human capital at the
beginning of the century (Glendon 1998). Places with greater numbers
of talented people grew faster and were better able to attract more
talent. For our purposes, places with high concentrations of human
capital both attract existing firms and provide the habitat required to
create new entrepreneurial firms.

The human capital theory asserts that economic growth will oc-
cur in places that have highly educated people. It thus begs the ques-
tion: Why do talented, creative, and entrepreneurial people cluster in
certain places? My focus groups and interviews suggest three basic
reasons.

� Thick labor markets: People don’t just want a job, they want a lot of
jobs. They know they’re going to move around a lot, so they want a
“thick labor market.”

� Diversity: People in my interviews and focus groups look for visible
signs of diversity, such as prevalence of various nationalities and
ethnicities as well as a visible gay community. These are visual cues
that a place is open to all and possesses “low entry barriers” to
human capital.

� Quality of place: I define quality of place in terms of three attributes:
what’s there – the buildings, the neighborhoods, the physical design;
who’s there – the people, the diversity, the humanenergy; andwhat’s
going on – the bustling street life, sidewalk cafes, restaurants, music
venues, and active outdoor recreation.

I argue, then, that regional economic growth is driven by creative
people who prefer places that are diverse, tolerant, and open to new
ideas. This “creative capital” theory thus differs from human capital
theory in two respects. First, it identifies a type of human capital, cre-
ative people, that is the key to economic growth. Second, it identifies
the underlying factors that shape the location decisions of these people,
instead of merely saying that regions are blessed with certain endow-
ments of them. Furthermore, it suggests that creativity is linked to
diversity. Diversity increases the odds that a place will attract differ-
ent types of creative people with different skill sets and ideas. Places
with diverse mixes of creative people are more likely to generate new
and novel combinations. Diversity and concentration work together
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to speed the flow of knowledge. Greater and more diverse concentra-
tions of creative capital in turn lead to higher rates of innovation, high-
technology business formation, job generation, and economic growth.
This theory suggests that places that are open to creativity of all sorts
(technological and cultural as well as economic) reflect an underlying
environment or habitat that favors risk taking and thus will stimulate
entrepreneurship.

In more pragmatic terms, my creativity-based theory of regional
growth says that technological innovation, new firm formation, and
regional growth are all related to what I call the “3 T’s” of economic
development: technology, talent, and tolerance. To spur innovation, eco-
nomic growth, and other good things a region must have all three of
them. The 3 T’s explain why regions like Baltimore, St. Louis, and
Pittsburgh fail to stimulate entrepreneurship and to grow despite their
deep reservoirs of technology and world-class universities: They are
unwilling to be sufficiently tolerant and open to attract and retain
top creative talent and encourage risk-taking behavior. The inter-
dependence of the 3 T’s also explains why regions like Miami and
New Orleans do not make the grade even though they are life-style
meccas: They lack the required technology base. The most success-
ful places – the San Francisco Bay Area, Boston, Washington, D.C.,
Austin, and Seattle – put all 3 T’s together. They are truly creative
places.

research design and methods

To test this theory, my team and I have developed a series of new
and unique indicators of the social and economic factors that are as-
sociated with innovation, entrepreneurship, and regional economic
growth. Conventional studies of regional entrepreneurship have been
plagued by an absence of reliable and systematic measures of new
firm formation. Researchers who have developed such measures typi-
cally fail to discriminate among types of businesses, which means that
small service establishments swamp entrepreneurship of the Schum-
peterian sort, which is of most interest in explaining regional economic
growth.
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High Technology Growth

In order to overcome this difficulty, I rely on an indicator of the
regional concentration of high-tech firms developed by Ross De Vol
and a team of researchers at the Milken Institute (DeVol 1999). I use
the following indices:

High-Tech Entrepreneurship Index. Ranks a metropolitan area based
on a combination of two factors: (1) its high-tech industrial output
as a percentage of total U.S. high-tech industrial output; and (2) the
percentage of the region’s total economic output that comes fromhigh-
tech industries comparedwith the nationwide percentage. The first fac-
tor favors large metropolitan areas, whereas the second favors smaller
regions with large technology sectors.

Diversity and Innovation

As Jacobs long professed, diversity of people is the catalyst for diversity
of thought and innovation. To get at this phenomenon from a quanti-
tative perspective, I use a variety of novel indicators to account for the
social and economic factors that may condition or affect the process of
high-tech entrepreneurship:

Innovation Index. This index is a measure of patents per capita, 1990–
1999, based on data from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Re-
gions that have a high number of patents per capita are regions that
my team and I consider highly innovative.

Gay Index. Drawing on research by Gary Gates and his collaborators
(Black et al. 2000), this index is based on the decennial U.S. Census.
The “gay index” is a location quotient ranking of gay households per
capita, based on the percentage of all U.S. gays who live in the region
divided by the percentage of the total U.S. population who live there. If
theGay Index is greater than 1.0, the region has a greater-than-average
share of gays.

Bohemian Index. In the same way that the gay population repre-
sents a region’s openness and tolerance, the Bohemian Index reveals a
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region’s level of aesthetic creativity. The Bohemian Index is a measure
of artistically creative people calculated in the same fashion as theGay
Index. The Bohemian Index includes authors, designers, musicians,
composers, actors, directors, painters, sculptors, artist printmakers,
photographers, dancers, artists, and performers. It is based on the 1990
U.S. Decennial Census Public Use Microdata Sample.

Talent Index. This index is a measure of human capital, based on a
region’s share of people holding a bachelor’s degree and above. It
is based on the 1990 U.S. Decennial Census Public Use Microdata
Sample.

Melting Pot Index. This index measures the relative percentage of
foreign-born people in a region, based on the 1990 U.S. Decennial
Census Public Use Microdata Sample.

Composite Diversity Index (CDI). This index combines the Gay,
Bohemian, and Melting Pot Indices. The CDI is a unique way to look
at many different facets of creativity at the same time. Often, regions
that are highly diverse in one element tend to be diverse in our other
measurements, too.

The Importance of Being Creative

The riseof creativity as aneconomic forcehas registered itself in the rise
of a new class. Some 38 million Americans, or about 30 percent of our
work force, are members of the Creative Class, up from 15 percent in
1950 and less than 20 percent as recently as 1980. Their ranks will swell
further as the “creative content” of many formerly rote jobs continues
to increase. In order to gauge the level of creativity across the country,
I created two new indices:

Creative Class. Creativity has become the most ubiquitous facet of
many careers today. Scientists and engineers, artists and designers,
as well as creative professionals, managers, and technicians in many
fields who create marketable new forms or work primarily at creative
problem-solving, are included in my definition of the Creative Class.
This index draws on the Bureau of Labor Statistics OLS occupation
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categories for the year 1999 as percent of the work force (Florida
2002).

Creativity Index. To get at the full magnitude of creativity and its link
to entrepreneurship, I combined a number of different indices that
are representative of a region’s openness, tolerance, and innovation.
The Creative Index is a composite measure based on four indices for
the most current year available: High-Tech Entrepreneurship Index
(2000), Innovation Index (1999), Gay Index (2000), and the Creative
Class (1999).

entrepreneurship, innovation, and the
creative class

Using my measure of the Creative Class and the Talent Index, my re-
search team examined these relationships for the forty-nine regions
with more than one million people in the United States (see the ap-
pendix to this chapter for a full listing). The findings indicate that both
innovation and the high-tech industry are strongly associated with the
locations of the Creative Class and of talent in general. For example,
four of the top five regions on theHigh-Tech Index also rank in the top
five for the Creative Class, as do three of the top five Talent regions.
The correlation between the Creative Class and the High-Tech Index
(0.38) is positive and significant. (See Table 3.1.)

Economic and Cultural Creativity

I now turn to the less obvious relationship between economic and
cultural creativity. In their studies of Chicago, Richard Lloyd and
TerryClarkdubbed revitalizingurbanareas “entertainmentmachines”
(Lloyd and Clark 2001). Joel Kotkin found a similar shift to lifestyle
amenities as the fuel for urban revitalization in the cities he examined
(Kotkin 2000). In a detailed statistical study, Glaeser and his collab-
orators found considerable support for this view, which they referred
to as a shift from the producer to the “consumer city” (Glaeser et al.
2001).OurBohemian Index is an improvement over themeasures used
by these scholars because it directly counts the producers of cultural
amenities using reliable Census data. (See Table 3.2.)
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Table 3.1. High-Tech Entrepreneurship and the Creative Class

Creative Class Talent

High-Tech Share Share
Rank Region (percent) Rank (percent) Rank

1 San Francisco 34.8 5 32.3 5
2 Boston 38.0 3 35.2 3
3 Seattle 32.7 9 26.4 12
4 Los Angeles 30.7 20 17.4 47
5 Washington, D.C. 38.4 1 35.3 2
6 Dallas 30.2 23 27.3 10
7 Atlanta 32.0 16 30.6 7
8 Phoenix 28.6 35 22.0 29
9 Chicago 32.2 14 25.1 15
10 Portland, OR 29.4 30 24.4 17

40 Buffalo 28.9 33 20.6 39
41 Oklahoma City 29.4 29 22.9 23
42 Las Vegas 18.5 49 13.9 49
43 Grand Rapids 24.3 48 20.1 42
44 Providence, RI 27.6 41 21.9 31
45 New Orleans 27.5 42 22.2 24
46 Louisville 26.5 46 19.3 44
47 Jacksonville 30.3 21 18.7 46
48 Memphis 24.8 47 23.1 22
49 Detroit 31.0 19 20.5 40

TheBohemian Index is strongly related toHigh-TechEntrepreneur-
ship. Five of the top ten and twelve of the top twenty Bohemian Index
regions are among the nation’s top twenty high-technology regions.
Eleven of the top twenty Bohemian Index regions are among the
top twenty most innovative regions. The Bohemian Index is also a
strong predictor of both regional employment and population growth.
A region’s Bohemian Index in 1990 predicts both its high-tech industry
concentration and its employment and population growth between
1990 and 2000. The Bohemian Index correlates with the High-Tech
Index at 0.64 and with the Innovation Index at 0.60; both correlations
are statistically significant. This evidence supports the view that places
that provide a broad creative environment are the ones that also en-
courage entrepreneurship, and that entrepreneurship is one dimension
of creativity, which is dependent on an environment that encourages
other types of creativity.
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Table 3.2. High-Tech Entrepreneurship and
the Bohemian Index

High-Tech Bohemian
Rank Region Index

1 San Francisco 5
2 Boston 4
3 Seattle 7
4 Los Angeles 10
5 Washington, D.C. 13
6 Dallas 15
7 Atlanta 12
8 Phoenix 23
9 Chicago 26
10 Portland, OR 6

40 Buffalo 46
41 Oklahoma City 47
42 Las Vegas 9
43 Grand Rapids 31
44 Providence, RI 17
45 New Orleans 41
46 Louisville 33
47 Jacksonville 49
48 Memphis 40
49 Detroit 24

Creativity and Diversity

Economists have long argued that diversity is important to economic
performance, but they have usually meant the diversity of firms or
industries. The economist John Quigley, for instance, argues that
regional economies benefit from the presence of a diverse set of
firms and industries (Quigley 1998). Jane Jacobs was one of the few
who understood diversity more broadly. As Jacobs saw it, great cities
are places where people from virtually any background are wel-
come to turn their energy and ideas into innovations and wealth
(Jacobs 1961).

Immigrants as a Source of Diversity

From Andrew Carnegie in steel to Andy Grove in semiconductors,
immigrants have been a powerful source of innovation and en-
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trepreneurship. People who choose to leave their countries of origin
are predisposed to take risks and can be thought of as “innovative out-
siders.” It seems obvious too that people and groups facing obstacles in
traditional organizations are more likely to start their own enterprises,
and the facts bear this out. Roughly one-quarter of new Silicon Valley
businesses established since 1980 were so started, according to
Annalee Saxenian’s study, a figure that increased to 30 percent after
1995 (Saxenian 1999). In The Global Me, G. Pascal Zachary contends
that America’s successful economic performance is directly linked to
its openness to innovative and energetic people fromaround theworld.
Zachary attributes the decline of once-prosperous countries, such as
Japan andGermany, to the homogeneity of their populations (Zachary
2000).

I explore this question with the Melting Pot Index (see Table 3.3).
Four out of the top ten regions on the Melting Pot Index are also

Table 3.3. High-Tech Entrepreneurship and
Immigration

High-Tech Melting Pot
Rank Region Index

1 San Francisco 4
2 Boston 8
3 Seattle 16
4 Los Angeles 2
5 Washington, D.C. 14
6 Dallas 17
7 Atlanta 31
8 Phoenix 21
9 Chicago 7
10 Portland, OR 24

40 Buffalo 28
41 Oklahoma City 38
42 Las Vegas 13
43 Grand Rapids 36
44 Providence, RI 6
45 New Orleans 26
46 Louisville 49
47 Jacksonville 34
48 Memphis 46
49 Detroit 22
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among the nation’s top ten high-technology areas; and seven of the
top ten are in the top twenty-five high-tech regions. The correlation
between the Melting Pot Index and the High-Tech Index is 0.26 and
significant.

The Gay Index and Regional Diversity

Immigrants are surely important to economic growth, but the gay pop-
ulation is an even stronger indicator of a region’s openness, and in
turn, its innovative and entrepreneurial activity. This relationship is
primarily due to the fact that the gay population, historically, has been
one of the groups most discriminated against. A region that is open to
the gay population most likely will have low barriers to human capital
for other populations as well. These low barriers to entry are critical
for stimulating high-tech growth and innovation. Table 3.4 provides
evidence for this claim.

Table 3.4. High-Tech Entrepreneurship and the Gay Index

High-Tech Gay Index Rank Gay Index Rank
Rank Region (1990) (2000)

1 San Francisco 1 1
2 Boston 18 22
3 Seattle 5 8
4 Los Angeles 3 4
5 Washington, D.C. 7 11 (tie)
6 Dallas 12 9
7 Atlanta 8 7
8 Phoenix 23 15
9 Chicago 17 24 (tie)
10 Portland, OR 22 20

40 Buffalo 49 49
41 Oklahoma City 40 40
42 Las Vegas 28 5
43 Grand Rapids 32 38
44 Providence, RI 31 32
45 New Orleans 25 11 (tie)
46 Louisville 47 36
47 Jacksonville 38 24 (tie)
48 Memphis 43 41
49 Detroit 42 45
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Figure 3.1. The gay–high-tech connection increases over time.

The Gay Index is a very strong predictor of a region’s high-tech
industry concentration. Six of the top ten 1990 and five of the top ten
2000Gay Index regions also rank among the nation’s top ten high-tech
regions. The correlation between the 1990 Gay Index and the High-
Tech Index is 0.57, and it is 0.48 using the 2000 Gay Index. Both are
significant at the 0.001 level. Gays not only predict the concentration of
high-tech industry, they also predict its growth. Four of the regions that
rank in the top ten for high-technology growth from 1990 to 1998 also
rank in the top ten on the Gay Index in both 1990 and 2000 (Growth
Index). The correlation between the 1990 Gay Index and high-tech
growth is 0.17, and it is 0.16 using the 2000 Gay Index. Again, both are
significant at the 0.001 level. In addition, the correlation between the
Gay Index (measured in 1990) and the High-Tech Index calculated for
1990–2000 increases over time (seeFigure 3.1). Thebenefits of diversity
may actually compound over the years.

TheGay Index also correlates highly with the Innovation Index; the
correlation is 0.69. Again, this relationship supports my theory that
places that are open to different backgrounds and cultures, especially
the gay population, are places that have a strong creative, innovative,
and entrepreneurial culture.
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Table 3.5. High-Tech and Diversity Go Together

High-Tech Composite Diversity
Rank Region Index

1 San Francisco 1
2 Boston 4
3 Seattle 8
4 Los Angeles 2
5 Washington, D.C. 7
6 Dallas 14
7 Atlanta 13
8 Phoenix 18
9 Chicago 15
10 Portland, OR 16

40 Buffalo 48
41 Oklahoma City 39
42 Las Vegas 26
43 Grand Rapids 36
44 Providence, RI 11
45 New Orleans 27
46 Louisville 49
47 Jacksonville 41
48 Memphis 44
49 Detroit 28

Diversity in the Broadest Sense

In order to fully measure a region’s openness and tolerance for all
walks of life, it is necessary to combine several different factors that
capture the multiple meanings of diversity. The Composite Diversity
Index (CDI) provides such a proxy. The CDI, which combines the
Gay, Bohemian, and Melting Pot Indices, provides further support for
the argument that openness and tolerance often beget innovation and
entrepreneurial activity. (See Table 3.5.)

Five of the top ten regions on the CDI are also among the top
ten high-tech regions: San Francisco, Boston, Seattle, Los Angeles,
and Washington D.C. The statistical correlation between the High-
Tech Index and the CDI rankings is also quite high. The correlation
coefficient between CDI and High Tech is 0.475. The Spearman rank
order correlation between the High-Tech Index and CDI is 0.63. Even
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more compelling, the CDI strongly predicts high-tech growth. When
we estimate the effect of the CDI on high-tech growth from 1990 to
1998 and factor in the percentage of college graduates in the region,
population, and measures of culture, recreation, and climate, the CDI
continues to have a positive and significant effect. What this research
tells us is that diversity may be the most crucial component for regions
that hope to encourage entrepreneurship.

High-Tech Entrepreneurship and Overall Creativity

Finally, the Creativity Index provides a single baseline indicator of a
region’s overall standing in the creative economy, and it is also a strong
indicator of its entrepreneurial capacity (see Table 3.6). Three of the

Table 3.6. High-Tech Entrepreneurship and Overall
Creativity

Creativity Creativity
High-Tech Index Index
Rank Region Rank Score

1 San Francisco 1 1057
2 Boston 3 1015
3 Seattle 5 1008
4 Los Angeles 12 942
5 Washington, D.C. 8 964
6 Dallas 11 960
7 Atlanta 14 940
8 Phoenix 19 909
9 Chicago 15 935
10 Portland, OR 16 929

40 Buffalo 46 609
41 Oklahoma City 42 668
42 Las Vegas 47 561
43 Grand Rapids 44 639
44 Providence, RI 40 698
45 New Orleans 43 668
46 Louisville 45 622
47 Jacksonville 37 715
48 Memphis 49 530
49 Detroit 39 708
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top five regions and four of the top ten regions on the Creativity Index
are also among the leaders on the High-Tech Index.

public policy implications

Entrepreneurship has become the driving force of wealth and growth
across the country. As this chapter has shown, entrepreneurship re-
quires a supportive social context that can stimulate and nurture cre-
ativity. Openness to people of all cultures and walks of life underlies
entrepreneurship. In order to succeed as a region and promote innova-
tion and entrepreneurship, a region must establish a multidimensional
creative community.

Much of what government does to support economic growth right
now is targeted at the wrong goals and is often counterproductive. The
traditional formula for economic development revolves around the
use of financial incentives to attract manufacturing facilities, branch
plants, big-box retail outlets, and (in its more recent iterations) call
centers. The other main prong of regional development strategy re-
volves around downtown revitalization through massive public sub-
sidies for sports stadiums, convention centers, and retail malls of
various sorts. The economists Andrew Zimbalist and Roger Noll,
among others, have shown the limits of these strategies. Recent re-
search actually finds that sports stadiums tend to reduce net local
income, rather than adding to local economies (Zimbalist and Noll
1997).

My research indicates that such approaches have little if any effect
on the location decisions of the talented and creative people who are
the driving force behind regional development. Not once in my focus
groups and interviews around the country did anyone mention sports
stadiums or traditional economic development packages. These eco-
nomic development strategies are those of the industrial age. New
approaches are needed for regions to compete and prosper in the
Creative Age.

State and local governments need to broaden their visions of en-
trepreneurship policy. Over the past two decades, interest in so-called
“grow your own” strategies to support local entrepreneurship and
the formation in particular of high-tech companies has proliferated,
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as described by Pages and his colleagues in this volume. The typical
formula in this realmrevolves arounda combinationof entrepreneurial
assistance, high-tech incubation, technology transfer, and support for
local venture capital funds. Josh Lerner and others have shown the
limits of these direct entrepreneurial assistance strategies (Lerner
1999a). The gist of their critique is that such approaches are too nar-
row. Local support that is targeted for venture funds is a particularly
problematic strategy.

The main task of regional development policy should be – and is –
to set in place the broad environment or habitat that can attract people
and in which creativity and entrepreneurship can flourish. That means
investing in talent as well as technology and ensuring that regions are
open and tolerant of diversity and risk taking. What it boils down to
frommy perspective is moving beyond the notion of a business climate
and supplementing or replacing that concept with a “people climate.”
Cities and regions need to invest in creating the broad people climate
that can attract creative and talented people of all sorts. And since
people are different, a people climate must be broad enough to appeal
to a wide range of them, regardless of age, gender, race, ethnicity, or
marital status and sexual orientation.

Cities and regions alike must look beyond traditional methods
of economic development and start encouraging a creative climate
that allows people of all backgrounds to plug into their milieu.
Only thus will a region become a truly creative and entrepreneurial
center.
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appendix

Ranking Regions: The Creativity Index

Rank

Creativity Overall Creative
Rank Region Index Rank Class High-Tech Innovation Diversity

1 San Francisco 1057 1 12 1 5 1
2 Austin 1028 2 7 13 6 23
3 Boston 1015 3 6 2 12 41
3 San Diego 1015 3 30 14 13 4
5 Seattle 1008 5 20 3 34 11
6 Raleigh-Durham 996 6 5 16 8 52
7 Houston 980 7 22 19 39 16
8 Washington, D.C. 964 9 4 5 85 18
9 New York 962 10 25 15 54 20
10 Minneapolis 960 11 14 28 11 60
10 Dallas 960 11 55 6 40 15
12 Los Angeles 942 13 46 4 79 5
13 Atlanta 940 14 32 7 87 10
14 Denver 940 14 17 65 29 25
15 Chicago 935 16 29 10 56 46
16 Portland, OR 929 18 73 11 32 31
17 Philadelphia 927 19 27 17 36 70
18 Hartford, CT 922 21 16 41 35 61
19 Phoenix 909 22 92 8 46 21
20 Indianapolis 891 24 68 20 55 42
21 Rochester, NY 877 25 34 51 4 115
22 Sacramento 872 26 40 26 103 34
23 West Palm Beach 852 32 123 40 44 17
24 Columbus, OH 832 33 70 48 102 24
25 Kansas City 818 35 24 25 135 73
26 Tampa–St. Petersburg 804 38 76 42 128 26
27 Salt Lake City 798 41 139 35 45 59
28 Charlotte, NC 787 42 69 46 124 51
29 Miami 775 43 99 62 138 2
30 Cleveland 774 44 71 57 42 134
31 St. Louis 770 45 57 24 76 153
32 Orlando 752 49 108 43 164 9
33 Cincinnati 742 52 119 50 23 141
34 San Antonio 737 55 84 34 126 93
35 Milwaukee 736 56 111 61 38 128
36 Pittsburgh 734 57 53 31 50 210
37 Jacksonville, FL 715 64 50 95 168 47
38 Nashville 711 66 79 70 171 45
39 Detroit 708 68 42 147 27 150
40 Providence, RI 698 70 120 80 108 71
41 Greensboro, NC 697 71 128 53 119 78
42 Oklahoma City 668 83 72 72 150 113
42 New Orleans 668 83 122 87 180 19
44 Grand Rapids, MI 639 95 197 76 52 110
45 Louisville 622 100 150 91 131 83
46 Buffalo 609 105 83 71 73 240
47 Las Vegas 561 117 257 74 178 8
48 Norfolk–Virginia Beach, VA 555 120 97 60 200 162
49 Memphis 530 132 184 100 141 119
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Start-ups and Spin-offs

Collective Entrepreneurship Between Invention
and Innovation

Philip E. Auerswald and Lewis M. Branscomb

The function of entrepreneurs is to reform or revolutionize the pattern
of production by exploiting an invention, or more generally, an untried
technological possibility for producing a new commodity or producing
an old one in a new way, by opening up a new source of supply of
materials or anewoutlet for products, by reorganizing an industry, and so
on. . . . To undertake such new things is difficult and constitutes a distinct
economic function, first because they lie outside of the routine tasks
which everybody understands and secondly, because the environment
resists inmanyways that vary, according to social conditions, fromsimple
refusal either to finance or buy a new thing, to physical attack on the
man who tries to produce it.

– Joseph A. Schumpeter (1942: 132)
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Cambridge, MA, and one each in Palo Alto, CA, and Washington, D.C.) and in a set of
structured interviews undertaken under the direction of the authors by themanagement
consulting firm of Booz, Allen and Hamilton. For further information see Branscomb
and Auerswald(2002), or our website at <www.fundinggap.org>.
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introduction

The most successful new technology ventures generate tremendous
returns for their investors (see Scherer and Harhoff 2000). Interest in
capturing a share of such potentially large returns has stimulated rapid
growth in recent years in both the number and diversity of institutions
specialized in supporting the commercial development and market-
ing of new technologies. These include venture capital firms, corporate
venture funds, incubators of various types, niche law firms, university
and government offices of technology transfer, and networks of indi-
vidual private equity, or “angel,” investors.1 The funds available for
the support of technology entrepreneurship have grown accordingly.
Indeed, at present, by some measures, the supply of such funds seems
to exceed the demand.2 Yet, even in such an environment, practition-
ers report that the process of translating a basic science “invention”
into a commercially viable “innovation” is not only extremely difficult,
but getting more so (see Branscomb and Auerswald 2001, 2002; Pres-
ton 1993, 1997; Hall 2002).3 The economic and technological factors
driving this trend are not new. Four years ago, then Undersecretary
of Commerce Mary Good testified before the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs: “As the competitive pressures of the global
marketplace have forced American firms to shift more of their R&D

1 The term “angel” investor comes from the theater, where wealthy individuals take
very high risks in funding the production of Broadway shows. By analogy, angels in
high-tech investing are traditionally individuals with a successful record of commercial
innovation who use their wealth and experience to invest very early in new, high-tech
businesses.

2 As of February 2002, the magnitude of commitments from the limited partners (such
as pension funds, banks, endowments, and wealthy individuals) that invest in venture
capital funds exceeded industry-wide disbursements by a total of $75 billion, more
than the cumulative total venture capital investments from 1990 to 1998 (data from
Venture Economics/National Venture Capital Association).

3 Entrepreneurs inmany settings also report a particular difficulty in raising funds in the
range of $200,000 to $2 million. The hypothesis of such a “capital gap” in seed stage
funding for new ventures is discussed by Sohl (1999), and consistently supported by
practitioners (see, for example, comments by participants at a Senate Small Business
Committee Forum, <www.senate.gov/∼sbc/hearings/internet.html>). The hypothesis
is not restricted to the United States. In 1999 the U.K. Department of Trade and
Industry published a report titled “Addressing the SME [small andmediumenterprise]
Equity Gap.” At a recent National Science Foundation-sponsored conference, Jian
Gao of Tsinghua University (Beijing, PRC) reported that an analogous “capital gap”
phenomenon has been observed in China.
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into shorter term product and process improvements, an ‘innovation
gap’ has developed. . . . Sit down with a group of venture capitalists.
The funding for higher risk ventures . . . is extraordinarily difficult
to come by” (Gompers and Lerner 1999: 2).4 Furthermore, markets,
technologies, and their interrelation are becoming increasingly com-
plex. As Martin Weitzman (1998: 333) has noted, “the ultimate limits
to growth may lie not as much in our ability to generate new ideas, so
much as in our ability to process an abundance of potentially new seed
ideas into usable forms.”

In this chapter we ask: Is there an “innovation gap” or “funding
gap”? If so, how is it defined and manifested? In proposing answers
to these questions, we argue that specific institutional and behavioral
disjunctures in the process of technology development may systemati-
cally impede the flow of financial and other resources to even the most
promising nascent technology ventures. Our particular focus is on the
role of technology entrepreneurs inmanaging “early stage” technology
development (ESTD) projects – the transition from invention to inno-
vation. Thuswewill contrast the personal qualities of entrepreneurship
that are critical in radical, science-based innovations with the institu-
tional context in which the entrepreneur is enmeshed. Our aims are
(1) to characterize the sources and channels of ESTD finance, en-
hancing understanding of the processes that govern entrepreneurship
during this high-risk transition, and (2) to inform public policies in-
tended to encourage commercial innovations based on scientific and
technological research.

The chapter begins by setting our problem in the larger context of
recent scholarship on invention, innovation, and entrepreneurship.We
then map the region of the technology development process that lies
“between invention and innovation.” Defining as our unit of analysis
the technology project, backed by a champion, rather than the firm as

4 Gompers and Lerner (1999) quite accurately point out an apparent contradiction in
the quote from Dr. Good, which appears in its edited form to suggest that venture
capitalists are reluctant to provide risk capital. Of course, this is not the case. As these
authors describe, the venture capital mode of finance is precisely that which is spe-
cialized in providing finance in contexts where uncertainty is high and information
asymmetries severe. At the same time, however, as Morgenthaler (2000) and other
venture capitalists report, the risk/reward ratio for seed stage, technology-based ven-
tures is not so attractive to venture capital firms as that for slightly later stage ventures.
We develop this argument further below.
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a whole, we characterize the institutional context for early stage tech-
nology development. Elaborating on Arrow (1962) and Zeckhauser
(1996), we observe that the particular uncertainties and risks inherent
in technology entrepreneurship, and the challenge of integrating tech-
nical and market knowledge, significantly complicate the process of
writing contracts for technical information. At the same time, a com-
plex mix of motivations and skills is required to bring a technology
project to fruition. We introduce the term “collective entrepreneur-
ship” to describe the trust- and reputation-based process by which
these linked challenges are overcome. We then examine in some de-
tail two paradigmatic contexts in which collective entrepreneurship
occurs: university-based “start-ups” and corporate “spin-offs.” In each
of these contexts, the technology development process is shepherded
by an ESTD “angel” – a term we employ in reference not only to
private equity investors, but also to the small subset of corporate tech-
nology managers and Federal program officers who act as the external
champions of high-risk, nascent technology ventures. We conclude by
elaborating on the implications of the work for public policy.

early stage technology development in context

Forty years after Nelson (1959) and Arrow (1962), the scientific and
technological enterprise of theUnitedStates – sources of funding, char-
acteristics of performing institutions, and motivations of researchers –
is reasonably well understood by academics and policymakers alike
(Stephan 1996). Similarly, corporate motivations, governance, finance,
strategy, and competitive advantage have been much studied and are
relatively well understood. But the process by which a technical idea of
possible commercial value is converted into one ormore commercially
successful products – the transition from invention to innovation – is
highly complex, poorly documented, and little studied. Most of the
relevant data are either private or not tabulated to beginwith.Yet tech-
nological innovation is critical to long-term economic growth, and the
core driver of technological innovation is, in turn, the capacity to turn
inventions into innovations. Understanding this transition is critical to
the formulation both of public policies and private business strategies
designed to make the conversion of the nation’s research assets into
economic assets more effective.
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Institutions that fund basic research and those that fund new ven-
tures tend to hew to dissimilar investment policies. Most government
agencies that fund R&D in the universities use peer review to select
the projects; this process gives priority to research leading to new in-
sights into the natural world, to the disadvantage of those motivated
by the promise of commercial applications. On the other hand, venture
capital firms and banks are reluctant to invest or lend if the technical
content of a business proposal is not sufficiently well established to
provide reliable estimates of product cost, performance, and reliabil-
ity in the context of an identified market that can be developed in a
reasonable length of time. For many high technology innovations the
research required to bring a technical concept to the point of support-
ing such a business case is expensive and time consuming. It is the
funding of this technical bridge – from invention to innovation – that is
the focus of this chapter and the basis for the notion of an “innovation
gap” or “funding gap.”5

Data analysis of funding for ESTD projects, reported in Branscomb
and Auerswald (2002), provides a further motivation for our argu-
ment here. In that parallel work, we demonstrate that support for
start-ups and spin-offs comes predominantly from three relatively
(that is, as compared with venture capital) unheralded sources: angel
investors, corporations, and the Federal government. Entrepreneurs
who are advancing ESTD projects reside in a wide variety of in-
stitutional settings, and receive funding and mentoring from an
equally wide variety of sources. Throughout this chapter we employ
the terms “start-ups” and “spin-offs” in particular ways to distin-
guish two categories of ESTD projects. A “start-up” in our usage
is a technology firm whose genesis lies outside of the commercial
world in a university or other academic setting. In a start-up, the tran-
sition of a technology from invention to innovation is accompanied
by the migration of its inventors from academia to a new business. In

5 The existence of an “innovation gap” or “funding gap” in the textbook economics
sense of a shortfall from a social optimum would be extremely difficult to establish
empirically. Doing so would require not only reliable data on both the demand for
and supply of early stage technology funding, but also computation of the marginal
social benefits of such funding. Such a project would be an interesting and valuable
one, and it has been rigorously pursued by Griliches (1992) and Jones and Williams
(1998), among others. It is not our objective here, however, to offer conclusive results
regarding the appropriate distribution of inputs into ESTD projects.
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contrast, a “spin-off” is anESTDproject initiated in a large corporation
but advanced toward the market in an entrepreneurial venture. These
definitions allow us to distinguish the motivations and challenges
involved in these two important contexts.

Start-ups based onuniversity-licensed intellectual property andnew
technology firms backed by venture capital – two particular types of
ESTD ventures about which data are readily available, and which thus
have been studied intensively – represent only a small portion of all
ESTD activity. The bulk of ESTD activity occurs in the relative obscu-
rity (from the standpoint of data availability) of university-originated
start-up firms not based on the licensing of university-held intellectual
property; corporate research projects undertaken outside of business
divisions; spin-offs from corporations; and other undertakings by tech-
nology entrepreneurs backed by a mix of angel investment, Federal
grants and procurement, direct corporate funding, and partnerships.

Yet, regardless of whether the new venture is a start-up or a spin-off
and no matter what its source of funding, the collectivity that is en-
gaging in technology entrepreneurship must include individuals with
the skills to assess simultaneously both technologies and markets.
Mentoring is as important as funding for entrepreneurs embarked
on the invention to innovation transition. The most effective angel
investors are unique in that they possess both experience and finan-
cial resources to assist technology entrepreneurs. Having “been there
and done that,” they are better suited to the mentoring of the inex-
perienced entrepreneur than more institutionally grounded investors.
The need for mentoring poses a challenge for Federal programs such
as the government-wide Small Business Innovation Research pro-
gram (SBIR) and the CommerceDepartment’s Advanced Technology
Program (ATP). It is unclear the extent to which such programs can
(or should) engage technology entrepreneurs in partnerships that are
as rich in mentoring as those created by angels.

The geographical dimension of entrepreneurship is explored by
several other contributors to this volume (including David Audretsch,
Richard Florida, Maryann Feldman, and Andrew Toole); we have rel-
atively little to say here on that subject. We note, however, that our
analysis leads us to policy recommendations distinct from, but com-
plementary to, those that flow from the economic “cluster” approach
developed in Porter (1990) and subsequent work. Historical evidence
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amply supports the presence of significant geographically localized
knowledge spillovers, within given industries (see, for example, Jaffe,
Trajtenberg, and Henderson 1993; Feldman 1994b). Persuasive theo-
retical arguments, and some empirical evidence, however, support the
parallel claim that sustained regional growth also requires a degree of
economic diversity (see, for example, Glaeser et al. 1992; Feldman and
Audretsch 1999). In an era in which technologies, products, and ser-
vices are increasingly developed on shared platforms, with networks of
research centers, suppliers, and customers linked in complex ways
across industry boundaries, the identification of key economic clusters
presents policymakers with a severe practical challenge. Even when
clusters can be identified, the question remains: what are the critical
points of leverage, if any, for public policy?

Our analysis suggests that regions seeking to build a capacity
for technology-based innovation should complement programs em-
phasizing the targeted development of clusters with generic policies
supporting collective entrepreneurship. Barriers to entry in the field
of any complementary capability will hurt entrepreneurial activity in
general.6

With this context in mind, we turn to a more rigorous definition of
ESTD.

the disjuncture between invention and innovation

The Unit of Analysis

Entrepreneurship is a broad category of economic activity. By one op-
erational definition, it encompasses “any attempt at new business or
new venture creation, such as self-employment, a new business orga-
nization, or the expansion of an existing business, by an individual,
a team of individuals, or an established business” (Reynolds, Hay,
and Camp 1999: 3). According to survey work by Paul Reynolds and
colleagues, there are in the United States at present about 15 million
entrepreneurs actively engaged in launching new ventures as varied
as catering services, consulting firms, educational software companies,

6 This line of argument echoes some of the themes in the chapter by Pages, Freedman,
and Von Bargen in this volume.
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and biotechnology start-ups. Most of these entrepreneurs create or
manage firms to deliver an existing, well-defined product or service at
a small scale to a new or growing market. A few are engaged in bring-
ing to market products or services that are new (the sort of activity
emphasized by Schumpeter) and based on fundamental advances in
technology and science. These “technology entrepreneurs” represent,
according to the same survey results, no fewer than 3 to 4 percent of all
entrepreneurs – about a half million individuals, involved in roughly
200,000 nascent science- and technology-based ventures (Reynolds
2000). Our unit of analysis in the study of technology-based innovation
is a member of this group – not a firm, but rather the champion of a
technology project.7

The Interval Between Invention and Innovation

Adiagramof the innovationprocess that allows us to define the “inven-
tion to innovation” transition is presented in Figure 4.1.8 The arrows
across the top of, and in between, the five stages of technology devel-
opment and funding are intended to suggest themany complex ways in
which the stages interrelate. The first two stages lie within the world of
research and development, beginning with the research base on which
innovative ideas rest, followed by the demonstration (proof of prin-
ciple or concept) of a technical device or process speculated to have
unique commercial value. The end of stage 2 is the point for which
we are using the shorthand label “invention.” The device or process
invented is not always – perhaps not often – patent protected, but it
does represent a technical achievement whose value can be protected
in some manner.

The third stage, the link between invention and innovation, begins
when a new product and market are identified. In this stage, product

7 Low and MacMillan (1988) and Audretsch (1995) take a similar approach. In cases of
innovations created within established firms, an innovative project is generally small
relative to the firm. In other important cases, however, the project/team is the link
that binds a set of firms sequentially created out of a single core idea. An example
is the so-called Shockley Eight, eight engineers, including Gordon Moore, who left
Shockley Semiconductor and founded first Fairchild Semiconductor, then Intel and
numerous other path-breaking Silicon Valley firms.

8 The literature on technology management contains innumerable variants on this di-
agram. A good example is that developed in Lane (1999). Formal models involving
staged technology development include Aghion et al. (2002) and Judd et al. (2002).
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specifications appropriate to the identified market are demonstrated.
Production processes begin to be developed, allowing estimates of
product cost. At the end of stage 3 the entrepreneurial team has
articulated a business case. The entrepreneurial venture can now hope
to attract levels of capital sufficient to permit initial production and
marketing, moving the project into stage 4. At the end of stage 4, the
product has been introduced to the market. An “innovation” in the
Schumpeterian sense has occurred. If the innovation is commercially
successful, investors can expect to see early returns on their investment
in stage 5.

Our focus, then, is stage 3 of this model. We use the phrase “early
stage technologydevelopment” (ESTD) todescribe this regionof tech-
nology development space.9 It is this stage that we propose corresponds
with the “innovation gap” identified by practitioners. Initially a scientist
or technologist demonstrates to his or her own satisfaction that a given
breakthrough could form the basis for a commercial product (proof of
principle). A substantial amount of difficult and potentially costly re-
search (sometimesmany years’ worth)will be needed, however, before
the envisioned product is transformed into a commercial reality with
sufficient functionality, low enough cost, high enough quality, and a big
enough potential market to survive economic competition. Few scien-
tists engaged in academic research (or the agencies funding their work)
possess the full set of skills and access to the resources to undertake
ESTD.Aswewill discuss in detail below, a collective effort is required.

Before moving forward, we note that our usage of the terms
“start-up” and “spin-off” is more narrow than the usage in common
parlance. Specifically, in reference to Figure 4.1, a “start-up” here
refers to an ESTD project where stages 1 and 2 (invention) occur in

9 With a slight abuse of language, we employ the phrase “invention to innovation transi-
tion” interchangeablywith “early stage technology development.” Since an innovation
is defined as successful entry to market, these phrases should embrace, strictly speak-
ing, stages 3 and 4 as they appear in Figure 4.1. But our concept of the critical “gap”
between the established institutions of R&D and those of business and finance really
concerns only stage 3. There is no generally agreed term for the point between stages
3 and 4 except “reduction to practice,” which refers only to the technical activities in
stage 3, and “seed and startup finance,” concepts specific to venture capital, which is
only one of the potential sources of funding for traversing stage 3. In our analysis of
capital flows, we attempt to focus on only phase 3, the gap between invention and a
validated business case.
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associationwith a university, whereas 4 and 5 (innovation and commer-
cial development) take place in a new firm.10 In contrast, a “spin-off”
refers to an ESTD project initiated (stages 1 and 2) in a corporation,
and continued (stages 4 and 5) in a new technology venture.

Who Funds Early Stage Technology Development?

Technology entrepreneurs make use of a wide variety of funding
options to keep their projects alive. These include not only successive
rounds of sales of their firm’s equity to investors willing to bear sub-
stantial risks, but also contract work, and income from such sources
as the licensing of intellectual property and the sale of spin-off firms.
Complementing all these approaches is old-fashioned cost cutting.
Each funding source is associated with its unique costs and benefits.
As much as possible, entrepreneurs try to preserve both financial and
managerial control over their projects. Most also recognize, however,
that they need to gain access not only to funding, but also (as or more
important) to relationship networks and mentoring. In practice, as
opposed to theory, decisions regarding funding sources (likeother com-
plex matching processes) depend heavily on timing and past events.
Rather than optimizing over all possible future pathways of financing,
most entrepreneurs simply take the best deal they can get, when they
can get it.

In contrast with the relatively well understood institutional sources
of equity and debt capital for advancing existing businesses incremen-
tally, the transition from invention to innovation is financed by a great
variety of mechanisms. These parallel, but are distinct from, the wide
variety of funding strategies employed by technology entrepreneurs.
Institutional “species” comprising the ESTD ecosystem include not
only well recognized entities such as venture capital firms, large cor-
porations, and universities, but also new forms such as angel networks,
angel funds, university and corporate venture capital funds and
incubators, experimental R&D programs supported by Federal
and state government, fast track regulatory clearance services by state

10 Commercially promising research ideas are pursued not only by faculty and students
inuniversitydepartments andcenters proper, butbygraduate students andotherswho
choose to pursue commercial ventures outside the formal embrace of the university
but who still draw sustenance frommany links in the extended university community.
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and local governments, and specialized services firms (for example, in
law, real estate, or accounting).

The institution most closely identified with support for technology
entrepreneurs is the venture capital firm. Gompers and Lerner (1999)
point out that the venture capital form of funding is particularly appro-
priate to situations inwhich there is a high degree of information asym-
metry: Venture capitalists must overcome “tremendous incentive and
informational problems. Venture capitalists typically concentrate in in-
dustrieswithagreat deal of uncertainty,where informationgaps among
entrepreneurs and investors are commonplace. These firms typically
have substantial intangible assets which are difficult to value and may
be impossible to resell if the firm fails. Similarly, market conditions in
manyof these industries arehighly variable.”Themagnitudeof venture
capital disbursements in 2001 was an imposing $37 billion, down from
about $100 billion at the peak of the dot-com boom, but substantially
larger than previous cyclical low points (Gompers and Lerner 2002).

Does venture capital dominate support for ESTD projects? Our
analysis suggests not. As noted above, the best available data imply
that there are roughly 200,000 technology ventures in the United
States, many involving just one or two self-employed entrepreneurs.
Surveys of angel networks conducted by a team at the University of
New Hampshire’s Whittemore School of Business and Economics
suggest that perhaps 10 percent of these ventures per year, or about
20,000 new firms, receive funding from angel investors in amounts
typically ranging from $100,000 to $1 million per deal.11 In contrast,
fewer than 500 companies a year receive venture capital “seed stage”
funding. The total number of firms that ultimately succeeded in raising
money from public markets through initial public offerings (IPOs) in
2001 was 91; in 1999, there were 537 (Hale and Dorr LLP 2001).

As a rule, venture capital firms specialize in acquiring promising
technology firms, not in building such firms from scratch. Venture
capital firms support nascent ventures through mechanisms other
than investments categorized as “seed stage” (such as bridge loans),12

11 Estimates based on preliminary survey results presented by Jeff Sohl at the “Between
Invention and Innovation” workshop, January 25, 2001, summarized in Branscomb
and Auerswald (2002). See also Sohl (1999).

12 Bridge loans represent a particularly important source. These (usually small) loans are
provided to early stage ventures prior to an initial round of funding. If a funding round
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but only a fraction of venture capital funding at all stages of company
advancement directly supports the development of new technology
(as opposed to other activities of new firms such as management,
production, and marketing). Furthermore, anecdotal evidence backed
by data on disbursement trends suggests that the risk/reward ratio
is most favorable from the standpoint of venture capital in the first
and second round of financing. Seed stage investments require a
great deal of attention, and involve high risk.13 Later, third and
fourth round, investments offer inadequate returns. As a conse-
quence, the distribution of venture capital deals has trended away
from early stage investments, and toward first and second round
investments.14

In Branscomb and Auerswald (2002) we sought to identify the por-
tion of reported R&D investments and expenditures that are directed
to early stage technology development. Doing so is a challenging task.
Existing data15 are not gathered in a way that allows direct comparison
of flows of funding from different public and private institutional
sources in support of ESTD projects. Blurred distinctions between
the traditional categories of basic research, applied research, and
development further complicate analysis of existing data.16 Such dis-
tinctions are often based more on the motivations of the investigator
than those of the investor, and as such are of little use in our effort to
track funding supporting early stage commercialization efforts. There
is no straightforward way to use government R&D data to identify

takes place, the loans are converted to equity. We thank Josh Lerner for emphasizing
this point.

13 As Hans Severiens (founder of Silicon Valley’s first angel network, the Band of
Angels) points out: “Early stage investment is a tough area. A lot of work has to
be done. I think that is one of the reasons VCs do tend to shy away from it.” For
the same number of hours mentoring a seed stage venture as opposed to a company
ready for its first or second round funding, “why not invest $10 million rather than $1
million?”

14 Data from NVCA/Venture Economics. We thank Michael Horvath (Tuck School of
Business, Dartmouth) for bringing these trends to our attention.

15 Important sources are the NSF surveys on research and development funding and
expenditures, data on the venture capital industry from Venture Economics, and the
limited data on angel investing reported by Sohl (1999) and van Osnabrugge and
Robinson (2000).

16 See, for example, Council on Competitiveness (1996): “The old distinctions between
basic and applied research has proven politically unproductive and no longer reflects
the realities of the innovation process.”
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the portion of aggregated funding that is directed at ESTD activities.
Attempts at a “top down” interpretation of existing data require the
subtraction from a large, aggregate number (such as total industry
R&D) of a speculative estimate of the portion not directed toward
ESTD, leaving a small and uncertain residual. Attempts at a “bottom
up” approach involve either dramatic extrapolation from anecdotal
testimony or the sort of large-scale data gathering effort that has
not been done and is outside the scope of the current project. (See
Figure 4.2.)

The methodology in Branscomb and Auerswald (2002) does not
overcome these fundamental constraints. Rather, it represents an
attempt at benchmarking the existing data in a manner that takes
the limitations of the data as given. Because of these challenges,
we present two models that we believe represent underestimates
and overestimates of ESTD funding from its main sources. We have
not attempted a “best-informed estimate” lying between these two
limiting cases for each funding source. Instead, we have focused on
estimating the fraction of ESTD funding flowing through each of the
channels discussed, since this fraction seems relatively invariant to the
model selected and is the figure most relevant for informing public
policy.

We wish to determine what fraction of U.S. national R&D expen-
ditures, or of the investments involved in creating the half million new
firms founded in the United States each year, is directed at ESTD.
Since the unique feature of the transition from invention to innovation
is the intimate interdependence of technical research and market
sensitivity to product specifications, we suggest that the intent of the
investor to develop a new high-tech product or service should be the
central criterion used to identify ESTD investments. Such a definition
suggests, for example, that the Federal SBIR andATPprograms, which
expressly have this intent, are clear examples of Federal programs on
which our attention should focus and represent a lower bound to the
ESTD estimate for Federal contributions. Similarly, angel investments
and some venture capital funds that focus on the seed and early stages
of a technology-based business enterprise can be assumed to share
such an intent. So too do efforts by companies and universities to spin
out new ventures based on inventions made by their employees in
areas outside their core businesses.
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We estimate that, of the $266 billion spent in 1998 on national
R&D and invested by angels and venture capitalists in the United
States, investments and expenditures flowing into ESTD activities
made up roughly 2 to 14 percent, or $5 to $36 billion. We preserve
this broad range to remind the reader that these estimates are primar-
ily meant to provide policymakers with information on the relative
importance of different sources of ESTD funding – in particular, the
magnitude of Federal investment relative to that from corporations,
venture capitalists, angel investors, states, and universities. We find
that expenditures on ESTD by angel investors, corporate “out of the
core business” seed investments, and Federal agency programs are
roughly comparable to one another in magnitude (see Figure 4.2).
The importance of each of these three funding sources greatly ex-
ceeds state programs, university expenditures, and the small part of
venture capital investment that goes to support early stage technology
projects. Notably – even excluding as we do the impact of government
procurement – the Federal role in this process is substantial. In our
estimates roughly 20 to 25 percent of the total ESTD comes from Fed-
eral sources. Although small in absolute terms when compared to total
industrialR&D,ESTD investment significantly impacts long-termeco-
nomic growth by converting the nation’s portfolio of science and engi-
neering research into innovations generating new paths for industrial
growth.

An “Innovation Gap”?

The notion of an “innovation gap” or “funding gap” is controver-
sial. Yet, from the standpoint of theoretical fundamentals as set forth
in Arrow (1962), the existence of a “market failure” in the funding
of ESTD projects should come as no surprise. Generically, perfect
competition may fail to achieve optimal resource allocation whenever
products are indivisible (marginal cost pricing rules apply imperfectly),
economic actors are unable to appropriate the full returns from their
activities (social and private benefits diverge), and/or outcomes are un-
certain (future states of nature are unknown). Clearly, all three of these
attributes characterize ESTD projects. Of the three, it is instructive to
note that the discussion in Arrow (1962) begins not with inadequate
incentives to innovate due to imperfect appropriability, but rather with
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contracting problems due to uncertainty. In particular, Arrow points
out that the activity of “invention” has particular characteristics that
complicate the ability of economic actors to relieve themselves of risks
due to uncertainty. Arrow notes that success in highly risky business
activities, including “invention” depends on

an inextricable tangle of objective uncertainties and decisions of the en-
trepreneurs and is certainly uninsurable. On the other hand, such activities
should be undertaken if the expected return exceeds the market rate of re-
turn, no matter what the variance is. The existence of common stocks would
seem to solve the allocation problem . . . But then again the actual managers
no longer receive the full reward of their decisions; the shifting of risks is again
accompanied by a weakening of incentives to efficiency.17

Elaborating onArrow (1962) and Zeckhauser (1996), we argue that
themost critical fixed factor in the support of technology entrepreneurs
is not financial capital per se, but human capital and time, in par-
ticular, the time of those few individuals with the skills to assess
both technological possibilities and market opportunities. Every high-
technology innovation, by its nature, calls for specialized technical
knowledge. And every radical innovation that is supposed to create
a market that does not yet exist can only be evaluated by someone
with experience in new market creation in that segment of the busi-
ness world. Talent at this level to assess both technologies andmarkets
is scarce. Furthermore, the value of a technical idea close to com-
mercial application depreciates rapidly. Consequently, as Zeckhauser
(1996) argues, technological information (TI) is not, as is widely as-
sumed in the economics literature, a public good. Indeed, “excessive
focus” on the public good character of technological information has
led economists “to slight the major class of market failures associ-
ated with TI that stems from its amorphous quality.”18 Zeckhauser

17 Hellman (1998) describes the manner in which control rights in venture capital con-
tracts mitigate the sorts of risks described by Arrow (1962).

18 To emphasize this point, Zeckhauser (1996: 12746) offers the following illustration:
“A thought experiment might ask what would happen if information remained a
public good, but were susceptible to contract. Fortunately, there are public goods that
offer relatively easy contracting, such as songs or novels, which offer an interesting
contrast with information. Such goods appear to be well-supplied to the market, with
easy entry by skilled low-cost songwriters and novelists.”
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identifies five distinguishing characteristics of technical information
that complicate contracting:

� Technical information is difficult to count and value.
� To value technical information, it may be necessary to “give away

the secret.”
� To prove its value, technical information is often bundled into com-

plete products (for example, a computer chip or pharmaceutical
product).

� Sellers’ superiorknowledgeabout technical informationmakesbuy-
ers wary of overpaying.

� Inefficient contracts are often designed to secure rents from techni-
cal information.

Congressman Vern Ehlers, among others, uses the term “Valley of
Death” to dramatize the particular challenges facing entrepreneurs
engaged in the transition from invention to innovation.19 The imagery
of the Valley of Death suggests a barren territory. In reality, however,
between the stable shores of the S&T enterprise and the business and
finance enterprise is a sea of life and death of business and technical
ideas, of “big fish” and “little fish” contending – with survival going to
the creative, agile, and persistent. Thus instead of “Valley of Death”
we suggest that the appropriate image is that of the “Darwinian Sea.”

Despite the large amounts of capital looking for lucrative private
equity investments, the ability to place themoney is limited by the abil-
ity to match the needs of technical entrepreneur and business investor.
Research funds are available (typically from corporate research arms,
government agencies, or, more rarely, personal assets) to support the
creation of the idea and the initial demonstration that it works. Invest-
ment funds can be found for a market-ready prototype, with validated
specifications and processes, supported by a validated business case. In

19 A seasoned consultant on corporate strategy related to technology elaborates
(BranscombandAuerswald 2002): “Iwoulddefine [the]ValleyofDeath [as occurring]
when the amount of money you’re starting to ask for – the bill – starts to add up to
the point where management says, ‘What are you guys up to, what are you doing, and
what am I going to get out of it?’ But yet it is sufficiently early in the process that
you don’t feel you can answer that question. If you are fortunate enough that the
questions come when you have an answer, you, in fact, have scooted over the Valley.
If not, you are squarely in that Valley.”
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between, however, there are typically few sources of funding available
to aspiring innovators seeking to bridge this “disjuncture” in funding
sources. From the perspective of the technology entrepreneur, this sit-
uation will look like an “innovation gap.”

technologists and executives: divergent skills,
shared motivations

On opposite sides of the “Darwinian Sea” stand apparently very
different groups of people. Scientists and technologists populate
the invention shore; managers and investors reside on the innova-
tion side. Each of these groups has different training, expectations,
information sources, and modes of expression. The scientists and tech-
nologists knowwhat is technologically interesting, whatmay be techni-
cally feasible, and what is fundamentally novel. In the event of failure,
these experts risk a loss of reputation, as well as forgone pecuniary
returns. They are personally dedicated to realizing a vision of what
could be.

Managers and investors know about the process of bringing new
products to market, but may have to trust their expert counterparts
when it comes to the technical particulars of projects. Investors are
generally putting at risk other people’s money. The investor is com-
mitted to producing a profitable return on his investments, regardless
of the technology or market through which that return is realized. To
the extent that scientists and technologists on the one hand and in-
vestors and managers on the other do not fully trust one another or
cannot communicate effectively, the disjunctures between invention
and innovation become even more severe.

These groups also assess opportunities differently. The decisions
of inventors to pursue given lines of inquiry are driven by complex
sets of criteria varying substantially from individual to individual. Yet
among the defining characteristics of academic inquiry in particular is
the freedom to pursue research motivated solely by the researcher’s
interest in the question posed. Inventors in corporate settings have
less freedom, but often share the intrinsic motivations of academic
scientists. Although the criterion of “interestingness” does not directly
correlate with the stage of the research in the context of the model
above – applying as well to research classified as “basic” as it does to
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that classified as “applied” – it does contrast sharply with a decision
rule based on commercial potential.A fundamental challenge involved
in taking a project from invention to innovation is accomplishing the
shift from decisions based on the criterion of “interestingness” to one
based on the criterion of commercial value.

Thus, the role of entrepreneurship in creating successful innovations
is likely to embrace not one entrepreneur but several – the inventor
with her dreamof a newway to serve human needs, the business vision-
arywilling to embrace the inventor’s dream, and the financierwilling to
takeunusual risks in thequest for an extraordinary return.This concept
of “collective entrepreneurship” not only emphasizes the difficulty of
assembling this set of talents into oneproject but also the importance of
the networks of relationships that bring them together. It also makes
one appreciate all the more how unusual it is when one individual
actually embraces all these talents and single-handedly, so to speak, tra-
verses the Darwinian Sea successfully. The names of such individuals
are as well known as they are rare: among them, Edwin Land, founder
of Polaroid; Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft; and David Packard and
William Hewlett, founders of HP.

By “collective entrepreneurship” we do not mean a committee, but
rather the complicated process through which inventors engage with
managers and together mobilize early-stage funding from investors.
The inventor might mature into the business leader, the CEO of the
enterprise. Or the investor may insist on replacing the initiating CEO
with another more experienced in management. If there is sufficient
trust and common interest and if egos do not get too much in the way
this process can be successful and ultimately the emergent leader may
have acquired the basic skills in all three areas – technology, manage-
ment, and finance. She or he is then prepared, perhaps, for a second
venture with a much higher likelihood of success.

The likelihood of success is then quite dependent on the context in
which the founders find themselves, and this context will also influence
the patterns of finance most likely to be available for the venture.
The technical entrepreneur is the initiator of the innovation. Where
are such people found? Let us now consider two situations: start-ups
fromacademic settings and spin-offs fromexistingbusiness enterprises.
This discussion will bring us back to the modes of finance and to the
increasingly important role of angel investors.
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Start-ups: The Similar Motivations but Different Skills
of Academic Scientists and CEOs

Just as most business entrepreneurs focus on building small-scale ven-
tures that offer at most small, incremental improvements on existing
goods or services, most academics build stable careers out of small,
incremental contributions in increasingly narrowly defined disciplines.
Indeed, as knowledge advances andmarkets become increasingly com-
plex, pressures growonboth entrepreneurs andacademics alike to “de-
fine your niche” and subsequently “stick to your knitting.” Regardless
of whether one emphasizes vision, culture, calculation, or adaptation
as the decisive factors in the “entrepreneurial event,” the question re-
mains: Why work on a hard problem for uncertain reward rather than
work on an easier problem for more predictable returns? The motiva-
tion to take those risks and reach for the level of self-fulfillment and
recognition that drives entrepreneurs is surprisingly similar in both
academic and business entrepreneurs.

Consider first those university professors who take an en-
trepreneurial approach to their professional lives. For these academics,
what is at stake in the decision to leave the (presumed) security of an
academic department for the uncertainty of a new firm? The follow-
ing excerpt from an interview with deCODE Genetics founder Kari
Stefansson provides the beginnings of an answer:

Interviewer:What has it been like for you to be a CEO instead of an academic
scientist?
Stefansson: The difference between the two is vastly overrated. What mostly
drives you is the desire to win, to perform, to control your own fate, whether
you do it through money, or the admiration of people who follow your work,
or whatever. It’s a larger scale: I was running a lab of 10 or 15 people; I’m now
running a company of about 450 people. But it’s basically the same thing. You
put together certain ideas, you gather the people who can execute them. The
fact that you can create value out of the results of your research doesn’t alter
in any way the weight or the importance of the fundamental questions you are
asking.20

According to this account, which is supported by sociological stud-
ies (see, for example, Etzkowitz 1989), technology entrepreneurs who

20 Technology Review, April 2001, p. 52.
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start new firms previously were usually technology entrepreneurs who
worked in academic research laboratories. The roles are fundamen-
tally linked by “the desire to win, to perform, to control your own fate,
whether you do it through money, or the admiration of people who
follow your work.” In each setting, the academic researcher or CEO
“put together certain ideas” and gathered “the peoplewho can execute
them.” Both, as Etzkowitz (1989) points out, must be entrepreneurs,
but of different types. Wealth, Nobel Prizes, high rankings in citations
indices, and photos on the cover of Fortune magazine all constitute
high returns to a risky venture in terms of the underlying currency
of recognition: “recognition” as an authority, “recognition” by awards
and/or high salary; and in themore primitive sense of theword, “recog-
nition” by name or by face. Junior academics who have not yet earned
tenure and young business entrepreneurs both face the related chal-
lenges of developing a distinctive vision, contending with culture, and
engaging in complex risk/return calculations in the face of substantial
uncertainty. The academic who pushes toward the frontier of knowl-
edge and takes daring intellectual positions may be a future candi-
date for prizes and other forms of peer approbation. If the positions
taken are too speculative or prove unfounded, however, the junior aca-
demic’s career may be jeopardized. Many commercial entrepreneurs
from academia are students or fellows who find the risk/return profile
of a business career more favorable than that of an academic one.

To say that the decision problems facing academic scientists and
those of technology CEOs are isomorphic is not, however, to say that
the skills required for success in each setting are the same. Quite to the
contrary, as emphasized above, the apparently distinct roles of pro-
fessor and CEO are actually rooted in the radically different skill set
required of each – technical for the former, financial/managerial for
the latter.

This similarity of entrepreneurial motivations and dissimilarity of
skills required from technical and business entrepreneurs is dramati-
cally illustrated by the fate of many founding CEOs of newly formed
high-tech ventures. Venture capitalists on the boards of such firms of-
ten find it necessary to ask the founding CEO to step aside or as-
sume the more limited role of Chief Technical Officer to make room
for a proven manager. As the experienced venture capitalist David
Morgenthaler said, “I can remember no case where we intervened to
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replace a CEO too soon” (Branscomb andAuerswald 2001: 101). Only
rarely will a single individual possess, or acquire with sufficient speed,
all the skills needed to make a successful transition from scientific
visionary to CEO. The disjuncture in the skills required for success as
an academic scientist and those required to lead a technology-based
start-up is a critical component of the challenge facing the transition
from a science-based “invention” to a commercial “innovation” ready
for market.

Spin-offs: The Fruit of Frustration

For technology entrepreneurs within corporations seeking to advance
“radical” technologies not directly tied to the core business, frustra-
tion is common. Pressures to achieve steady revenue growth drive cor-
porations to pursue mostly incremental technological opportunities
that leverage their existing value chain (Christensen 1997) and lend
themselves to known business models (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom
2001).AsBruceGiffingofGeneralElectric’s corporate research center
notes:

What we do is develop great evolutionary products that don’t have a lot of
technical risk. Most of the development that goes on in [a large corporation] is
of that character. Revolutionary products require taking substantial technical
risks, and that’s basically the job of a lot of the people we have at the R&D
center – to pursue those things that are difficult, frankly, to do in the environ-
ment that we’re in. . . . Even in big companies that have a lot of resources,
there is this valley [of death] that you talk about. And it’s not always easy to
overcome, and there are a lot of projects where this doesn’t happen.21

Within nearly all large, technology-based corporations, formal
processes exist for assessing the commercial prospects of early stage
technology projects (Branscomb andAuerswald 2001). Such processes
are effective in boosting near-term profitability based largely on con-
tinual evolutionary improvements to coreproducts (Christensen1997).
When tied closely to near-term profitability, such processes may tend
to suppress projects involving high magnitudes of technical risks and
departures from the core business. In other cases such processes are

21 Observation offered at “Between Invention and Innovation” workshop,Washington,
DC, January 25, 2001.
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constructed to ensure that the corporationmaintains a fair share (often
in the range of 10 to 15 percent) of its R&D outside of core business
activities, in early stage projects directed toward returns in the longer
term.

Often only two options exist for out-of-core innovations: give up or
spin-off. Intel founder Gordon Moore remarks:

In a pattern that clearly carries over to other technological ventures, we found
at Fairchild that any company active on the forefront of semiconductor tech-
nology uncovers far more opportunities than it is in a position to pursue. And
when people are enthusiastic about a particular opportunity but are not al-
lowed to pursue it, they become potential entrepreneurs. As we have seen
over the past few years, when these potential entrepreneurs are backed by a
plentiful source of venture capital there is a burst of new enterprise. (Moore
and Davis 2000: 11)22

Reviewing the literature on spin-offs, Klepper and Sleeper (2000: 4)
note that “spinoffs occur when employees are frustrated with their
employer. The frustration is often related to innovation. Sometimes
employees want to pursue innovative ideas their employers are not
willing to undertake. Relatedly, sometimes employees feel they have
better insights than their employer about how to capitalize on an in-
novation developed by their employer or elsewhere.” Some firms may
cooperatewith an inventor in the firmwho desires to leave and start his
or her own business. In other cases firms undertake to do this with cor-
porate funds, perhaps engaging a venture capital firm like Ampersand
in Boston that specializes in creating spin-off businesses from large
firms. The more aggressive large corporations have established ven-
ture capital funds23 to develop products or processes for internal use
or sale by the firm; to capture returns from in-house inventions and
boost retention of top research talent by displaying a willingness to
support the development of innovations outside of the core business;
and to develop markets for core products.

Larger, established, high-tech firms often encourage entrepreneur-
ship. These firms try to create a larger scope for invention by their

22 The early history of the semiconductor industry is described byBraun andMacdonald
(1978).

23 Impressively, corporate venture capital funds accounted for one-third of all venture
capital disbursements in the peak year 2000.
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top technologists by being prepared to “excubate” such ideas for
development outside the firm.24

Overcoming Barriers to Innovation: Angels Are Everywhere

Start-ups and spin-offs both require champions who are pursuing
visions for which there is no ready source of management and finan-
cial support.25 In the case of start-ups, especially those from universi-
ties, the vision and commitment of the technical entrepreneur is rarely
matched by the business experience and access to capital required to
build a viable business. In the spin-off, the originating firm’s pockets
may be deep but they are not readily accessible to inventors whose
projects diverge from the firm’s core competencies. Furthermore, few
technical entrepreneurs spinning new ventures out of a large firm have
the right kind of business experience; they are not necessarily even so
well-prepared as the academic entrepreneur. In these situations, the
initial finance is most likely to come from a source prepared to mentor
these technical visionaries through the acquisition of the networks of
relationships required to overcome their limitations – a source that
has “been there and done that.” Increasingly, this source is the angel
investor and mentor.

A critical element in the success of an angel investor, as in that of a
venture capital firm, is the ability to gain andmaintain good knowledge
of the abilities of a large group of potential participants in early stage
ventures, particularly those individualswithhigh levels of technological
ability. As Leonard and Swap (2000) emphasize, the process of build-
ing a network of contacts is one that involves strategy and concerted
effort. Private equity investors employ their networks not only in eval-
uating potential deals but also, and importantly, in building companies
in which they have invested. Suchmentors contribute to building com-
panies by directly helping them develop business plans, products, and

24 “Excubating” is a term employed by McGroddy (2001). It refers to looking outside
the firm for partners to commercialize an innovation. This is an increasingly common
way of compensating for the limitations of technical scope in the firm and reducing
the institutional constraints on creating new, out-of-core products. Buyer-supplier co-
development and the formationof research joint ventures similarly allowcorporations
to distribute risks and to benefit from increasing returns to scale and scope in research.

25 The final two subsections of the chapter draw upon material jointly authored with
Richard Zeckhauser.
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marketing strategies, and (extensively) by providing them with access
to networks of contacts – making introductions and attesting to qual-
ity. The success of the best venture capital firms (those that capture a
disproportionate share of the returns in the industry) depends far less
on their ability to pick winners than on their ability to build winners
out of the companies that they support. This capability both adds value
to the firms they fund and enables them to attract the most promis-
ing business propositions. Barriers to entry will be high, so individuals
and firms that successfully manage such contracting should reap high
rewards – a theoretical prediction readily supported by data.

The best of the angels are so-called cashed out entrepreneurs –
entrepreneurs who have been through the collective entrepreneurship
experience one or more times. They have learned the vital importance
of trust and competence in all the skills required for success. They
have built the networks of relationships, with other investors, with
banks, lawyers, government regulators, and with all the other actors
who can facilitate or impede the creation of a successful venture. They
are a reservoir of “virtual entrepreneurs” who did acquire in their
own entrepreneurial experience the range of skills that a Bill Gates
or Edwin Land were somehow able to acquire as undergraduates, to
successfully lead in each of the skills required for success.

Like their storybook counterparts, ESTD angels seek regular and
direct engagement with the subjects of their beneficence. However,
this category of angels, unlike the other, does not like to fly: More than
50 percent reportedly limit the geographical range of their investments
to fifty miles from home (Sohl 1999; Wong 2002). Among the most
robust findings of research concerning individual private equity in-
vestment is that it is a highly localized phenomenon. In the following
sectionwe close the chapterwith a discussion of the regional dimension
of the “innovation gap.”

Putting Innovation in Its Place: Collective Entrepreneurship
and Regional Economic Development

To the extent that financial resources are mobile and technical infor-
mation is a public good that can be copied and transmitted at low
cost, one would expect the invention-to-innovation transition to occur
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with comparable intensity wherever technical and business talent are
located. However, a number of regions that lead in inventive activity
(for example, as measured by per capita patenting) are relative lag-
gards in terms of innovation.26 Noting such “variation among advanced
economies in their ability to innovate at the global frontier,” Stern,
Porter, and Furman (2000: 1) ask: “If inventors can draw on techno-
logical and scientific insights from throughout the world, why does
R&D productivity depend on location?” The dominant theories offer-
ing answers to this question take a very aggregated perspective. Stern,
Porter, and Furman highlight three: ideas-driven endogenous growth
theory (Romer 1990),27 the cluster-based theory of national industrial
competitive advantage (Porter 1990), and the literature on national
innovation systems (Nelson 1993). An aim of this volume, the present
chapter included, is to complement these dominant analyses by reit-
erating the role of entrepreneurs, not only in economic development
in general (ground ably covered by Schumpeter nearly a century ago),
but particularly in regional economic development.

The cluster-based approach of Porter (1990) merits particular at-
tention in this context. This approach emphasizes the importance for
regional competitiveness of networks of functionally defined institu-
tions supporting either the creation of final products (for example,
wine-making in Napa Valley) or the development of a technology area
(for example, biotechnology in the greater Boston area). As noted
above, there is strong evidence that knowledge spillovers within given
industries are geographically localized. Yet sustained regional growth
also requires a degree of economic diversity. The advent of emerg-
ing fields such as bioinformatics and agricultural biotechnology signals
an increasing integration between technology and industry areas, fur-
ther complicating policymakers’ attempts to define clusters. What is
more, on both a theoretical and an empirical level, the identification
of clusters is problematic for regions at both ends of the development
spectrum: undeveloped regions where no identifiable collection of ac-
tivities constitutes a viable economic cluster, and highly developed

26 Documented examples include Cleveland, Ohio, and Stockholm, Sweden.
27 The antecedent for Romer (1990) is found in Shell (1966; 1967). On national innova-

tion systems, see Nelson (1993) and Branscomb and Keller (1998).
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regions where the clusters are so densely interlinked that separating
them is a somewhat artificial undertaking.28

Our analysis suggests that regions seeking to build capacity for
technology-based innovation should complement programs emphasiz-
ing the targeted development of clusters with generic policies support-
ing collective entrepreneurship, bridging the invention to innovation
transition. Not surprisingly, the most innovative regions of the country
have seen rapid growth of critical institutional infrastructure, such as
venture capital or technology-oriented law firms. Policies may be de-
vised to overcome deficiencies in any complementary capability that
fails to support entrepreneurial activity in general. Competition favors
regions that have strong industry clusters yet whose economies are
not excessively specialized, and regions without rigid regulatory struc-
tures for investment and other barriers to activities that complement
knowledge creation and entrepreneurship.

An approach emphasizing the creation of generic infrastructure
to support collective entrepreneurship has relevance across the en-
tire spectrum of the development process. A central characteristic
of much-publicized microlending initiatives in developing countries,
modeled after the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, is the creation of en-
trepreneurial support and mentoring networks. In the United States, a
growing number of universities and regions have launched programs
targeted solely on building relationships and trust among participants
in ESTD activities.29 Such programs do not focus on specific industry
clusters, nor do they seek to attract new firms to the region or build
human capital. They are, instead, investments to build the region’s
“social capital” and shared infrastructure that support entrepreneurs
inmaking the transition from idea to business, invention to innovation,
or both.

28 A 1992 study of the greater Boston area identified the four leading clusters as: in-
formation technology, health care, knowledge creation, and financial services. Over
the past decade, the increased integration of these four areas has been dramatic. For
further discussion of long-term trends in technological convergence at a national and
global scale, see Ernst and Young (2000) and National Research Council (2002).

29 Notable examples include Ben Franklin Technology Partnerships in Southeastern
Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA), the IC2 Institute (Austin, TX), MIT Enterprise
Forum (Cambridge, MA), and USCDConnect (San Diego, CA). See National Com-
mission onEntrepreneurship (2001) for a discussion of strategies employedby regions
toward building entrepreneurial networks.
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conclusion: public policy in support of
collective entrepreneurship

BeginningwithNelson (1959), public policy studies relating to research
and development investment have tended to emphasize the hypoth-
esis of systematic underinvestment due to imperfect appropriability
of returns. Recent analyses by Zeckhauser (1996) and others (see Hall
2002) have shifted the focus of attention in this area from the appropri-
ability problem to that of asymmetric information and resultant “chal-
lenges in contracting for technical information.” Increasingly, research
and policy alike have focused on strategies to mediate the complex
relationships between technology entrepreneurs, business managers,
and financial backers. In this chapter we have sought to advance this
line of work by exploring the hypothesis of an “innovation gap” or
“funding gap” in the process of early stage technology development
(ESTD) – the stage after a basic science breakthrough (“invention”)
and prior to the development of a potentially viable product or pro-
cess linked to a specific targetmarket (“innovation”) (see, for example,
Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and Henderson 1993; Feldman 1994a).

The growing complexity of both technologies and markets also sug-
gests that the effort to value technological information – assessing
the market possibilities of new, perhaps recombined, technologies – is
severely constrained, and may becomemore so in the coming decades.
Few skilled individuals are available to evaluate new combinations.
There will always be many more potential new combinations of
technologies – imaginable, but not tried – than there are companies
and their financial supporters to try them out. The gap between poten-
tial breakthrough ideas and the number that receive a fair trial may
grow in the future, as the execution of new technological combina-
tions increasingly requires the collaboration of different actors with
specialized skills. As Romer (2000) and Good (2001) have empha-
sized, the future vitality of the U.S. innovation system may be severely
constrained over coming decades by a shortage of trained scientists
and engineers. If this is the case, the shortage of individuals with both
technical and market training is likely to be even more severe.

In this invention to innovation transition, mentoring is as important
as funding. The most effective mentors supporting early stage tech-
nology development projects possess both the direct experience and
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access to financial resources and networks of personal contacts to as-
sist technologyentrepreneurs.Having“been there anddone that,” they
are better suited to the mentoring of the relatively inexperienced en-
trepreneur than a more institutionally grounded, financially oriented
venture capital firm.

The proliferation of new institutional types involved in the pro-
cess of early stage technology development has been of a magnitude
sufficient to prompt the National Commission on Entrepreneurship
(Zacharakis et al. 1999: 33) to note that “the substantial amount of
funding provided through informal channels, orders of magnitude
greater than provided by formal venture capital investments and
heretofore unknown and unappreciated, suggests some mechanisms
for filling the gap may have developed without recognition.” Yet the
proliferation of institutional types is as much an indication of the par-
ticular informational challenges and structural disjunctures that define
the “innovation gap” as it is one of a resolution to the challenge.

Some government agencies such as the National Institute of Stan-
dards andTechnology (NIST) – the home of theAdvancedTechnology
Program (ATP) – have a century of experience assessing a broad ar-
ray of highly sophisticated technologies. There is no doubt about their
ability to undertake such assessments. Yet these institutions cannot,
and do not, pretend to be able to offer mentoring to a fledgling start-
up or spin-off in a manner similar to that of an experienced angel
investor who lives in the same community as the entrepreneur. In this
sense, we know of no government program (including ATP) for which
the designation “public venture capital” is, strictly speaking, appropri-
ate. The managers of government programs like SBIR and ATP can,
of course, consult the experienced angels and seed venture capital in-
vestors for strategic advice about promising areas of new industrial
growth. But the role of Federal technology programs such as ATP
should not be to bridge the Darwinian Sea – acting as commercializa-
tion programs – but rather to assist technology entrepreneurs in lower-
ing the technical risks associated with reducing a new technical idea to
practice – acting as technology development programs. When projects
are rigorously selected for support and this technology development
function is performed effectively, the validation provided to ESTD
projects can be as valuable to a nascent venture as the funding. In
this manner, even at a modest scale of activity, such programs have the
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potential to reduce themagnitude of the “innovation gap” significantly
for supported firms.

Knowledge creation and entrepreneurship are increasingly dom-
inant components of regional and national strategies for economic
development across the globe. As other authors in this volume em-
phasize, political leaders and economic planners from Bangalore to
Boston recognize that their future economic well-being depends on
the innovative capacity of the people and institutions they attract and
retain, not only to grow and expand their technology sectors, but all
industries. This critical capacity to innovate depends on more than in-
ventive capacity andphysical infrastructure.Technologyentrepreneurs
and supporting institutions must be linked to one another by trust, in-
centives, and shared objectives. Innovation in all contexts requires a
capacity for collective entrepreneurship.
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Entrepreneurship and American Research Universities

Evolution in Technology Transfer

Maryann P. Feldman

American research universities have long served as a source of inven-
tion and technological expertise for industry (Rosenberg and Nelson
1994). This relationship, traditionally at arm’s length, has entered anew
era marked by closer interaction as universities actively manage their
intellectualproperty inaprocessknownas technology transfer.Moving
beyond publication and teaching, the traditional modes of disseminat-
ing academic inventions,many universities now have technology trans-
fer offices dedicated to securing invention disclosures from campus
research and establishing intellectual property rights over them. These
officeswork to license tofirms the rights touse the intellectual property,
sometimes encouraging the formation of new firms for this purpose.

This chapter employs the term “entrepreneurship” in two distinct
senses. The first, drawing on Clark (1998), who coined the phrase
“entrepreneurial universities,” conveys the broader and more active
role that American research universities now play in facilitating tech-
nology diffusion and promoting economic growth within the national
system of innovation. The second meaning of the term coincides with

Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at the conference Entrepreneurship and
Public Policy, Harvard University, April 10, 2001 and National Academy of Sciences’
conferenceAcademic Intellectual Property: Effects of University Patenting andLicensing
in Commercialization and Research, April 17, 2001. The chapter has benefited from
discussions with Janet Bercovitz, Richard Burton, Irwin Feller, and Pierre Desrochers
as co-authors on other papers. The research is supported by a grant from the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation.
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Hart’s definition in the introductory chapter to this volume, referring
to the formation of firms based on university research.

Entrepreneurship in this second, narrower sense has become a
favored mechanism by which universities transfer technology to the
commercial realm. Based in part on the examples of theMassachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and Stanford University, which played
active roles in the genesis of industrial clusters along Route 128
and in Silicon Valley respectively, university spin-off firms are seen
as a means to transform local economies and a mechanism that
provides a way for these economies to capture the benefits of prox-
imity to research universities. Although university licenses have no
locational constraints in principle, entrepreneurship is a decidedly
local phenomenon in practice. As universities have been leveraged by
policymakers to serve as engines of local economic development over
the past twenty years, the rate of start-up formation has become an
increasingly important indicator that they are succeeding in producing
benefits (Feller 1990a). Miner et al. (2001) find that the idea of
universities acting as “magic beanstalks” for economic development
resonates with university administrators and economic development
officials and has found broad acceptance. We may question the
desirability of university-based entrepreneurship (Nelson 2001), but
a wide variety of resources are devoted to it.

This chapter begins by examining the establishment by universities
of dedicated technology transfer offices (TTOs) that serve as a focal
point for universities’ interaction with commercial interests. Three
central mechanisms that universities may use in technology transfer,
sponsored research, licensing, and the formation of entrepreneurial
ventures, are explored in the next section. The chapter then considers
the empirical literature that demonstrates that universities are impor-
tant to local innovative activity. I conclude with an assessment of the
place of research universities and university entrepreneurship in state
economic development strategies.

university technology transfer offices:
timing, structure, and motives

University technology transfer efforts have intensified over the
past thirty years due to four interrelated and reinforcing factors
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(Geuna 1999). One factor is the economic importance of new, high-
opportunity technologies arising out of such disciplines as computer
science, molecular biology, and materials science. Basic scientific re-
search in these fields is conducted primarily at universities. The
new generic technologies have widespread commercial applications
and are associated with the emergence of new firms and the cre-
ation of new industries. Second, many industrial products outside the
high-technology areas have become increasingly science-based and
technology-intensive, creating an even broader array of potential users
of university research. Together these two factors create a demand for
technology transfer. On the supply side, universities faced a need, be-
ginning in the 1970s, to find new sources of funding due to budgetary
stringency and fiscal uncertainty on the part of federal and state gov-
ernments, traditionally the largest sources of university funding. As a
result, universities turned to industry for financial support. The fourth
and final factor was a series of government policies aimed at raising the
economic returns of publicly funded research by stimulating university
technology transfer. The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which established a
uniform policy that gives universities ownership of intellectual prop-
erty developed from federally funded research, is a landmark in the
history of university entrepreneurship.1

In response to these four factors, universities have organized for-
mal technology transfer operations to manage their intellectual prop-
erty. Many of these operations are housed in new administrative units
within universities. However, several state universities are restricted
by statute from engaging directly in any commercial activity, such as
receiving fees, royalties, or stock in a company in exchange for the use
of university-held patents. Consequently, these universities have estab-
lished independent technology transfer organizations to engage in such
transactions. Whatever the organizational form, TTOs have responsi-
bility for keeping track of inventions made by university-employed

1 The Bayh-Dole Act (Public Law 96-517, since amended to PL 98-620) established a
uniform federal patent policy that allowed universities, and other nonprofit organi-
zations, to retain title to their inventions developed using federal funds. Prior to the
Bayh-DoleAct federally sponsored inventions could only be licensed from the govern-
ment and then only on a nonexclusive basis. The Bayh-Dole Act enabled universities
to directly control and benefit from inventions made by their faculty. The ownership
rights of universities were further expanded under Public Law 98-620 in 1984.
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researchers, preparing patent applications, and negotiating licensing
agreements with firms for the use of university-owned intellectual
property.

Although all universities gained greater intellectual property rights
under the Bayh-Dole Act, there is diversity in the timing of the estab-
lishment of dedicated TTOs. At the time that Bayh-Dole was enacted,
twenty universities already had such offices. The oldest of these is the
WisconsinAlumniResearch Foundation (WARF), whichwas founded
in 1925 to hold Professor Harry Steenbock’s Vitamin D patents
(Apple 1989). WARF’s principal objectives were to seek patents to
protect inventions made by university scientists and to promote the
public benefit of these inventions through licensing agreements with
companies. WARFwas so successful in achieving public dissemination
and returning substantial revenues to the university that it became the
de facto model for other universities. The University of Iowa is cred-
ited with establishing a TTO in 1935, with MIT (1940), the Kansas
State University Research Foundation (1942), and the University of
California system (1950) not far behind. The pace of TTO founding
accelerated after 1980. In 1999, the latest year for which data are avail-
able, three universities established TTOs: West Virginia University,
the University of New Orleans, and California State Polytechnic
University.

Figure 5.1 presents the type of classic S-shaped diffusion curve that
economists use to describe a process for which the rate of adoption
first increases rapidly and then gradually slows down as the process
approaches saturation. In general, two factors are associatedwith early
institutionalization of technology transfer: the presence of a medi-
cal school and the status of the university as a land grant institution.
It is no accident that the presence of a medical school would has-
ten the establishment of a TTO; most commercially valuable univer-
sity intellectual property arises from biomedical research (Mowery
et al. 1999, Feller et al. 2002). The link to land grant institutions is a
little less obvious. The Morrill Act of 1862 established at least one
land grant college in the agricultural and mechanical sciences in each
state, and these colleges became integral to the agricultural and in-
dustrial extension programs that aided local economies. The exten-
sion philosophy andmission proved easy to adapt to active technology
transfer.
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Universities are engaged in an ongoing search for the best way to
organize technology transfer operations (Feller et al. 2002). Bercovitz
et al. (2001) identify three structural features associated with effective-
ness in performing the technology transfer function. One such feature
is the TTO’s ability to coordinate its activities with those of several
other administrative units, such as sponsored research, corporate giv-
ing, and industrial liaison. Another is its ability to receive, interpret,
synthesize, and disseminate information both within and outside the
university. The final key feature is an effective alignment of incentives
between and among the TTO, faculty, and other administrative units.
In sum, the performance of the TTO can only be assessed within its
broader organizational setting within the university.

TTOs vary significantly in the ways in which they define their mis-
sions. Feldman and colleagues (2002) surveyed technology transfer
managers in order to rank the importance of five distinct but re-
lated motives in technology transfer. Knowledge dissemination is the
most traditional objective for universities, and it would be natural
for TTOs to adopt it as a mission. Service to industry, a specific ob-
jective for land grant institutions, reflects the type of more intense
interaction with industry that was promoted by the Bayh-Dole Act
and other legislation in the 1980s. The objective of fostering local
economic growth also reflects this emphasis, but with a local focus.
Revenue generation may be another motivation for TTOs; exploita-
tion of intellectual property may augment university budgets in the
face of fiscal austerity. Finally, service to the faculty reflects an ori-
entation by TTOs to serve an internal constituency as a part of the
university.

Table 5.1 presents our findings. Service to the faculty was named
the most important objective by a plurality of TTOs, followed closely
by the traditional university motive of dissemination of knowledge.
Revenue generation ranked third, despite the fact that many TTOs
have yet to break even. Service to industry and the generation of local
economic growth tied for last place. If one adds the scores for these two
closely related motives together, however, the combined total would
equal that for revenue generation. Overall, these results are not sur-
prising and compactly say that TTOs tend to rank traditional goals of
the university highest. Newer objectives such as generating revenue
and having an economic impact rank lower.
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Table 5.1. Technology Transfer Motivations, by Type of University
(percent)

Criteria Land With
Ranked as All Grant Private Medical

Most Important Respondents Universities Universities Schools

Service to the 36 16 63 38
Faculty

Knowledge 35 44 21 32
Dissemination

Revenue 18 20 16 22
Generation

Service to 9 16 – 5
Industry

Promoting Local 9 4 – 3
Economic
Growth

Note: n = 67 responses, or 58% of the 124 Carnegie I and II research universities that
have active technology transfer operations (see Feldman et al. 2002).
Source: Feldman et al. 2002.

Different types of universities rank these motivations differently.
For example, as shown in Table 5.1, land grant institutions rated knowl-
edge dissemination higher and service to the faculty relatively lower.
Sixty-three percent of private universities ranked service to the faculty
as the most important goal, whereas universities with medical schools
gave more weight to revenue generation. These categories are not mu-
tually exclusive, since universities with medical schools may be land
grant or private institutions. The results do highlight the diversity in
the objectives of universities in carrying out technology transfer.

the mechanisms of university technology
transfer

Universities use a variety of mechanisms to transfer technology to in-
dustry. Each mechanism offers trade-offs in terms of achieving the
TTO’s objectives. Because technology transfer is a relatively new
activity for universities, there has been experimentation in the use of
these mechanisms and the terms of the agreements made with indus-
try (Feller et al. 2002). Formal mechanisms include sponsored research
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agreements with industry, licensing of university intellectual property
to firms, and the formation of spin-off companies. Informal mech-
anisms, such as industry hiring of students, faculty consulting, and
knowledge trading among friendship networks also contribute to tech-
nology transfer, but do not fall under the auspices of the TTO. (In-
formal mechanisms of technology transfer are the focus of Nathan
Rosenberg’s chapter in this volume.)

Technology transfer depends on technology creation, the “Eureka!”
moment of a university employee that results in a discovery that may
have commercial value. Such a discovery is the basis of university in-
tellectual property. When the discoverer files an invention disclosure
with the TTO, a claim is made that begins the formal technology trans-
fer process. The TTO legally establishes the university’s intellectual
property rights in the form of patents, copyrights, or trademarks. Only
a small subset of invention disclosures generates any intellectual prop-
erty, much less licensing interest; of those that do, very few generate
sizeable net returns. The rule of thumb in university technology trans-
fer is that for every one hundred invention disclosures, ten patents and
one commercially successful product result (Blake 1993).

The technology transfer process is fraughtwithperil. Theknowledge
being transferred is by its nature difficult to value and to appro-
priate (Zeckhauser 1996). Indeed, uncertainty about the value of
knowledge is highest for the most upstream, basic research activities
conducted at universities. Technology transfer agreements must be ne-
gotiated in the shadow of this uncertainty. The parties to these negotia-
tions base their positions on subjective estimates of that portion of the
value flowing from the knowledge that the firmwill be able to appropri-
ate. These imperfect estimates of the value of the knowledge acquired
by the contracting firm may lead to a market failure: the contractual
price may be different from the social value of the knowledge involved
in the transaction. The spillovers may be positive if the contractual
price paid by the firm is below the social value or negative if the result-
ing private value is less than the contractual price. Negotiation under
high uncertainty is characteristic of most formal technology transfer
processes, such as sponsored research or licensing agreements.

There are two other general factors that shape the technology
transfer process in addition to the attributes of the knowledge that
is transferred. First, firm strategy and characteristics affect the choice
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of mechanisms for technology transfer. Large firms, for example, are
more likely to sponsor research. If the researchproves fruitful, the com-
pany may be able to devote substantial resources of its own to moving
it forward without necessarily negotiating a license from the univer-
sity. Second, commercializing auniversity technology typically involves
multiple, complementary transactions. The use of onemechanism does
not exclude the use of others. The three mechanisms explored below,
sponsored research, licenses, and spin-off firms, should be viewed as
potentially complementary elements in the larger technology transfer
process, along with the informal mechanisms described by Rosenberg.

Sponsored Research

Research is the process that creates knowledge and ideas that form
the basis for university intellectual property. In 2000, an estimated
$30 billion was spent on sponsored research and development (R&D)
projects at U.S. academic institutions. Through the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and mission agencies, such as the National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH), the federal government is the largest source of
funding (58 percent) for university-based research (National Science
Board 2002). Federal funds usually support basic research, which is
conducted without concern for practical use but is instead oriented
to fundamental understanding and discovery. The Bayh-Dole Act
gave universities ownership of any intellectual property resulting from
federally funded projects.

Companies and other industrial organizations also sponsor univer-
sity researchprojects. Industry support of academic researchhas grown
from less than $264 million in 1980 to $2 billion in 2000. There is great
diversity among universities in the receipt of industrial research fund-
ing. Those schools most favored by these sponsors, such as Georgia
Institute of Technology and Duke University, receive 20 percent of
their total R&D funding from industry. The average for all universities
is about 7 percent (National Science Board 2002).

Sponsored research is a mechanism for transferring technology in-
volving a quid pro quo. The university gains financial resources, while
the contracting firm gains research results and access to university sci-
entists. Industry-sponsored research is typicallymore applied in nature
than federally funded research and, thus, closer to practical application
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and realization of commercial potential. A research agreement be-
tween a university and industrial sponsors will specify the distribution
of any intellectual property that results from the project. In addition,
the agreement will differentiate between the background knowledge
created within the university (and which may derive from a variety
of different funding sources) and the foreground knowledge created
by the new project. The industrial sponsor will typically retain own-
ership of intellectual property resulting from the sponsored research
or will have the right to review such property with the first option
to license. Again, firm strategy and market characteristics shape such
agreements. If the technology is broad-based and involves network
externalities, the sponsor may choose to let the university retain own-
ership and license the technology on a nonexclusive basis to other
companies.

Licenses

Licenses are contractual agreements that provide firms with rights to
use intellectual property. The number of licenses executed by TTOs
has grown rapidly from a mere handful in 1970 to 936 in 1991 to 3,295
in 1999. In return for the use of university intellectual property, the
licensee will typically provide an up-front payment at the time of sign-
ing the agreement and make periodic payments at certain milestones,
such as when regulatory or technical hurdles are cleared. In addition,
licensing agreements typically include provisions for royalty payments,
calculated as a percentage of product sales, which become a steady rev-
enue stream when the product reaches the commercial market. TTOs
typically have great latitude and flexibility in negotiating these agree-
ments (Mowery et al. 1999). For example, in licensing theCohen-Boyer
patents on recombinant DNA technology, Stanford University asked
for a one-time licensing fee of $10,000 and royalty rates ranging from
0.5 percent on sales of end products such as insulin to 10 percent on
sales of research vectors and enzymes (Scherer 1999: 55). This ap-
proach facilitated licensing, so that at the time the patents expired in
1997, their university owners had over 400 licensees.

The typical licensing agreement has changed significantly over time.
Initially, most university licenses were granted on an exclusive ba-
sis to one company. This approach limited the potential number of
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transactions and the amount of potential revenue. Universities are
now more likely to negotiate licenses that are calibrated to certain
applications or specific geographic markets. There is also significant
variation in licensingagreementswith respect to royalty rates, duration,
and future option rights (for example, Raider 1998; Barnes, Mowery,
and Ziedonis 1997). More research is warranted to understand how
these contracts are negotiated and which partner, the university or
the corporation, exerts the greatest bargaining power and under what
circumstances.

The distribution of licensing revenues is highly skewed, with a few
big commercial successes generating large returns for a small number
of universities. For example, the cancer-fighting drug Taxol, which is
based on intellectual property owned by Florida State University, has
worldwide annual sales worth $1.2 billion and yielded some $60million
in licensing revenue in 2000 (Zacks 2000). Successes likeCohen-Boyer,
Taxol, Gatorade (University of Florida), cisplatin and carboplatin
(Michigan State), and fax technology (Iowa State) are well known,
but they are exceptional. Most university technology transfer opera-
tions do not break even. Their licensing revenues are not sufficient
to cover administrative costs and the costs of filing and maintaining
patents.

American universities continue to experiment with the licensing
process. One example of such experimentation is the practice of tak-
ing an equity interest in the licensing company in lieu of traditional
licensing fees (Feldman et al. 2002). This practice originated with cash-
starved start-up firms that had little other than an ownership stake to
offer, but it is now used in a variety of situations to streamline the
negotiation process and align the interests of the university and the
industrial partner. If the company succeeds, the university stands to
make a larger financial gain than might be expected from a traditional
agreement. Another experiment involves the monetization of licens-
ing royalties. In Yale University’s agreement with Royalty Pharma
(Blumenstyk 2001), for instance, the university sells the stream of fu-
ture royalties from its intellectual property in exchange for a lump-sum,
up-front payment. These experiments aim to improve the financial re-
wards fromtechnology transfer and illustrate a commitment to learning
on the part of TTOs.
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There is some evidence, however, that licensing has not been an en-
tirely satisfactory mechanism from industry’s perspective. In a survey
of industry licensing executives, Thursby and Thursby (2000a) found
that 66 percent (199 business units out of a total of 300) hadnot licensed
intellectual property from universities. The reasons given included the
feeling that university research is generally at too early a stage of de-
velopment (49 percent); that universities rarely engage in research in a
related line of business (37.4 percent); that universities refuse to trans-
fer ownership to a company (31 percent); that universities have policies
regarding delay of publication that are too strict (20 percent); and that
faculty cooperation for further development of the technology would
be too difficult to obtain (16 percent).2 Others have found that univer-
sitiesmay place too high a value on their technologies, move too slowly
in negotiating licenses, or simply not be receptive enough to a firm’s
circumstances. These results suggest that theremay be some additional
evolution in licensing agreements or in the organization of technology
transfer operations.

university-based spin-offs

Spin-offs are an increasingly important means of commercializing uni-
versity research. Given the difficulty of evaluating the economic po-
tential of university intellectual property, the researchers who made
the relevant discovery may be in the best position to carry the work
forward toward commercialization. (This process is analyzed in more
detail in the chapter in this volume by Philip Auerswald and Lewis
Branscomb.) Life-cycle models suggest that scientists invest heavily in
human capital early in their careers to build reputations and establish
positions of primacy in their fields of expertise (Levin and Stephan
1991). In the later stages of their careers, they are more likely to seek
an economic return on this investment. Starting a company may serve
the purpose of realizing that return. It also allows the founders to
appropriate the value of the intellectual property they created while

2 Twenty-eight percent of the respondents indicated some other difficulty such as
“general attitude is poor,” “complexity of deal and . . . weird expectations,” “too
cumbersome,” and “high licensing fees” (Thursby and Thursby 2000a).
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at the university and to accelerate progress on their research agenda by
providing access to additional funding. The potential financial rewards
of starting a company coupled with tightening university budgets and
competition for the relatively fixed pool of public funding create in-
centives for scientists to engage in entrepreneurial activity (Powell and
Owen-Smith 1998).

TheAssociationofUniversityTechnologyManagers (AUTM) is the
main source of data on university-based spin-off companies. AUTM
defines a university spin-off as a firm formed around a university li-
cense of intellectual property. This definition is not the only one that
may be employed. Two caveats are worth mentioning in this context.
First, many more spin-offs are likely to be formed by individuals with
someassociationwith theuniversity other than the licensingof intellec-
tual property. Thus, the AUTMnumbers may understate the impact of
universities on entrepreneurship. There is a countervailing influence,
however. Discussions with university technology transfer officials re-
veal that they are under pressure to report as many spin-offs as they
can in order to compare well with other universities in the AUTM re-
ports and other benchmarking activities. These anecdotes suggest that
universities may not strictly adhere to the AUTM definition in their
reporting.

The reader should bear these caveats in mind, when interpreting
Figure5.2,which reports figuresonuniversity-based spin-off firms from
AUTM’s surveys. In 1999, there were 275 firms of this type, an aver-
age of about two companies per university. This average is somewhat
deceptive. The distribution of spin-offs among universities is highly
skewed. The majority of universities report no spin-offs. At the high
end of the range is a university that produced nineteen companies in
1999. In addition, it should be noted that the total number of spin-
off companies reported has increased simply because the number of
universities actively involved in technology transfer has increased.

Figure 5.3 provides spin-off data for a constant set of universities
thathave consistently reported toAUTMsince1993.Theseuniversities
were asked to report on the number of start-ups prior to that date
as well. Using data on TTO founding dates, I have calculated that the
average annual total for these universities prior to 1993 was about
80 start-ups. The 1999 AUTM survey reported a total of 179 start-ups
for this group.
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the local effects of academic research

Spin-off firms are local phenomena. In general, entrepreneurs who
start companies do not relocate but stay close to the source of
their perceived competitive advantage, which is typically the ref-
erent organization where the founders were previously employed
(Feldman and Francis 2002). For university-based spin-offs the uni-
versity serves as the source of advantage, providing skilled labor,
specialized facilities, and expertise. In addition, university personnel
who start companies often split their time between the univer-
sity and the firm, making close location advantageous. As universi-
ties and state governments have provided incentives for faculty to
start companies or engage in joint research projects with compa-
nies, the attraction of proximity to universities has grown. In 1999,
AUTM reported that 82 percent of firms formed around university li-
censes operated in the same state as the university that provided the
license.

This pattern in university-based entrepreneurship fits what we
know about entrepreneurship in the larger knowledge economy. In
a pioneering study, Jaffe (1989) found that university-based research
had significant local spillovers. Patents are granted to inventors in
the same states in which public and private knowledge-generating
inputs (such as academic and industrial research) are the largest.
These results held up even after controlling for industrial R&D, in-
dicating the localized value of university research. In addition, Jaffe
found an important indirect or induced effect in which university
research increases industry R&D, which in turn increases patents.
This effect is quantitatively larger than the direct effect of univer-
sity research spending. Feldman (1994) corroborates and extends
these findings, using market introduction in place of patents as an
indicator of innovation. She also demonstrates that the presence
of related industries and business services contributes to the geo-
graphical clustering of innovative activities in the neighborhoods of
universities.

As one might expect, the knowledge spillovers from universities
are most important in knowledge-intensive industries. Audretsch and
Feldman (1996) followKrugman’s (1991a) example and calculate Gini
coefficients for thegeographic concentrationof activity todemonstrate
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this relationship.3 We also add skilled labor as a mechanism by which
knowledge spillovers occur; workersmove between jobs in an industry,
taking their accumulated skills and know-how with them. The results
suggest a greater propensity for innovative activity to cluster spatially
in industries in which industry R&D, university research, and skilled
labor are important inputs, even after taking into account the geo-
graphic concentration of production.

“Star scientists” are a particularly important form of skilled labor,
better termed “intellectual capital,” which transforms scientific knowl-
edge into commercial applications. Star scientists embody knowledge
of break-through techniques that are initially available only at their lab
benches, making it costly for others to obtain or use. Zucker andDarby
(1996) show that such intellectual capital is key in the development of
the biotechnology industry and that its economic effects tend to be geo-
graphically boundedwithin the regionswhere star scientists reside. The
entrepreneurial venture is one important pathway through which this
intellectual capital yields returns. Zucker, Darby, and Brewer (1998)
document linkages between star scientists and biotechnology start-ups
near theirhomeuniversities.Firmswithaccess to leading-edge scientists
performbetter thanenterprises lacking suchaccess in termsofproducts
in development, products on the market, and employment growth in
the firm.4 (SeeAndrewToole’s chapter in this volume for a critique and
revision of the work by Zucker, Darby, and their colleagues.) Almeida
and Kogut (1997) extend this approach to consider the interfirm mo-
bility of star patent holders. Their results suggest that even the transfer
of ideas between firms tends to be geographically confined.

3 The Gini coefficients are weighted by the relative share of economic activity located
in each state. Computation of weighted Gini coefficients enables us to control for size
differences across states. The Gini coefficients are based on the share of activity in a
state and industry relative to the state share of the national activity. The locational
Gini coefficients for production are based on industry value-added and are calculated
as the amount of value-added in an industry and a state, divided by state share of
national value-added for the industry. This ratio is normalizedby the state share of total
manufacturing value-added to account for the overall distribution of manufacturing
activity. An industry that is not geographically concentrated more than is reflected by
the overall distribution of manufacturing value-added would have a coefficient of 0.
The closer the industry coefficient is to 1, the more geographically concentrated the
industry.

4 Zucker, Darby, and Brewer (1998) also find that firm scientists had a higher total
number of citations than scientists in universities or in research institutes and hospitals.
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The economic benefits of knowledge spillovers fromuniversities are
significant. Beeson and Montgomery (1992) examine the relationship
between universities and labor-market conditions. They find that
universities raise the average skill level of the surrounding area and
positively affect wage and employment rates. The study focuses on
employment growth rates for the time periods 1975 to 1980 and 1980
to 1989 and finds that employment growth is related to increases in
university R&D funding as well as to the number of nationally rated
science and engineering programs at local universities. These results
are consistent over the two time periods.5

Taken together, the results reviewed in this section indicate that
universities can play a significant role in economic development. Of
course, not all universities and all geographical regions benefit equally.
Many factors affect the transmission of knowledge spillovers.6 Most
important, a university’s founding mission, institutional context, and
prior experiences with commercial activity influence its interaction
with industry and ultimately affect the ability of the university to
impact its local economic and innovation environment (Feldman and
Desrochers forthcoming).

state economic development initiatives
and universities

State policymakers in the United States are increasingly keen to
leverage the presence of universities for economic development. In
1997, the fifty state governments spent over $400 million on programs
to encourage technology-based economic development (State Science
and Technology Institute 1998). Local universities figure prominently
in these initiatives. Although university researchmay provide ideas for

5 The results regarding income, employment rate, and net migration are somewhat
mixed. Choice of time period does not include the turnaround prompted by innovation
in the computer industry known as the Massachusetts miracle, nor does it capture the
computer revolution, which certainly are two incidents of high innovative activity that
anecdotally are associatedwith increased local earnings, higher employment rates, and
net in-migration.

6 Other factors may inhibit the absorption of university spillovers such as attributes
of the region and its industrial composition, characteristics of the labor force, and
social capital variables. In addition, the historical relationship of local industry with
the institution may be instructive. These are not considered in this chapter.
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existing firms, entrepreneurial ventures occupy a unique position in the
minds of state economic development officials. As Pages, Freedman,
andVonBargendescribe in their contribution to this volume, statesfirst
became active in providing business assistance programs during the
economic depression in the 1930s. The focus of state interest changed
over time fromstabilizing local economies to attracting relocatingfirms
and branch plants. The 1980s heralded a new era in state economic
development that complements the adoption of formal technology
transfer practices in universities with attempts to promote new firm
formation.

Universities are attractive for economic development purposes for
several reasons. First, universities are perhaps less mobile than any
other institution. Although it is common for universities to establish
programs in new locations, they are relatively fixed in place due to his-
torical accident. Firms change headquarters locations; universities do
not. Second, state governments provide funding for both public and
private universities. States provide an average of 8 percent of university
R&D expenditures (National Science Board 2002), but this commonly
citedfigureunderstates their contribution. States fund capital improve-
ments in university laboratories and research facilities, contribute to
the operating costs of universities, and earmark special programs,
contributions that are not included in the R&D figures.

States have instituted a diverse array of programs that aim to
enhance knowledge spillovers to small, technology-intensive firms
(Schachtel and Feldman 2000). State programs provide grants to
encourage cooperative research projects between companies and uni-
versity faculty, subsidize space in incubator facilities, and provide assis-
tance in new venture formation and business planning (Feldman and
Kelley 2002). Perhaps the greatest need in new firm formation is for fi-
nancing, and states have been active in this domain as well. Traditional
venture capital investors are typically interested in companies that are
three to five years old and have a clearly defined product concept. In
contrast, university entrepreneurs form companies around embryonic
ideas that requirepatient seed funding (seeAuerswald andBranscomb,
this volume). State-funded venture capital programs help to meet this
need and typically give preferential treatment to start-ups located in
their jurisdictions. For example, the state of Maryland has a family of
three investment vehicles that attempt to address the continuum of
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needs of technology-based start-ups. At this point, we have only lim-
ited understanding of how state technology programs contribute to
firm growth and regional vitality.

Universities arenow investing their own funds in start-up companies
as well. For example, Vanderbilt University established a $10 million
Chancellor Fund to invest in university spin-offs. There are concerns
about the feasibility of these investments, as witnessed by Boston
University’s financing of its start-up firm, Seragen, which absorbed
$120million of BU’s money between 1987 and 1997. The company was
not successful. The failure is not a surprise; only about 5 percent of
venture-capital-backed firms are very successful, and another 30 per-
cent are moderately successful (Micklethwait 1997). In this case, the
university only recovered a fraction of its investment, raising concerns
about its fiduciary responsibility and objectivity. There is great poten-
tial in these relationships for conflict of interest and the threat of a
fundamental re-ordering of university priorities.

reflective conclusions

The United States has entered a new era in technology transfer and
in the process has become a model that the rest of the world is trying
to emulate. Nelson (2001) worries that the new system of technology
transfer will interfere with the norms of open science and adversely
affect the role of universities in the national system of innovation.
These are important questions to ask in light of the aggressive moves
that this chapter has described. The processmay be viewed as a natural
experiment. Scholars are only beginning to understand the impact of
this experiment on the broader national system of innovation (Journal
of Technology Transfer 2001). The numbers are only part of the story
and mask great diversity in the organizational motives, strategies, and
incentives at the various institutions.

The same questions are also worth thinking about at the regional
level as universities are asked to become engines of local economic de-
velopment. Universities have demonstrated great adaptability in ful-
filling their commitment to active technology transfer. Their attempts
to spin off new companies satisfy an increased expectation that they
be engaged in local economic development and demonstrate their rel-
evance. Yet, universities add more to their local economies than the
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metrics of technology transfer capture, and there are certainly many
different models for assessing how universities interact with and en-
rich their local economies. Thus, we may question whether university
programs intended to encourage entrepreneurship and local economic
growth make the best use of state and university resources. The exam-
ples provided by WARF, Stanford, and MIT may have established an
unrealistic standard against which American research universities are
currently being judged.

As this chapter has demonstrated, virtually all American research
universities actively participate in technology transfer and have ac-
cepted the new mantle of promoting local economic development,
specifically through the promotion of entrepreneurial start-up firms.
In addition, a variety of new mechanisms to put licenses into circula-
tion are being used, and used more creatively. Certainly, only time and
additional research will reveal the long-term effects of these changes
on the American system of innovation.
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America’s Entrepreneurial Universities

Nathan Rosenberg

It is difficult to discuss American universities in the specific context
of entrepreneurship without falling into a celebrationist (but not, one
hopes, a complacent) mode. I say this because, from an international
comparative perspective, one can hardly reject the conclusion that
American universities have been uniquely successful in the scope and
intensity of their contributions to entrepreneurship. This success stems
largely from their own capacity for novelty and dynamism, which de-
serves the adjective “entrepreneurial” as well. The entrepreneurial
perspective is only one of many possible perspectives from which one
might examine the operation of American universities, and not nec-
essarily the most important one. The European continent is endowed
with numerous universities of great intellectual distinction, many of
which have faculties who would look with deep disdain, if not total
disbelief, at the idea that centers of learning should ever be judged by
such a philistine standard. I havemore than a little sympathy with that
point of view. But in a world in which economic activity is becoming,
indeed already has become, highly knowledge-intensive, it would be
unrealistic, and perhaps even impolitic, to expect universities to remain
withdrawn from the changing needs of their economic environments.
The high degree of responsiveness to these changing needs has long
been the most distinctive feature of American universities, at least as
far back as the passage of the Morrill Act of 1862, which established
the land grant college system.

113
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The historical background fact, then, is that the transition to greater
economic relevancehasbeeneasier toachieve in theUnitedStates than
elsewhere because American institutions of higher education have al-
ways had to be sensitive and responsive to the changing requirements
of industry, agriculture, and business. If we compare American uni-
versities with those of continental Europe, a conspicuous feature is
that American universities are decentralized and highly autonomous.
There has never been a federal Ministry of Education in the United
States that bears responsibility for determining the size of university
budgets, how the budgets ought to be allocated, or the intellectual pri-
orities they ought to observe. The fact that Washington, D.C., with its
extraordinary archival and library resources, has never become home
to a leading research university, in spite of numerous proposals tomake
it so over the past two centuries, going all the way back to Alexander
Hamilton, is evidence, if further evidence is needed, of a long-standing
political aversion to centralizing tendencies in the academic sphere.
Even the Morrill Act, whose enabling legislation provided each state
with federally owned lands as the financial basis for the operation
of state universities, also provided that the subsequent governance
of these universities, as well as their financing, would reside in each
separate state.

In the American context, then, the university president has always
had to have a sort of talent in common with entrepreneurs in business:
skills that led to success in fund-raising. It might be thought that state
universities would be exempt from the need for such entrepreneurship,
but this has not been the case. Since there are many state universities,
it has been incumbent on each of these public institutions to demon-
strate to the legislature of its home state that it is uniquely fulfilling the
needs of the state’s economy. Such demonstration has been a political
precondition for imposing the necessary taxes on citizens to support
their state university. Furthermore, state legislatures usually provided
only modest financial support to their universities (financial support
heavily concentrated on the cost of teaching). State universities were
therefore under considerable pressure to seek further financial sup-
port from nongovernment sources, especially to finance their research
activities. For example,MIT’s aggressive (and successful) search for in-
dustry sponsorship early in the twentieth century was largely triggered
by reductions in funding by the state of Massachusetts.
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A second distinctive feature is that the United States has always
had a large private university sector. Until after the SecondWorldWar
the most prestigious universities were, overwhelmingly, private. These
universities, in spite of their endowments, have almost always had to
charge substantial tuition fees, since their ambitions always exceeded
their grasps as defined by their current sources of income. Stanford, for
example, charged no tuition when it first opened its doors in 1891, but
found that such feeswereanunavoidablenecessity after theFirstWorld
War. (An important part of the problem in Stanford’s case derived
from the fact that Leland Stanford had provided an endowment that
was excessively encumbered with railroad bonds!)

The important point for present purposes is that the mere existence
of a large private university sector has created an important reality for
state universities. In order to have a distinguished faculty (as well as
better students), they have had to compete for professorial talent in a
labor market in which private universities had more flexibility with re-
spect to salaries as well as more financial resources for other purposes.
These circumstances have been important in preventing state universi-
ties from falling into a continental European civil service mode. State
university competition in faculty hiring has led them to be more com-
petitive in the search for funds to support faculty research as well. In
the pre-WorldWar II world, private industry and philanthropic institu-
tions, such as theRockefeller andCarnegie foundations, were themain
objects of these efforts. This situation changed drastically after thewar,
when the federal government became, for the first time, the predomi-
nant patron of university research (see Mowery and Rosenberg 1998;
Shils 1997).

A critical consequence of the need for financial support and other
distinctive features of the American system is that both public and pri-
vate universities were very quick to introduce new coursematerial that
was relevant to the needs of newly emerging industries, wherever that
new material may have originated. This facility was not confined to
the curriculum; in the course of the twentieth century American aca-
demics also played increasingly prominent roles in the development of
new technologies and new disciplines that were relevant to the econ-
omy, especially in engineering, computer science, and applied sciences
(Nelson and Rosenberg 1993). In part, this adaptability has to be un-
derstood as a way of competing for higher tuition fees by offering an
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education that would command a greater value in the labor market
for college graduates. In this sense, America’s decentralized higher
education system can be fairly described as “market-driven,” rather
than locked into a centralized system in which the reallocation of bud-
gets and personnel is severely restricted by political and bureaucratic
considerations – as well as by the constraints of past history.

Central to the argument of this chapter, then, is that American
commercial success in high-technology sectors of the economy – semi-
conductors and microelectronics generally, computer hardware and
software, the Internet and World Wide Web, and medically related
technologies, including medical devices and biotechnology – owes an
enormous debt to the entrepreneurial activities of American univer-
sities. The nature of that debt, however, varies considerably from one
sector of the economy to another.

In the past couple of decades, an important extension of this tradi-
tional behavior has emerged that fits even within the narrow definition
of entrepreneurship employed in most of this volume. There has been
a rise in the willingness (often eagerness) of university faculty to de-
part from their traditional teaching and research responsibilities and
move into the commercial arena wearing the hat of the business de-
cisionmaker. The scale of such activities has recently become so large
that the success of research universities is now often measured by the
number of start-up firms to which they have given birth.

Defining academic entrepreneurship solely in termsof start-upfirms
is far too restrictive to capture the full scope of the interaction between
research universities and high-technology entrepreneurs. But even if
one sticks with the narrow definition, one must be careful to include
not only successful start-up firms but also those that never get very
far off the ground (and perhaps some that never get going at all). The
first substantial attempts at commercial introduction of technological
innovations usually fail, as even Karl Marx acknowledged well over a
hundred years ago, when he called attention to “the far greater cost
of operating an establishment based on a new invention as compared
to later establishments arising ex suis ossibus. This is so very true that
the trail-blazers generally go bankrupt, and only those who later buy
the buildings, machinery, etc., at a cheaper price make money out of
it” (Marx 1959). Marx clearly understood the limitations of so-called
first mover advantages.
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academic entrepreneurship, curricular innovation,
and high-technology industry

There is widespread agreement that no single location in the United
States provides more evidence of academic entrepreneurship, espe-
cially in the past thirty years or so, than Silicon Valley. Boston’s Route
128 area was the hub of industrial development in electronics in the
earlypost-WorldWar II period, buildingon thepreeminent roleofMIT
in those years, but the rise to prominence of Silicon Valley beginning
in the 1960s is simply the most dramatic demonstration of academic
entrepreneurship (see Saxenian 1994). Indeed, to the extent that one
can identify a single academic entrepreneur of truly protean dimen-
sions, it would be difficult to find one who could share Fred Terman’s
accomplishments. Terman, dean of engineering at Stanford and later
its provost, spent the war years at Harvard, but came back to Stanford
proclaiming that he was patterning his plans after “the MIT model.”1

Consider the integrated circuit (IC), which became available in
1961. Very shortly thereafter, Stanford University’s Department of
Electrical Engineering introduced a course in the design and fabrica-
tion of ICs. Each subsequent improvement in ICs was followed, within
just a couple of years, by a new course in the teaching curriculum that
prepared future electrical engineers for working with the newly avail-
able technology (Harayama 1998).2 Integrated circuits have been of
far greater commercial importance than the original transistors. After
they were introduced in the 1960s, ICs were critical to the transforma-
tion of the computer into a widely used technology. By the beginning
of the 1970s, the IC had evolved into the microprocessor, which
became the platform for the personal computer and much else.
Stanford’s commitment to the improvement of integrated circuitry
led eventually to the university’s establishment of its own Center for
Integrated Systems.3

Stanford became highly competitive in the new field of inte-
grated circuitry partly through a most unorthodox hiring technique.

1 Terman’s entrepreneurial activities were not universally admired. For critical ap-
praisals, see Leslie 1993 and Lowen 1997. For Terman’s views as spokesman for an
exportable “Silicon Valley Model,” see Leslie and Kargon 1996.

2 I am grateful to Ms. Harayama for permission to quote from this manuscript.
3 This center, which receives financial support from government and industry, conducts
research on microelectronic materials, devices, and systems.
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Terman sought out the most knowledgeable and talented electrical
engineers inSiliconValley.He“anointed” themasadjunctprofessors at
Stanford, because Stanford faculty were not yet sufficiently conversant
with the new technology to be able to teach it. In effect, Terman said to
these leading industrial engineers: “Come in on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons and teach us – faculty as well as students – about integrated
circuitry.” Note that in this formulation I am suggesting that the IC
originated in industry, not in the university (see Moore 1996). This
judgment has been confirmed by the recent award of a Nobel Prize
in Physics to John Kilby for work carried out at Texas Instruments in
inventing the IC. Had Robert Noyce of Intel (previously at Fairchild)
not died prematurely, he would almost certainly have shared the prize
with Kilby. The first patent for the integrated circuit was awarded to
Noyce in April, 1961, but after litigation it was agreed that this was
a case of independent simultaneous inventive activity. According to
Richard Langlois and Edward Steinmueller:

In 1958 and 1959, twoAmericans, Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments and Robert
NoyceofFairchild,were thefirst to devise practicalmonolithic circuits.Noyce’s
approach, based on the planar process that had revolutionized transistor pro-
duction, was the more immediately practical. After struggling over patent
claims, the two companies forged a cross-licensing agreement in 1966 that
effectively gave them joint claim on the invention. Each company granted li-
censes to all comers in the range of 2 to 4 percent of IC profits. (Langlois and
Steinmueller 1999: 31–32)

Stanford’s responsiveness in the case of the IC lay in the speed with
which it diffused the knowledge of an invention that had already been
developed in industry and not in the academic world, a speed that was
of great competitive significance for both Stanford and Silicon Valley.

The role of U.S. universities in the emergence of new technology
has been even more significant in the computer industry than in
semiconductors. This statement applies to both computer hardware
and software, although the roles were vastly different in each of these
two spheres.

American universities played a leading role in the early history of
computer hardware, a role heavily financed by the federal government.
Academic personnel at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering
at the University of Pennsylvania conceptualized, designed, and
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eventually constructed the first prototype of an electronic digital com-
puter, the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer),
over the period 1943–1946. TheENIACwasfinancedby a contractwith
the Army Ordnance Department, which was concerned to improve
the accuracy of its ballistic tables. As with many innovations of major
significance, therewere several claims for priority (see Stern 1981). The
design of the ENIAC was heavily indebted to a differential analyzer
that had been developed in the early 1930s by MIT’s Vannevar Bush
in order to solve differential equations. A crucial difference, however,
is that the Bush machine was analog, whereas the ENIAC was digital.

Professors J. Presper Eckert and John W. Mauchly, who led the
ENIAC effort at Penn, undertook to form their own company, the
Eckert-MauchlyCorporation, to commercialize the first electronic dig-
ital computer, the UNIVAC, in 1946. As Marx might have predicted,
these two academic entrepreneurs encountered serious financial
difficulties in developing a general purpose commercial computer,
and their firm went bankrupt in 1950. The corporation was sold to
Remington Rand which, in turn, merged with the Sperry Gyroscope
Company to form Sperry Rand (Stern 1981: 1–2). A number of other
universities, most notably MIT, participated in important projects
during the 1950s involving the application of computers, especially
SAGE and Whirlwind, the two key projects behind the development
of a strategic air system (Flamm 1988: 53–58; Wildes and Lindgren
1985; Langlois and Mowery 1996).

Although the role of universities in computer hardware declined
later in the 1950s as private firms, particularly IBM, expanded their
presence in the industry, academia remained critical to the later
expansion of software which, in effect, built on the new discipline
of computer science (Flamm 1988; Mowery 1996). In the realm of
software, the role of American universities was massive.

It is important to remember that the original ENIAC was “hard-
wired” to solve a particular set of problems. Even after vonNeumann’s
conceptual breakthroughs made stored-program computers possible
in the 1950s, software remained closely bound to hardware; the organ-
ization that designed the hardware generally designed the software as
well. The software industry was effectively born in 1969, when IBM,
confronted with the prospect of an antitrust suit, agreed to unbundle
its software from its hardware. The industry then experienced what
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was certainly one of the most rapid growth rates of new, high-tech,
start-up firms in American history.4

In terms of commercial success, American dominance of the com-
puter software industry was overwhelmingly due to the remarkable
speed with which its university faculties were able to develop and
introduce an entirely new academic curriculum in computer science
after the launching of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957. As late as 1959
there were no formal programs in computer science at American
universities. The majority of skilled personnel in the industry had
been trained in other fields, primarily mathematics and various
fields of engineering. By 1965, however, it was possible to speak of
computer science as a “distinct academic discipline,” with doctorates
and bachelor’s degrees in the subject available in at least fifteen
universities, and master’s degrees at more than thirty (Norberg and
O’Neill 1996). By the early 1980s, computer science had become an
extremely popular subject at American universities, an achievement
that was not even remotely approached in Europe. By 1983, American
universities were awarding far more bachelor’s degrees in computer
science than in any other field of science or engineering (Computer
Science and Telecommunications Board 1999).5

4 It should also be remembered, however, that a particular hardware innovation, the
microprocessor, set the stage for the explosive growth of software firms after 1980.
As Mowery has observed: “The epochal innovation for the U.S. computer software
industry, of course, was themicroprocessor, which was subsequently incorporated into
themicrocomputer. The rapid adoption of themicrocomputerwithin theUnited States
after 1980 created opportunities for entry by independent software vendors. But these
entry prospects were made still more attractive by the rapid emergence of ‘dominant
designs’ within theU.S. microcomputer market, the IBMPC and theAppleMacintosh
architectures” (Mowery 1996: 144).

5 An important contribution of private industry to the rapid emergence of the discipline
of computer science in American universities was the willingness of computer firms to
make their computers available at heavily discounted prices as well as to provide com-
plementary inputs thatwerenecessary in theacademicworld. “Forexample, in addition
to offering price discounts on its machines, Control Data Corporation (CDC) offered
research grants, free computer time, and cash contributions to U.S. universities . . . In
addition to donating computer time to establish regional computing centers at MIT
and UCLA in the mid-1950s, IBM rented some fifty of its model 650 computers to
universities at reduced rates . . .For example, the IBM 650 at the Carnegie Institute of
Technology’s new Graduate School of Industrial Administration, which was used by
Herbert Simon, Allen Newell, and Alan Perlis in their early work on artificial intelli-
gence, was acquired with funds from private foundations, although Simon and others
also received support as consultants to the Rand Corporation” (Langlois andMowery
1996: 58).
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The contributions of American universities in generating powerful
new computer-based technologies led directly to the creation of
today’s Internet. The history of the Internet is a story of university-
based research, supported with extensive federal funding (primarily
from the Department of Defense’s Advanced Research Projects
Agency [ARPA]). These efforts produced a series of innovations in
software, computer architecture, and computer networking that led
from theARPANET to theNSFNET,which, in turn, came to underpin
national and international electronic mail. Spin-off firms from aca-
demic research, such as Bolt, Beranek and Newman, which originated
at MIT, were contracted to provide specific technical components, in
this case the first packet switch.

The research management structure at ARPA was heavily domi-
nated by academics on leave from their universities.6 The present day
global communications network, involving Internet and the World
WideWeb, traces its origins directly back toARPA’s effort to linkmore
closely together the research activities of four universities (Carnegie-
Mellon, MIT, Stanford, and the University of California at Berkeley).
Each of these universities was, at the time, performing research for
the Department of Defense. The remarkable degree of openness and
accessibility that characterizes today’s Internet and World Wide Web
must surely owe a great deal to the fact that they were developed
primarily in a university context. It ismost unlikely that this technology
would have developed in the directions that it has, and as quickly
as it has, if it had originated in a commercial environment in which
proprietary considerations loomed large.

academic medical centers and the new wave of
academic entrepreneurs

In addition to information technology, American universities have
played a decisive role in biotechnology, which (as Andrew Toole’s
chapter describes) has evolved at an extremely rapid pace, especially

6 For a valuable recent discussion, see Mowery and Simcoe 2001. As they point out:
“Though it was not the first Internet browser, the program that launched the World
WideWeb was a free browser named Mosaic, written by Marc Andreesen, a graduate
student working at the University of Illinois’ National Center for Supercomputing
Applications” (p. 16).
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in response to the revolutionary scientific breakthroughs in molecular
biology. The industry within which these technological breakthroughs
have become embedded is, even now, barely a quarter of a century
old. Although it is not yet widely appreciated, American universities
have already completed a dramatic transition to the world of industrial
biotechnology. By the late 1980s a far higher percentage of university
research resources were already committed to the life sciences in the
United States than in any other OECD country (Irvine et al. 1990).

The extent to which American universities have been responsive to
the expanded commercial opportunities created by molecular biology
may be readily seen by considering the data for U.S. university R&D
expenditures. These figures are startling to anyone who still consid-
ers physics and chemistry to be the central “core” of university sci-
ence. In 2000, total academic R&D spending in the United States was
$30.2 billion. The physical sciences (physics, chemistry, astronomy) re-
ceived less than 10 percent of the total. The share of the engineering
disciplines (including computer science) was less than 20 percent; the
life sciences (biology, medicine, agriculture) totally dominated the pic-
ture, with well over half of the total. Moreover, biomedical research
was substantially more than half of total life sciences expenditures.
Thus, biomedical research alone is now more than three times the size
of all the physical sciences (National Science Board 2002: A5–15). This
is compelling evidence of the American university’s responsiveness to
the growth in demand for such research, partly due to the aging of
the American population, partly also to the higher priority that the
increasingly affluent American population and its congressional rep-
resentatives have come to attach to improvements in the delivery of
medical care, and partly to a growing consensus that great steps for-
ward in medical technology lie just around the corner.

The role of the American university in the biotechnology revolu-
tion differs from the earlier roles played by universities in one very
fundamental respect: The biotechnology industry has been, from its
inception in the second half of the 1970s, and remains today, intimately
tied to academic scientists, not only in their traditional capacity as re-
searchers, but also as entrepreneurs. Many university scientists have
been directly involved in starting up new firms and have served as
business decision makers and strategists (see Kenney 1986). All the
earliest start-ups in this new industry extensively involved university
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faculty, andmany academics remain heavily involved in biotechnology
enterprises while retaining their active academic appointments. (More
detail on theevolutionofbiotechnologyentrepreneurship canbe found
in Andrew Toole’s chapter in this volume.) This situation is a reflec-
tion of the fact that the new process technology of recombinant DNA
represented, simultaneously, a fundamental advance in science and an
invention of great potential utilitarian and commercial value.

America’s current commercial leadership in biotechnology can
hardly be attributed to overwhelmingU.S. leadership in the underlying
science of molecular biology. European science as a whole has been
competitive, and the scientific community in Cambridge, England, has
played a towering role (see Judson 1979; Morange 1998). Rather, U.S.
universities have responded, farmore quickly than universities in other
OECD countries, to the commercial opportunities held out by these
discoveries as well as to the scientific opportunities.

The contributions of university research in the life sciences are only
a portion of those made by American universities, and their academic
medical centers, to the country’s innovative capability in biomedical
technology. If one consults the data for corporate patenting by the
United States, Japan, and Germany, it is apparent that the largest U.S.
patent classes are precisely in categories where academic medical cen-
ters play a predominant role. As Table 6.1 shows, in striking contrast to
corporate patenting by Japan and Germany, the top five patent classes
forAmericancorporations in1997wereallmedical; threeof the topfive
were either surgical instruments or closely connected to surgical pro-
cedures. Moreover, when one includes U.S. patent class 11 (molecular
biology andmicrobiology) and patent class 15 (analytical and immuno-
logical testing), fully seven of the top fifteen U.S. corporate patenting
categorieswere closely tied tomedicine.Althoughpast experience sug-
gests caution in regarding health care sectors as relatively “immune”
to cyclical phenomena, it is worth observing that, whereas health care
companies accounted for only about 5 percent of all IPOs in 1998
and 1999, this figure has risen to around 20 percent since early 2000,
when the dot-coms went into their recent precipitous decline.7 Clearly
America’s international commercial successes in medically related

7 These figureswere compiled byThomsonFinancial as reported in theNewYorkTimes,
November 11, 2001.
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technologies are deeply rooted in the research contributions of the
faculties of the country’s academic medical centers.

spillovers and spin-offs: university research as
the knowledge base for entrepreneurship

There has been a specific organizational feature ofAmerican academic
entrepreneurship since the end of the Second World War – a feature
also of great potential significance for the future – to which I now
turn. Recent research has shown that the “spillovers” from American
university research have played a more important role in generating
innovative activity in small firms than in large ones (Acs, Audretsch,
and Feldman 1994; see also Acs and Audretsch (eds.) 1990a; Stephan
1996). In certain high-technology sectors small firms have proven to be
extremely skillful in exploiting the research findings of the university
world. Indeed, these skills may be interpreted as a way of compensat-
ing for the obvious fact that small firms, and especially small start-up
firms, can have only a very modest capability for making investments
in their own R&D. Clearly, the institutional and policy situations in
the United States have created a far more congenial environment than
in other OECD countries for newly established firms to play a promi-
nent role in the commercialization of sophisticated new technologies –
at least in certain specific sectors of the economy. The stark contrast,
in this respect, between the American experience and that of the
Europeans has been sharply delineated by patenting activity in the
European Patent Office for the specific case of the biotechnology sec-
tor. According to a recent study based on EPO data, newly founded
U.S. firms totally dominated patenting activity in this sector between
1978 and 1993 (Henderson et al. 1999).8 (See Table 6.2.)

The study examined patent ownership for nine countries (United
States, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Denmark, and Italy) according to the types of institu-
tions owning the patents in each country: (1) new biotechnology firms,
(2) established corporations, and (3) universities and other research

8 I do not mean to suggest that the biotechnology industry is representative of other
high-tech U.S. industrial sectors; it is, however, a sector currently on a sharply rising
trajectory of economic importance.
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Table 6.2. Activity in Genetic Engineering by Type of Institution

Established Universities &
NBFs corporations other research institutions

% Patents by Institution, European Patent Office Data 1978–1986

USA 43.2 34.5 22.3
Japan 0.0 87.7 12.3
Germany 0.0 81.8 17.7
UK 27.3 49.1 23.6
France 18.7 21.5 59.8
Switzerland 0.0 92.9 7.1
Netherlands 12.7 56.4 30.9
Denmark 0.0 93.5 6.5
Italy 0.0 95.7 4.3

% Patents by Institution, European Patent Office Data 1987–1993

USA 40.4 38.1 20.7
Japan 3.1 86.9 10.0
Germany 3.0 80.0 17.0
UK 23.7 44.7 31.6
France 16.7 35.0 48.3
Switzerland 4.7 89.0 6.3
Netherlands 20.0 62.5 17.5
Denmark 5.7 92.5 1.9

Source: Henderson et al. 1999: 291.

institutions. The fifteen-year period of the study was divided roughly
in half. The contrasting roles of new start-up firms are very striking. Of
American patents granted between 1978 and 1986, 43.2 percent were
owned by new biotechnology firms. In the United Kingdom the share
held by these kinds of firms was 27.3 percent; in all the other coun-
tries, new biotechnology firms accounted for less than 20 percent. In
five of the nine countries new biotechnology firms accounted for none
of the country’s patents. Between 1987 and 1993, new biotechnology
firms still accounted for more than 40 percent of all U.S. biotechnology
patents in the EPO. Comparable studies are not available for other
sectors, but no other country has shown anything like the massive in-
crease in new business formations across a range of high-tech sectors
(see Table 6.3 below for U.S. data).

How are we to account for the much greater prominence of
small firms, especially new start-up firms, as prime agents in the
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commercialization of new technologies? Such small firm participation
has been a distinguishing feature of U.S. high-technology sectors, by
comparison with the United States in the years before World War II,
andwith the situation inotherOECDcountries over thepast fifty years.
In most of postwar Western Europe and Japan, the commercialization
of innovations in electronics and pharmaceuticals was dominated by
large, well-established firms, often supported as “national champions.”
In the United States, start-ups have been very prominent. In Silicon
Valley, the epicenterof theU.S. electronics industry, therewereoncees-
timated to be nearly three thousand electronics firms (Saxenian 1994),
the vast majority of which were very small and, it is important to note,
highly specialized. One estimate of several years ago is that 70 percent
of these firms had fewer than ten employees, and 80 percent had fewer
than one hundred. To be sure, large firms continue to maintain a crit-
ical presence in U.S. high technology. AT&T remains a considerable
presence in the world ofmicroelectronics, for instance (although shorn
of its former superb research capability), as does IBM in computers
andMerck in pharmaceuticals. Nevertheless, the role of start-ups in the
commercialization of new technologies has been far more prominent
in the United States than in other industrial countries.

To a considerable extent, the prominence of small firms in the
commercialization of new technologies has been an outcome of
government policies. A key goal of these policies has long been to
guarantee that large firms do not exclude potential new entrants into
their industry. Government antitrust policy has compelled very large
firms such as AT&T and IBM to pursue liberal licensing policies that
have made their new technologies, including the transistor itself, more
readily available tonewentrants.AT&Tsuffereddivestiture in 1984, an
event that opened up the huge telecommunications market to new, far
smaller entrants such as MCI and Sprint (as discussed by Eli Noam
in his chapter in this volume). The possibility of an antitrust suit
against IBM led that firm, in 1969, to “unbundle” its software from
its hardware, thus creating the modern independent software indus-
try (Mowery 1996). Furthermore, the Department of Defense (DoD)
during the Cold War years maintained a policy of awarding contracts
to small firms with little or no previous “track record,” a policy that
opened the door to newcomers such as Texas Instruments (which pro-
duced thefirst commercially successful transistor),Motorola, Fairchild,
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and Intel. DoD also maintained a so-called second sourcing policy
that required its large contractors to share their technology with an-
other firm, a policy that speeded up the diffusion of sophisticated tech-
nological capabilities. Nothing comparable to this occurred in military
procurement in Western Europe (Mowery 1996).

A main observation, then, has been that start-up firms, a primary
source of entrepreneurial talent, have come to assume a far more
prominent role in high-technology sectors than ever before. Since, al-
most by definition, start-up firms do not have the financial resources
to support the large-scale budgets usually required to be competitive
in these sectors, a key question is: How do they do it? And what are
the future prospects for the role of new start-up firms?

There is at least a partial historical explanation for themuch greater
prominence of start-up firms in the exploitation of university-based re-
search in the secondhalf of the twentieth century.Thevarious virtues of
small firms in the commercialization of new technologies (their ability
to remain tightly focused, their more effective information exchange
arrangements, their ability to change strategy rapidly) could not be
tested in the pre-war period because start-up firms, almost by def-
inition, possessed very limited financial resources for performing
research of any kind. Moreover, university research resources in
the pre-war years were minuscule by comparison with the postwar
years when the federal government became an extremely generous
patron of university research. There was virtually no federal support
for basic research in the pre-war years; a sizeable phalanx of con-
gressmen argued that using federal monies for such purposes was
unconstitutional.

Thus, in the postwar years numerous new opportunities were
opened up by the expansion of federal funding in support of research
and a very large fraction of federal research funds went to universities.
In effect, many financially strapped small firms could now exploit a
major source of research activity that had no counterpart in pre-World
War II years.9

9 Start-up firms also figured prominently in the commercialization of research findings
of large firms that failed to exploit the products of their own inventive efforts, but
the subject is outside the boundaries of this chapter. Xerox’s failure to harness the
creativity of their Xerox PARC facility is the most notorious example, but there are
many others.
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The late Edwin Mansfield was a pioneer in establishing that in-
novations based on academic research are more likely to be made
by small firms (Mansfield 1991). Mansfield’s work addressed the fur-
ther issue of the length of the time lags between investment in recent
academic research projects and the industrial application of those find-
ings. An especially interesting finding of Mansfield is that, in the seven
manufacturing industries he examined (information processing, elec-
trical equipment, chemicals, instruments, drugs, metals, and oil), the
time lags were greater for large firms than for small ones. It would ap-
pear that small firms have a comparative advantage over large ones
in the speedy commercial exploitation of university research
findings.

This advantage contributes to an unusual structural characteristic of
Americanhigh-technology industries, the coexistenceof largenumbers
of small firms with a few very large ones. Whereas computer hardware
was once dominated by a few large firms, including one super-large
firm, this industry now contains hundreds of specialized component
suppliers. Although, as noted earlier, the role of universities in inno-
vation with respect to hardware declined considerably in the course
of the 1950s, universities did play a significant later role in the mini-
computer and microcomputer product lines, a role that involved the
provision both of entrepreneurship and of valuable scientific knowl-
edge. The Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), which played a key
entrepreneurial role in minicomputers, accounting for about one-third
of sales in that segment for many years, had its origins in MIT’s
Lincoln Laboratory. Stanford and the University of Texas played key
roles inmicrocomputers andwork-stations as well. It would be difficult
to find universities in Europe playing anything like a comparable role.
As Bresnahan and Malerba have observed, “Only Cambridge in the
United Kingdom has played a similar (albeit more reduced) role in
Europe” (1999: 127–128).

Although Microsoft is currently a giant in the software industry,
there are now literally thousands of small firms in that industry. More
generally, as GavinWright has succinctly expressed it, commenting on
the American chemical industry, “The coexistence and complemen-
tarity of large and small technology-based firms has been a persistent
feature of the United States in major twentieth-century industries”
(1999: 317; see also Arora and Gambardella 1998).
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Table 6.3, although its classificatory arrangements are not ideal,
sheds considerable light on the profusion of start-up firms over a pe-
riod of almost forty years. Note, first of all, that well over half of all
high-technology start-ups in this database, which includes only firms
that were still operating in 1997, were formed after 1979. The computer
sector (hardware and software) accounted for about 40 percent of all
new high-technology businesses formed after 1979, but the software
numbers far exceeded those for hardware, as would be expected from
my earlier discussion. In the case of biotechnology, a sector whose un-
derlying technology began to be transformed in the 1970s, the figure
was more than 75 percent. The relative growth rate for new telecom-
munications firms sharply accelerated in the 1995–1997 period.

two exemplary cases: ct and mri

Some important insights into the complexities of academic en-
trepreneurship emerge from a brief consideration of the two most
important medical diagnostic technologies of the post-World War II
period: computed tomography (CT) scanners and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) machines.10 These machines are extremely expensive,
involving an initial outlay of perhaps two million dollars and an an-
nual operating cost of a million dollars or so. (In the case of the
MRI machine there is usually a high cost involved in “insulating” the
surrounding hospital area from the powerful magnets that are central
to the operation of the machine.)

Like many other recent developments in medical technologies, CT
scanners and MRI machines depend heavily on computers. Comput-
ers are essential for three-dimensional image reconstruction as well as
extremely fast scanning time in both technologies. In both cases the
development process, after the introduction of the first working proto-
type, has involved the reduction of scanning time. In the case of the CT
scanner this hasmeant a reduction from around fiveminutes to as little
as five seconds. Competitive survival for both diagnostic technologies
has depended on the availability of plentiful financial support as a pre-
condition for meeting the very high costs of this development process
(see Gelijns and Rosenberg 1999).

10 The following discussion of the CT scanner and MRI draws freely on Gelijns and
Rosenberg 1999.
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Several features of the history of these imaging technologies de-
serve emphasis. The first is that clinicians in American and British
academic medical centers played a dominant early role, not only in
conceptualizing the new technology, but in developing it all the way to
a prototype stage. Second, these clinicians commonly sought out the
technical expertise of electronic engineers or applied physicists within
their own university for assistance in their R&D.Additionally, the clin-
icians themselves frequently played an entrepreneurial role, at which
they hardly ever succeeded.

The CT scanner joined X-ray technology to the remarkable com-
putational capabilities of the digital computer. CT scanning relies on
X-rays but uses mathematical techniques and computer technology to
produce images fromwhich one canderive three-dimensional informa-
tion. European radiologists first developed the concept and techniques
of tomography, and clinicians at UCLA, Georgetown, and Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical Center (along with Bell Labs) made substantial
contributions, especially with respect to reducing image construction
time. The first firm to bring the CT scanner to market in 1973 was
the British firm, Electrical and Musical Industries Ltd. (EMI). Lead-
ership in the development of the technology was supplied by Godfrey
Hounsfield, an engineer whoworked at the central research laboratory
of EMI on pattern recognition and computer storage techniques.11

Bymid-1975, EMI had installed over 120 CT scanners. It had orders
for 416more by the end of that year, and it held about 40 percent of the
U.S. market. EMI encountered competition from a variety of sources,
however, and by the end of the 1970s the firm had left the industry.
After the shakeout, the American and European firms that came to
dominate the market were overwhelmingly firms that had also played
prominent roles in the market for conventional X-ray machines. Espe-
cially prominent were such huge multinational firms as GE, Siemens,
and Toshiba. In 1981 GE held 60 percent of the American market.

The history of the MRI machine has much in common with that
of the CT scanner. The role of university research, in both the United

11 EMI’s earlier core business had been in recording, broadcasting, and home enter-
tainment equipment (including television). The firm had a considerable reputation
for the high quality of its research in both basic and applied fields. After the Second
World War it decided to diversify into civilian and defense-related electronics.
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States and theUnitedKingdom, remained central throughout the early
stages in thedevelopmentof this new technology. I. I.Rabi ofColumbia
University confirmed the existenceof thephenomenonof nuclearmag-
netic resonance in 1938, and in 1946 E. M. Purcell of Harvard and
Felix Bloch of Stanford demonstrated the existence of NMR in solids
and liquids, respectively.All three scientists subsequently receivedNo-
bel Prizes for their research. Prominent later participants in both the
United States and United Kingdom came from the academic medical
centers and physics departments of the universities of Aberdeen and
Nottingham in the United Kingdom and the State University of New
York at Stony Brook and the University of California at San Francisco
in the United States. Raymond Damadian, a medical doctor who was
also an assistant professor of biophysics at Downstate Medical Cen-
ter of New York, was especially important in the commercialization
process.

In the late 1970s and 1980s, after the basic technology had been
proven, extensive further research was taken up by private industry
in both the United States and Europe, including EMI in 1976, with
financial support from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. The first American company, Fonar, was a single-product
start-up firm that drew heavily on Damadian’s work. Fonar was re-
sponsible in 1980 for the first commercial placement of an MRI ma-
chine. Yet neither Fonar nor any of the other start-ups survived the
competition, especially after GE’s relatively late entry into the mar-
ket. Damadian, who had received a patent in February 1974, but whose
firm was driven out of the market, sued GE. In the summer of 1997,
the courts supported Damadian’s patent suit and ordered GE to pay
Fonar $128.7 million. Fonar had also sued Hitachi, Johnson and John-
son, Philips, and Siemens for patent infringement, and each of these
firms agreed to settle out of court for undisclosed sums of money.

CT and MRI share several features that help to account for the
failure of academic entrepreneurs to establish and maintain a com-
petitive position in the high-technology medical diagnostics market.
Both technologies passed through an intensely competitive phase af-
ter the first prototypes had been developed, a phase of rapid perfor-
mance improvement during which the “table stakes” for maintaining
competition were very high in terms of the required levels of R&D
spending. Academic medical centers continued to play a major role in
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expanding the range of uses of the new technology, and in testing for
safety and efficacy in clinical trials, functions essential to the many
upgrades thrown up by the rapid rate of technological change. As a
consequence, first-mover advantages do not seem to have been of de-
cisive significance in either market, and first-movers failed to sustain
themselves through the eventual shakeout period. Smaller firms that
appeared to be promising in the early stages could not sustain the very
high cost of the later product improvement process. Moreover, mar-
keting these complex new diagnostic technologies required a great
deal of professional sophistication not possessed by the start-ups (or
by EMI), nor did they possess the reputation for reliability that is a
major consideration in the markets for medical products. At the end
of the day, after the shakeout, the American and European markets
were dominated by a small number of large, well-knownmultinational
firms already dominant in other imaging markets. Broadly speaking,
the firms that came to dominate the MRI market were the same as
those that dominated the CT scanner market.

the role of venture capital

I turn finally to a recent institutional innovation, the venture capital
firm. The ability of start-ups to enter high-technology, high-risk sec-
tors has been powerfully strengthened by this financial innovation,
which now plays a crucial role in the exercise of entrepreneurship (see
Gompers and Lerner 1999). The venture capital firm has been a key
reason for American success in high-tech industries in the past quar-
ter century, and for the prominence of small, start-up firms in those
successes. As the National Science Board’s biennial Science and Engi-
neering Indicators puts it: “It appears that venture capital firms tend to
cluster around locales considered to be ‘hotbeds’ of technological ac-
tivity, as well as in states where large amounts of R&D are performed”
(National Science Board 2000: 7–24).

It is estimated that almost two-thirds of venture capital re-
sources are concentrated in three states: California, New York, and
Massachusetts. The venture capital industry has vastly increased the
supply of capital becoming available to high-risk sectors of the econ-
omy from such sources as pension funds (public and private), insur-
ance companies, and university endowments. The amount of venture
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capital under management in the United States rose from around
$4 billion in 1980 to $34 billion in 1990, declined slightly in the early
1990s, but then rose more than sixfold, from $35 billion to $234 billion,
between 1994 and 2000 (National Science Board, 2002: 6–35).12 As
Table 6.4 shows, venture capital investments have been heavily con-
centrated in computer hardware and software,medical andbiotechnol-
ogy sectors, communications, and semiconductors. And, most recently,
the spectacular growth of the Internet (which was followed by an al-
most equally spectacular fall) depended heavily on venture capital
financing.

American venture capital firms, it should be emphasized in the
present context, do a great deal more than merely supply capital to
high-risk, high-tech enterprises. They have reshaped the nature of en-
trepreneurship by providing various kinds of sophisticated expertise
that serve as powerful, professional filters in allocating risk capital as
well as highly trained human capital. In a variety of ways they shape
the start-up firm’s decision-making process and prepare the firm for
the marketplace. In a very serious sense, venture capital firms have
been serving as suppliers of entrepreneurial talent.

a closing conjecture

With respect to the role of start-up firms, I would like to close with
the conjecture that such firms may constitute a socially efficient ve-
hicle for exploring new commercial opportunities in technologically
dynamic economies. In the face of the high uncertainties attached
to the innovation process in the realms of science and technology, it
may make a great deal of sense to encourage exploration by small
firms along a wide variety of alternative paths – along with high re-
wards to those risk-takers who succeed (see Nelson 1990; Rowen 2000;
Rosenberg 1994).

Looking backward, what seems to have evolved in theUnited States
in the past half century is a new set of networks and institutional mod-
ifications that compensate for some of the more obvious limitations
to the research capabilities of small, start-up firms. In particular, the

12 There has been a substantial decline in inflows in the past two years, 2001–2002.
Comparable figures are not yet available.
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symbiotic relationship that now exists between university research and
the world of industrial innovation is a powerful determinant of im-
proved performance in the American economy. Much additional re-
search is necessary to probe more deeply into the exact nature, and
the extent, of interdependence of the various components of these
networks, and how they might be modified in ways that will further
strengthen the contributions of academic entrepreneurship.
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EQUITY ISSUES IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
POLICY
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Venture Capital Access

Is Gender an Issue?

Candida G. Brush, Nancy M. Carter, Elizabeth Gatewood,
Patricia G. Greene, and Myra M. Hart

Diana was a heroic woman, a huntress. Women seeking capital are
hunters rather than gatherers. They are hunting for capital in a tradi-
tionally male dominated arena.

Women’s participation in entrepreneurship is vital to the growth of the
U.S. economy. It is not surprising, then, that breaking down gender bar-
riers and facilitating the start-up and development of women-owned
businesses has beenat the forefront of public policy for several decades.
Legislative changes such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act of 1975, and the Affirmative Action Act of
1978 were pioneering efforts to address some of the challenges that
women faced in starting and growing their own businesses. Baseline
data on women’s participation as business owners in the wake of
these efforts were first made available inThe BottomLine (President’s
Interagency Task Force 1979). Ten years later passage of the Women’s
Business Ownership Act provided set-asides for women business
owners, created the National Women’s Business Council, called for
additional data collection, and established new federal capacities to
guarantee loans to women-owned businesses.

More recently, women’s entrepreneurship policy has been mani-
fested in a wide range of federal, state, and local programs. Relevant

The authors are indebted to James Post, Alicia Robb, and Elaine Romanelli for their
thoughtful suggestions and ideas.
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federal initiatives include the Small Business Administration (SBA)’s
preferential procurement program (known as section 8(a)), which
provides government contracts and other assistance to small busi-
nesses owned by socially and economically disadvantaged persons; the
Women-ownedBusiness Procurement Program,which teacheswomen
how tomarket to the federal government; theWomen’sDemonstration
Program, which provides women with long-term training and coun-
seling for all aspects of owning and managing a business; and the
Women’sNetwork forEntrepreneurialTraining,whicharranges for ex-
perienced women owners to serve as mentors to others. Government-
subsidized financing has been made available through the SBA’s
micro-loan program (the “7 (M)” program), which provides funds
to nonprofit intermediaries that then make small loans to qualified
women entrepreneurs; and through the SBA’s loan guarantee pro-
grams, which increase incentives to financiers to lend to riskier busi-
nesses, including some that have no credit track record. Debt financing
opportunities are further expanded by government initiatives (like the
Women’s Pre-qualification Loan Program), private banking programs
(such as the Wells Fargo Bank and BankBoston programs for women
business owners), and women’s business organizations (like Women
Inc.). In addition, the Small Business Investment Company (SBIC)
program and its minority counterpart (MESBIC) attempt to foster in-
vestment in early stage businesses, including those owned by women.

policy impact and debt financing

The success of these programs can bemeasured in part by the explosive
growth of women’s entrepreneurship in recent years. In 1990, women
owned 32 percent of all nonfarm sole proprietorships (5,348,000), a
number that had grown to 37 percent (6,833,000) by 1998 (Women in
Business 2001). Other indicators of women’s entrepreneurship have
followed suit. A recent report by the Center for Women’s Business
Research estimates that between 1997 and 2002 sales made by women-
owned firms grew by 40 percent and their employment increased
by 30 percent, rates greater than those of their male-owned coun-
terparts. Based on a Dun and Bradstreet sample of over 9 million
firms, this research group estimated that 24.6 percent of the 1.4 million
women-ownedbusinesses had revenues greater than $1million in 1997,
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and the proportion had increased to 25.5 percent of 1.5 million by
2000 (Center forWomen’sBusinessResearch 2001).Although debates
about the exact numbers continue,1 it is indisputable that women’s en-
trepreneurship has grown and has made a substantial contribution to
the U.S. economy in the past decade.

This remarkable growth was financed almost entirely by debt. Con-
sidering that public policy programs targeting women entrepreneurs
emphasized this form of finance, this is not surprising. The Survey
of Small Business Finances indicates that 92 percent of women-owned
firms used at least one form of financial services.Women business own-
ers were less likely to use commercial banks as sources of credit than
their male counterparts, but were more likely to use thrift institutions
or credit unions. Women were also more likely to use credit cards
than men to finance their businesses, presumably paying higher inter-
est rates as a result. Women-owned businesses’ share of SBA loans has
fluctuated from 12.4 percent in 1991 to 24.3 percent in 1998 (Women
in Business 2001).

Yet there is some question as to whether these programs have
fully alleviated the barriers to credit encountered by women en-
trepreneurs. Some studies show that women have less access to ini-
tial financial resources than men, that their access to private banking
sources is reduced as a result, and that bankers often perceive men to
be higher on characteristics associated with successful entrepreneur-
ship than women (Carter, Williams, and Reynolds 1997; Carter and
Allen 1997; Buttner and Rosen 1998). In contrast, however, a study
of access to bank financing in Canada showed few differences once
firm age, size, and growth rate were controlled (Riding and Swift 1990;
Fabowale, Orser, and Riding 1995). Research using bank data shows
women-owned businesses are smaller and newer than men-owned
businesses, and are less likely to use external financing, leading to the
conclusion that there is no discrimination in lending based on gender

1 Figures recently released by theU.S. Census report lower numbers for 1997 that reflect
the adoption of new qualifying criteria. To be considered “women-owned” under the
new definition requires 51 percent ownership, $1,000 minimum annual revenues (up
from the previous criterion of $500), and that the business be privately held. The new
criteria exclude many high growth ventures that are publicly held and at the upper
end of the revenue continuum. The change in definition has depressed the reported
contribution of women-owned businesses.
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(Coleman 2000). Nonetheless, women often paid higher interest rates
and met stricter collateral requirements than men (Coleman 2000;
Fabowale et al. 1995).

equity capital investment
Although their access to debt financing has improved, women en-
trepreneurs’ access to equity markets remains limited. A study of the
venture capital industry conducted by Stout (1997) found that of
the 1,200 companies that received venture funding in 1996, only
30 were women-led. Only 2 percent of the $33 billion invested by
venture capitalists between 1991 and 1996 went to female-led firms.
More recently, our “Diana Project”2 utilized data from the National
Venture Capital Association to deduce patterns of disparity between
financing of women-led and men-led ventures. The NVCA data were
originally collected by Venture Economics and contain information
on companies funded by venture capital since 1957. The data set in-
cludes information on 20,000 portfolio companies, 34,000 executives,
and 120,000 company investments and is provided by 4,500 private
equity firms investing a total of 7,000 separate funds. The data are
updated on a quarterly basis. Since only businesses receiving funding
are included, comparisons to businesses not receiving funding are not
possible with this data set.

Of the 8,311 venture-capital-financed businesses3 for which the
leader’s gender could be identified, 395 (2.4 percent) were led by
women. Between 1957 and 1980, there was no year in whichmore than
three identifiable women-led ventures received venture capital. After
1980, the number of such investments grew. By 1987, 33 women-led
ventures, representing 4.1 percent of all investments, were given the

2 The “Diana Project” (for which the five authors of this chapter are principal investi-
gators) was formed to investigate the apparent disconnect between opportunities and
resources in equity funding for high-growth women-owned businesses. It is funded
by the Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership, the U.S. Small Business
Administration, and the National Women’s Business Council.

3 Of the 16,135 investments in ventures between 1957 and 1998, we were able to identify
the gender of the founder in 8,311 cases. For many cases, the name of the management
contact for the business receiving the investment was only listed by last name or initial.
In other instances, we could not assume that the first name was male or female. For all
cases in which there was any question, the businesses were counted as “unidentifiable”
by leader’s name.
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green light. The percentage receded, however, after hitting that peak.
From 1988 to 1998, the average was only 3.5 percent, although by the
end of this period, the figure again hit the 4.1 percent level. Still, al-
lowing for measurement error, the best one can say is that women
entrepreneurs receive no more than 5 percent of all invested venture
capital, a disproportionately low share.

These findings are all the more remarkable when one considers
the unprecedented growth rate of the venture capital industry. For
decades venture capital played a quiet yet crucial role in the devel-
opment and expansion of new ventures. Changes to the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) in 1979, which permitted
pension funds to make venture investments for the first time, marked
a turning point. This revision resulted in a significant flow of pen-
sion assets into venture capital companies during the 1980s. In the
early 1990s, this “ratchet-like growth” accelerated to explosive growth,
and the industry became global and highly competitive (Timmons and
Bygrave 1997). For the first time, commitments by limited partners
exceeded $4 billion, and returns moved upwards of 20 percent per an-
num. During the late 1990s, venture capital investment skyrocketed to
new highs every year. In 2000 alone $103 billion was invested, reflect-
ing a 75 percent increase over 1999. Not only did the absolute amount
of investment reach new highs, but also the number of companies re-
ceiving venture capital funding rose from 3,967 in 1999 to 5,380 in 2000
(Metzger 2001a). Venture-funded firms received an average of about
$19 million each in 2000 to fuel their growth. The fall 2000 crash of
the dot-coms slowed investment but did not stop it. Venture capital
investments for the last two quarters of 2002 were more than $4 billion
per quarter, according to the National Venture Capital Association
(NVCA 2003).

In sum, the explosive growth in equity investment occurred at the
same time as the dramatic increases in number and size of women-
owned businesses. However, women receive only a very small percent-
age of equity capital. Why is equity investment in women-led ventures
so tiny?

That women are receiving such a small share of equity capital is
of concern for both normative and instrumental reasons. From a nor-
mative perspective, women should have opportunities equal to those
available tomen to createwealth and grow their businesses. The system
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appears at first blush tobeunequal. The instrumental argument focuses
on competitiveness and innovation. Society is missing out if the bene-
fits of innovations produced by women entrepreneurs are not quickly
diffused.4 eBay, taken public by Meg Whitman, and Exodus Commu-
nications, started by Ellen Hancock, are two examples of women-led
ventures that contributed significantly to the economy in the 1990s.
Venture capitalists, meanwhile, can benefit by reaping high returns
from women-led firms. Programs to support venture capital funding
may be a logical extension of the scope of women’s entrepreneur-
ship policy. Identification of the appropriate interventions in this area
requires further analysis, however.

a model of access to venture capital

Research on venture capital falls into three streams.One deals with the
relationship between the investor and the venture capital firm; another,
with the operations and decision processes of the venture capital firm,
particularly its searching, screening, and evaluation activities; and the
third, with the relationship between the entrepreneurial company and
the venture capital firm.5 We used all three streams of work to develop
amodel (see Figure 7.1) that encompasses the structure of the industry
and the activities of the three key actors in the process. Its purpose is
to provide insights into the treatment of women entrepreneurs in the
venture process, a subject neglected to date.

The first element of the model is the investor, the person or insti-
tution that supplies funds. The investor is most concerned about the
rate of return and risk protection. The second element is the venture
capital firm, which brings investors and recipients of capital together in
deals. These firms vary in size, but all participate in a search/screen pro-
cess, evaluation, and negotiation, and they often provide management
advice as well. The third element is the entrepreneurial firm, which is

4 The authors are indebted to James E. Post for his thoughtful comments on this
section.

5 Our academic literature review examined all issues of Journal of Business Venturing
published between 1997 and 2002, a search that yielded thirty-four studies about ven-
ture capital.Wealso identified four literature reviewspublished in theState of theArt of
Entrepreneurship (Bygrave 1992; Timmons and Sapienza 1992) and Entrepreneurship
2000 (Brophy 1997; Tmmons and Bygrave 1997). All articles except for the literature
reviews were empirical studies.
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Investor
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(Investment Process)
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 Human Capital

 Strategic Choice

Figure 7.1. Women and venture capital–potential barriers

worried primarily about the value that would be added by the venture
capitalists and the conditions and relationships that would accompany
any investment.

Potential Barriers to Access

The three categories on the right side of Figure 7.1 comprise barri-
ers that might preclude women entrepreneurs from securing access to
venture financing for their businesses. One possibility is that women
entrepreneurs may choose for strategic reasons not to seek venture
capital. Another is that they lack the knowledge and capabilities to
obtain it. Third, they may encounter structural barriers that preclude
their access to equity funding. Data from a survey conducted in 2000
by the National Foundation of Women Business Owners (NFWBO)
and from the Springboard 2000 Venture Forums (in which women
entrepreneurs pitch their ventures to potential investors) were used
to explore these hypotheses.

Strategic Choice: Grow or Not?

Growth is a strategic choice for entrepreneurs. Growth is a function of
the entrepreneur’s aspirations, her product and market strategy, and
her context. All these factors are influenced by the economic sector
and geographic location targeted by the venture’s entry strategy. Be-
cause women-owned businesses tend to be smaller than those owned
by men and are concentrated in service and retail sectors, women are
often seen as choosing to start and grow businesses in economic sectors
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or geographic locations that are mismatched with the preferences of
venture capitalists. Statistics from 1999 show that venture capitalists
invested largely in computer software, hardware and services; medi-
cal, health, and biotechnology; communications; and consumer goods
(Thompson Financial Securities Data 1999).

The applicant pool for the Springboard Forums in 2000 was ana-
lyzed to determine the strategic characteristics of the proposed busi-
nesses. All 900 applicants were competing in technology sectors, such
as telecommunications, internet, software, biotechnology, and medi-
cal technology. More than 80 percent of the applicants sought “rapid
growth” and indicated that they would consider public or private sale
to achieve liquidity. An indicator of the aggressiveness of new ventures
is the size of themarkets they targeted.More than half the Springboard
applicants estimated the size of their targetmarket to bemore than $15
billion in scale and international in scope. Approximately 53 percent
of all applicants were in beta stage of development, and 47 percent had
commercially launched their product or service. These applicants were
further along in the development of their businesses than the average
early-stage recipient of venture investment found in the NVCA data.

Eighty-fourof the900Springboardapplicantswere selected tomake
presentations to investors. We compared applicants to presenters and
found that the latter were more likely to be larger, to have launched
a product, and to be business-to-business internet providers (at a time
when this category was still attractive to the venture capital commu-
nity). Presenters sought an average of $10 million for second stage
financing and often had patented products.

Although the sample of Springboard applicants is biased because
the applicant pool only included technology, life sciences, and new
media companies, it is nevertheless representative of the types of busi-
nesses most often funded by venture capitalists. Over the two years
of Springboard Forums more than 1,700 women have applied, and af-
ter several screenings and evaluations, 170 were selected to present
(Springboard Enterprises 2000). The evidence from these forums,
added to the sizable number of women-led ventures with sales greater
than $1million, suggests that there is a significant population ofwomen
entrepreneurs desiring to expand their businesses. Hence, strategic
choice probably does not adequately explain the gender disparity of
equity investments in entrepreneurial businesses.
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Human Capital

Industry pundits and researchers alike have pointed to human capital
as the single most important factor for venture capital investment. Hu-
man capital includes knowledge and capabilities, such as business ex-
perience and appropriate training. Venture-capital-funded businesses
typically have experienced management teams, often with technical or
scientific graduate degrees, and relevant leadership decision-making
experience. It may be that too few women entrepreneurs are qualified
to run high-growth, high-technology firms.

The aggregate evidence on educational qualifications of women is
mixed.Theproportionofwomenreceivingmaster’s degrees inbusiness
administration has increased steadily over the years, reaching 37 per-
cent in 1998. At the undergraduate level, nearly 50 percent of students
majoring in business are female. Less encouraging is the fact that only
19 percent of graduate engineering students and less than 10.6 percent
of employed engineers are female (White, Blaisdell, and Anderson-
Rowland 2000). On the other hand, 25 percent of all managers of
Fortune 200 companies are female, suggesting that the pool of qual-
ified women managers is adequate to staff rapidly growing ventures
(Catalyst 1998).

Our analysis of data collected by the NFWBO in 2000 finds that
womenownerswhohave higher levels of financial knowledge, prior ex-
perience in starting new ventures, senior management experience, and
graduate education are more likely to receive equity funding (Carter,
Brush, Greene, Gatewood, and Hart 2001). These findings are corrob-
orated by the Springboard data, which show that only 6 percent of
applicants had less than a bachelor’s degree; one-third were college
graduates and 49 percent had graduate degrees. Further, 18 percent of
Springboard applicants had receivedMBAs, and 31 percent held grad-
uatedegrees in scienceor technology.As a comparison, only 35 percent
of Inc. 500 founders, the majority of which were male, had advanced
degrees or MBAs (Bhide 2000).

Male entrepreneurs leading equity-funded ventures tend to have
technical and relevant managerial experience (Shepherd and Douglas
1999). Bhide (2000) notes that, in contrast, most entrepreneurs don’t
have the experience that venture capitalists believe is necessary to
rapidly build and manage large companies. More than 40 percent of
Inc, 500 founders had no prior experience in the area of their venture
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(Bhide 2000). The founding teams of the Springboard applicants (gen-
erally two or three people) had an average of 39 years of industry
experience. Of the 900 ventures we analyzed, more than 40 percent
had teams with previous business start-up experience.

This evidence suggests that the management team composition,
experience, and education of women-led firms are not significantly
different from those of men leading fast-growth ventures. Women
entrepreneurs who wish to start businesses in growth areas appear
equally capable in terms of human capital to their male counter-
parts. The teams they create appear particularly strong in the areas of
knowledge and capabilities most desired by venture capitalists. Given
Bhide’s finding that venture capitalists consider most entrepreneurs
to be lacking in the most appropriate human capital for starting and
building businesses, the stocks of human capital held by women en-
trepreneurs should not place them at a disadvantage relative to male
entrepreneurs.

Structural Barriers

Our third hypothesis about the equity-funding gap is that structural
barriers preclude women’s access to venture capital markets. Pundits
have speculated that “it’s not so much what you know, as who you
know.” Social networks that allow entrepreneurs to gain access to op-
portunities and resources, save time, and tap into advice andmoral sup-
port offeredbyventure capital firms canbe critical in leading to funding
access.Aldrich (1989: 112) argues that “venture capitalists areprobably
as important for their broker role as for the funds they provide to strug-
gling entrepreneurs.”The venture capital network is a “knowledge net-
work,” bringing together technical experts, management consultants,
and financial planners to supplement an entrepreneur’s limited knowl-
edge and experience.

This argument raises the question of whether women use the expe-
riences and knowledge of individuals in their social network to aug-
ment their own human capital, or whether they are locked out of the
critical networks altogether. Bygrave (1992) describes the venture cap-
ital industry as a closed network that is geographically concentrated
and tightly interconnected. It is widely stated that raising capital is a
“non-formal process.” Social network theory suggests that people tend
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to interact with people like themselves. This preference leads to seg-
regated networks (Brass 1985). If the venture capital industry is male-
dominated, the likelihood that the networks of women entrepreneurs
will overlap with those of venture capitalists who can assist them in
securing financing is remote.

To examine this supposition we “mapped” the gender composition
of the venture capital industry using Pratt’s Guide to Venture Capital
Sources for 1995 and 2000.Over these five years, the number of women
in the industry has risen, but the percentage of women in the industry
has remained the same. In 1995, 3,647 people were employed in the
industry, of which 276 or 7.8 percent were women. By 2000, the in-
dustry had grown significantly, by more than 65 percent, whereas the
proportion of women rose only slightly, to 8.8 percent. Among those
who typicallymake investment decisions in venture capital firms (part-
ners, managing directors, and principals), women constituted less than
4 percent. The number of firms listing onewoman in a decision-making
position increased from 201 to 276 between 1995 and 2000, but the av-
erage number of women per firm increased only from 1.37 to 1.49. The
number of firms having more than three listed women remains very
small.6

Our analysis of the Springboard applicant pool for 2000 shows
that women seeking venture capital reported extensive use of infor-
mal networks. Fifty percent of the applicants stated they spent more
than six hours a week talking with advisors, most often business as-
sociates, attorneys, or other business owners. More than 60 percent
relied on the internet to contact advisors who might prove useful in
securing equity investment. Further, women reported personal con-
tacts with up to thirty potential equity providers and making twelve
formal presentations. Most interesting, 35 percent reported that it was
a female who really opened the door for them, with an additional
20 percent reporting it was both men and women.

In sum, although their representation increased by an impressive
percentage, the number of women in the venture capital industry
remains small, and their growth in numbers has only maintained pace
with overall growth in the industry itself. To the extent that people

6 Some of these increases, especially at the senior executive levels, are the result of a
rise in the number of “women-focused” funds, typically directed by women.
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prefer to interact with people like themselves, women will be locked
out. Less than 10 percent of those in the venture capital industry are
women, and less than 5 percent of the decisionmakers are women.
Therefore, it is plausible that the makeup of the venture capital indus-
try is an issue in women’s access to venture capital.

public policy recommendations

We have made the case that gender discrimination in equity financ-
ing should be eliminated for both normative and instrumental reasons.
Yet, it exists. We find that women are starting and growing businesses
that contribute significantly to the U.S. economy, but they receive an
extremely small share of the billions of dollars of venture capital in-
vested each year. Women entrepreneurs are limited in scale and scope
by a lack of venture capital. Strategic choice and lack of human cap-
ital are convenient hypotheses to explain this inequity, but they are
not strongly supported by our analysis. On the other hand, struc-
tural barriers and limited access to venture capital networks appear
to be serious obstacles. Public policies and innovations in governance
that aim at eliminating these obstacles would be logical extensions
of earlier women’s entrepreneurship policy initiatives. We offer three
recommendations.

Our first recommendation targets the expansion of networking op-
portunities. In recent years various groups around the country have
coalesced around the issue of women’s entrepreneurship, growth, and
equity investments. Networking and support organizations are emerg-
ing to develop and promote programs to bring together women busi-
ness owners and investors. Venture fairs, business assistance centers,
and technology incubators targeting women are being launched in San
Francisco, Seattle, Boston, New York, Chicago, and Washington, D.C.
Programs like these should be expanded and replicated across the
country. Partnerships of business groups, local development organiza-
tions, and educational institutions can play important roles in bringing
together women, equity capital providers, and those who “chauffeur”
deals (such as lawyers, accountants, and investment bankers). Their
funding and sponsorship of such forums will link women with po-
tential investors and engage them in knowledge networks. Increased
visibility of strong deals generates awareness and investor interest.
Events should encourage venture capital firms and angel networks to
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devote significant attention to what is sometimes perceived as a niche
market – women entrepreneurs.

Our second recommendation deals with research and data collec-
tion. The data compiled by the Diana Project fromNVCA and Spring-
board are revealing but not conclusive. Tracking equity investments
to determine the distribution by gender is difficult since the lead-
ing data bases do not report or analyze the gender composition of
management teams and investments. We have launched a panel study
of high growth ventures to assemble a database that will allow full
gender-based comparisons of the venture capital process. More com-
plete data are needed, however, particularly with regard to screening
and investment, as well as management, exit events, and returns.

Relatedly, it is acknowledged that the venture capital industry is
highly concentrated, with several large firms controlling the bulk of
capital and consistently producing superior returns (BenDaniel,Reyes,
and D’Angelo 2000). The main reason given for this concentration is
a tendency to risk aversion by limited partners (such as pension funds,
endowments, and insurance companies) who encourage venture funds
to invest in later stage deals that are less risky. The degree to which
risk-averse, large venture capital firms avoid investments in women-
led ventures may be a manifestation of behavioral discrimination. If
we had a better understanding of the relationships and investment
behaviors of limited partners relative to venture capital firms and their
investment decisions for women-led ventures, we might be able to
discern whether overt discrimination is present.

The federal government, foundations, and entrepreneurship centers
should sponsor, fund, and disseminate research that provides a more
complete picture of women’s pursuit and success in acquiring equity
capital compared tomen. Investments andperformanceof investments
by gender should be tracked and compared.A complete understanding
of the participants and the process of equity investment is hindered by
missing data.

Our final proposal concerns education. It might be possible to in-
crease the number of women in the venture capital industry by encour-
aging and educating women to participate in the investment process,
as angels or through corporate venture funds and venture capital firms.
It is estimated that fewer than ten equity funds are women-owned, and
approximately the same number target women-led ventures as invest-
ments. Women are playing a very minor role in the supply side of this
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multibillion dollar industry. Educating women about angel investing,
the investmentprocess, and careers in the industrymight serve to lessen
the male dominance of the venture capital network. Venture firms,
nonprofit foundations, investment banks, educational institutions, and
local agencies might sponsor and fund such programs.

Programsmust also be developed that prepare women to lead high-
growth businesses. The objective is not to encourage all women busi-
ness owners to seek venture capital, but to encourage women to de-
velop an understanding of the growth process and the role and fit that
equity plays in that process. It is through this understanding that in-
formed choices about business ownership and growth would best be
made.

conclusion

The answer to the question posed by the title of this chapter is “yes.”
Gender is an issue in access to venture capital.Womenownover 35 per-
cent of U.S. businesses and receive only 5 percent of venture capital
funding. The gap is all the more impressive when one considers that
10 percent of all businesses with over $1 million in sales are owned by
women.

Structural barriers associated with this gap, especially within the so-
cial networks that are so critical for gaining access to resources, ought
to be addressed. A continued lack of investment in women-led ven-
tures diminishes the opportunity for women to build wealth and create
assets for future generations. Gender inequality in the venture capital
process limits the innovations, jobs, and economic contributions that
our nation should realize. The extension of women’s entrepreneurship
policy to the venture capital industry would benefit not just women
entrepreneurs and the venture capitalists who invest in them, but the
entire society.

According to Amy Millman, President of Springboard Enterprises,

The equity markets are the last frontier for women entrepreneurs. The stories
of the women who tried to build their businesses without a map to the gold
in these markets were the motivation for launching the Springboard forum
series. Now we have more than stories, we have results. The experiences of
these women have become the gold mine that will be used to guide the next
wave of entrepreneurs through these markets.
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Minority Business Assistance Programs Are Not
Designed to Produce Minority Business Development

Timothy Bates

Minority business enterprises (MBEs) have been expanding rapidly
in size and scope in recent years. Public policies seeking to promote
MBEdevelopment have sometimes contributed to this growth process.
Yet government has generally preferred to pursue assistance strate-
gies that generate little entrepreneurship. Lending programs targeting
overcrowded, low-profitability lines of business have been particularly
widespread.Tiny loans flow tomarginally viable firms; consequent high
loan-default rates erode the capital available. TheU.S. Commission on
Minority Business Development put it well: “Minority firms seem to
be gaining ground in a system that perpetuates their relegation to ar-
eas of business endeavor that are among the most crowded and least
profitable” (1992: 24).

The contrast between highMBE growth and misdirected assistance
policies is striking. This apparent paradox can be resolved by under-
standing the dichotomy between low-growth “traditional” MBEs and
high-growth “emerging” MBEs. Although the latter generate most
of the job creation and economic development, the former receive
most of the government assistance. Unfortunately, as this chapter will
show, most MBE assistance programs are flawed in intent, design, and
implementation; they are designed to fail. There are a few success
stories, however. This chapter will identify effective strategies for as-
sisting minority-owned businesses and provide concrete examples that
demonstrate that they work.
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As long as minority entrepreneurs are thought of as the walking
woundedof the small businessworld,minority entrepreneurship policy
will be misdirected. Programs frequently fail because they ignore the
factors that determine and shape small business viability. Successful en-
trepreneurs tend to be highly skilled, experienced, and well educated.
In addition to this human capital factor, their ventures require access
to financial capital and access to product markets. Minorities possess-
ing the human capital prerequisites to operate viable firms often face
discriminatory barriers that restrict their access to financial capital and
markets. Effective MBE assistance programs alleviate these barriers.

This chapter begins by tracing the legacy of discrimination that has
traditionally thwarted minority business development. Specific barri-
ers have been lowered in recent years, and this loosening of constraints
has allowed rapid MBE expansion in fields that had been traditionally
closed. Business assistance efforts are placed in this context of con-
straints and opportunities, and public programs that have generated
creation and expansion of viable firms are compared to ineffective
assistance strategies.

traditional minority entrepreneurship and the
legacy of discrimination

Throughout most of the twentieth century, the typical minority-owned
business operated in personal services or small-scale retailing. As
late as 1970, most MBEs were mom-and-pop food stores, restau-
rants, barbershops, beauty parlors, laundries, and shoe-shine firms that
served household clienteles (Bates 1973). This form of minority en-
trepreneurship was not amajor route to upwardmobility in theUnited
States (Bates 1987). Minority entrepreneurs commonly struggled to
make a living running marginal enterprises. Discrimination was an
all-encompassing force that gave the minority business community its
traditional shape.

From its origins, the black business community was constrained by
limited access to credit, limited opportunities for education and train-
ing, and white stereotypes about suitable roles for minorities in so-
ciety (Bates 1993). In 1944, Gunner Myrdal observed, “The Negro
businessman encounters greater difficulties than whites in securing
credit. This is partially due to the marginal position of Negro business.
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It is also partly due to prejudicial opinions among whites concerning
business ability and personal reliability of Negroes. In either case a vi-
cious circle is in operation keepingNegro business down” (p. 308). The
typical black-owned business of Myrdal’s day and for the next couple
of decades was concentrated in black residential areas and served a
local clientele.

Asian-American entrepreneurs faced similar constraints for similar
reasons. In fact, the traditional Asian-American small-business sector
was even less diverse than that of the black community. Three lines of
small-scale enterprise – laundries, restaurants, and food stores – made
up the bulk of Asian-American-owned firms. Hispanics and Native
Americans pursuing self-employment presumably faced similar con-
straints, but their experiences have not been documented by schol-
ars. Self-employed minorities nationwide had, on average, 7.6 years
of education and mean self-employment earnings of $1,812 in 1960.
Their earnings lagged behind those ofminoritiesworking as employees
(Bates 1987).

The racial-caste system that shaped the minority business commu-
nity was particularly confining for college-educated minorities. Diffi-
culties facing Asian-American college graduates were spelled out in
1932 by a Stanford University official: “It is almost impossible to place
aChinese or Japanese of either the first or the second generation in any
kind of position, engineering, manufacturing, or business. Most firms
have general regulations against employing them” (Ichihashi 1932,
in Bonacich and Modell 1981: 86). Denied access to most manage-
rial and professional jobs, self-employment was a common refuge
for Asian-American college graduates (Light 1972). Blacks who at-
tended college were similarly hemmed in by social attitudes about
which occupations were appropriate for them. Between 1912 and 1938,
73 percent of blacks who had graduated from college nationwide be-
came either teachers or preachers (Holsey 1938). The few entering
professions – law, medicine, dentistry – served an all-black clientele.
Caterers, shoe shiners – even barbers – might serve a white clientele,
but black college graduates did not. College-educated blacks therefore
avoided self-employment. Merit still mattered in this caste system, but
the range of opportunities open to professionals was narrow. The size
of the minority middle class was restricted, and the minority business
community was circumscribed.
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In retrospect, it is clear that the traditional minority business com-
munity entered the 1970s as a fading relic of a declining era. Options
for Asian-Americans had begun to open up as early as the late 1940s,
and they left the most restrictive entrepreneurial occupations to take
up salaried employment. By the late 1960s, blacks also had more op-
tions. A new age was dawning, an age not only of growth but also of
qualitative improvement for minority entrepreneurship in America.

emerging lines of business: a generation
of progress

The most dynamic minority enterprises today are in emerging lines of
business, which minorities generally could not enter in the past. Areas
of particularly rapid growth include skill-intensive services, such as
finance, business services, and professional services (Bates 2001). The
growth of black-owned firms in the business-services industry typifies
the transformation ofminority entrepreneurship. Total employment in
such firms has grown explosively, from about 12,000 employees in 1982
to over 150,000 employees in 1997 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1991;
U.S. Bureau of the Census 1996; U.S. Bureau of the Census 2001). Over
the sameperiod, employment in traditional niches, such as barbershops
and food stores, has been stagnant (Bates 1998).

Economic analysis reveals two major causes for the differences be-
tween traditional lines of business, in which revenue growth and job
creation are weak, and emerging fields, like business services. First, the
emerging lines have attracted more highly educated, experienced, and
skilled business owners than have the traditional lines. The emerging
lines are also more oriented toward serving a racially diverse clientele,
including major corporations and other business clients, whereas the
traditional neighborhood personal-service and mom-and-pop retail
businesses serve a minority clientele. These patterns are not perfectly
consistent across all industries and minority groups, but the overall
trend is powerful and clear (Boston 1999; Bates 1997).

Themedian owner in the present-day minority business community
is college educated. Average incomes reported by the self-employed
nationwide exceed those of minorities working as employees (Bates
1997). Neither of these statements was true in 1960.Gains in higher ed-
ucation in the past several decades are a key factor in the turnaround.
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In one generation, the fields of concentration pursued by African-
American college students shifted dramatically, a shift that helps to
explain subsequent changes in entrepreneurship. Blacks receiving
bachelor’s degrees in 1965 were heavily concentrated in education de-
partments. In the 1970s and 1980s, the number of education degrees
granted began to slip, and interest in studying business and engineering
rose substantially (Carter and Wilson 1992; Carter and Wilson 1995).
These educational gains took some time tobe translated into changes in
patternsof entrepreneurship, becausenewbusinesses are rarely started
by recent college graduates. Entrepreneurship is most common among
people in their late thirties and forties with fifteen or more years of
work experience (Bates 1997). The graduates of the 1970s and 1980s
are now following entrepreneurial paths. We should expect to see con-
tinued increases in minority entrepreneurship as the consequences of
educational choices continue to be felt.

The Asian-American experience broadly mirrors that of black
Americans. Bachelor’s degrees awarded in business nationwide to stu-
dents of Asian ancestry, for instance, rose from 1,829 in 1976 to 10,592
in 1992 (Carter andWilson 1992; Carter andWilson 1995). The link be-
tween educational achievement and entrepreneurship is somewhat less
direct for Asian Americans than for blacks. The Asian-American self-
employed universe is dominated by people who were born (and often
educated) abroad, particularly inChina,Korea, and India (Bates 1997).

For black andAsian-American college graduates, business and tech-
nical degrees awarded have outdistanced overall enrollment growth.
For both groups, bachelor’s degrees in business are more numerous
than degrees in any other field, and engineering degrees exhibit the
most rapid growth rates. Trends in MBA degrees awarded exhibit
phenomenal growth rates (froma lowbase).Whereas theMBAdegree
was an extreme rarity among black Americans in the 1960s, more than
4,000 were being awarded annually by the 1990s. Today, nearly 100,000
African Americans holdMBA degrees. Educational gains stand out as
a major cause of the ongoing transformation of the minority business
community: high-growth fields are those in which college-graduate
small-business owners are most numerous (Bates 1997).

In addition, growing numbers of experienced, financially sophisti-
cated minority entrepreneurs are penetrating mainstream corporate
markets in the United States. In 1972, Black Enterprise magazine
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published its first listing of the top 100 black-owned firms, ranked ac-
cording to sales: total revenues for the groupwere $473million (Jaynes
and Williams 1989: 181). By 1997, aggregate sales for the largest
100 black businesses exceeded $10 billion. The ranks of the largest
100 in 1972 were dominated by firms catering to black households.
Of the top 100 black-owned businesses in that year, only two were
in business services. By 1997, well over half of the largest 100 were
in business services or manufacturing. The business-services subset
was dominated, in turn, by firms selling high-tech products, and their
clients were commonly other businesses and government agencies, not
individuals. The transformation of the minority business community
has been dramatic. Unfortunately, the minority business policy of the
government had little to do with it (Bates 1995).

direct government assistance to minority-owned
businesses: the historical legacy of eol

Minority entrepreneurship first emerged as a high priority for
policymakers in the mid-1960s. Destructive civil disorders in Los
Angeles, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, and other cities drew national
attention to socioeconomic conditions in inner cityminority communi-
ties and compelled leaders from government, business, and academia
to take action. Skeptics saw promotion of business ownership as little
more than a traditional bootstrap solution to poverty and unemploy-
ment. The political appeal of the approach was broad, however, and
the coalition supporting the resulting policy initiatives was diverse.
Black Power spokesman Roy Innis described its appeal in terms that
transcended bootstrapping: “A critical weakness has been the lack of
control by black people over the institutions that surround them, insti-
tutions that not only establish imposed values for thembut also control
theflowof goods and services in their communities” (1969: 51).Greater
minority ownership of community businesses has been an objective of
government assistance policies since this time.

Few would disagree with the assessment that, before the mid-1960s,
the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) was “a bureaucracy
that was generally unresponsive, if not specifically hostile, to the needs
of minority individuals and groups” (Blaustein and Faux 1972: 119).
Government officials who were proponents of minority-business assis-
tance found that the SBA regional office in Philadelphia, for example,
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had approved seven loans to minority-business borrowers during the
1954–1963 period; the Washington, D.C. regional office had autho-
rized six loans. In January 1964, the SBA launched an experimen-
tal program to provide loan assistance to disadvantaged owners of
very small urban retail and service enterprises. Offering loans of up to
$6,000 and six years inmaturity – leading the program to be designated
“6×6”–SBAofficials envisioned thatNegrobusiness ownerswouldbe
the primary beneficiaries (U.S. Small Business Administration 1970: 2;
Bates and Bradford 1979). Indeed, they were.

The 6× 6 program provided the basis for andwas superseded by the
EconomicOpportunity Loan (EOL) program, the pioneering national
lending effort that funded tens of thousands of minority business bor-
rowers between 1965 and 1984. EOL lending was part of the “War on
Poverty” and was authorized under Title IV of the Economic Oppor-
tunityAct in 1965. The SBA-administered EOLprogram sought solely
to assist persons living in poverty. EOL eligibility was determined by
the family income of the borrower.

Amendments to Title IV subsequently broadened EOL eligibil-
ity to include people with incomes above the poverty level who had
been socially and economically “disadvantaged.” EOL affected more
minority-owned businesses than any other government assistance ef-
fort. By the early 1970s, the peak years of MBE assistance, more
than 5,000 EOL loans were extended to minority business borrowers
nationwide each year (Bates 1984; U.S. Comptroller General 1973).

The minority business assistance efforts of the federal government,
particularly the EOL program, have come under attack repeatedly
since the 1970s (Bates and Bradford 1979). Critics have noted minimal
development of viable businesses, high loan-default rates, and apaucity
of evidence regarding the benefits of assistance efforts. The defenders
of these programs often find themselves in a paradoxical state: the
strongest candidates for government aid tend tobewell educated, high-
income individuals, traits thatmake them ineligible for assistance.Truly
disadvantaged persons, towardwhomassistance is targeted, commonly
lack the expertise to establish and operate viable businesses. When
loans flow to disadvantaged borrowers, high rates of business failure
and loan default predictably follow.

The history of the EOL program supports the critics. A com-
prehensive study of EOL loans extended to minority business
borrowers operating in three central cities – New York, Boston, and
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Chicago – uncovered delinquency and default in 67.2 percent of the
mature outstanding loans (Bates and Bradford 1979). Few of the EOL
borrowerswho repaid their loanswere actually low-income individuals
at the time of loan approval. The eligibility of many who eventually
repaid EOL loans to receive them in the first place was question-
able. In hindsight, it is clear that the EOL program was designed to
produce high rates of loan delinquency and default. SBA, for nearly
a decade, successfully covered up the fact that over half of the MBEs
receiving EOL loans defaulted on their repayment obligations.

The MBE assistance efforts launched in the 1960s reflected views
that highly placed white politicians held toward minorities. President
Nixon’s Secretary of Commerce, Maurice Stans, was the point man for
implementing the President’s “Black Capitalism” program to promote
minority entrepreneurship. Stans, in 1969, candidly laid out his views
on howgovernmentwould direct its assistance: “Wehave to be realistic
about it. We are not going to create overnight manufacturing compa-
nies with 500 employees. The American economy did not build that
way. It started out with the corner grocery, and the deliveryman – the
group of people who cut lawns or perform services, and so forth, and I
think we have to recognize that by and large a very high percentage of
the things we do are going to be in the small ma-and-pa area” (quoted
in Blaustein and Faux 1972: 155).

Stans and most of his contemporaries in government thought of
minorities as people who lacked skills and talents. Removing discrimi-
natory barriers that had retardedMBEdevelopmentwas not a primary
concern. Rather, Stans saw government as encouraging entrepreneur-
ship among a group of people (minorities) who were poorly prepared
to pursue the entrepreneurial path to upward mobility.

Doomedbydesign, theEOLprogramexperiencedhigh failure rates
that destroyed its credibility. The program was terminated in 1984.
Worse, EOL’s credibility problems adversely affected the credibility
of the entire federal effort to assist minority-owned firms.

an alternative approach to government minority
business lending programs

MBE assistance programs that generate successful business creation
and expansion must start from a different set of assumptions and pay
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close attention to the traits of viable small businesses. Entrepreneurs
who are likely to succeed are highly educated, experienced work-
ers, and they possess substantial resources. High personal net worth,
advanced education, and skills increase one’s access to loans from
financial institutions, thus increasing the resources available for small-
business investment. In addition to human and financial capital, the
creation of viable MBEs requires access to product markets. Pub-
lic policies that seek to generate minority business development are
most effective when they aid firms capable of having all three elements
in place. The human-capital prerequisite is the fundamental building
block; access to financial capital and markets round out the basic list
of requirements for building viable small businesses (Bates 1997).

A number of existing programs offer models for turning the mi-
nority business community into an economic-development power-
house. Maryland’s Small Business Development Financing Authority
(MSBDFA), for instance, generates substantial MBE development
and job creation at minimal taxpayer expense. Its lending efforts are
guided by a specific economic development rationale. Loans are tar-
geted to high-growth lines of business possessing substantial job cre-
ation potential, and they tend to be large enough – over $200,000
on average – to support viable, growing firms. Loan default rates are
low, preserving funds so that they may be circulated to other MBEs
(Bates 1995).

MSBDFA’s largest program targets assistance to MBEs that have
received procurement contracts from local, state, or federal govern-
ment agencies, or from regulated utility companies that operate in
Maryland. The Contract Financing Program alleviates one of the bar-
riers – access to credit – that has plagued MBE recipients of large
contracts. MSBDFA provides working-capital financing to MBEs that
have demonstrated initiative and competence by competing success-
fully forprocurement contracts.MBEborrowers assistedbyMSBDFA,
in all cases, had been denied loans by commercial banks that looked
only at their limited experience. To alleviate MBE vendor liquidity
problems, MSBDFA specifically tailors working-capital assistance to
both the size and duration of the procurement contract held.MSBDFA
realizes a positive cash flow on its Contract Financing Program, in
the sense that revenue from borrower interest payments exceeds loan
losses.
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A major criterion for MSBDFA loan approval is the economic im-
pact of the loan. Targeted loan recipients are to increase the number
of jobs created and/or retained, generate incremental tax revenues,
and serve the needs of local communities. Operational specifics that
enable MSBDFA to meet important MBE vendor credit needs while
minimizing loan losses include:

1. Tying financing to MBE receipt of procurement contracts
2. Financing MBEs that are capable, experienced, and have finan-

cial controls in place
3. Offering flexible loan terms (such as lines of credit)
4. Having the contracting agency send loan payments directly to

MSBDFA
5. Accepting loan requests before a procurement contract has been

finalized
6. Processing loan requests on a timely basis
7. Employing staff who possess accounting and auditing skills

Thanks in part to these policies, nearly all Contract Financing Program
loan recipients are able to deliver on their contracts.

mbe assistance delivered by private-sector
partners: breaking with the past

In addition to aggressively implementing EOL, the Nixon Adminis-
tration had a long-lasting impact onMBE assistance efforts by shifting
aid decisions increasingly into the hands of private-sector entities act-
ing in concert with government to promoteminority business develop-
ment. Observed Secretary of Commerce Stans in 1969, “I would rather
see, and I think the President would much rather see, a private bank
make a loan to aminority enterprisewith a government guarantee than
the government to put out the money” (quoted in Blaustein and Faux
1972: 156).

Even before Nixon came into office, the SBA, through its 7(a) pro-
gram, had begun to encourage banks to expand their lending toMBEs.
The incentive offered to banks was the loan guarantee: in the event
of default, banks would recoup 90 percent of the outstanding bal-
ance by transferring the nonperforming loan to the SBA. Profits from
repaid loans belonged to the bank whereas losses from defaults were
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shared, with the government partner picking up the majority of the
tab. Lending to MBEs thus became a low-risk proposition.

The Nixon Administration vastly increased bank participation in
MBE loan guarantee programs by launching Operation Business
Mainstream at the SBA. Operation Business Mainstream minimized
the paperwork involved in obtaining guarantees for bank loans. By
1970, nearly 40 percent of the SBA loans received by MBEs were
guaranteed-bank loans. After 1975, the majority of MBE lending
assistance came in the form of such loans (Bates 1984).

Operation BusinessMainstream had one enormous advantage over
the EOL program. The practice of targeting disadvantaged loan re-
cipients was dropped, and the goal was simply to increase the num-
ber of MBEs operating nationwide. Banks active in MBE lending
therefore sought out more viable minority borrowers, hoping to at-
tract clients who would become long-term customers. MBEs initially
financedwith guaranteed loans often continued as regular bank clients,
receiving products such as working-capital loans that were not covered
by SBA guarantees. The tradition of minimal contact between banks
and MBEs was broken; although full equality of access to loans has
not been achieved, large increases in MBE bank borrowing have oc-
curred (Bates 1993; Cavalluzzo and Cavalluzzo 1998). Although black
business borrowers in the 1990swere less likely to have their loan appli-
cations approved than whites having otherwise identical business and
owner traits, blacks nonetheless received more of their debt financ-
ing from banks than from all other sources combined (Bates 1997;
Cavalluzzo, Cavalluzzo, and Wolken 1999).

addressing the dilemma, achieving viability

The Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Companies
(MESBIC) program is an important example of a policy that has de-
livered assistance to MBEs through private partners over the past
three decades. MESBICs are privately owned, for-profit small busi-
ness investment companies that receive funds at subsidized rates from
the SBA (Bates 2002). In their early days in the 1970s, MESBICs be-
haved like community development banks, focusing onfinancing small,
disadvantaged minority-owned businesses. This emphasis was due,
in part, to the fact that large-scale, growth-oriented minority-owned
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businesseswere less numerous then than they are today. This approach,
not surprisingly, quickly led to major difficulties, from which there was
only one viable way out.

The history of Equico nicely illustrates the point. Equico was one
of the nation’s original MESBICs, created by a major corporation,
Equitable Life, in 1970. In its first decade of existence, it operated like
its peers. By 1981, Equico had a cumulative deficit of $5.6 million, in
addition to carrying on its balance sheet large unrealized losses on its
loans and investments in MBEs. The company lost $2.55 million in
that year.

Equico’s moment of truth had arrived. Judged by its initial capital-
ization, Equico was clearly bankrupt. Its corporate parent considered
admitting defeat and shutting it down. Instead, however, it decided to
inject $3.5 million into the business and hired a new president, Duane
Hill, to turn things around. Prior to joining Equico, Hill had worked
as a vice president at J. P. Morgan for eight years.

When Hill came on board, Equico resembled the overall MESBIC
industry. It had nearly as much money in money market assets like
bank certificates of deposit (CDs) as it did in loans to MBEs. Its eq-
uity investments were modest, far less than 10 percent of its loans.
The big element of Hill’s turnaround strategy for Equico was to drop
the community-orientedmom-and-pop operations, and focus solely on
larger-scale MBEs with growth potential. These firms could put funds
to profitable use financing growth. Hill’s shift from small operations to
growing MBEs competing in the broader marketplace included a shift
in Equico’s investment strategy from loans to equity investments.

The new strategy was risky. A loan portfolio (not to mention hold-
ing CDs) generates a steady cash flow for a MESBIC; repayments of
principal and interest pour in each month. New equity investments
hurt cash flow; recipient MBEs invest equity dollars for a long-term
payoff. Initial dividend payments are unlikely to be forthcoming if the
young MBEs successfully generate high growth with their financing.
It is difficult to judge what the return will ultimately be to a rapidly
growing MBE during the first several years of its lifespan.

By the mid-1980s, Hill’s willingness to take the riskier strategy had
paid off. He had cleaned up Equico’s deficit-laden balance sheet and
put the firmon a trajectory of growth and profitable operations.During
the 1985 to 1990 period, neither the SBA nor Equitable Life injected
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additional capital into the company. Equico’s new-found financial
strength was rooted in the operating strategy Hill had successfully im-
plemented (Bates 1996). Hill and his partner purchased Equico from
Equitable Life in 1992, creating TSG Capital.

How does one identify an MBE that is capable of using an equity-
capital investment to create firm growth, as well as appreciation in
the value of the firm itself? The minimal requirements include, ac-
cording to TSG, a very strong management team, a proven product
and/or service, annual sales exceeding $1 million, and profitable op-
eration in the past year. A firm with these traits would also have to
demonstrate strong internal accounting and financial controls, audited
financial statements, strong personal credit ratings of the topmanagers,
and awritten business planwith three-to-five-year projections. The key
element is having a firm run by experienced, successful, highly capable
managers. Finally, a firm with the potential to grow tenfold over the
next five years is more likely to attract an equity capital investment
than one on a slower growth trajectory.

TSG emerged as a premier venture-capital firm in the MESBIC
industry after its 1992 management-led buyout of Equico. A compari-
son of 1981 and 1994 balance sheets indicates that the value of TSG’s
small-business equity investments increased nearly twentyfold. These
were real gains, not merely paper gains. Year-end 1994 balance sheet
figures indicated that TSG relied primarily on internally generated
earnings from equity investments in MBEs as its source of funds. The
important lesson offered by TSG is that a professionally managed
venture-capital firm can thrive by serving the equity capital needs of
growing minority-owned businesses. By 1999, TSG had grown to be-
come an $800 million plus venture-capital company.

Unfortunately, the rest of the MESBIC industry has not followed
the Equico/TSG model. TSG president Duane Hill sees the SBA
itself holding down the number of successful MESBICs specializing
in venture-capital investing. Top administrators at the SBA, according
to Hill, have often been political appointees who cannot move the en-
trenched SBA career bureaucrats, so they stop trying, which results in
poor program management (Bates 2000). The SBA prefers to have
MESBICs financing unsophisticated minority business owners, not
college graduates with corporate experience. Hill believes that the
SBA is gradually pushing the most successful MESBICs out of the
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government’s program. Equico coexisted amicably with its SBA
partner while it was drifting toward bankruptcy; TSG and the SBA
parted ways when TSG repaid all its SBA funding and left the
program in 1999.

designed for failure: mbe assistance
in the 1990s

The pattern that Hill perceives in the administration of MESBICs is
apparent in other elements of the federal government’s assistance to
MBEs, including thenewarrangements thatwere launched in the1990s
under the Clinton administration. Many of these programs are de-
signed for failure. The clones of SBA’s EOL program continue to be
widespread todayat all levels of government and in thenonprofit sector
(Bates 1995).

Among the largest new initiatives of the past decade are
microenterprise loan programs. These programs were initially funded
by foundations and have been increasingly funded by government.
The SBA’s Microloan Demonstration Program, begun in 1992, for in-
stance, finances loan programs, rather than individual borrowers. By
1993, sixty-five SBA loans had been extended to microenterprise pro-
grams (Servon 1999). In 1992, the Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG)programcreated a special category formicroenterprise
programs, providing federal dollars that could be directed to microen-
terprise assistance by state and local governments. HUD’s Office of
Community Planning andDevelopment provides funding formicroen-
terprise programs, in conjunction with its empowerment zone and en-
terprise communities programs. Since 1994, the National Community
Economic Partnership (NCEP), a program of the Department of
Health and Human Services, has targeted the urban and rural poor,
providing credit to community development corporations for revolv-
ing loan funds to supportmicroenterprises. Even theOffice ofRefugee
Resettlement in the Department of Health and Human Services has
launchedaMicro-EnterpriseDevelopmentProject (Servon1999).This
list of programs is illustrative rather than exhaustive.

These MBE assistance efforts typically target a broader clien-
tele of which minorities are a major component. The target may be
lower-income communities, welfare recipients, poor people generally,
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immigrants, or any other group that appears to fit the “disadvantaged”
label. Like their EOL predecessors, loan recipients or borrowers as-
sisted by microenterprise programs are targeted not because of their
strengths, but rather because of some weakness associated with the
owner of the firm, the business location, or both. Minorities withMBA
degrees and years of corporate experience may be excellent candi-
dates for creating viable small businesses, but they are not recipients
of microenterprise loans.

Broadly, the mandate to microenterprise loan programs from gov-
ernment is to invest in high-risk firms, whereas the best strategy
for organizational survival is to invest in low-risk firms. Assisting
the disadvantaged business borrower is expensive, due to both loan
default losses and the high costs of making small loans to poorly pre-
pared borrowers. High costs and loan losses are often serious prob-
lems for the private-sector partners that deliver most of the aid that
government funnels to disadvantaged minority (and nonminority)
firms. Programs operating with the stated intent of assisting the dis-
advantaged therefore tend to gravitate away from that target group,
assisting, instead, an increasingly well-educated and skilled clientele of
entrepreneurs. “Although microenterprise programs set out to bring
entrepreneurship to the most disadvantaged populations, the portrait
that has emergedmakes sense, given thedemands involved in running a
business” (Servon and Bates 1998: 423).

The Aspen Institute’s Self-Employment Learning Project (SELP)
conducted an assessment of U.S. microenterprise programs, tracking
them from 1991 to 1996. Although these programs generally targeted
the poor, the client profile uncovered by SELP revealed that typical
microentrepreneurs were educated and skilled workers. Early SELP
assessments revealed that 57 percent had some college education or a
technical degree (Clark and Huston 1993). SELP’s next published as-
sessment reported that persons assisted by microenterprise programs
had a median annual income of $29,054. Furthermore, nearly half of
all SELP respondents own their own homes. Completing this profile,
62 percent were minority and 78 percent were women (Clark and
Kays 1995). In her more recent assessment of five well-established
microenterprise programs, Servon reaffirmed the SELP findings: “The
participants in these programs are at the least highly motivated; they
are also often relatively well educated, experienced in their business,
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and have a support network of family and friends that provide them
with a safety net” (1999: 47).

The need to move up market is reinforced by the high lending costs
being incurred by microenterprise programs. Costs per loan in a 1996
SELP study averaged $1.47 per dollar loaned (Edgeworth, Klein, and
Clark 1996: 37). A Mott Foundation evaluation calculated an average
cost per loan of $10,521; average loan size was $3,034 (Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation 1994: 5–6). Delinquency and default problems add to
the burden of running microenterprise loan programs: Mott’s assess-
ment revealed an overall delinquency rate of 19.2 percent (Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation 1994: 6).

Working Capital, a well-established microenterprise loan fund
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is perhaps a typical case. Although
Working Capital seeks to serve low-incomepersons, being low-income
(or otherwise disadvantaged) is not a prerequisite for receiving its fi-
nancing. Servon’s analysis ofWorkingCapital’s Boston lending project
revealed that themedian borrowerwas bothwell educated and not low
income (Servon 1999).

Equico’s strategy for maintaining financial viability prior to 1981
was one of relying on the deep pockets of Equitable Life to cover
its operating losses. This, too, is a popular strategy among the current
generation of microenterprise loan funds. Absent large, continuous
operating subsidies, such lending efforts are unsustainable. Yet, the
realization is widespread that subsidies will decline and that microen-
terprise lenders will have to move toward financial self-sufficiency in
the long run.

why do minority business development programs
generate so little minority business development?

The fundamental conflict that plagues minority business assistance
programs pits redistribution for alleviating poverty against economic
development. To date, the redistribution rationale has generally
trumped the economic development rationale. Disadvantaged busi-
ness owners remain the preferred aid recipients for government MBE
programs. The poor person running a firm in a depressed urban area is
disadvantaged; this disadvantaged trait, in turn, inspires thosewhoplan
public-sectorMBE assistance programs. Evidence on the effectiveness
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of such assistance efforts does not necessarily carry much weight. It
is true that the EOL program was abolished in 1984, and the high
loan default rates of EOL loan recipients were a major reason for
the program’s termination. Yet the philosophy of targeting aid to the
disadvantaged – the heritage of EOL – remains a dominant theme
in modern business-assistance programs. The dilemma observed in
contemporary microenterprise programs is essentially identical to the
paradox observed by scholars who analyzed the 1960s generation
of MBE loan programs. Successful loan programs to assist minority
(and nonminority) businesses sought out experienced, skilled, well-
educated owners who possessed the expertise to run viable business
operations. These owners were rarely low-income earners (Bates and
Bradford 1979).

However, when government assistance flows to higher income en-
trepreneurs, an objection invariably arises: why help those who are
already successful? The response is straightforward: viable firms gen-
erate economic development and create jobs. When the firm owner
is minority, the vast majority of the jobs are going to be filled by the
minority employees (Boston 1999; Bates 1993). Business profits sup-
port investments that permit future expansion and job creation. Viable
firms repay their loans, permitting relending of the loan pool funds to
other borrowers. The alternative of supporting nonviable firms simply
creates mass loan default and business failure (Bates and Bradford
1979; Bates 1993).

If MBE assistance genuinely seeks to create strong firms capable of
generating jobs for underemployed minorities, financing must be tar-
geted to entrepreneurs possessing the resources that will allow them
to build successful businesses. Most of these entrepreneurs will be well
educated and possess above-average incomes. The evidence is strong
that this approach makes sense. Among black-owned businesses, the
high-end firms that create most of the jobs have been growing much
more rapidly than the overall black business community. Among firms
operating in1997, 17,182blackfirms (2.1percentof the total) generated
annual sales revenues exceeding $500,000. These 17,182 firms em-
ployed 487,076 workers, 67.8 percent of the 718,341 workers employed
by all black businesses in 1997. The financial-capital needs of such firms
cannot be met by microenterprise programs authorized to make loans
up to $10,000. One study of black firms started nationwide between
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1979 and 1987 that employed ten or more workers revealed that their
average capitalization at startup was $134,753 (Bates 1998). Average
annual revenue for these firms was $1,406,997. Business services was
the industry most heavily represented in this group.

The college-educated business owner seeking to create a firm in
the million-dollar-plus revenue category is not effectively assisted by a
microenterprise loan. Firms like TSG Capital finance such businesses;
theMSBDFAContract Financing Program seeks to assist themaswell.
These are the model programs described in this chapter. If society’s
aversion to assisting the MBEs most capable of generating jobs and
economic development could be alleviated, thenMBEassistance could
be transformed into a powerful strategy for creating and expanding
viable firms.

The thought of helping affluent minorities to establish small busi-
nesses is simply too much for the designers of most programs; they
prefer to aid failure-prone MBEs. The result is predictable: such ef-
forts produce high levels of business failure, along with little economic
development. In futile efforts to avoid this outcome, microenterprise
loan programs currently stretch the concept of disadvantage past the
point of meaninglessness. Like the EOL program of the 1960s, these
programs are designed for failure.
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Understanding Entrepreneurship in the U.S.
Biotechnology Industry

Characteristics, Facilitating Factors, and Policy Challenges

Andrew A. Toole

In his famous 1943 lecture “What Is Life,” the renowned physicist
Erwin Schrödinger described human genes as “law code and execu-
tive power – or to use another simile, they are the architect’s plan and
the builder’s code in one” (Zweiger 2001). Fifty-eight years later, in
February 2001, bothNature and Science published draft versions of the
complete human genome. This achievement is the latest revolutionary
development associated with biotechnology. As an industry, biotech-
nology has experienced an almost continuous stream of scientific and
technological advances creating new methods, tools, and information
that have fueled dramatic progress in health care, agriculture, environ-
mental cleanup, and criminal justice. Many policymakers are excited
about these developments. They stand ready to assist entrepreneurs
to cultivate and harvest the enormous returns that are expected to
materialize.

The real challenge facing policymakers is to identify policies that ef-
fectively promote entrepreneurship in the biotechnology industry and
nurture economic development. For a policy to be effective, it needs
to be based on an understanding of the industry and its existing pol-
icy environment. However, on closer inspection, it quickly becomes
clear that both of these are changing in complex and unpredictable
ways. The extent and nature of commercial opportunities emerging
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as a result of the sequencing of the human genome are unknown and
unpredictable. Today’s policy environment involves a diverse array
of institutions and organizations with wide-ranging agendas and diver-
gent incentives, throughwhich biotechnology entrepreneursmust nav-
igate. It is not unusual for an entrepreneur to have to interact with the
National Institutes of Health, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
the Food and Drug Administration, and other agencies as well before
a product can be introduced into the marketplace.

It is worth noting at the outset that the phrase “biotechnology
industry” is somewhat misleading. There is no homogeneous group
of firms that defines this industry, and no single technology that is
used uniformly. At the broadest level, biotechnology refers to the
use of micro-organisms to make or modify a product or process. The
contemporary industry dates from the invention of the recombinant
DNA (rDNA) technique in 1973 by Stanley Cohen of Stanford Uni-
versity and Herbert Boyer of the University of California at San
Francisco. This technique lets scientists transfer specific DNA seg-
ments from one organism to another. The Cohen-Boyer breakthrough
provided the foundation on which a wide range of complementary
scientific methods and tools has been developed. To get a sense for
the variety of technologies encompassed by the term “biotechnology,”
one need only consult an industry publication like Genetic Engineer-
ing News (GEN). GEN’s industry directory lists thirty-three differ-
ent technologies currently used either individually or in combination
(GEN 1997).

The intent of this chapter is to summarize our understanding of
entrepreneurship in biotechnology with the hope that this informa-
tion will help to identify effective policies. The chapter begins by
outlining the major public policy spheres and institutions that influ-
ence biotechnology entrepreneurs. Next, the chapter zooms in on the
entrepreneurial process to discuss three areas of critical influence:
scientific and technical knowledge, financial and human resources, and
market applications. I review evidence identifying the underlying fac-
tors related toeachof these areas,whichhavepermitteda few fortunate
regions to develop an advantage in biotechnology entrepreneurship.
The final section of the chapter summarizes the challenges to poli-
cymakers and researchers. Policymakers need to streamline existing
policies, particularly in intellectual property law, and to continue to
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develop programs that bridge laboratory research and innovation.
Researchers need access to data in order to sort out and evaluate the
effectiveness of policies already in place.

public policy influences on biotechnology
entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurs in the biotechnology industry face a challenging public
policy environment. Figure 9.1 identifies the broad spheres of policy
that define and shape this environment in the United States. Each
of these spheres represents a critical set of influences on current and
future entrepreneurship in this industry. Given biotechnology’s close
connection with scientific knowledge and its enormous investments
in R&D, the first policy sphere encompasses the science base, com-
mercialization, and tax policy. It includes all federal, state, and local
research funding agencies, commercialization programs, and tax in-
centives. The number and variety of agencies and programs preclude
a detailed discussion at this level of abstraction, but the National In-
stitutes of Health (NIH) is the “big gorilla” among public agencies

Biotechnology
Entrepreneurship

Intellectual
Property Law

Product Safety
Regulations

Science Base,
Commercialization
& Tax Programs

Political Climate &
Ethical Issues

Figure 9.1. Biotechnology’s public policy environment.
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supporting research and commercialization. Its share of total federal
support for biotechnology-relatedR&Dfar exceeds that of other agen-
cies. In the mid-1980s, the Office of Technology Assessment estimated
the NIH share of biotechnology-specific federal funding at 83 percent
of the total (U.S.Congress 1988).Althoughmore recentbiotechnology-
specific numbers are not available, data from the National Science
Foundation for fiscal year 2001 show that the NIH supports over
82 percent of all federal basic research in the life sciences (National
Science Foundation 2001). The largest commercialization programs
include the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program and
the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) program. The NIH is
again the key agency for biotechnology entrepreneurs. The total value
of NIH SBIR and STTR awards in 2001 exceeded $435 million. With
respect to tax incentives, a federal research and development tax credit
is in place through 2004. This tax credit was first passed into law as part
of the Economic Recovery and Tax Act of 1981. Unfortunately, since
this law requires regular renewal, it has been subject to many polit-
ical ebbs and flows and actually lapsed entirely in 1995–1996. Given
the importance of research and development to entrepreneurship in
biotechnology, it is unfortunate that a more permanent law has not
been passed.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) sits at the cen-
ter of the policy sphere for intellectual property law. Patents granted
by the USPTO protect inventors from competition for a period of
twenty years so that they may commercialize their inventions and re-
coup their R&D costs. Patents are vital assets for most markets that
biotechnology entrepreneurs expect to enter, particularly human ther-
apeutics and diagnostics. In a recent study by Cohen and colleagues
(2000), survey data from 1,478 R&D laboratories in thirty-four man-
ufacturing industries were used to compare alternative methods that
firms use to appropriate profits from their inventions, including patent-
ing, lead time, secrecy, and investment in complementary marketing
and manufacturing capabilities. Patents were found to be the most
effective means of protection for therapeutic applications.

Product safety regulation constitutes the third broad sphere of pol-
icy influence on biotechnology entrepreneurship. In June 1986, the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy published a
“CoordinatedFramework for theRegulationofBiotechnology,”which
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is still the governing framework for the industry (U.S. Congress 1991).
The framework exempted scientific techniques, such as rDNA, from
regulation. Instead, the products derived from these methods were to
be regulated within the existing federal regulatory framework (Spohn
1996).Becausemost biotechnology entrepreneurs target humanhealth
care applications, the key regulatory body for the industry is the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA is responsible for review-
ing all evidence of safety for human drugs and biologics, animal health
products and feed components, and bioengineered foods. In addition
to the FDA, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture regulates the importation and field
testing of genetically modified plants andmicro-organisms. Finally, the
Environmental Protection Agency regulates the marketing of geneti-
cally modified plants resistant to pesticides, bioremediation products,
and potentially hazardous research chemicals. In cases where there is
overlap, the agencies are supposed to coordinate their efforts.

The fourth sphere of public policy influence on biotechnology en-
trepreneurship is the political and ethical climate. The novelty of the
various biotechnologies and their associated products has created un-
certainty, misunderstanding, and distrust in some quarters. As early
as February 1975, for example, less than two years after the invention
of the rDNA method, an international conference of prominent bi-
ologists convened to discuss the potential dangers from new lines of
research that rDNA made possible. The group called for a two-year
moratorium on rDNA research until proper facilities, procedures, and
regulations could be developed (Ruttan 2001). Although these dan-
gers never materialized and no new regulations were developed, the
NIH formed a Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) that
sets guidelines and monitors adverse events. In addition to issues of
safety, ethical disagreements about appropriate areas of research also
shape biotechnology entrepreneurship. The most recent ethical con-
troversy focuses on the use of human embryonic stem cells in federally
supported research. On August 9, 2001, President Bush announced
a new federal policy permitting limited use of these cells in research
(National Research Council 2001). Political and ethical debates will
continue to influence both the development of new scientific knowl-
edge and the ultimate market acceptance of genetically modified
products.
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It must be kept inmind that the four broad policy spheres presented
in Figure 9.1 are not static and isolated from one another. The reality
is quite the opposite. Interaction and interdependence among all com-
ponents of this diagram create an environment that is dynamic and
unpredictable. The Supreme Court case of Diamond v. Chakrabarty,
for example, fundamentally changed not only intellectual property law,
but the entire policy environment for biotechnology entrepreneurship
as well. Chakrabarty, a scientist working for General Electric, submit-
ted an application for a patent on a genetically modified oil-consuming
bacterium for use in cleaning up oil spills. The USPTO rejected his
application on the grounds that micro-organisms are the “product of
nature” and that living things are not patentable. In 1980, the Supreme
Court overturned a lower court decision and ruled that genetically
modified organisms can be patented (U.S. Congress 1988). Since this
decision, intellectual property policy has continued to shape and be
shaped by changes in all the other policy spheres. Public policy and
entrepreneurship evolve over time within a mutually interdependent
system.

factors that facilitate biotechnology
entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship canbeviewedasaprocess thatbeginswith the recog-
nition of a commercial opportunity and ends with the introduction of
a new product or service into the marketplace. Although this sketch
glossesover the complexities and feedbacks that characterize theactual
process, it allowsus to group the factors that facilitate entrepreneurship
in the biotechnology industry into three areas: scientific and technical
knowledge, financial and human resources, and market applications.
There is an unusually close connection between the evolution of sci-
entific and technical knowledge and the emergence of entrepreneurial
opportunities inbiotechnology.This connection, theavailable evidence
suggests, has a strong geographic component rooted in a region’s scien-
tific infrastructure, its private sector employment in biotechnology, and
its concentration of firms in complementary industries, especially in in-
formation technology. With respect to financial and human resources,
the key underlying factors are patents, venture capitalists, founders,
and specialized labor. The market applications in biotechnology vary
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widely and these variations imply very different development paths
and regulatory hurdles.

Scientific and Technical Knowledge

Entrepreneurial opportunities in biotechnology are driven primarily
by “supply side” changes in scientific and technical knowledge rather
than changes in “demand side” signals to entrepreneurs. I do not mean
that entrepreneurs pay no attention to the expected return on their in-
vestments. Of course they do. As noted by Timmons and his coauthors,
an entrepreneurial opportunity is critically “anchored in a product or
servicewhich creates or adds value for its buyer or end user” (Timmons
et al. 1990: 71). Most new biotechnology products and processes, how-
ever, are targeted at long-standing needs that have historically proven
impossible to meet in the marketplace. This type of entrepreneurship
is quite different from “demand driven” innovation that responds to
price andquantity signals (Mowery andRosenberg 1979). For example,
consider the explosive growth in new biotechnology-based therapeu-
tics for the treatment of cardiovascular disease and cancer. This growth
cannot be explained by changes in the needs of the patient population.
Data from the National Center for Health Statistics show that patient
needs for cardiovascular and cancer treatments are substantial, but
they have also been relatively stable for over two decades. Changes in
scientific and technical knowledge in the last two decades have opened
up newpossibilities for addressing this long-standing demand and have
fueled the growth in biotechnology entrepreneurship.

Most of the “supply side” advances in scientific knowledge that fa-
cilitate biotechnology entrepreneurship occur in the life sciences, such
as molecular biology, biochemistry, and protein chemistry. Among the
myriad examples that one could use to illustrate this connection, the
caseof synthetic insulin standsout. Stern (1995)describes theevolution
of scientific understanding and techniques developed by Genentech in
themid to late 1970s before the firmwas able to get bacteria to express
human insulin. Keiichi Itakura of the City of Hope National Medical
Center, working under a contract with Genentech, achieved the crit-
ical first step. He refined the existing method for producing synthetic
DNA, reducing the time required from years to weeks in the process.
Itakura then used this technique to construct the DNA sequence that
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codes for human somatostatin. This synthetic gene was inserted, us-
ing rDNA techniques, into bacteria by a postdoctoral researcher in
Herbert Boyer’s lab. The expression of somatostatin by bacteria as
a result of this experiment was hailed as a “scientific triumph of the
first order” by the president of the National Academy of Sciences
(Swanson 1986: 429). Genentech then transferred this technique to
the insulin gene. The result was the first rDNA-derived human ther-
apeutic, marketed by Eli Lilly as Humalin. The connection between
scientific research and biotechnology entrepreneurship is equally vital
today. The draft sequence of the human genome reveals the identity
and position of over 3.1 billion nucleotides (the building blocks of the
genome); thirty to forty thousand genes are thought to be contained in
the sequence. By all indications, the advancement of scientific knowl-
edge about the function of the sequence and the proteins it encodes
will continue to fuel entrepreneurial opportunities far into the future.

Funding the advance of scientific knowledge is a long-term and in-
direct way for policymakers to spur entrepreneurship. In the United
States, life science research funding is the purview of theNIH. For over
fifty years, the NIH has supported undirected basic research designed
to advance “scientific opportunities.” Scientific opportunities are fun-
damentally different from entrepreneurial opportunities because they
have no market value proposition connected with them. An average
of seventeen to nineteen years elapses between the disbursement of
NIH research funding and the introduction of new drugs based on that
research (Toole 2000). When and if any single line of basic scientific
research will turn out to have market value is unpredictable. Herbert
Boyer, the co-inventor of rDNA and cofounder of Genentech, states,
“Who would have dreamed that my work on how bacteria have sex
could combine with other pieces of basic research to help form a new
industry?” (Swanson 1986: 430).

A necessary condition to facilitate the advance of knowledge is a
strong scientific infrastructure. Scientific infrastructure includes labo-
ratory facilities, research materials and equipment, senior researchers,
and the graduate students who carry out much of the lab work. Most
observers agree that the uneven regional development in the biotech-
nology industry reflects the uneven distribution of scientific infra-
structure. In a broad analysis of innovation across the United States,
Feldman (1994b) finds that states with well-developed infrastructures
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have greater concentrations of commercial innovation. For a study of
the human therapeutic and diagnostic segment of the biotechnology
industry, I use the cumulative stock of NIH investment at the re-
gional level as a proxy for scientific infrastructure. My analysis of five
California regions over the 1988 to 1997 period reveals that, measured
in this fashion, infrastructure has a strong positive effect on biotechnol-
ogy entrepreneurship (Toole 2001). Zucker and her coauthors argue
that the contribution of regional scientific infrastructure to biotech-
nology entrepreneurship is channeled through an elite group of “star”
scientists (Zucker et al. 1997; 1998). They observe that biotechnology
discoveries are complex and characterized by “tacit” knowledge that
cannot be communicated except through face-to-face contact. Only
those who do the work truly understand the opportunities. There is
little doubt that this “natural excludability” has played a role in the
evolution of the biotechnology industry. It does not exist for all dis-
coveries, however, and even when it does exist, it is likely to last for
a relatively short period of time because valuable ideas and methods
spread quickly.

Zucker and her coauthors go on to suggest that star scientists are so
important that if they are properly measured, neither universities nor
federal research funding would be found to be a cause of biotechnol-
ogy entrepreneurship (Zucker, Darby, and Brewer 1988). This claim
implies that star scientists could somehow exist independently of the
scientific infrastructure. Quite the opposite is the case; a strong scien-
tific infrastructure is a necessary precondition for the emergence of star
scientists. Biotechnology entrepreneurship is facilitated by the avail-
ability of laboratory space, sophisticated instrumentation, top-notch
students, and other components of the infrastructure beyond its most
visible scientists.

Zucker and her coauthors’ exclusive emphasis on academic stars
also leads them to ignore the contributions of executiveswith industrial
experience to the formation of new biotechnology firms. Their anal-
ysis simply fails to distinguish between scientific and entrepreneurial
opportunities. In fact, data from the U.S. Census Bureau suggest that
growth in biotechnology entrepreneurship is greater in those regions
with a strong industry presence. Table 9.1 ranks thirteen U.S. regions
from the most entrepreneurial to the least entrepreneurial in this
industry, using a normalized measure of the growth between 1988 and
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1997 in the number of new biotechnology establishments with fewer
than twenty employees.1 The first two columns list the change in the
number of small establishments and the change in total establishments
per one million 1988 population. Columns 3 and 4 show each region’s
specialization in biotechnology relative to theUnited States as a whole
in 1988 and 1997, respectively.2 The final column displays the nonnor-
malized change in employment in each region.

Several interesting observations emerge from Table 9.1. First, the
normalized measure identifies Research Triangle, North Carolina, as
the most entrepreneurial region and the Los Angeles area as the
least entrepreneurial. Bay Peninsula, California, which includes San
Francisco, SanMateo, and Santa Clara counties, is second, followed by
SanDiego. Second, column 3 suggests that the growth in entrepreneur-
ship between 1988 and 1997 was higher in regions where the industry
was relatively more concentrated in 1988. As one moves down the
column from the most entrepreneurial region to the least, one sees
that industry specialization generally falls. This positive association be-
tween entrepreneurship and specialization suggests that feedback or
“agglomeration” mechanisms are at work within these regions
(Glaeser et al. 1992). A third observation emerges from a compari-
son of columns 3 and 4. All regions, except Los Angeles, have become
more specialized relative to the nation over the 1988 to 1997 period. In-
creased specialization is particularly dramatic for San Diego. By 1997,
San Diego was almost four times more specialized in biotechnology
employment than the nation as a whole. Finally, looking at column 8, it

1 There is no public data source that cleanly measures the biotechnology industry. One
gets reasonably close for the human therapeutic and diagnostic segment by using the
standard industrial classifications (SIC) 283 and8731.This is still not ideal sinceSIC283
includes traditional pharmaceutical firms and SIC 8731 includes commercial physical
research companies. However, nearly all biotechnology firms formed in this segment
fall into these SIC classifications. This assertion has been verified using detailed data
on all California firms formed between 1988 and 1997. These categories are also used
by Ernst and Young (2000) in their study of the economic impact of the biotechnology
industry on the U.S. economy.

2 All specializationmeasures represent the region’s employment share in biotechnology
relative to thenation. It is calculatedbydividing the region’s proportionof employment
in biotechnology by the proportion of U.S. national employment in biotechnology.
This measure is called the location quotient. If the location quotient exceeds 1.00, the
biotechnology employment in the region is higher than that of the United States as a
whole.
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appears that themoreentrepreneurial regions alsoexperiencedgreater
employment growth. (Onemust remember, however, that these figures
have not been normalized to adjust for the size of regional population.)

A third factor that facilitates biotechnology entrepreneurship is the
advance of technological capabilities embodied in new research tools
and instruments. As the industry evolved in the late 1980s, particularly
in the human therapeutic and diagnostic segment, improvements in
instruments and tools precipitated substantial changes in drug discov-
ery and created many entrepreneurial opportunities. The interrelated
technological developments include the use of electronic libraries of
biological information (like GenBank), the development of poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR), thediscoveryof the combinatorial chem-
istry methodology in high-throughput screening, and the invention
and improvement of “lab-on-a-chip” technology.3 These advances ush-
ered in a new type of biotechnology company that focuses on “sup-
plying” the drug discovery process. Many of these new companies
became partners with large pharmaceutical firms with the intention
of making small-molecule discovery “faster, better, cheaper.” They
may target bio-informatics or a broader “technology platform” that
integrates many of the technologies listed above. In San Diego, this
segment of the industry registered the highest number of new firm
births (43) between 1988 and 1997, including Discovery Partners In-
ternational, Nanogen, CombiChem,Aurora Biosciences, Digital Gene
Technologies, and Trega Biosciences.

The trend linking instrumentation, especially information technol-
ogy, and biotechnology entrepreneurship is likely to continue well
into the twenty-first century. The sequencing of the human genome
has produced an enormous amount of biological data stored on elec-
tronic media. Entrepreneurial ventures in information technology and
biotechnology increasingly cluster together. Martha Prevezer has doc-
umented the convergence of the two industries. She states, “This in-
tertwining of the evolutionary paths of the different technologies has
made it increasingly difficult to distinguish between computing and
biotechnology skills, as the blending of specialist skills in the variety
of disciplines that are contained under both broad headings becomes

3 Nontechnical descriptions of these technologies can be found at the Biotechnology
Industry Organization’s website, www.bio.org.
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moreessential andmore commonplace” (Prevezer 1998: 256).Table 9.1
provides further evidence in support of this hypothesis. Biotechnology
entrepreneurship is greater in regions that are relatively more spe-
cialized in civilian high-technology industries. Column 5 contains the
value of the region’s specialization index for high-technology employ-
ment.4 Research Triangle, themost entrepreneurial region and the one
most specialized in biotechnology employment, is also the regionmost
specialized in high-technology employment. As onewould expect, Bay
Peninsula,California,which contains SiliconValley, is at the topaswell.
Generally, as one moves down column 5 frommost entrepreneurial to
least entrepreneurial, the index values become smaller. Regional high-
technology employment and biotechnology entrepreneurship appear
to be closely related.

Financial and Human Resources

After identifying a potential commercial opportunity, entrepreneurs
must move to protect that opportunity from competitors and to as-
semble the necessary financial and human resources to begin develop-
ing their idea. To protect ideas, biotechnology entrepreneurs depend
heavily on patents. Controversy has peppered the patent process in
biotechnology since the early years of the industry. Throughout the
1990s, the debate centered on the patentability of human genes and
gene fragments. In 1991 and 1993, two court decisions upheld broad
patent protection on the erythropoeitin gene and the beta-interferon
gene, respectively. In 1998, theUSPTOallowed patents on partial gene
sequencesknownasexpress sequence tags (ESTs).Thenextmajor con-
troversy in the field is likely to focus on gene patents based on database
searches using ESTs. In April 2000, the USPTO granted such a patent
to Human Genome Sciences. The patented gene was soon shown to
be exactly the same gene (called CCR5) that had been discovered and
described by two NIH researchers four years earlier. Their publica-
tion, which should have rendered CCR5 unpatentable and placed it in
the public domain, showed that the gene has a function in the AIDS

4 Specialization is calculated in the same way as in footnote 2. Civilian high technology
is defined using the following SIC classifications: 357, 362, 366, 367, 382, 384, 737, and
871 except 8731.
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virus. According to one scientist involved in the policy discussion, “In
2000, theUSPTOhad a backlog of about 30,000 additional gene patent
applications of this type [EST and computer database identified], and
even before the CCR5 controversy began the patent office was being
pressed to alter its policy” (Zweiger 2001: 204). It seems clear that
conflicts between scientific research in the public domain and private
interests trying to secure market exclusivity are likely to continue.

Raising sufficient financial capital is one of the most difficult chal-
lenges facing biotechnology entrepreneurs. Unlike the famous Palo
Alto garage where Hewlett-Packard was created or the Internet com-
pany getting its start in the founder’s living room, entrepreneurs
in biotechnology require expensive laboratory space, specialized in-
struments, and equipment. Based on estimates from Maryland’s
Montgomery CountyDepartment of EconomicDevelopment, the set-
up costs for an rDNA lab range from $100 to $400 per square foot
after obtaining the land and building space. Moreover, laboratories
set up to work with live viruses, like the AIDS virus, are even more
expensive since they must meet the bio-safety guidelines issued by the
NIH. Moving closer to the market, entrepreneurs interested in man-
ufacturing their products must follow current General Manufacturing
Process guidelines. Estimates of the cost of bio-manufacturing facili-
ties fall in the range of $20 million to $60 million and require from one
to four years before they are operational (Feldman 2001). These heavy
laboratory and manufacturing expenses must be sustained over many
years as drugs are developed. Hence, biotechnology entrepreneurs
have a constant need for funding, particularly in human health care
applications.

Venture capitalists are an important source of financial investment
for new biotechnology firms.5 Kenney (1986) provides one of the first
and most complete discussions of the interactions between academic
founders and venture capitalists in the early years of the industry.
Economic research attempting to identify and measure the contribu-
tion of venture capital, however, has been quite limited. Empirical
work by Zucker, Darby, and Brewer (1998) found that the presence of
venture capital in a region decreased biotechnology entrepreneurship,

5 Public equity markets are also an important source of financing for publicly held firms.
See Ernst and Young (2000) for a detailed discussion.
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asmeasured by the number of newbiotechnology firms, once other fac-
tors were controlled for. Employing a different technique, my study of
California regions finds that venture capital investment stimulates new
firm formation (Toole 2001). Resolving the causality issues in this area
of research is tricky because entrepreneurs respond to profit opportu-
nities that cannot be observed by researchers. Much work remains to
be done.

A critical part of attracting venture capital and other private in-
vestment is the makeup of the founding team. Research has shown
that the typical founding team in biotechnology has up to six people,
with an average of three (Prevezer 2001). Because of the difference
between scientific and entrepreneurial opportunities, members of
the founding team often bring different but complementary skill sets
to the venture.

Academic scientists are themost widely discussed group of biotech-
nology entrepreneurs. Kenney (1986) documents the industry’s early
history and describes some of the underlying motivations. Not surpris-
ingly, financial rewards appear to be the strongest incentive. In a study
of the greater Seattle area, Haug (1994) finds that 41 percent of com-
pany founders previously worked at academic research institutions.
For ten out of the thirty-three firms studied, all founders were previ-
ously employed in academic research. Audretsch and Stephan (1999)
analyze the backgrounds of 101 scientific founders identified from the
prospectuses of 60 firms making an initial public stock offering (IPO)
between March 1990 and November 1992. Looking only at the “scien-
tific” portion of the company founding teams, their data suggest that
57 percent of the scientific founders had no formal employment his-
tory with private industry prior to starting the firm. Of course, this
does not mean they were completely unfamiliar with industry. Kenney
(1986) describes the long and “venerable” tradition of consulting be-
tween academic faculty and corporations, government, and nonprofit
institutions. Equally revealing is that the remaining 43 percent of these
scientist-founders had some formal employment connection with in-
dustry prior to founding the new firm.

As the industry has matured and entrepreneurial opportunities
have become more technology-based, the backgrounds of founders
of biotechnology companies have become more industrial and less
academic. In the 1970s, over half of the founders came from academic
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settings, but this proportion had dropped to one-fifth by the mid-1980s
and the proportion of founders from industry had increased to two-
thirds (Prevezer 2001). Experienced managers bring crucial skills and
knowledge to the founding team, which make them better able to
evaluate entrepreneurial opportunities than most academic scientists.
Alejandro Zaffaroni exemplifies the sort of “serial entrepreneur” who
has contributed so much to the industry. Zaffaroni has been instru-
mental in founding five successful biotechnology companies in the
San Francisco Bay Area (Alza, DNAX Research Institute, Affymax
Research Institute, Crescendo Pharmaceuticals, and Maxygen) (Day
2000). Venture capitalists often look for such founders and help them
to spin off new firms by financing their deals. For instance, the chair-
man of CoCensys, F. Richard Nichol, took one of his firm’s early stage
technologies to the venture capital market in April 1998. He raised
$10 million and Cytovia, Inc., was born (Van Brunt 1999). Biotechnol-
ogy spin-offs are a major mechanism of entrepreneurship.

Biotechnology start-ups require specialized labor beyond that of
their founders. Their key employees must understand the relevant sci-
ence and have the skills to carry out lab research. Recently trained
graduate students are an important part of the flow of skilled labor
into entrepreneurial biotechnology ventures, as are individuals with
some experience in the industry. The Bureau of Labor Statistics re-
ports that “natural scientists” and “chemical machine operators” are
the two largest groups of skilled labor employed in the human thera-
peutics and diagnostics industry, comprising 15 and 26 percent of the
total employment, respectively.6 These two groups represent two ends
of the innovative process. Natural scientists work primarily in the prod-
uct discovery stage while machine operators are used more intensively
in production. Columns 6 and 7 of Table 9.1 display indicators of re-
gional employment specialization for natural scientists and machine
operators in 1997. Column 6 indicates that the most entrepreneurial
regions also have greater specialization in scientific employment.
Column 7 is ambiguous; there is no apparent trend among machine

6 This figure is for 1997 SIC classification 283, which encompasses human therapeutics
and diagnostics, although it is not restricted to biotechnology. See footnote 1. The
5-digit OES occupational codes used to calculate 1997 regional labor specialization
are: 24000 for natural scientists; 92935 and 92938 for chemical machine operators.
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operators. This finding illustrates the key role of biotechnology
start-ups in the research phase of the human therapeutics and diag-
nostics industry. Abundant regional pools of natural scientists are as-
sociated with high rates of biotechnology entrepreneurship.

Market Applications

One of the most distinctive features of entrepreneurship in biotech-
nology is the diversity of potential market applications. These appli-
cations span vastly different sectors of the economy including human
andanimal health, agriculture, industrial processes, cosmetics, environ-
mental cleanup, marine applications, criminal justice, paternity rights,
and more. Unlike the information technology industry where a core
product can be tailored to specific application needs across different
sectors, biotechnology applications often require completely different
products and processes to be developed for each market. Limited flex-
ibility to transfer core product designs across multiple market appli-
cations implies that entrepreneurs in biotechnology face greater risks
fromdownstreammarketmovement.Developing products to treat hu-
man disease is fundamentally different from developing products for
agricultural markets, for instance. The stories of Genentech’s success
at expressing human insulin in bacteria andMonsanto’s success at cre-
ating herbicide-resistant soybeans share little in common except for
their use of rDNA technology (Stern 1995; Ruttan 2001).

An entrepreneurial firm’s particular market application will deter-
mine which government agencies must review and approve its product
for marketing. Since the approval criteria are specific to each agency,
the necessary steps and implied cost for product development will also
varyacross applications.Forhuman therapeutic anddiagnostic applica-
tions, the cost and time required can be overwhelming to a small start-
up. Robert Swanson, describing the early experience at Genentech
(which he served as CEO), summarizes the challenge:

Costs to build a production facility exceeded $80 million, and development
expenses were well into the tens of millions of dollars. It required more
than 1,000 man-years to bring the product through the various stages of
development – beginning with fermentation scale-up and purification, through
animal and human testing, and finally obtaining approval for marketing from
the Food and Drug Administration. (Swanson 1986: 432)
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If anything, these costs have increased over time. The Tufts Center for
theStudyofDrugDevelopment (2001) estimates the inflation-adjusted
average cost to develop a new prescription drug to be $802 million.

Recent research on trends in product development and FDA ap-
proval times indicates that biotechnology-based drugs face longer clin-
ical development periods than traditional pharmaceuticals. Using data
on biotechnology therapeutics approved by the FDA between 1995
and 1999, Reichert (2000) finds that the total time between first notifi-
cation of clinical testing and market approval has increased relative to
the 1982–1994 period. This total time to market can be further broken
into its clinical and FDA approval phases. When this is done, the data
suggest that clinical trials are taking longer for biotechnology candi-
dates whereas mean FDA approval delays have decreased. Extended
clinical development can have a ripple effect on investor expectations
and choke off equity capital.

As significant development hurdles get identified, entrepreneurs
respond with new solutions. For instance, some observers note that
the emergence of platform technology and other “tool-based” start-
ups was a response to the difficulties of becoming a fully integrated
drug company (Deger 1997). Moreover, a new variety of start-up has
emerged that targets clinical development. This new type of company
focuses on either in-licensing or contracting with discovery-focused
firms to takepromising biotechnology candidates through clinical trials
and FDA approval. Further, many researchers point to the emergence
of collaborative agreements as a creative response to evolving devel-
opment challenges. These agreements often involve the exchange of
financial capital as well as research, marketing, and production capa-
bilities between younger biotechnology firms and established pharma-
ceutical companies (Pisano et al. 1988; Arora and Gambardella 1995;
Powell et al. 1996; Feldman 2001).

challenges facing policymakers and researchers

The challenges facing policymakers and researchers in this area of en-
trepreneurship policy are different. Policymakers must draw on the
insights of all concerned parties, make logical connections between
cause and effect, and choose the actions that appear to be the best for
promotingentrepreneurshipandeconomicdevelopment.Researchers,
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on the other hand, must identify, describe, and evaluate the factors
and policies that facilitate entrepreneurship and, further, connect en-
trepreneurship to indicators of economic development like employ-
ment growth. These challenges are difficult because biotechnology and
its policy environment are complex, interdependent, and fluid. More-
over, we are just beginning to distinguish the features that make policy
effective, and are just starting to build an understanding of the factors
that drive biotechnology entrepreneurship. Still, a few modest sugges-
tions are warranted.

At the national level, policymakers need to streamline the patent
process. In light of the enormous up-front investments in research and
development required in the biotechnology industry, investors demand
patent protection for both initial and follow-on rounds of financing.
The USPTO, however, has huge backlogs of biotechnology patent
applications that take an average of two years to be approved. These
delays and the attendant uncertainty jeopardize the financial viability
of emerging biotechnology companies.

National policymakers also need to work cooperatively with the
social science research community so that current polices can be eval-
uated. Unfortunately, at a time when biotechnology policy questions
are taking on greater importance, federal agencies are becoming less
cooperative and, in some cases, are actually pulling critical informa-
tion out of the public domain. For instance, the NIH, the most im-
portant funding agency in the field, no longer publicly reports the
financial award amount as part of its grants and contracts database.
Needless to say, without access to this information, researchers will be
unable to evaluate the effectiveness of the uses to which tax dollars are
being put.

At the regional level, policymakers should note that biotechnol-
ogy entrepreneurship is highest in regions that have a strong scientific
infrastructure and venture capital investment. This is the traditional
“one-two punch” that sparked the development process in regions
like the Bay Peninsula in California and Boston’s Route 128 area.
Building a strong scientific infrastructure is a long-term process that
must include both commercial laboratories and not-for-profit research
institutions. Building infrastructure is a necessary first step. Venture
capital should be made available as viable opportunities emerge. Ven-
ture capital can only be effective when there are quality deals to fund.
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Emerging evidence also suggests, however, that regional entrepreneur-
ship policy for biotechnology should be part of a larger “integrated”
plan to promote growth in complementary high-technology industries.

Policymakers should continue to consider programs designed to
bridge laboratory research and innovation. Scientist-entrepreneurs in-
terested in pursuing ideas for new products require independently
owned laboratory space. To help overcome the laboratory cost barrier,
many private and public “incubators” are being set up. These incu-
bators provide low-cost laboratory space and other business services.
In 1998, for instance, Montgomery County, Maryland, opened a fifty-
thousand-square-foot facility housing twenty-four fully equippedmod-
ular wet laboratories. Although it is still too early to gauge success, this
incubator has awaiting list of interested entrepreneurs andhas success-
fully “graduated” twelve firms to independent facilities. Incubators are
only one example of bridging policies. A recent survey sponsored by
the Biotechnology Industry Organization looks at a full range of pro-
grams being pursued by state and local governments (Biotechnology
Industry Organization 2001).

Researchers face the combined problems of limited data and inter-
dependencies in entrepreneurship. Any researcher who hopes to iden-
tify the causal effect of biotechnology policy must somehow account
for the behavior of academic scientists, venture capitalists, industrial
executives, and other relevant factors. Despite the difficulties, such re-
search is urgently needed to understand and enhance the contribution
of public R&D funding and commercialization programs like SBIR.
Policy would also benefit from case study research describing regional
development experiences or firm-specific experiences that help shed
light on the path from invention to innovation.
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E-Commerce, Entrepreneurship, and the Law

Reassessing a Relationship

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger

The commercialization of the Internet in the second half of the 1990s
triggered a wave of entrepreneurial activity, as well as a burst of
innovation and Schumpeterian “creative destruction” (Schumpeter
1942).1 Despite the eventual burst of the dot-com bubble, a num-
ber of ecommerce brands have become household names, and the
services they offer are used by millions around the world.2 En-
trepreneurship in the virtual world has frequently been compared
with nineteenth-century gold rushes and land grabs (see Spar 2001:
2–4). As in the mountains and prairies of the Wild West, public pol-
icy seems to have no place on the virtual frontier, except to sti-
fle, obstruct, and slow down the new breed of entrepreneurs and
innovators.

In this chapter, I argue that this offhand rejection of public policy
is mistaken. To make my case, I consider the relationship between law
(which I conceive of as a subset of public policy) and entrepreneurship,

1 “Creative destruction” is the process “that revolutionizes the economic structure from
within, incessantlydestroying theoldone, incessantly creatinganewone” (Schumpeter
1942: 152).

2 For example, by 2000Amazon.com, founded only in 1994, had become the forty-eighth
most valuable brand name in the world, and at the end of the second quarter of 2001
had 21 million regular customers.

I thank Lewis M. Branscomb for his criticism and my research assistant Edgar Lee for
his tireless help.
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using the ecommerce sector as a test case.3 In particular, I look in some
detail at three functions of the law: leveling the playing field formarket
competition, protecting innovation, and enforcing transactional obli-
gations. My interest lies in how these functions may serve to support
ecommerce entrepreneurship, rather than to stifle it. Much more re-
search into the interactionbetween lawandentrepreneurship is needed
to understand law’s potential costs and benefits, so I proceed to sug-
gest a preliminary agenda for further scholarship. Finally, I take the
idea of entrepreneurship and apply it to law-making itself. Contrary
to conventional wisdom, I propose that entrepreneurs in some sectors
may actually benefit from risk-taking rule makers.

antagonistic views

Entrepreneurship and law have long been seen as naturally antago-
nistic. Law promises certainty. Entrepreneurship thrives on risk. En-
trepreneurs expand the scope of possibility, overcome limitations,
break rules. Laws restrict.

Entrepreneurs portray the situation this way. They see themselves
as trailblazers, the business world’s equivalent of Nobel laureates,
renowned artists, and path-breaking societal leaders. The law in this
view is a hindrance, constraining their innovative activities.Nothing ex-
presses this “sense of self” better than the award winning, emotional
1997 Apple commercial entitled “Think different.”4 Interspersed be-
tween short snippets of Albert Einstein, Pablo Picasso, Mahatma
Gandhi, andAlfredHitchcock, we see entrepreneursRichardBranson
and Ted Turner. A somber voice comments:

Here is to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the trouble makers, the round
pegs in the square holes, the ones who see things differently. They are not fond
of rules and they have no respect for the status quo. They change things, they
push the human race forward. Andwhile somemay see them as the crazy ones,
we see genius.

3 I use the term “law” to refer to formal societal rules, created through an agreed-on
societal process. “Policies” include a broader set of principles determining what and
how things are done.

4 This ad can be found at the Apple website: http://www.apple.com/thinkdifferent/
ad1.html.
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Seen from this vantage point, entrepreneurs, the ones who break the
rules, must necessarily clash with the law, a structure designed to pro-
tect the status quo. Entrepreneurs have found two ways to describe
this clash. According to the first, the struggle is one of absolutes. Cy-
berspace is a legal void, a lawless frontier from which government,
the law, needs to be kept away. “Grateful Dead” lyricist and digerati
John Perry Barlow is the most articulate representative of this view.
In his much-quoted “Declaration of Independence of Cyberspace” he
declared cyberspace outside the physical world and its rules (Barlow
1996). For him, extending laws to online activities would be an act of
usurpation and the end of creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship.

Amore pragmatic understanding of the situation concedes that law
cannot be kept out of cyberspace forever. Internet entrepreneurs hold-
ing this point of view, like Barlow, see government interventionmainly
as a threat. But in contrast to Barlow, they aim only at slowing the pace
of law’s entrance into cyberspace, while they move on to another yet
unregulated niche, where they can continue to innovate.

Such antagonistic views are not surprising. Over the last decade,
legislatures have been busy imposing numerous legal restrictions on
ecommerce entrepreneurs. In the United States, a legislative frame-
work dating from the Cold War prohibited the export of software for
secure data transfers (see Diffie and Landau 1998; Levy 2001). A law
taggedonto themuch-awaitedTelecommunicationsAct of 1996 threat-
ened Internet content and access providers with criminal liability and
draconian reprisals should they not police the spread of “indecent” in-
formation.5 Killing Napster, large recording and publishing companies
secured the passage of a new copyright lawmaking illegal the develop-
ment and use of technology to share information – even if the sharing
itself would be legal (see Litman 2001).6 And in theEuropeanUnion, a
stringent data protection statute has severely curtailed the datamining

5 The Communications Decency Act (CDA), held unconstitutional in ACLU v. Reno;
much of the substance of the CDA was enacted again as the Children Online Protec-
tion Act (COPA), held unconstitutional in 2000 by the Federal Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit,ACLU v. Reno II, No. 99-1324, U.S. Supreme Court granted certiori,
decision pending; undeterred, Congress passed a slightly amended version as the Chil-
dren’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), codified as 20 U.S.C. § 9134 and 47 U.S.C. §
254(h); a complaint filed in Federal Court against CIPA is pending.

6 TheDigitalMillenniumCopyrightAct is not the only recent law strengthening existing
owners of intellectual property (see Litman 2001).
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of personal information, the very lifeblood of many ecommerce en-
trepreneurs banking on mass customization of information and ser-
vices (see also Mayer-Schönberger 1999).7 No wonder entrepreneurs
have seen themselves besieged by the law. Intriguingly, much of this
legislative activism restricting entrepreneurial activity in cyberspace
stems froma senseof loss of control similar to that felt by entrepreneurs
in the face of government intervention. Passing laws is policymakers’
crude reaction to what they perceive as the infringement of standards
of decency, of privacy, and of property brought about by cyberspace
entrepreneurs.

From the perspective of both the entrepreneurs and the legisla-
tors, this struggle looks momentous, an eternal ebb and flow between
risk and security. Given these circumstances it is understandable that
entrepreneurs view the law as their enemy, and that a conventional
wisdom has formed not just among the digerati, but among the pub-
lic at large that the legal system is the enemy of entrepreneurship in
cyberspace.

There is some truth in this view. Yet it provides only a limited per-
spective of a complex relationship, in which the “law” can be as much
an enabling as a restrictive force.

law as leveler

Law is a potent tool to initiate and sustain competition, and by doing so
may transform itself from being an entrepreneur’s enemy to becoming
an ally. By fostering entrepreneurial niches and enabling new entrants
to gain entry to a market space, a new regulatory framework may turn
into apowerful enabler for entrepreneurs, overcoming the legacyof the
old regulatory regimes, which stifled innovation and entrepreneurship.

Over the last decades, many entrepreneurs have become advocates
for the “liberalization” of economic sectors from regulatory control.
Their quest has been joined by many others, resulting in an impressive
stream of economic “liberalization” in the United States as well as in
many other nations around the world. From the airline industry (Boaz

7 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October
1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data
and on the free movement of such data, 1995 O.J. (L 281) 31.
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andCrane1993) to telecommunications (Spiller andCardilli 1997) tofi-
nancial services (Meerschwam 1991) and the provision of energy (Kalt
1996), old-style monopolies that were highly regulated by arcane ad-
ministrative rules have been replaced with –mostly 8 – vibrantmarkets
offering better goods and services at a fraction9 of the original prices.

Entrepreneurial companies typically see themselves as potential
beneficiaries of suchde-regulation.Given the complexity of older regu-
lations, no regulation seems thebest of all options. “Before government
comes in and regulates,” a senior manager from Microsoft remarked,
“everything is fine, after that it’s chaos” (Heileman 2000).10 It seems
that all government has to do is eradicate regulations, weed out the
stifling law, and let the invisible hand of the market take care of the
rest.

Yet successful “liberalization,” as Stephen Vogel and others have
eloquently shown, requires a skillfully crafted and carefully imple-
mented legal framework to guarantee a market’s ongoing success (Vo-
gel 1996; Hills 1986;Moran 1991). At first glance, this may sound coun-
terintuitive. But highly regulated sectors are often dominated by pow-
erful monopolies or oligopolies. Merely abolishing the old regulatory
frameworkmay leave the newmarket with an all-powerful incumbent,
ready to squash any entrepreneurial new entrant. This is particularly
true for sectors like telecommunications, energy, or transport, which
require new entrants to invest heavily in infrastructure that incum-
bents have already put in place and paid for through inflatedmonopoly
prices, and to connect to elements of the incumbents’ infrastructure
that they cannot duplicate.

Hence such re-regulations regularly define the conditions of “inter-
connection” for linking the networks of incumbents and new entrants.

8 De-regulation is not a magic potion. It needs to be done right. Not surprisingly, some
attempts to introduce markets have failed. The California electricity crisis was one of
the more visible failures (see Hogan 2001).

9 The European Union, for example, has calculated that due to the de-regulation of
telecommunications and electricity markets, real term expenditures for a standard
household on electricity and telecommunications were reduced by up to 25 per-
cent in EU member states. EU consumers continue to benefit, but reforms must
be accelerated.

10 Microsoft provides an interesting example, as it still retains a very strong en-
trepreneurial spirit, despite the fact that it has turned into the world’s second biggest
multinational corporation.
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Left to the market, incumbents could extract prohibitively high fees
from new entrants, and, given the financial resources at their disposal,
could elect to starve out their nascent competition until it has run out
ofmoney. Successful “re-regulation” requiresmore than just reining in
large incumbents, however. New entrantsmust not get too good a deal,
either. If they did, they would have less of an incentive to innovate and
be efficient, and to create an attractive alternative. The challenge is to
find a balance that creates incentives for all market players.

Consequently, a sophisticated replacement of the old regulatory
framework must fulfill two distinct tasks. First, it must replace the old
noncompetitive setup by opening the sector to entrepreneurial new
entrants.Equally important, however, itmust alsoprovidea framework
that ensures continuing competition. What is termed “de-regulation”
is in fact a complex “re-regulation,” the replacement of old-style rules
with a market-based regulatory framework. Thus Vogel entitled his
book Freer Markets, More Rules (1996). (See Eli Noam’s chapter in
this volume as well.)

A wide variety of entrepreneurs have already benefited from these
newregulatory frameworks. For example, thede-regulationof financial
services in the United States made it possible for ecommerce compa-
nies to “go demand-side,” to offer a bundle of services not based on
artificial regulatory categories but on their customers’ comprehensive
financial needs. New Internet access providers and network operators
exist because of the de-regulation of the telecommunications sector,
whereas ecommerce resellers of excess energy are enabled by the re-
regulation of energy markets.

There is no certainty that “de-regulation” will be successful in creat-
ing and maintaining competitive markets. Building a new legal frame-
work is a complex undertaking. Regulators may err and create the
wrong set of incentives. In such ill-designed markets, competition will
fail and entrepreneurs won’t be better off than they were in closed
markets. Yet, re-regulation – if done right – holds significant potential
for entrepreneurs.

Law as Protector

Creating and maintaining competitive markets is only one function of
the legal system.Another is recognizing and protecting valuable rights.
The most obvious example of such a right is the right to own property.
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Property has always provided an important incentive for en-
trepreneurs. During the days of the gold rush individual entrepreneurs
invested in prospecting claims. Similarly, whatever land families had
staked out and fenced in during the Oklahoma land rush was theirs.
In the postindustrial society of the Internet, the power over physical
property has been replaced by the power to control information. For
example, the astonishing stock market valuation of Microsoft is based
not on its holdings of real estate, facilities, inventory, or investment in
other firms. It is based almost exclusively on intangibles –most notably
intellectual property rights for its best-selling software.

Entrepreneurs should be expected to fully embrace intellectual
property rights. Yet many entrepreneurs in the information technol-
ogy sector, an area in which intellectual property protection is quite
important, have become openly skeptical of the intellectual property
law’s ability to serve their needs.11 They argue that entrepreneurship
depends on the open exchange of information, of innovative ideas and
designs. Entrepreneurs, they maintain, combine existing ideas from
a vast corpus of human knowledge when seizing new market niches.
Destroying this sense of openness and robust informational exchange
threatens the very culture in which entrepreneurship thrives.

Moreover, they suggest that intellectual property protection is
less important for ecommerce entrepreneurs operating at breakneck
speed. At such speed, entrepreneurs can easily let others copy their of-
ferings, because the time it takes for these others to introduce similar
services will be used by entrepreneurs to create new innovations. How-
ever hard they try, the copycats will always lag behind as the innovators
blaze the trail andmakemoney off the lead-time advantage they enjoy
over their competitors. Additionally, it is argued, intellectual property
rights have been modified over the last decades to benefit the incum-
bents, the “majors,” the large possessors of intellectual property, while
new entrants, the start-ups, the true entrepreneurs, are suffering from
a stifling climate of overprotection. Finally, they contend, these legal
changes have made it harder, more costly, and time-consuming for en-
trepreneurs to protect their innovations, further eroding their chances
in the information markets. In sum, entrepreneurs would, contrary to

11 For example, ecommerce entrepreneur Robert Young (1999), of Red Hat Software,
argues that intellectual property protection creates barriers restraining commercial
success.
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the conventional wisdom, actually benefit from the abolition of in-
tellectual property rights, as their agility, adaptability, and ingenuity
provide them with a material advantage over slow-moving traditional
competitors.

The critics have a point. To achieve innovation in today’s com-
plex markets, entrepreneurs invariably have to build on existing in-
novations, which are likely to have been patented or copyrighted by
others. Jessica Litman and Pamela Samuelson have persuasively ar-
gued that in the last three decades intellectual property protection has
been strengthened at the behest of large rights holders (Litman 2001;
Samuelson 1996; Bettig 1996). And these “majors” now control more
of the intellectual property markets than ever before. For example,
the five leading media companies control more than 90 percent of the
cinema and 80 percent of the home video market. Microsoft main-
tains more than 90 percent market share not only of the operating
systems but also of the office application software and the Internet
browser markets. AOL/Time-Warner, Microsoft, and Yahoo provide
online services for more than fifty million subscribers, orders of mag-
nitude more than their closest competitors. Moreover, with the ques-
tionable recognition of business method patents, dominant companies
like Amazon.com can patent parts of their shopping experience (the
so-called one-click-shopping)12 and require royalties from every small
ecommerce entrepreneur (Wells 2001).

Against this backdrop, the call to abolish intellectual property laws
and to open information vaults and let knowledge and innovation be
used freely by others has fallen on surprisingly fertile ground. The
operating system Linux is its most prominent poster child. Known
as “open source,” “open content,” or “open code,” this system has
proponents who claim they are bolstering, not destroying, ecommerce
opportunities. Even “majors” like IBM, Sun, and Apple, never timid
about enforcing their own intellectual property rights, have jumped on
the open source bandwagon.

Yet this perspective provides a lopsided view of the full picture.
As Jane Ginsburg argues, intellectual property rights have also been
weakened, both by lawmakers responding to calls for more “fair use,”

12 See Amazon.com, Inc. v. Barnesandnoble.com, Inc., 73 F. Supp. 2d 1228, 1232 (W.D.
Wash. 1999).
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and, much more important, by technological advances that ease ille-
gal copying and distribution (Ginsburg 1999). Attempts to strengthen
intellectual property laws are mainly responses to the threat posed
by technological change. On a more abstract level, economists have
argued that well-crafted intellectual property protection not only
benefits rights holders, but provides an incentive framework that
maximizes innovation as well as information diffusion. For exam-
ple, comparing the strength of national intellectual property protec-
tion and its relationship to economic growth, Robert J. Barro and
Xavier Sala-I-Martin suggest that “poorly defined intellectual prop-
erty rights imply that leaders have insufficient incentive to invent and
followers have excessive incentive to copy” (Barro and Sala-I-Martin
1997).

Furthermore, most infringers are not the highly innovative coders,
but competitors out tomakea “quickbuck.”For example, the company
complaining loudest that Amazon.com, a successful entrepreneurial
start-up, had been granted a questionable business method patent that
stifled innovation was not a small entrepreneur, but traditional book-
selling incumbent Barnes & Noble. In addition, many of the more
dubious intellectual property rights initially granted are, as Amazon
had to realize, successfully contested because they lack originality or
novelty. It is true that large corporations have drastically stepped up
their intellectual property protection activities, but small companies
are even more adamant. In 1972, small entrepreneurs only accounted
for 5 percent of patent applications. In 1992 their share had grown to
a staggering 23 percent. And, as Kevin Rivette and David Kline point
out, these entrepreneurial Davids have successfully employed the law
to win hundreds of millions of dollars in patent cases against pow-
erful Goliaths like Microsoft or General Electric (Rivette and Kline
2000).

Alternatives to intellectual property come with their own problem-
atic baggage. Limiting intellectual property protection may prompt
businesses to protect their intellectual property by using other legal
constructs, like trade secrecy, trademark, and unfair competition laws,
which tend to overprotect and favor larger players, exactly the opposite
of what entrepreneurs would want.

Moreover, despite the claims of open software proponents, speed
cannot fully substitute for protection.Massive innovation still requires
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substantial capital investment, which ultimately must be earned back.
Information can be copied in a matter of seconds, much faster than
any fast-paced innovation can ever occur. If a return on the initial in-
vestment is not assured, it must be financed through different means.
IBM gave away its software in the 1970s (although it never gave up
its intellectual property rights), because it was bundling it with (pro-
prietary) hardware. Hardware sales were subsidizing software. Such
cross-subsidization is, however, usually not an option for a fledgling
start-up company, and uncertainty over the ability to recoup its initial
investment makes it harder to attract outside capital. It is no surprise
then that so far open source initiatives have almost entirely been fo-
cused on nonstrategic information. IBM may have embraced Linux,
but it certainly has yet to open source its own most valuable software
gems. The same is true for Sun and Apple.

On a more conceptual level, experts have argued that the col-
laborative, piecemeal style of innovation championed by the open
source community and epitomized by Linux cannot provide the
paradigm-shifting innovative breakthroughs entrepreneurs are push-
ing for. Hence, from an entrepreneurial perspective intellectual prop-
erty protection may actually have a concrete conceptual advantage
over the open source paradigm.

In sum, intellectual property laws are not faultless. Neither are they
perfectly aligned with the interests of the entrepreneurs. Yet, contrary
to some entrepreneurial sentiment, on balance they seem to protect
rather than stifle entrepreneurial activity.

Law as Enforcer

Law fulfills a third potentially useful function: it enforces contractual
obligations. When market participants transact with each other, they
need to trust that the other side will fulfill its contractual obligation.
Market participants have many different means to establish the nec-
essary trust among them – from frequent, personal interactions to re-
lianceon thirdparty rating systems.13 Theymayalsofindanappropriate

13 This is what online auction site eBay.com and others do by permitting auction partic-
ipants to rate the reliability and trustworthiness of the other parties in the auction.
Over time, reliable buyers and sellers establish a strong positive rating, on which
potential business partners rely.
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substitute to trust in.This canbeanotherhumanbeing, like aguarantor,
or a societal contract enforcement and conflict resolution institution.
The legal system is the main such institution. It permits buyers and
sellers to contract without having to establish complete trust in each
other’s willingness to execute. Instead they rely on the threat of law’s
power to coerce the other side to perform (or at least to pay the dam-
ages caused by its nonperformance). Law enables us to transact with
others whom we do not know, whom we have not met, or who live far
away.

The legal system functions as an enforcer of contractual obligations
at a societal as well as individual level. Each individual enforcement
action sends a signal not only to the parties affected, but also to other
observers that noncompliance is costly. This societal signaling device
reduces noncompliance, lowering overall transactional risk and thus
transaction costs (Coase 1960).

Entrepreneurs generally are engaged in riskier business proposi-
tions than established corporations, in the hope of reaping dispropor-
tionate rewards. But risk comes at a cost. Although entrepreneurs may
not be able to influence external risks such as overallmarket conditions
or interest rates, they certainly desire to lower the risks they can con-
trol. Transactional risk is one such controllable component. When the
legal system successfully lowers transactional risk, it directly assists en-
trepreneurs, arguably even more so than traditional businesses. What
is true for entrepreneurs in general is even more true for ecommerce
entrepreneurs, who typically receive orders from customers they have
nevermet, andwithwhom they have had no chance to establishmutual
trust. According to BizRate.com, the leading provider for ecommerce
metrics, ona typicalweek in2001more than5millionecommerce trans-
actions took place.14 Amazon.com, the largest ecommerce retailer,
received almost 38 million orders in the six weeks before Christmas
2001 from its 21 million registered customers,15 and online auction-
eer eBay hosted more than 5 million auctions in parallel. Every one
of these millions of transactions bears some risk, especially where the
seller knows little about the buyers. The power of the legal system to

14 For the first week of October, 2001, less than amonth after the terrorist attacks on the
WorldTradeCenter and thePentagon,BizRate.comreported 5.04million ecommerce
transactions, not substantially lower than a month or two earlier, for a total value of
657 million U.S. dollars.

15 Amazon.com 2001 Annual Report, available at http://www.amazon.com.
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enforce contracts and protect bona fide contractual parties helps lower
the overall risk, benefiting fledgling ecommerce entrepreneurs.

The legal system as enforcer incorporates another advantage to en-
trepreneurs. It scales. Unlike building network infrastructure or brand
recognition, utilizing the legal system does not require heavy initial
investment from the parties. Instead, enforcement costs are mostly a
linear function of transaction volume. At least in this limited sense the
legal system is a public good. This feature of the law directly benefits
ecommerce start-ups in transactional markets, from ecommerce retail-
ing to financial services to travel agencies online. Quite directly, the
law is their ally, and in a way they most likely have not thought of.

The legal system is not the only way to lower transaction costs,
however. Alternatives to lower transaction costs – like mediation, ar-
bitration, self-regulation, or insurance – exist, yet so far the law has
kept its primacy, partly because it is so widely accepted an institution,
partly because, ceteris paribus, it has been less costly than other al-
ternatives. But the success of law as a tool to lower transaction costs
rests on a number of premises, two of which may be undermined by
the very characteristics of Internet-based commerce. The first premise
is the strong locational dimension of any legal system. Law functions
well as enforcer as long as both parties are within the same jurisdiction,
within the law’s area of effective enforcement. Things get complicated
if the two parties are from two different jurisdictions. The legal sys-
tem has evolved to resolve such situations by referring to meta-rules,
rules to decide whose rules should apply (Scoles and Hay 1992; von
Mehren and Trautman 1965; Leflar 1968). But this process is costly and
time-consuming.

The second premise is one of relative transaction value. Although
enforcement scales with the number of transactions, it does not scale
so well with the value of each transaction. Legal enforcement cost for a
very high-value transaction is higher than for a low-value transaction,
but below a certain threshold enforcement costs are more or less flat.
It is about as expensive to enforce a five-hundred-dollar contract as it
is to enforce a five-dollar contract. Unfortunately for enforcement by
law, ecommerce is all about millions of low-value transactions, regu-
larly crossing jurisdictional boundaries. In a typical week in 2001, for
example, the average value of an ecommerce transaction was just $130
according to BizRate.com.
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As a result, alternative systems may provide lower transaction costs
than the law, thus robbing it of its competitive advantage, at least in
economic terms: The legal system is too expensive to provide efficient
contract enforcement. Even if no cheaper alternative exists, the in-
creasing costs of using the law relative to the absolute value of the
transaction may pose a problem not just for the law, but for the very
business proposition: if one cannot enforce one’s business transactions,
one may not be able to survive as a business.16

Ecommerce companies have therefore looked carefully at alterna-
tive systems to ensure contractual enforcement. eBay has achieved a
very low “fraud” rate of .01 percent through its rating system, which
provides risk assessment information for contractual parties, and an
optional arbitration system. It has also spurred a cottage industry of
companies offering risk minimizing payment and escrow alternatives.
On a much larger scale, credit card companies, too, offer a powerful
alternative. They guarantee payment – contractual enforcement – for a
percentage of the transaction value, thus ensuring excellent scalability,
as well as efficiency even at comparably low transaction values.17

Does this spell the end of law as enabling and supporting ecom-
merce entrepreneurship? It is too early to tell. Without doubt, the law
is challenged in its role as enforcer by the swell in cross-jurisdictional
low value transactions online (Mayer-Schönberger 2001a; Mayer-
Schönberger 2001b). Addressing this challenge must be high on the
agenda of any serious legislator, as well as on that of any entrepreneur
hoping for an affordable system to reduce transactional risk. The legal
system remains a powerful player, however, even in the wake of this
substantial challenge and the advent of alternative structures. The law
is deeply rooted in our society. It retains a strongly visible signaling
effect, especially in high-profile cases, causing some to use it despite its
economic shortcomings. Furthermore, alternative systems may com-
plement the legal system in reducing transactional risks, rather than

16 Not every business needs legal enforcement. Software shareware, for example, is
based on the honor principle: you pay if you decide to keep using it. Enforcement is
based on ethical values rather than legal rules. If the transaction value is small, and
the ethical values to pay are fairly widespread, such a business model may not only
be sustainable but in fact may be more efficient than one based on legal enforcement.

17 Credit card companies do, however, have a transaction minimum fee regardless of
transaction value.
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replacing it. Alternative systems often require the law to be in place
for them to work. Credit card companies, for instance, can only per-
form the role of enforcer because they themselves rely on the legal
system ultimately to resolve disputes. Without the law, they could not
exist.

As we have seen, one of law’s functions is to guarantee contractual
enforcement. Because it may thus reduce transactional risk it assists
ecommerce entrepreneurs. They benefit from its scaling structure, its
public good character, and its societal acceptance. Yet low transaction
values and cross-jurisdictional transactions reduce its potential useful-
ness. Legislators must confront this “jurisdictional challenge” but even
if alternative systems abound, the lawwill not be completely displaced.
It may become less visible as transactional enforcer, but its existence
is no less needed.

mapping out a research agenda

Among the law’smany functions, the three described above potentially
assist and benefit ecommerce entrepreneurs in their activities by

� providing a regulatory framework enabling new entrepreneurial
entrants in “liberalized” markets,

� protecting entrepreneurs in their innovative endeavors through
intellectual property rights, and

� enforcing transactional contracts.

Law’s role as supporting entrepreneurs is not a given for any of these
functions. Whether or not law is aligned with and thus supportive of
entrepreneurship depends on its substance, on how it is crafted. As we
have seen, law holds substantial promise, but wrongly worded it can be
whatmany entrepreneurs intuitively suspect it to be in general: stifling.

Hence, much of the success or failure of the law to support en-
trepreneurship depends on the concrete effect of legal rules on en-
trepreneurial activity. Yet neither the exact implications of certain le-
gal designs on entrepreneurship, nor entrepreneurship’s demands on
the law, have received much academic analysis. A search on Lexis, the
comprehensive legal database in the United States, retrieves less than
a handful of articles over the last three decades looking at the interface
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of entrepreneurship and law (Hobbs 1997; Aoki 1996; O’Reilly 2000).
The harvest is not much bigger when looking at the teaching side.
Researching law schools around the country reveals few programs or
centers devoted to “entrepreneurship and the law.”18 Courses that are
offered focus mostly on the legal and regulatory requirements to start
a business, describing law as a hurdle, not a tool to be used.

Some research parallels may be drawn from work conducted on
the role of law in so-called transition economies. Studies in that
field looked at the suitability of the legal framework for contract en-
forcement, intellectual property protection, and the denationalization
of certain economic sectors (Hendley 2001; Hendley, Murrell, and
Ryterman 2001; Hendrix 2001; Pei 2001; Heller 2001). Although they
may provide a solid set of general assumptions, the focus of these stud-
ies is different. Their goal is to understand transition dynamics, not the
more general interface between entrepreneurs and the legal system.

Additional academic work is therefore necessary to shed light on
the subject, and to aid legislators in their difficult task. Different
kinds of entrepreneurial activities are linked to different functions of
the legal framework. In this chapter, I have focused on ecommerce
entrepreneurship and identified three related functions of the law.
Furthering our understanding of these three functions and their inter-
action with entrepreneurship through additional research could pro-
vide valuable insights, by, for instance:

� looking at how recent “re-regulations” attempt to rebalance the
“playing field” for new entrants and incumbents alike, in order to
analyze how this rebalancing was intended by the policymakers,
and to what extent the rule structure put in place has resulted
in the intended competition (Schipke 2001; Vogel 1996; Mayer-
Schönberger and Lazer 2002)

� exploring the concrete needs for intellectual property protection
and information sharing for entrepreneurial companies in various
sectors, for example with quantitative or case methods, to compare

18 These few include Pepperdine University School of Law’s Center for Entrepreneur-
ship and Technology Law, the Germeshausen Center for the Law of Innovation
and Entrepreneurship at Franklin Pierce Law Center, the Program on Law and En-
trepreneurship at Oregon Law School, and Chicago-Kent Law School’s Information
Technology & Entrepreneurship Clinic.
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intellectual property protection with open source software and to
better understand the linkage between intellectual property protec-
tion and necessary start-up funding (Weber 2000)

� determining the (fixed) cost component of legal enforcement for
various ecommerce transactions, to examine established alterna-
tive enforcement and dispute resolution structures, like credit card
companies or online arbitration, their economic benefits and costs,
as well as the level of their reliance on existing national legal
systems

This functional agenda could be complemented with research on
the actors and their perceptions of the law. For example, more de-
tailed research in how entrepreneurs assess the role of law, and the
relationship between their activity and the legal system, could clarify
what – in the minds of the entrepreneurs – contributes most to law’s
unattractiveness (Frye 2001).19

Entrepreneurshipmay directly benefit from such research in at least
two important ways. First, this research could provide the empirical
foundation to argue for a reassessment of law, to see the law less in
terms of black and white, of friend or foe, and more as a societal tool
potentially beneficial for entrepreneurs if used appropriately. Second
and equally important, such research could provide a better under-
standing ofwhat kinds of legal rules entrepreneurs should ask for. Such
a deepened understanding would then permit the political debate to
move beyond entrepreneurs’ traditional calls for “no regulation” or
“no laws” and toward an informed advocacy for rules enhancing and
supporting entrepreneurial activity.

reassessing the need for law: a call for
legal entrepreneurship

Law is a set of predefined rules. By providing societal guidance and en-
forcement against violators, law fosters predictability. Predictability in
turn lowers transactional risk. Increasing predictability is particularly
welcome in economic sectors with high risks. It is in these sectors that
entrepreneurs are most active. Consequently, as a provider of some

19 Here, too, studies from transition economies may provide early indications.
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predictability law offers relatively greater utility for entrepreneurs in
high-risk areas than for businesses in other economic sectors.

Predictability dictates that legislators not act prematurely, but take
their time to “understand” the inner workings of a particular sector
before enacting rules. Even after legislators have grasped an under-
standingof a sector, however, predictabilitymaynot be servedbya“big
bang approach,” by passing one comprehensive legislative act. Instead,
slowly evolving the legal framework through easily correctable small
and deliberate stepswillmore likely provide overall predictability than
an untested comprehensive act. The more cautious, evolutionary ap-
proach resonates well with American legal and business culture. The
value of pragmatism and the common law tradition point in the same
direction. Yet the desire for predictability through legislative caution
transcends culture and legal tradition. It is as important in civil as in
common law systems for economic actors to be able to anticipate what
the law is.

It is unclear, however, whether such a risk-averse stance toward rule
making is in fact preferable for entrepreneurs to an early legislative
act. As we have seen, re-regulation – opening markets – cannot be
done piecemeal, but requires a comprehensive framework. Moreover,
for entrepreneurs, the sooner markets are open, the better. Similarly,
if intellectual property rights need to be changed to create incentives
for innovation, waiting may unduly burden entrepreneurs. And if law
can efficiently provide enforcement of ecommerce transactions, failing
to extend it swiftly across jurisdictions and to modify it to lower trans-
action cost may in fact discriminate against start-ups, who do not have
an established enforcement system of their own.

Therefore, legislators may be ill advised to adopt legal frameworks
reluctantly. This argument applies particularly to economic sectors like
ecommerce with a strong first-mover advantage, high fixed and low
variable costs. In network and information industries, in which
these properties and general network effects create a dynamic
business environment, timeliness may be more important than per-
fection. In essence, predictability – although certainly an important
factor in “timing” rule making – does not necessarily trump other
considerations.

To be sure, bad rules enacted in a timely fashion will be as much
of a hindrance as badly timed but better written rules. It is after
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weighing these two alternatives and their potential outcomes thatmost
legislators and entrepreneurs alike find themselves advocating a “wait-
and-see” approach. But this presupposes that adopting no rules is
always preferable to having the “wrong” rules, and that picking the
“right” rules is nothing but a gamble, not a process with calculable
risks. Such a risk-averse stance may be expected from legislators, but
hearing it from entrepreneurs – continuously exposed to risks – is baf-
fling. It also indicates a belief that the rule-making process is a black
box, prone to produce unintended results.

Law making in a dynamic area obviously comes with certain risks.
Like entrepreneurship, itmay require action anddecisionmakingwith-
out knowing all the facts. And unlike software, there is no straightfor-
ward method to “test” a law. Centuries ago, legislators could enact a
new legal framework in a remote region of the state. Like a beta-test of
software, after some time the “bugs” in the law were discovered, and
could be fixed before it was enacted for the rest of the nation. This is an
early model of legislative research and development (Hausmaninger
2000).20 Over time, however, even the remotest regions resisted being
turned into legal and societal guinea pigs and lawmakers had to aban-
don this approach. They replaced it with the evolutionary approach of
“real-time” development and evaluation. Should one of the incremen-
tal steps taken turn out to be “wrong,” it could easily be changed back
to the previous “version.”

This approach may have worked in the past, but in the highly dy-
namic, globally integrated economies of today, such a cautious ap-
proach loses much of its appeal. Economic windows of opportunity
open and close quickly. Lawmakers often find themselves in compe-
tition with their colleagues in other jurisdictions. If legislation comes
too late, others who acted earliermay have already attracted economic
activity.

Legislators need to understand this evolving market of rules, and
their role in it. By becoming active, by daring to innovate, to learn from
their actions as well as from the actions of others, and to adapt quickly

20 One example of this phenomenon is the enactment in western Galicia of a “beta
version” of what later became the civil code of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. In
the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice Brandeis called for the states to be “laboratories of
democracy” (New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann 1932).
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to a changing environment, they not only ensure the competitiveness
of their jurisdiction, they also greatly assist their entrepreneurs. In-
stead of endlessly debating the next legislative steps and considering
all the interest groups involved, half of which are stalling the process
in the hope of gaining from inertia, legislators may want to legislate
swiftly, despite the risk. Instead of just paying lip service to supporting
entrepreneurship, pro-active legislators demonstrate that they under-
stand the inherent dynamic of economic windows of opportunity. In
sum, they may want to turn themselves into entrepreneurs, and take a
risk by legislating. They may win or fail, but if they waver and wait in
a dynamic environment, they can only lose.

Such a changemay require a leap of faith for traditional lawmakers.
Like former monopolists they have to shift their mindset toward com-
petition. It will be a difficult transition. Yet entrepreneurs are going to
be, I am convinced, most supportive of such a move. They understand
that giving up predictability in exchange for a timely legal framework
will improve their chances for success.

Entrepreneurial law making is not suitable for every economic sec-
tor, or all areas of economic activity. But it may hold great promise for
areas of high dynamism, and of strong entrepreneurial activity, where
moving swiftly and boldly ismore important thanwaiting to get it right.

The ecommerce sector has helped fuel the entrepreneurial spirit.
The legal system is still seen as stifling it. This is a mono-dimensional
view, untenable in theory and unsuitable in practice. Instead of battling
the law, entrepreneurs are better advised to look for and achieve align-
ment of the law with their own goals, for example by understanding,
appreciating, and lobbying for the strengthening of law’s supportive
functions. In turn legislatorsmaywant tobecomemoreentrepreneurial
themselves.
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Entrepreneurship and Government in
Telecommunications

Eli M. Noam

introduction

Entrepreneurship is usually seen as the solution to the key structural
problem bedeviling traditional economies in which large and slug-
gish firms are protected by a subservient government. Entrepreneurs
breach the protective walls erected by government and bring forth
innovation and efficiency. Joseph Schumpeter’s metaphor of the cre-
ative destruction of capitalism has thus become a governing cliché,
even though Schumpeter himself did not single out small entrants as
the destabilizing agents. In the classic view, government is a tool of
established firms, and its laws and regulations favor the entrenched in-
cumbents. If the legal barriers are removed through deregulation, the
economic barriers set by the incumbents tumble like theBerlinWall af-
ter the withdrawal of Soviet tanks. This notion of government protect-
ing incumbents from entrepreneurs widely prevails. But is it correct?

The subject of entrepreneurship is too large to fit generalizations.
One should look at it on a sectoral level, and this chapter will do so for
telecommunications. It concludes that entrepreneurial firms exist in
this sector not despite government but rather because of it. No matter
how creative the nation’s entrepreneurs, an unregulated market equi-
librium in the telecommunications sector would not likely have much
room for entrepreneurial firms. It takes continuous support from gov-
ernmental policy to create and maintain room for viable entrants and
participants. Therefore, without entrepreneurship policy only a little
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actual business entrepreneurship would occur in telecommunications.
This is a conclusion I reach with much reluctance, having supported
competition, both as a scholar and as a policymaker.But a realistic view
might help protect us from future policy miscalculations that equate
deregulation with an easing of entrepreneurial entry, when in fact it
might have the opposite effect.

monopoly and entrepreneurship in
telecommunications

The problem of an anti-entrepreneurial market structure in telecom-
munications goes back a long time. Although Samuel Morse and
Alexander Graham Bell were quintessential garage inventors, the
terms “entrepreneurship” and “telecommunications” almost immedi-
ately parted company for a century after their seminal contributions.
Telecommunications became a huge sector, dominated in the United
States by the world’s largest private company, AT&T. AT&T’s patents
gave it an early hold on the market. After these patents expired, the
company cemented its dominant position by making deals with the
emerging small independent local firms that operated mostly in rural
areas and did not compete with it. The ensuing system was, to an ex-
traordinary extent, an equilibrium – economically, socially, politically,
and technologically. Telephone service was available and affordable
from Manhattan to Alaska. Service orientation was strong. Reason-
able efficiency prevailed, especially in contrast with the state-owned
systems elsewhere in the world. Technological progress was steady,
with the Bell Labs a well-funded magnet for talent. Technical stan-
dardswere the same throughout the country andmade interoperability
easy. Shareholders were happy, and AT&T stock was a favorite blue
chip for orphans, widows, and endowments. Unions were strong and
cooperative, their members well paid. The national security establish-
ment, using the Bell system as a key resource, was among AT&T’s
strongest supporters. The company’s undeniable power was moder-
ated by regulation, and the regulators’ power was moderated by its
decentralizationamong federal andnumerous state jurisdictions.Over-
all, it is difficult to conceive of another sector in the American econ-
omy into the 1970s that, in the public’s mind, functioned better and
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more harmoniously.Whatever problems existedwere outside of public
view.

One generation later, the telecommunications sector stands trans-
formed. AT&T is a shadow of its former self, after a fourth (or is it the
sixth?) divestiture. Its former equipment arm Lucent is barely skirting
bankruptcy and foreign ownership. Half the regional Bell companies
have disappeared. The survivors have ballooned into entities almost as
large as the old AT&T, which had been seen as too unwieldy, yet with-
out that company’s full range of services. New companies have fared
even worse: Most entrants, whether in long distance or in local ser-
vice, are on the ropes. Shareholders have absorbed vast losses. Unions
are weakened. Standards for equipment have proliferated, especially
in new technological areas, such as mobile telephony. Consumers are
confused. And government is using telecommunications as a cash cow
for its budget deficits through the extraction of huge spectrum fees.
Where competition exists (as in the market for broadband Internet
services), it is among traditional monopolists (telephone DSL versus
cablemodems in this case) rather thanamongentrepreneurial entrants.

In interpreting the change, one should neither be nostalgic nor look
at the present through rose-colored glasses nor ferret in closets for
dark conspiracies. What happened to upset the equilibrium of yore?
In a word, entrepreneurship. Rarely has such a small band had such
great effect. But it is not the traditional story. The entrepreneurs did
not so much destabilize AT&T in the marketplace. They destabilized
it in the policy arena.

All of AT&T’s horses and all of its men could not keep the estab-
lished order together, against the determined onslaught of – whom
exactly? Minor companies that were not especially innovative in tech-
nology or services. AT&T, the long-standing monopolist, was full of
inefficiency, complacency, and arrogance, but those things do not bring
a company down unless the competitors are very effective. Among the
milestone challengers, theCarterfone company opened the equipment
market to new entrants; its product was a device that patched radio
transmission into telecommunications networks. The company and its
product soon returned to economic and technological obscurity, leav-
ing its mark mainly in the law books. Most consumer equipment now
hails from Taiwan and Japan. On the long distance network side,MCI
is better known, although it did not survive as a corporate entity. Its
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great contribution was in marketing, not in technology. As for local
networks, the new carriers Teleport and MFS were rapidly absorbed
into the major companies and have not been heard of again.

If the newfirms failed tomake a big dent, what then explains the suc-
cess of these entrepreneurs in bringing the world’s largest corporation
to its knees? In one word: government. Government policy (including
the courts) allied itself, after a few uncertain years, with the new firms.
Thismeant, for example, thatAT&Twas required to design its network
interfaces to interoperate with anybody else’s consumer equipment. It
had to grant its competitors interconnection into its local and long dis-
tance networks and to provide access to its customers, its poles and
ducts, and its wholesale lines for retail resale. Then, in 1982, it was
dismantled by the government in the largest forced business spin-off
in history: the AT&T divestiture. Subsequently, government policy ex-
panded the entrants’ rights to access physically the switching facilities
of the established successor “Baby Bell” companies, to interconnect
into them at favorable prices, to obtain favorable wholesale prices for
resale, and to get access to unbundled network elements.

This regulatory process was not without zigs and zags by the federal
government, and the states occasionally dragged their feet as well. But
it is fair to conclude thatwithout theprotectiveumbrella of government
and without regulation, relying instead purely on general commercial
and antitrust laws, entrepreneurs in the telecommunications industry
would have been in dire straits. Left to itself, AT&T would have either
prevented their emergence, denied them access to users and technol-
ogy, or bear-hugged them into cooperation as it had done with the
entrepreneurial ventures of the early twentieth century.

It is interesting to speculate where entrepreneurial entrants might
have survived. In the equipment field, it is likely that AT&T would
have relented its grip somewhat with the variety of equipment options
emerging worldwide, and would have focused on network utilization
rather than on full control of all equipment. New companies would
have emerged as suppliers of specialized equipment, often with close
ties to the computer sector. Consumer electronics companies would
have provided mass products such as answering machines or low-end
fax appliances. AT&T would have kept control over network equip-
ment, with occasional niches for specialized equipment under its suf-
ferance, since it would have been the standard setter and predominant
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buyer. AT&T would have dominated the emerging Internet service
provider (ISP) market, with Internet connectivity merely another ser-
vice option. Value-added networks, portals, and e-commerce mer-
chants would have been mildly encouraged by the network monopoly
as generators of traffic but these users would likely have been forced
to operate under restrictive policies.

When it comes to networks themselves, however, it is hard to imag-
ine any significant rival entrants surviving, including in mobile tele-
phony, without an umbrella of governmental protection. Even for the
cable TV companies and their networks, the most likely scenario of
a laissez-faire market would have been for them to be swallowed by
the national telecommunications monopoly. Why did this scenario of
AT&T dominance not happen? Why did government policy side with
theweak bands of entrepreneurs instead ofwith thewell-heeled troops
of AT&T, which were marching in lockstep with much of America?
Why could AT&T not simply capture the regulatory system and then
charge consumers for the cost of doing so?

There are several possible explanations. Thefirst is anti-big-business
ideology. For much of its history, America has loved competition but
disliked its winners. The busting of the Standard Oil trust, the frag-
mentation of banks and broadcasters, and the regulation of railroads
are all products of a political perspective shared by the political left
and the small-business right. Being leery of the world’s largest corpo-
ration was hence natural. The flip side was the hold that entrepreneur-
ship exercised over the American mind. Politicians reveled in it.
Academic economists extolled it. The anti-establishment sentiments of
the late 1960smergedwith theChicago economics of the 1970s into the
Washington politics of the 1980s and beyond.

A second reason was the recognition by regulators that they could
improve their position and power by supporting competitors. Facing
a monopoly, regulators are in the uncomfortable position of lacking
independent leverage to make the monopolist toe the line. With com-
petitors, information is developed by adversary sources, and regulators
become judges between rival claimants rather than enforcers out on a
limb. Related was the fact that American telecommunications regula-
tion was not a centralized affair. It included, on the federal level, the
FederalCommunicationsCommission (FCC), the JusticeDepartment,
theCommerceDepartment, the Pentagon, the courts, andCongress, to
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name just the major players. On the state level, fifty-one public utility
commissions (oftendirectly elected) and legislatures had their ownper-
spectives and powers. Hence, telecommunications policy in theUnited
States has never been a neat battle, but a series of endless skirmishes.
It was easier to destabilize such a decentralized system than one where
a coherent national legislation would have been required, as was the
case in Europe.

The third reason was that the entrepreneurs, though weak them-
selves, had powerful business allies. These were, to some extent, the
new electronic industries associated with computers andmass commu-
nications that were outside the orbit of AT&T’s telecommunications
empire, fearing its expansion and coveting its market. These indus-
tries included established players like IBM and RCA, but also newer
firms in the ascending Silicon Valley. However, much more impor-
tant allies to new telecommunications entrepreneurs than equipment
rivals were the big users of telecommunications services. As the size
and scope and reach of users grew, so did the importance of informa-
tion flows and communication. Telecommunications became a major
cost item and subject for managerial attention. Specialized corporate
telecommunications staffs emerged, andone thing theynoticedquickly
was that they were contributing disproportionately to the American
telecommunications system.That systemkept consumersand rural cus-
tomers happy by overcharging business and urban customers. Corpo-
rate users had accepted their lot in the equilibrium systemwith a grum-
ble, partly because telecommunications were for a while not a huge
budget item, partly because all firms benefited from the widespread
reach of telecommunications to every household, and partly because
they had no alternative. When MCI and its progeny emerged, their
basic value proposition was not that they provided better technology
or service, but rather that they would reduce their customers’ contri-
bution to redistribution and diversity. Competition also lessened the
risk that came with putting all one’s telecommunications eggs into one
carrier’s basket. Entrepreneurs did not so much bust a trust as split a
policy coalition.Theygave the subsidizingpartners in that arrangement
the possibility to exit and save money. Large users pressured the gov-
ernment for choice and deregulation, but what they primarily sought
was de-redistribution. And this is what happened indeed. Where once
businesses paid more than residents for service, they now pay less.
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The way to reconcile entrepreneurship and the previously existing
social compact – to have one’s cake and eat it, too – was to believe
that competition-induced efficiency gains would more than offset neg-
ative redistributional impacts. This belief hinged on the assumption
that economies of scale were not of a magnitude that would lead to
a “natural monopoly” but permitted a competitive equilibrium. Of
this, more later. The high-water mark of this set of ideas was the 1996
TelecommunicationsAct. That lawwas proclaimed by its sponsors and
supporters to be the revolutionary opening of the telecommunications
business to full competition (which it never was, except in the eyes of
a Washington-centric press) and the guarantor and even extender of
cheap universal service to rural areas.

Whatever its inconsistencies, the Act stampeded an underinformed
stock market into a huge telecommunications rally, on top of the gen-
eral tech-exuberance. But from there, the drop was fast and furious.
The various variants of local exchange companies – so-called CLECs,
BLECS, andDLECS– are either out of business or barely alive. In long
distance service, all three major carriers are in effect for sale. AT&T
is breaking itself up and selling off its parts. Resellers have lost their
key role in arbitrage. Independentwireless providers havemostly been
absorbed by the major telecommunications carriers.

Wall Street, always quick to spot a trend after the fact, shut down
telecommunications financing. Initial public offerings became rare.
Junk bond funding, long a mainstay for new networks, disappeared.
Venture capitalists moved to the sidelines. Vendor financing, in which
companies such as Lucent or Nortel funded new networks in return for
orders, declined, along with the health of the vendors themselves. And
for existing equities, entrant share prices have dropped sickeningly.

What makes this train of tragedies remarkable is that regulatory
policy, as discussed, was firmly on the side of the entrepreneurial en-
trants. The implementation of the 1996 Act by the FCC and the state
PUCs was clearly not only procompetition but also procompetitor. It
did not merely open the market to entrants, but it gave them a dose of
infant protection. That extra step was a logical one, since without func-
tioning competitors there would be no competition, and government
policy would fail. This aid made government helpful to entrants, but
also a hostage to their success.

And yet, even with a governmental thumb on the scales, the com-
petitors have so far been routed. The reasons are not hard to find.
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1. It is Difficult to Do Competitive Telecommunications

Network operations are complex. Many systems (infrastructure, hard-
ware, software, customer service, payment systems, customization)
need to be in place and to be integrated. Service must be operational
domestically and often internationally, at lightning speed, with great
reliability, with easy scalability and flexibility of configuration. None
of this is easy or cheap. It became apparent soon after deregulation
that the costs of new networks were higher than expected, from truck
rolls to customer acquisition to capacity planning. And the incumbents
were not passively accepting their challengers but insteadfighting them
through market responses, foot-dragging, and regulatory delay. They
were helped by the risk-averse attitudes of important customers who
wanted to be sure that the newnetwork provider would be around next
month.

2. Economies of Scale are Back

On the supply side, the fixed costs of network operations tend to be
high, but the variable cost of spreading the service is relatively low – the
classic attributes of “natural”monopoly.On the demand side, there are
positive “network externalities” of having large user communities. Put
these three things together – high fixed costs, low marginal costs, and
network externalities – and there are real advantages to being large.

For a while, one could ignore these economies of scale because the
inefficiency of the incumbentsmasked themand provided an umbrella.
Networkexternalitieswere extended to entrants through requirements
to interconnect. But the inefficiency of incumbents declined with the
threat of competition, and eventually the advantages of being large re-
asserted themselves even though the incumbents were slower moving
than small entrants.

3. The New Telecommunications Network Environment Is Not
Linear But Cyclical

Cyclicality is not new for infrastructure industries. Early railroads
were vastly overbuilt in the United States. A century ago, one could
take twelve different private railroad routes between New York and
Chicago alone. Most of these lines failed and were absorbed by com-
petitors. One of the functions of cyclical slowdowns is consolidation;
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competition and commodification are reduced, whereas profitability
is enhanced. After profitability is restored, new entrants emerge, in-
vestments in capacity pick up, and a new boom-bust cycle emerges.
These cycles, so evident in railroading, are equally common in many
other industries. But in telecommunications they are an entirely new
phenomenon. Therefore, the industry was unprepared to manage re-
versals in the patterns of capacity and demand. The various network
companies, in the aggregate, projected long distance market shares
that added up to about 250 percent of the market. Everybody built ca-
pacity to overwhelm competitors and gain size. In consequence, some
carriers wound up using as little as 10 percent of their capacity, leaving
90 percent “dark,” and prices not surprisingly dropped dramatically.
Such fluctuations led to consolidation as a way to stabilize the industry.

the prospects of entrepreneurship

The implications of the analysis thus far are that, far from establish-
ing themselves, new entrants have energized incumbents into display-
ing the strength of their size and bottleneck powers.Wemust therefore
conclude that entrepreneurship in telecommunications is in a deep
structural crisis, even assuming that new ventures are more nimble
and innovative than incumbents, and that the viability of such en-
trepreneurship ultimately depends on government. Given economies
of scale and scope, the commodity aspects of many of the services,
and the network externalities for users, size matters in networks. Even
where smaller networks might be possible, they would have to inter-
connect with the larger ones, and such interconnection is not likely
to be forthcoming without regulatory intervention. Hence, a return to
monopoly or at least oligopoly seems the likely result if the telecom-
munications market is left to itself.

This is true for the actual physical networks, but it also has im-
plications for network applications and for equipment, where the
economies of scale tend to be much lower. Research has found that
new entrant firms to the telecommunications equipment industry were
on average more innovative than the large established firms, partly
due to innovative reconfiguration of existing components (Dowling
and McGee 1994).

These products and services are dependent, however, on using or
interconnecting with the networks. They are therefore at the mercy of
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the network providers, which can, absent clear antitrust constraints, set
conditions, favor affiliated and vertically integrated firms, and other-
wise hamper innovative entrants.

There is no reason to believe that these economies are only tempo-
rary. To the contrary, one reason for the reassertion of economies of
scale is the trend toward the broadbanding of networks. Communica-
tions become largely distance and time insensitive, flat-priced, ubiqui-
tous, and always on.Moreof the intelligent processing has beenmoving
to the periphery, to users and specialized value-added providers, and
away from the network providers. Networks are thus in danger of be-
coming commodity transport facilities.

All this has implications for public policy. We are now at a cross-
roads. Should policymakers tip the scales further in the direction of the
entrepreneurs? Or should they let market forces take over, which will
lead to ever larger established companies? Under the GeorgeW. Bush
Administration, the FCC chairman has proposed to end his agency’s
review of mergers, and the Justice Department is likely to be friendlier
to them. Incumbent Baby Bells have or are close to receiving approval
to offer long distance service for customers of their homemarkets.And
the Wall Street community has shifted its financial bets and political
weight from the entrants to the incumbents.

This shift creates a window of opportunity for major mergers. We
might therefore soon reach a national market structure of only three
or four telecommunications companies, vertically integrated into long
distance, owning the major long distance companies, plus most wire-
less and ISP backbones. Thus, the core of telecommunications – the
network industry, a sector of some $150 billion – will not be hospitable
territory for entrepreneurs for the next few years, even as demand for
the networks’ services continue to expand.

The problem is not one of a temporary downturn on Wall Street
that will correct itself soon. The problems in telecommunications are
more fundamental, and investor behavior is merely a reflection of
this reality. Basic telecommunications transmission has shown itself
to be a commodity business. That is why we have less vigorous com-
petition today than two or three years ago. Thus, it is not clear at
all that all that is needed is time and patience. Economies of scale
and scope are strong. And entrants need the cooperation of the in-
cumbents. Add the three together and it is very hard for entrants to
survive.
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Such a pessimistic scenario should not obscure the fact that we have
just gone through a significant period of rejuvenation and innovation,
arguably the most creative period in telecommunications business his-
tory. The telecommunications entrepreneurs might not be successful
at present, but they have created an important legacy.

1. They have forced the incumbents to shape up and becomemore
efficient.

2. They initiated the creation of a regulatory environment that will
permit them to try a comeback.

3. They have created amechanism for the financing of entry, which
will enable a second round of entry in the future.

4. They have created a different mindset and style.

Given the contributions of entrepreneurs, it will be useful for gov-
ernments to protect their entry or at least their potential future entry.
This endmightbeachieved, in theclassicwayofgovernment-supported
entrepreneurship, through policy tools such as subsidies, free trade
zones, tax breaks, education, and so on. But in the telecommunications
sector, all these tools pale before the need to create a regulatory envi-
ronment in which network competition becomes possible, which can
then be extended to the other parts of the sector, while at the same time
not guaranteeing the survival of inefficient entrants. This is a tall order.

With such an umbrella, there will be plenty of opportunity for
telecommunications innovators to supply new tools and ideas. As
the market keeps growing, niches open. Entrants could bundle and
integrate services, find opportunities in arbitrage, or become suppliers
of specialized inputs bundled by incumbents.

Thus, new entrants will find opportunities again. But given that
they are riding on the coattails of government, and that government
is not normally in the business of revolution, entrepreneurship will be
a domesticated process, possibly creative, but not likely destructive.
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Knowledge, Power, and Entrepreneurs

A First Pass at the Politics of Entrepreneurship Policy

David M. Hart

The politics of entrepreneurship policy are underdeveloped. En-
trepreneurs have their hands full building businesses and typically
ignore, if not disdain, collective action aimed at the public good. Yet
entrepreneurial success depends critically on good governance, which
can only emerge through collective action of some sort. Policymakers,
on the other hand, are acutely aware that their terms in office depend
heavily on the vitality of the economy and the industries that drive its
growth, but they often lack the knowledge and power to devise and
implement policies that would enhance economic growth by fostering
entrepreneurship.

The entrepreneurial and policy communities have much to of-
fer one another. The involvement of entrepreneurs in designing and
supporting entrepreneurship policy could make the efforts of policy-
makers more politically viable and economically effective. The links
between them are thin at best, however, and sometimes nonexistent.
Skeptics on both sides of the entrepreneur/policymaker divide have
reasonable grounds for their doubts. Entrepreneurship policy advo-
cates must build institutions and change ingrained beliefs if they want
to construct durable coalitions that bridge the divide and produce good
policy outcomes.

This chapter explores the problems and promise of coalition build-
ing between entrepreneurs and policymakers. The argument is largely
theoretical andhypothesis-framing, since little empiricalworkhasbeen
done in this area. I begin by making the case for the importance of this
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coalition, arguing that there is no adequate substitute for the power
and knowledge that a politically engaged entrepreneurial community
can bring to the policy process. I then turn to the barriers that impede
such engagement andmechanisms that might overcome them. The last
major section of the chapter addresses the concerns of policymakers,
particularly the fear that entrepreneurs will attempt to use their in-
volvement in the policy process to secure public resources for private
gain.

knowledge and power in the entrepreneurship
policy process

As other chapters of this volume argue in considerable detail, pub-
lic policy has emerged as an increasingly significant element in the
context for entrepreneurship in the contemporary United States. The
development of the knowledge economy is one of the key factors be-
hind this trend. Knowledge-based businesses are more dependent on
public goods and on regulatory systems, broadly construed, than their
counterparts in earlier economic epochs. Governance processes at all
levels, from local to national (and even beyond), determine, for in-
stance, whether educated people are available to start up and work
in knowledge-based businesses and whether suppliers, producers, and
customers can exchange confidential information securely and inex-
pensively. Research on the appropriate content of entrepreneurship
policy, that is, what governments and other partners in governance
ought to do to facilitate the start-up and scale-up of firms, has grown
rapidly in recent years, although there is still much work left to do.

Much less attention has been paid by scholars to the process of
developing and implementing entrepreneurship policy. This gap in our
understandingmatters because thepolicy process always influences the
content of policy. No matter how good their intentions, participants
in the policy process inevitably have limited time and information.
And no matter how hard they try to be objective, they cannot fully
shed preconceptions built over a lifetime of experience and training.
Knowledge about and conceptions of the public interest inherited from
the past, filtered through the confusion of the present, inevitably shape
the future (March and Olsen 1984; Simon 1957).

Moreover, many participants in the policy process will be pursuing
specific interests, rather than the public interest. Bargains must usually
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be made to gain support from some of these interests. Such bargains
not only shape the distribution of immediate gains from policy imple-
mentation, but also the politics of any future rounds of policy-making.
They may establish, for instance, which interests have a voice in im-
plementing or modifying policy. The structure of power today may
therefore be reproduced in tomorrow’s decision-making, even if it has
changed in the meantime (Lowi 1964).

The knowledge and power linkages between policy process and
policy content are likely to be particularly strong in the making
of entrepreneurship policy. Entrepreneurship policymakers must be
knowledgeable about an extremely complex environment. A close un-
derstanding of market conditions in particular sectors of the econ-
omy, for instance, is likely to be relevant to their efforts. In many
knowledge-intensive sectors, an accurate assessment of technological
opportunities is equally essential. Moreover, both markets and tech-
nologies are changing, sometimes quickly, and policymakers must try
to look forward to gauge trends. More than a modicum of knowledge
about markets, technologies, and trends is required even if the mini-
mal objective of doing no harm is adopted by policymakers, and much
more is required if creative interventions in the environment for en-
trepreneurship are envisioned.

Effective entrepreneurship policy-making makes heavy demands
on power resources as well as knowledge resources. Entrepreneurial
firms are by definition doing something new and different. Customers,
these firms hope, will find their activities valuable, but competitors
might not. If these competitors are in the same jurisdiction as their
potential rivals, they may attempt to block policies that facilitate en-
trepreneurship. This form of protectionism is less familiar and visi-
ble than protectionism in international trade, but quite widespread,
particularly at the state level in the United States (Atkinson 2001). In
addition, entrepreneurship policy should be constantly shifting toward
ever-emerging opportunities. Current beneficiaries may try to lock in
any advantages they gain from a policy regime and prevent it from
evolving. Finally, in many cases, entrepreneurship policy presents an
ideological challenge to the status quo. The application of power may
be the only way to break through the cognitive filters and political
resistance tied to ideology.

In a nutshell, “creative destruction,” as Joseph Schumpeter would
have it, makes for challenging politics. Entrepreneurship policymakers
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need a lot of knowledge and a lot of power to do their jobs right. In
the American context, with its weak civil service and decentralized
institutions, suchpolicymakers are constitutionally denied ready access
to these resources. In any case, even if a “strong” government solution
to the challenges of entrepreneurship policy-making could be tried, it
wouldnotwork.Toomuchvital knowledge, andperhaps someessential
forms of power as well, reside only in the private sector. That is not to
say that government should be “weak” (Katznelson 1992). As I discuss
below, government agencies need substantial capacity to analyze and
implement entrepreneurship policy. But they simply cannot govern
effectively without partners.

the political resources of entrepreneurs

Just whose knowledge and power, beyond those of government, ought
to be drawn upon in making entrepreneurship policy is not a question
with a simple answer. The specific members of any support coalition
will depend on many factors, including the level of governance, the
composition of the economy, and the political situation. At the local
level, for instance, the classic participants in the “urban growth ma-
chine,” such as real estate developers, bankers, and retailers, may have
important roles to play in adding an entrepreneurship thrust to the eco-
nomic development policy portfolio (Logan andMolotch 1987; Logan,
Whaley, and Crowder 1997; Miranda and Rosdil 1995). Universities,
which are increasingly relied on by state and local governments to
be catalysts of economic growth, in part by fostering start-ups, might
bring valuable insights as well as clout to the process (Feller 1990a).
Entrepreneurs possess a unique set of political resources, however,
that makes their presence more necessary in entrepreneurship policy-
making thananyotherpotential participant.Their knowledgeand their
power may not be enough to ensure a winning coalition, but their
absence raises the probability of failed initiatives and flawed policies.

Knowledge about markets and technologies, and about oppor-
tunities where the two come together, is the most vital asset that
entrepreneurs possess. At the outset of the entrepreneurial process,
before any investments are made, it is the only asset they have. The
only other actors who might possess the relevant knowledge are the
incumbent businesses who are potential targets for entrepreneurial
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entry. Other potential participants in the policy process are likely to
lack either the interest to discover what entrepreneurs know or the
expertise to interpret that information. Knowledge of both the status
quo and opportunities for change permits the identification of points
of leverage where policy can play a constructive role. Such knowledge
is necessary but not sufficient for policy-making. It must be verified in
some fashion and linked to a realistic understanding of the capacity of
government and other entities that may be carrying out public policy,
issues that are addressed below.

Thepolitical power of entrepreneurs is less evident and less essential
for policy-making than their knowledge, but nonetheless is potentially
very valuable. It is important tonote that entrepreneurs typically donot
possess many of the political resources that are often associated with
business, especially big business. For instance, they cannot effectively
wield “structural power,” the implicit threat to invest elsewhere or
not at all in exchange for concessions, a form of power sometimes
attributed to large firms, especially those that dominate a jurisdiction’s
economy (Lindblom 1977). Entrepreneurs usually do not have much
“instrumental power” either, that is, conventional political assets like
lobbyists and campaign contributions that can be dedicated to pushing
a specific agenda, although such assets can be developed over time.

What entrepreneurs do have, though, is credibility and legitimacy
in the eyes of the public and its elected representatives. Entrepreneurs
are respected more than most other groups in American society. They
capture media attention, particularly in political contexts, where their
presence is usually unexpected. The high status of entrepreneurs is
deeply inscribed in American political culture and will survive even
the punctured dreams of the Internet boom era.

The knowledge and power of the entrepreneurial community have
not often been brought to bear in the policy-making process. Firm
size remains one of the most powerful determinants of measurable in-
volvement in national politics. Entrepreneurial firms may be found in
the membership of some national trade associations, but such partic-
ipation is more likely to signify interest in nonpolitical activities like
standard setting and trade shows than in the associations’ public policy
efforts,which tend tobedominatedby largermembers.At the state and
local level, too, nonparticipation in policy-making is the norm. IBM,
for example, is far more likely to be represented in the membership
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and leadership of policy-relevant business organizations at these levels
than its entrepreneurial rivals (Rae 1994;Hart 2001b). This norm is one
plausible explanation for the “shallow foundations” (as Peter Eisinger,
1995, puts it) of entrepreneurship policy, as it has emerged to date.

mobilizing entrepreneurs

The absence of entrepreneurs from the policy process is not a moral
failing on their part. They have no particular duty to participate in
policy-making above and beyond that of other citizens. However,
entrepreneurs may have a special interest in shaping governance –
improvement in the environment for entrepreneurship – that they fail
to recognize or are unable to act on. The barriers to participation are
diverse.

Perhaps the biggest and most intractable barrier is lack of time and
energy. Entrepreneurship is, by all accounts, an exhausting and all-
consuming process. (See Ferguson 1999, for one such account.) En-
trepreneurs plunge into business – body, mind, and bank account – and
block out all distractions, sometimes including family, all the more so
public policy. A sort of tunnel vision often sets in, drastically limiting
the scope of information to which entrepreneurs pay attention and
activities in which they take part.

Lack of information compounds time pressure. Even if an en-
trepreneur considers whether it would be worthwhile to get involved
in policy-making, she must be convinced that the required investment
of time and energy will yield a commensurate payoff. Such informa-
tion is not usually readily available and may not even exist. Although
broad relationships between certain forms of governance and the en-
trepreneurial vigor of places and societies can be established (as other
chapters in this volume attest), specific benefits to specific firms or
individuals are much more difficult to demonstrate. At best, public
policies may slightly better the long odds for all entrepreneurial ven-
tures. An entrepreneur who has to supply to an investor (or spouse) a
bottom-line justification for spending time at policy-related meetings
may reasonably choose to skip them on the principle of “better safe
than sorry” in the face of ignorance.

The politically rational entrepreneur has other reasons to abstain
from participation. He may simply choose to let others do the work of
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the community. If those others fail to devise a good policy, at least the
entrepreneur has not wasted his time and energy in the effort. If they
succeed, he shares in the benefits anyway (Olson 1965). In addition, the
rational entrepreneur may reasonably doubt whether any policy can
be enacted and implemented quickly enough to make a difference to
the fate of his business.And hemay doubtwhether such a policywill be
sustained throughmultiple election cycles and changes of government.

Entrepreneurs aren’t necessarily rational, however. If they were,
they probably wouldn’t be entrepreneurs, since the odds of a start-up
succeeding are so low. But the type of person who is drawn to the en-
trepreneurial gamble is not very likely to be drawn to the challenge of
governance, which is a different kind of gamble. The entrepreneurial
calling, particularly in the United States, selects for those who have
faith in the efficacy of individual action. This faith may translate into
ideological conservatism or political apathy, neither of which is con-
ducive to participating in an entrepreneurship policy coalition. The
famous “cyber-libertarianism” of many in the information technol-
ogy industry illustrates the point. Any cognitive dissonance created
by acknowledgment of the federal government’s important role in
establishing and sustaining the industry (Flamm 1988; Langlois and
Mowery 1996) is rarely sufficient to undermine the cyber-libertarian
belief that government can play anything but a constructive role in the
economy (Borsook 2000).

These barriers to the mobilization of entrepreneurs are formidable.
They encompass good reasons and bad ones and no reason at all.
Given their scale and scope, the participation of a large fraction of
entrepreneurs in policy-making is not a realistic objective. Such a mo-
bilization would not be desirable, in any case, if it took much time and
energy away from the entrepreneurial process itself. Fortunately, an
effective entrepreneurship policy coalition does not necessarily need
more than a few entrepreneurs.

Institutions may be imagined that would lower some of the barriers
somewhat. Institutions, particularly formal organizations, can serve to
legitimate previous deviant norms, build trust among suspicious par-
ties, and routinize activities that were once expensive. Representative
groups of entrepreneurs mobilized through new institutions have the
potential to bring relevant knowledge and requisite power to bear on
the making of entrepreneurship policy.
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One sort of institution for mobilizing entrepreneurs concentrates
on changing their cultural milieu. The appeal made in this context
is oriented to a sense of duty, perhaps, or the promise of fame, rather
than to a rational calculation of costs and benefits. Some entrepreneurs
mayfindengagement inpolicy-makingpsychologically gratifying, if not
financially remunerative, especially if they receive recognition for their
investment of time and energy.

TheTechnologyNetwork (TechNet) is an example, albeit imperfect,
of this kind of institution. TechNet’s signature activity has been bring-
ing CEOs of Silicon Valley start-ups together with leading politicians.
TheCEOsenjoy the excitement of rubbing shoulderswith their visitors
from Washington, D.C. and savor the appreciation of TechNet’s orga-
nizers, who include some of the best regarded venture capitalists in the
Valley. At the peak of the Internet boom, TechNet events drew enthu-
siastic crowds and credulous notices in the political press (Miles 2001).
How much of a cultural change TechNet has achieved and whether its
momentum can be sustained are open questions, now that the boom
is over. The organization has endured substantial turnover in its staff,
and its membership is not so much of a magnet for politicians as it was
a couple of years ago when members’ capital gains were very large.

A second approach to mobilizing entrepreneurs focuses on cutting
the costs of involvement. Although entrepreneurship policy advocates
cannot add hours to the entrepreneur’s day, theymay be able to reduce
the time commitment of involvement in public policy and enhance the
sense of efficacy felt by those who choose to get involved. The public-
private partnership is a popular vehicle for pursuing this approach.
Such partnerships come in many forms and have many objectives, but
all seek to reducebureaucratic impediments inpolicy design and imple-
mentation, in part by taking advantage of the capacities of the private
partners instead of red tape-encumbered public agencies.

TheArizonaGovernor’s Strategic Partnership forEconomicDevel-
opment demonstrates this process at work. As Mary Jo Waits (2000)
describes it, this partnership has been a particularly effective mecha-
nism for engaging representatives of such emerging industries as en-
vironmental technology, software, and optics in policy-making. “Many
[optics industry executives] began to firmly believe that, by contribut-
ing time to developing the state’s capacity to support optics companies,
they could turn Arizona into an international center of excellence”
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(45). Effective public-private partnerships are not easy to build and
maintain, however, especially when the partners are unequal. They of-
ten degenerate into – or are designed to be – merely symbolic entities.

Improving the quality and credibility of information about en-
trepreneurship policy and facilitating access to it by entrepreneurs
constitutes a third mechanism for mobilizing entrepreneurs. Informa-
tion will not overcome cultural and ideological barriers, since these
beliefs andvalues tend tofilter out anything thatmight contradict them.
On the other hand, for entrepreneurs who are less set in their views,
the findings of research that relates policy outcomes to entrepreneurial
outcomes may provide sufficient motivation to spur involvement.

The National Commission on Entrepreneurship (NCOE) is one or-
ganization that takes this approach.1 Based in Washington, D.C., and
sponsored by the Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership
(KCEL), the NCOE bills itself as a resource for anyone interested in
entrepreneurship and public policy. NCOE staff, for instance, ran a se-
ries of focus groups of entrepreneurs around the country in 2000. The
meetings served the dual purpose of gathering policy-relevant knowl-
edge and building a constituency for NCOE’s advocacy. KCEL’s pa-
tronage (an arrangement not uncommon among public interest groups
(Walker 1991)) and the Commission’s membership of successful en-
trepreneurs and venture capitalists add credibility to the effort, but do
not ensure a positive reception. Crafting messages that break out of
the noise in Washington, D.C. and translate effectively on both sides
of the entrepreneur/policymaker divide remains a major challenge for
the organization.

Any approach to mobilization, including the three outlined above,
can at best draw in only a few entrepreneurs who are predisposed,
for some reason or other, to get involved in policy-making. The newly
mobilized may have a taste for fame or public service or be those who
are most likely to benefit individually from a change in policy. The
mobilizing institutions have strong incentives to make such selection
biases even more powerful, possibly to the point of undermining their

1 Full disclosure: TheNational Commission onEntrepreneurship andKauffmanCenter
for Entrepreneurial Leadership sponsored the conference that led to this volume.
This volume itself, to the extent that it reaches entrepreneurs as well as academics
and policymakers, might be considered an element in the informational approach to
mobilization.
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claims to represent entrepreneurs and their capacity to bring to bear
the entrepreneurial community’s unique political resources. TechNet,
for instance, depends on its members to sustain itself and has been
inevitably drawn to admit executives of mature and stable (and thus
less entrepreneurial) firms, like Microsoft and Intel, into its leadership
ranks. NCOE’s commissioners have strong track records, but many
are no longer active entrepreneurs; one worries whether they have the
most relevant knowledge to contribute to entrepreneurship policy-
making.

Such concerns, although legitimate, ought not necessarily lead to
the conclusion that mobilizing entrepreneurs is a hopeless endeavor.
The mobilization cannot be perfectly representative, but it might be
good enough. Judgingwhether itmeets this standard, and thuswhether
groups and individuals claiming to represent entrepreneurs bring the
right kind of knowledge and power to the policy process, is the respon-
sibility of policymakers.

checks and balances

Andrew Grove’s famous dictum, “only the paranoid survive,” applies
to policymakers equally as well as to the entrepreneurs to whom it was
originally directed. Suspicion is the natural condition of both groups,
despite the optimistic face they present to the outside world. Policy-
makers are particularly suspicious of those who equate their special
interest with the public interest. Although this equation is sometimes
valid, specious claims to the public purse and public authority are the
norm. Entrepreneurs interested in entrepreneurship policy, like farm-
ers interested in agricultural policy or defense contractors interested
in national security policy, will inevitably try to make the equation and
must endure close scrutiny of their claims.

Entrepreneurial motivation is an important basis for this suspicion.
Entrepreneurs usually want to get rich (although they may also have
other motivations, such as self-fulfillment). Some entrepreneurs will
say or do virtually anything to achieve their goal, as any venture cap-
italist or loan officer will attest. Policymakers want to feel confident
that any policies that aim to help entrepreneurs make money also
contribute to the well-being of the larger society, rather than merely
redistribute revenue from the public to a few well-placed private
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beneficiaries. They may even want to be assured that helping en-
trepreneurs get rich is a better way to advance societal goals than the
available alternatives.

Even if one assumes that the desire to get rich does not lead en-
trepreneurs to intentionally mislead policymakers, there are grounds
for concern about the quality of information that they bring into the
policy process. Most start-ups fail, a fact that implies that many en-
trepreneurs make incorrect judgments or rely on inaccurate informa-
tion. Transference of even the best-intended “irrational exuberance”
from private decision-making to the policy process is a recipe for
failure. Not every region can become the next SiliconValley, nomatter
how dearly its local boosters may desire it (Leslie 2001). Policymakers
need to be able to sort the wheat from the chaff.

To these worries about the knowledge provided by entrepreneurs
who are drawn into policy deliberationsmust be added a concern about
their claim to legitimacy, which is a key source of their power, as I
argue above. This legitimacy stems in part from popular enthusiasm
for the underdog. Although executives from large firms may seek (and
sometimes even deserve) to be labeled “entrepreneurial,” that image is
difficult for themtomaintain in thefishbowlofpublic attention.At least
some of the business participants in entrepreneurship policy-making
must be genuine small fry. Paradoxically, though, some measure of
success also contributes to the political legitimacy of entrepreneurs.
The most politically desirable entrepreneurs, then, are those who are
successful, but not too successful. The “serial” entrepreneur, who has a
track record of building companies but regularly renews her underdog
credentials by starting new ones, may be themost desirable participant
of all.

A well-structured entrepreneurship policy process ought to have
the capacity to weed out lies, misrepresentations, and unintentionally
distorted information, whether pertaining to entrepreneurs, markets,
or technologies. This capacity might be vested, at least in part, in gov-
ernment agencies. Although civil servants may be unable to generate
knowledge about entrepreneurial opportunities, they can check out
information provided by private sector participants in policy-making.
These efforts cannot eliminate risk and should not try to do so; risk
is inherent in entrepreneurship and thus in entrepreneurship policy as
well. Instead, this kind of check should eliminate the most foolhardy
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ideas on the one hand and the safest bets on the other, while providing
an unvarnished assessment of those in between.

Technical competence, rooted in formal education, is an essential
element of the capacity to assess the claims of entrepreneurs. But this
capacity is also something that cumulates over time through learning
by doing among both individuals and organizations. Research suggests
that an organization’s experience with entrepreneurship policy im-
proves the quality of outcomes and raises the likelihood that the policy
will be maintained and expanded (Clarke and Gaile 1989). The emer-
gence of entrepreneurship policy, then, does not mean that the state
should be hollowedout or becomea virtual organization, assembled on
a task-by-taskbasis (Porter 1990). Thepublic partners in policy-making
must be robust and stable to play their roles effectively.

Another obvious way to enhance the entrepreneurship policy pro-
cess is to encompass within it multiple private viewpoints. If there were
not differing assessments of opportunities among private actors, there
would be no entrepreneurship. By bringing these differences out and
debating them, policymakers can understand the factors that underlie
them. The purpose of these debates is not necessarily to produce a
policy that is a compromise among the views expressed. Markets of-
ten show that one assessment was right, and another was wrong, and
policymakers should not shy from concluding that such is the case.

The development of substantial bureaucratic capacity and the inclu-
sion of multiple perspectives are commonsense checks and balances in
the entrepreneurship policy process. They reduce the chances that the
process will be captured by special interests whose betterment con-
tributes little to the society around them. They help to prevent the
starry-eyed leader from chasing every new thing that catches his fancy.
These checks and balances make the process more deliberate and also
more sustainable over the long term.

conclusion

In the entrepreneurship policy process, as in any other policy process,
both knowledge and power are important. This chapter argues that
entrepreneurs themselves can provide these political resources and
that they should be mobilized to participate in policy-making, subject
to a set of checks andbalances.There aremanypitfalls along thepath to
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creating an effective coalition between entrepreneurs and policymak-
ers, many opportunities for the process to be captured, led astray, or
torpedoed. The process requires patience, which, unlike suspicion, is
not a quality usually associated with either partner in the coalition
(Eisinger 1995).

This analysis is admittedly provisional. The study of the politics of
entrepreneurship policy, a sprawling and complex domain of gover-
nance, has only just begun. Empirical research on support coalitions
is sorely lacking. Further distinctions must be made among the levels
of governance, which are blurred together here. The particularities of
regions, states, and localities must be borne in mind. Yet, if the reader
takes seriously the linkages between process and content discussed
early in this chapter, then he must conclude that such research merits
as much effort as conventional policy analysis and evaluation.
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Entrepreneurship as a State and Local Economic
Development Strategy

Erik R. Pages, Doris Freedman, and Patrick Von Bargen

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the rise of the entrepreneur was
widely reported in the business press. New firms, led by previously
unknown entrepreneurs like Michael Dell, Bill Gates, and Steve Case,
came to dominate their respective industries, leading young people
from all walks of life to want to start their own businesses instead of
joining large companies. New magazines like Inc., Fast Company, and
Entrepreneur emerged to educate budding moguls on how they could
get into the entrepreneurship game. Entrepreneurship was “The New
New Thing,” to borrow the title of Michael Lewis’s popular study of
the rise of Netscape (Lewis 2000).

As popular culture embraced the entrepreneur,1 economic develop-
ment policy largely hewed to business as usual.Despite some rhetorical
posturing about the “new economy,” neither entrepreneurs nor high-
growth companies have received serious attention or funding from
state and local policymakers. A 1998 survey found that entrepreneurial
development programs accounted for less than 1 percent of the more
than $2 billion in annual state economic development investments
(National Association of State Development Agencies 1998). Given
the growing importance of entrepreneurship and the clear bottom-line

1 A 1998 Ernst &Young survey of influential Americans found that 78 percent believed
that entrepreneurialism will be “the defining trend of the business world in the next
century.” Survey results available at www.accountingweb.co.uk.
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economic benefits generated by high-growth companies, this lack of
interest is puzzling.

Fortunately the divide between business trends and the responses
of economic development policymakers may be closing. Over the past
two to three years, a boomlet of interest in public policy that supports
entrepreneurship has developed. Policymakers have begun to gain a
greater understanding of the needs of high-growth companies, and new
models of economic development policy are emerging in response.2

This chapter examines the emergenceof entrepreneurship as aneco-
nomic development strategy at the state and local level in the United
States. It addresses several questions. First, what took so long? We
review why many economic development policies remain focused on
traditional strategies of “smokestack chasing” despite strong evidence
that such approaches yield limited returns. Second, we review the key
characteristics and programmatic initiatives that are being used to sup-
port entrepreneurship at the state and local levels. Finally, we explore
several future challenges. By definition, entrepreneurship is a high-
risk activity in which failure is frequent, and this characteristic makes
it particularly difficult to design and implement an effective policy in
support of entrepreneurs. We conclude by offering some ideas about
how the challenges to entrepreneurship policy can be overcome.

the development of development

Public officials have sought to sponsor “economic development” for
centuries, but the establishment of an economic development profes-
sion in the United States is a twentieth-century phenomenon.

Table 13.1 displays four waves of economic development think-
ing, dating back to the 1930s (Ross and Friedman 1990). The first
wave was centered in the Southern states, where public officials sought
to jump-start economic development through aggressive recruitment
of branch manufacturing plants from the Northeast. Mississippi’s
Balance Agriculture with Industry Program set the paradigm for the

2 A recent survey of ten Southern states identified more than a thousand organizations
and associations in the region that support entrepreneurship. Corporation for Enter-
prise Development, Infrastructure for Entrepreneurial Development: A Scan of Ten
Southern States for the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, April 2, 2001.
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first wave (Cobb 1993). Under this model, state development agency
officials engaged in what one called “a buffalo hunt.” They publicized
their region’s low labor costs in more expensive parts of the country
and dangled subsidies and incentives to enhance the appeal of reloca-
tion. This approach, also known pejoratively as “smokestack chasing,”
worked as long as states could maintain low-cost labor environments.
It also set the tone for much of the emerging profession of economic
development. Industrial recruitment remains the primary activity of
many economic development organizations today.

The attraction of low-cost labor centers began eroding in the 1970s
when new and cheaper foreign competition emerged. As the bene-
fits of smokestack chasing declined, a second wave of economic de-
velopment thinking came to the fore. Economic restructuring was
the dominant challenge facing the second wave. With old manufac-
turing industries imploding, economic development officials sought
new ways to create jobs and diversify local economies by supporting
new and existing home-grown businesses. State and local economies
strengthened by these measures, it was hoped, would be better able
to respond to growing foreign competition from Asia and Western
Europe.

Second wave programs focused on offering services that made it
easier to do business.When small firms had trouble getting bank loans,
capital access programs were created. As new companies needed of-
fice space, business incubation boomed. Businesses could not afford
training, so training subsidies were developed. These initiatives helped
create an infrastructure of business services around the nation. The tar-
get of the economic development system changed in the second wave,
but the ultimate purpose of these initiatives – lower costs – did not
really change. In the first wave, developers created low-cost environ-
ments for branch plants of outside businesses. In the secondwave, they
created a similar environment for existing and new indigenous firms.
Thepolicies ofMassachusetts underGovernorMichaelDukakis exem-
plify the second wave. Seeking to stem the decline of major industrial
centers in the state, the Dukakis administration created a host of new
state-funded institutions, such as theMassachusetts TechnologyDevel-
opment Corporation, a venture capital fund, and the Bay State Skills
Corporation,which focusedonworkforcedevelopment (Nakajimaand
Smith 2001). The initial success of these efforts, which contributed to
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the so-called Massachusetts Miracle, helped vault Dukakis to national
prominence.

The second wave produced dividends for many communities, but
this approach had inherent limitations. The price of improving local
capacity was programmatic sprawl, as every new need was met with a
new government program.A plethora of new programs created confu-
sion. Worse, the second wave was simply unable to address the major
trauma being experienced by regions that had been dependent on for-
est products, steel, or other manufacturing industries for decades. A
more comprehensive approach was required.

Responding to these limitations, a group of analysts developed a
new approach, which they dubbed the “ThirdWave.”3 The third wave,
which began in the 1980s and continued into the 1990s, called for shifts
in both the deliverymechanisms and the content of economic develop-
ment policy. The new approach sought to shift delivery of development
assistance away from the public sector. Instead, nonprofits and private
organizations were assumed to have a better grasp of business needs
and to be able to provide services more effectively. Programs shifted
from a provider-driven to a customer-driven model. The content of
the third wave went well beyond reducing the cost of doing business in
a given community. It moved inside the firm to assist businesses with
manufacturing modernization, technology investments, and the like.

As David Audretsch describes in his chapter, globalization and
rapid technological change added to the pressure for a more dynamic
approach to economic development. Regions grew in importance as
organizing units for economic activity, and customary distinctions be-
tween federal, state, and local jurisdictions declined in significance. At
the same time, the job of economic development grew more complex.
Simply creating new jobs and responding to business needs were no
longer sufficient. Communities also needed the capacity to innovate.
This approach led to a much more comprehensive vision of economic
development. No longer would economic development departments
“do economic development” alone. Instead, a range of government

3 This movement included many players, but much of the early thinking was associ-
ated with Robert Friedman and other analysts from the Corporation for Enterprise
Development (CFED).CFED’s approachwaswidely disseminated through the organ-
ization’s annual Development Report Card of the States. For more information, see
http://www.cfed.org.
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agencies, along with partners in governance outside of government,
would act together to build local and regional competitiveness.

the third wave in action

Although many of those involved with third wave economic develop-
ment thinking wrote as if they were members of an isolated minority,
the number of states and localities that adopted someversionof this ap-
proach was quite large.4 Oregon was widely viewed as a model “third-
wave” state (Mattoon 1993); it based its entire statewide strategic plan
on the new approach. The plan included 155 quantifiable benchmarks
tracking virtually every government agency. And, unlike second wave
programs, this effort was not designed to benefit specific companies. It
sought to strengthen the overall foundation of Oregon’s economy.

Oregon’s initiative was characterized by programs like the Wood
Products Competitiveness Corporation (WPCC). This quasi-public or-
ganization brought together all the key players inOregon’swood prod-
ucts sector to identify challenges and opportunities for the region. The
WPCC and programs like it represented early efforts to support in-
dustry clusters, geographic concentrations of firms and industries that
have common needs for talent, technology, and infrastructure.

States and localities were not alone in this effort. The Federal gov-
ernment also aggressively adopted the tenets of third wave thinking.
The Commerce Department’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership
(MEP) served as the centerpiece of this effort (Shapira 1998). MEP,
first authorized in 1988 and expanded throughout the 1990s, sought
to promote the deployment of new technologies and improvement of
business practices among small- and medium-sized manufacturers. It
did so through local centers, run by a variety of public and private
organizations. MEP provided training and other services directly and
also served as a gateway to other sources of assistance for its target
group of firms.

MEP succeeded in creating an extensive network of manufactur-
ing extension services. More than sixty centers now exist in all fifty

4 Coburn (1995) reviews 392 separate state programs in the area of cooperative tech-
nology development alone. The issue of whether third wave approaches have been
fully adopted is controversial. For example, Eisinger (1995) has argued that few states
placed significant resources in support of these initiatives.
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states, and evaluations of the program have been generally positive
(Shapira 2000). Despite its achievements, however, MEP, too, clearly
suffered from limitations. The program’s emphasis on serving man-
ufacturing firms automatically limited its customer base. In addition,
MEP quickly discovered that it had misconceived the needs of these
customers. Rather than just embracing new technologies, most of its
customers needed to get training or to improve their business practices.
Nonetheless, the emphasis on technology continued to dominate the
program.

Thus, although third wave thinking represented a step forward over
its predecessors, it failed to solve essential problems of economic de-
velopment. Communities facing severe economic distress and those
without major home-grown technology or manufacturing resources
often failed to embrace the new strategies. At the same time, third-
wave-based programs did not offer much guidance or assistance to
America’s growing service sector or to the growing numbers of self-
employed individuals and start-up firms that might offer hope to these
communities. Finally, the vast majority of these programs did not build
capacity for future growth by creating new businesses; they tended to
focus on enhancing the competitiveness of existing firms. Castells and
Hall provide a gloomy summary of the results:

A hasty, hurried study by an opportunistic consultant . . . to provide the magic
formula: a small dose of venture capital, a university . . . , fiscal and institu-
tional incentives to attract high-technology firms, and a degree of support for
small business. All this, wrapped within the covers of a glossy brochure, and
illustrated by a sylvan landscape with a futuristic name, would create the right
conditions to outperform the neighbors, to become the locus of the newmajor
global industrial centre. Theworld is now litteredwith the ruins of all toomany
such dreams that have failed, or have yielded meager results at far too high a
cost. (Castells and Hall 1994:8)

In an effort to create innovation clusters at home, economic devel-
opment officials aggressively sought to emulate and replicate leading
technology centers like Silicon Valley and Route 128. Among the best
known initiatives that have producedmixed records to date are Silicon
Hills (Austin), Silicon Prairie (Kansas), Silicon Forest (Oregon),
Silicon Glen (Scotland), Silicon Dominion (Virginia), and Silicon Fen
(Cambridge, England).
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entrepreneurship in economic development
policy: key trends

In the early 1990s, a different economic development model – based
on the concept of entrepreneurship – began to emerge. This approach
is still evolving, but its basic outline has become clear. The goal of this
approach diverges from the traditional economic development empha-
sis on job creation. Instead, entrepreneurial economic development
strategies seek to encourage individuals to start new businesses and to
grow businesses that can exploit major new opportunities. The focus of
economic development policy-makinghas begun to shift away from the
enterprise as the basic unit of analysis to the entrepreneur (or aspiring
entrepreneur). With appropriate support and encouragement, these
home-grown and high-growth entrepreneurs would generate signifi-
cant economic benefits for the region and become community leaders
as well.

The idea of using entrepreneurship to drive economic development
is not new. For years, the economic development profession paid lip
service to the importance of entrepreneurs in the local economy (see
Schweke 1985, 3–6; Shapero 1981, 19–23). Yet little was done to con-
vert these sentiments into actual practice. Most state and local eco-
nomic development programs still devoted most of their resources to
first and second wave approaches based on industrial recruitment and
business finance. In fact, the National Association of State Develop-
ment Agencies (NASDA) 1998 survey found that less than 1 percent
of funds supported entrepreneurial development, whereas 22 percent
supported loans and other financing programs (NASDA 1998). Not
until 1999 did the Corporation for Enterprise Development’s (CFED)
widely read Development Report Card for the States, a leading venue
for third wave development thinking, include a separate measurement
category for entrepreneurial energy (CFED 1999).

Several linked trends contributed to the rise of interest in en-
trepreneurship as an economic development strategy. First, and most
important, the number of small businesses skyrocketed in the 1980s
and 1990s. Between 1990 and 1996, for example, the number of U.S.
corporations and partnerships grew from 5.2 million to 6.6 million.
Meanwhile, sole proprietorships grew from 14.7 million to 16.6 million
(Acs 1999: 2).Not surprisingly, high-growth entrepreneurial businesses
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came to be viewed as a primary engine of new job creation. The
increased presence of small firms generated research interest, much
of it funded by Federal agencies like the Small Business Adminis-
tration, on the impact of such companies. The work of David Birch
likely had the greatest effect on public perceptions (Birch 1987). In
a series of well-publicized studies, Birch concluded that small firms
were primarily responsible for most new job creation. Birch’s find-
ings faced numerous methodological criticisms, yet they resonated
in economic development circles (see Davis, Haltiwanger, and Schuh
1996). As a result, the link between small business and economic de-
velopment became more widely accepted. The profession responded
with a greater openness to entrepreneurial approaches to economic
development.

Second, a series of new management approaches and models
emerged thanks to the rise of new technologies, especially those linked
to the Internet (Evans andWurmser 2000). The dot-com phenomenon
was part of a wider restructuring of the American economy that
began in the 1970s and continues today. Downsizing and corporate
restructuring changed the nature of the employer/employee relation-
ship (Cappelli 1999). Lifetime employment with a single company is
no longer the norm; younger workers assume they will likely pursue
jobs with numerous employers and perhaps even have multiple ca-
reers during a lifetime. Coupled with this mental shift is an openness
to considering starting a newbusiness of one’s own. Polls of high school
youth in the late 1990s showed that roughly two-thirds were interested
in starting their own businesses (Kourilsky and Walstad 2000).

As these perceptions about entrepreneurship evolved, new tech-
nologies made it easier to get started in business. New information
technologies reduced the barriers to entry for many who sought to
start new firms. They also created new business opportunities. Popu-
lar books and journals lauded those who “took the leap” and went
into business on their own (Pink 2001; Reinhold 2001). These new en-
trepreneurs, dubbed the “free agent nation” or bands of “lone eagles,”
thought they could start their businesses anywhere in theUnited States
and would transform communities around the nation.

As business strategies and career patterns took new shapes, themar-
ketplace of ideas also evolved. Responding to student demands for
entrepreneurial training, the study of entrepreneurship in America’s
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colleges and universities boomed. The growth in graduate entrepre-
neurship programs over the past two decades has been astounding.
No business school academic concentration has ever grown faster. In
the 1980s, a small handful of business schools taught entrepreneurship.
Today, more than 550 universities offer courses in entrepreneurship.
Programs offering entrepreneurship as an area of concentration num-
ber 142, and 49 schools offer an entrepreneurship degree (Solomon,
Duffy, and Tarabishy 2002). Funding for these programs has emerged
via contributions from leading entrepreneurs as well as from the
Kauffman, Lowe, and Coleman foundations.

Coincident with entrepreneurship’s new place in business school
curricula was a growing wave of research examining the importance
of social capital and social entrepreneurship.5 This strand of research
emphasized the role of social trust, local networks, and community
connectedness as central to a community’s social and economic health.
The social capital literature included a wide variety of policy prescrip-
tions, ranging from the strengthening of local business networks to
supporting anchor public institutions such as schools and civic organi-
zations. Along with these suggestions, this research also stressed the
importance of civic or social entrepreneurs as key players in build-
ing community capacity. Much like traditional business entrepreneurs,
these individuals are risk-takers and innovators. Yet their initiatives
generally focus on community and social benefits as opposed to the
purely financial benefits of most new businesses. The significance of
this thinking for economic development professionals was that it again
emphasized the linkage between entrepreneurship and a community’s
social and economic health.

a new approach

These trends have all merged to fuel a growing interest in supporting
entrepreneurship as an economic development strategy. Most eco-
nomic development programs seek to deliver services. Entrepreneur-
ship programs seek to create more and better entrepreneurs. They do
so by adhering to several broad principles.

5 The literature on social capital is huge and diverse. For an introduction to key themes
in the field, see Putnam 2001.
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1. Focus on an Entrepreneurial Eco-System

Creating anentrepreneurial climateor eco-system is theprimaryobjec-
tive of most approaches to entrepreneurship development. Advocates
of the entrepreneurial strategy encourage policymakers to see their
local economies as “complex adaptive systems” (Axelrod and Cohen
1999). Beyond looking at a local economy’s supply of “tools” (finan-
cial capital, workforce, access to new technology, infrastructure, etc.),
recent scholarship suggests that how a local economy addresses three
key questions determines its success:

1. Has the local system worked to increase the variety of play-
ers in the system, achieving a balance between the exploita-
tion of current opportunities and the exploration of new
ones?

2. Has the local system built networks of reciprocal interaction
that foster trust and cooperation among all the players in the
system?

3. Has the local system used its networks to support the spread
of criteria of selection that produce adaptation and economic
growth – criteria by which “successful” players and strategies
are honored and held up to be replicated by other players in the
system?

Looking through this “eco-system” or “complex adaptive system” lens,
we can see why many past economic development programs missed
the mark. Most important, creating a “habitat” for an entrepreneurial
economy (in the words of Mayor Kirk Watson of Austin, Texas) re-
quires more than providing better “tools.” It involves a profound cul-
tural shift: Community leaders and citizens must come not only to
welcome economic change, but also to reward those who “adapt” to
change. By encouraging youth and adults to consider entrepreneurship
as a viable career path, regional leaders not only expand the pool of
potential entrepreneurs but also help trigger wider interest in and sup-
port for those seeking to start and grow new companies. As Richard
Florida’s chapter shows, such opinion shifts have occurred in many
regions, but this transformation is still far from universal across all
regions.
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2. Promoting Cultural Change

Education and training about entrepreneurship are critical to achiev-
ing this objective. Entrepreneurship curricula exist for grades K-12,
and many model programs, such as those sponsored by the National
Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship and the Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation (Mini-Society, EntrePrep), encourage young
people to view entrepreneurship as a career path worthy of consid-
eration. Youth training should be further supplemented with adult
training in the knowledge and skills to become entrepreneurs. Some
promising models already exist. For example, FastTrac, a training pro-
gram created by theKauffmanCenter forEntrepreneurial Leadership,
is offered at numerous locations across theUnited States. Studies show
that such training not only inspires people to become entrepreneurs
but also improves the business performance of the new ventures that
are actually launched.6

Entrepreneurial education and training initiatives go beyond sim-
ply improving the quality and quantity of labor inputs into start-up
firms. Entrepreneurship policy introduces a new twist into workforce
development. Whereas traditional workforce development programs
seek to train, recruit, and attract new workers, scientists, and technol-
ogists, entrepreneurship programs seek to encourage people to start
their own enterprises. An example of this approach is the movement
to attract “lone eagles” to rural areas. This effort, which first emerged
in several Western states in the 1990s,7 targets entrepreneurs and free-
lance professionalswho take advantage of new technologies to become
“amenity migrants.” Thanks to information technology, such highly
skilled individuals can now locate in small towns and rural areas, build-
ing community and business leadership in these regions. A number
of rural regions around the United States have made attracting lone
eagles a core element of their economic development strategies.

Expanding the pool of entrepreneurs in a locality or state has the
added benefit of creating a base of expertise in the process of building

6 These findings have been confirmed in evaluations of the FastTrac program. See
Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership, 2000; 2001.

7 This effort grew partly out of research by the Center for the New West. Information
on the Center’s Lone Eagle Project is available at http://www.newwest.org.
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and supporting new and emerging companies. This base of service
providers makes it easier for subsequent generations of entrepreneurs
to access the specialized knowledge and skills involved in starting a
new business. As this local base of expertise grows, a virtuous cycle of
more entrepreneurs and more successful entrepreneurs can develop
(Kenney and von Burg 2000).

3. Serving Individuals, Not Firms

Entrepreneurship-oriented economic development strategies serve a
new customer: the aspiring entrepreneur. Prior approaches to eco-
nomic development have all viewed the firm, not the individual, as
the core customer. Thus, second wave strategies sought to lower costs
for business through tax incentives, training, and other support. Third
waveprograms sought to improve the competitiveness of firms through
integrated industrial services. Entrepreneurship strategies emphasize
the creation of learning opportunities for individuals running new
enterprises or those who aspire to do so.

A review of policy toward networking helps underscore these dif-
ferences. The interest in social capital that began in the 1980s led many
policymakers to embrace the benefits of cooperation and alliances be-
tween businesses. New programs, like the FederalMEP initiative, were
set up, at least in part, to achieve these benefits. The rationale for these
investments was that firms would soon discover the economic benefits
of cooperation, and thatmanagers would internalize such behavior. At
the same time, cooperationhelpedaggregatedemandandeasedelivery
of services to small firms.

Most of these earlier collaborations sought to create what some
observers have called “hard networks,” groups of firms that unite to
achieve specific business objectives like entering new markets, co-
production, or co-marketing (Rosenfeld 2001: 7–8). Hard networks
have a clearly defined focus on the bottom line, and the benefits of
such networks are measured in typical performance metrics like new
jobs and increased revenues.

Entrepreneurship-oriented economic development strategies, in
contrast, focus on soft networks. These networks emphasize oppor-
tunities for sharing information and learning from peers and others.
Most entrepreneurial networks do not have a primary goal of creating
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interfirm alliances. Rather, they are networks of individuals, some of
whom are the heads of firms and some of whom seek to head their
own firms, who share ideas, learn from one another, and do business
together.Membership in entrepreneurship networks can vary, but such
groups tend to include entrepreneurs, aspiring entrepreneurs, profes-
sional service providers, local development officials, and investors. Re-
lationship building is such a network’s primary purpose. Through it, en-
trepreneurs seek to build linkages to others involved with starting and
growing newbusinesses. In effect, networks serve to link entrepreneurs
to the entrepreneurial life support system. Each individual enters the
network for idiosyncratic reasons, but primarily from a desire to learn
from peers and to gain access to local expertise about how to succeed
in business.

Northern Virginia’s Netpreneur program was a paradigmatic ex-
ample of an entrepreneurship network focused on people, not firms.
First set up in the late 1990s, Netpreneur served individuals involved
with Internet-related businesses in the Washington, D.C. metropoli-
tan area. The group was privately funded and operated, and boasted
more than ten thousand participants at its peak. Although Netpreneur
hosted events and operated a number of specialized on-line networks,
its founders did not view themselves as service providers. The program
has now spun off most of its activities to private and public partners
whooperate various components (for example, email listmanagement,
mentoring networks) of the original Netpreneur network. The initial
single network has now evolved into a diverse range of networks
supporting the region’s technology start-ups.

4. New Delivery Mechanisms

Local entrepreneurship support systems are based on a decentral-
ized network model. Service delivery occurs via networks, with much
of the direct outreach to entrepreneurs occurring through private
sector consultants and service providers. In second and third wave
writings, analysts regularly spoke of public-private partnerships. The
entrepreneurial model often eschews these direct partnerships and in-
stead views government as a facilitator or as simply one cog in a wider
regional network.
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Under this scenario, private support networks predominate. They
include law firms, specialized real estate developers, accounting firms,
marketing experts, and executive search firms as well as entrepreneurs.
The dominance of the private sector reflects the experience of Silicon
Valley and other entrepreneurial “hot spots” around the country. Such
support networks can be both formal and informal. Entrepreneurs can
be nurtured via the local entrepreneur’s club or simply over a meal at
popular clubs and restaurants.

Not all regions boast strong local service provider networks, so the
mix of public and private service provision may vary according to local
needs. Nevertheless, in all cases, public sector investments focus on fill-
ing gaps and supporting private sector service delivery (NCOE 2001).
For example, local government agencies typically take the lead in sup-
port of microenterprise programs. These initiatives require significant
investment of time and resources, and such investments may not be
cost-effective for some private service providers. In these cases, public
sector services or more traditional forms of public-private partnership
are common.

The contrast between traditional and new approaches may be most
stark in the area of technical assistance. Creating a national network of
technical assistance centers was one of the major accomplishments of
second wave economic development approaches. Hundreds of Small
Business Development Centers (SBDCs), Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) chapters, and University Technical Assistance
Centers now exist across the United States. These government-funded
centers help aspiring entrepreneurs towrite business plans and achieve
other specific goals. In contrast, entrepreneurial development strate-
gies normally opt to let others, such as private consultants, provide
such services, or simply use classroom training and other techniques
to guide entrepreneurs at early stages. For example, North Carolina’s
Council for Entrepreneurial Development, one of the nation’s largest
entrepreneurship networks, provides no direct technical assistance
to its members. Instead, it has created a series of peer and mentor
networks where members can learn from one another. As develop-
ment organizations begin outsourcing technical assistance services, re-
sources can then be devoted to the provision of higher end services
such as business networking and access to new markets and sources of
capital.
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5. Focus on High Growth

In contrast to traditional economic development strategies that tend
to be “open for business” to all comers, entrepreneurship strategies
seek to make clear distinctions about different types of customers.
The primary target and ultimate goal is to nurture “high-growth” en-
trepreneurs. The firms created by these entrepreneurs, sometimes re-
ferred to as “gazelles,” grow at an annual rate of 15 to 20 percent in
revenue and/or jobs (NCOE 2001). Such firms are rare; they account
for less than 5 percent of all U.S. businesses. Yet they create a majority
of net new jobs in the American economy and generate a high pro-
portion of major innovations (see Timmons 1998; Atkinson and Court
1998). Rare as they are, gazelles can nonetheless be found throughout
the United States and in nearly every industrial sector. Thus, all com-
munities can benefit from an emphasis on supporting the creation of
high-growth firms.

For better or worse, it is nearly impossible, as with any complex
system, to identify gazelles in advance. Two attributes of potential
gazelles can, however, narrow the range of targets (Bhide 2000). First,
these company founders seek to grow companies quickly. They do
not simply seek an employment opportunity for themselves and their
families. Second, these firms provide products, services, or manage
distribution schemes that embody major productivity gains. For this
reason, technology-based businesses tend to be good candidates for
fast growth. This combination of the founder’s desire for fast growth
and latent productivity improvements in the firm’s products or services
are the primary factors that separate gazelles from the vast majority of
businesses, those that start small and stay small.

Because high-growth firms in an economic eco-system can only
be identified in hindsight, entrepreneurial development programs
are generally not limited to high-growth entrepreneurs. Two other
categories of entrepreneurs therefore also benefit from these initia-
tives. One is aspiring entrepreneurs, who have the desire and have
made plans to create new ventures, but have not yet made the jump.
The other is lifestyle entrepreneurs, who represent the vast majority
of U.S. small businesses, including the classic “Mom and Pop” small
business. In these cases, the owners’ main intention is simply to earn
an income for themselves and their families.
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Other types of businesses may benefit from support for “gazelles,”
but program designs and offerings tend to be heavily skewed toward
the needs of high-growth firms. For example, debt financing programs –
a hardy staple of business development – are rare in entrepreneur-
ship initiatives. Instead, equity financing is the norm. Similarly,
local entrepreneurship networks often include sub-groupings that fo-
cus on new technologies, such as biotechnology or nanotechnology,
that offer the prospect of massive productivity gains and huge growth
opportunities.

challenges

Interest in entrepreneurship as an economic development strategy
emerged in tandem with the 1990s boom in Internet and other tech-
nology start-ups. The subsequent dot-com crash may have dampened
enthusiasm for entrepreneurship as a quick fix, but the movement
embracing these principles is growing and beginning to become in-
stitutionalized. The Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership
and several other leading organizations have created national learn-
ing networks that include entrepreneurs, educators, public officials,
and economic development professionals. As these networks take
hold, new entrepreneurship programs are springing up across the
United States.

The jury is still out, however, as to whether entrepreneurship can
become a core component of local economic development strategies.
A number of challenges may emerge and affect how services are
delivered, how progress is measured, and whether entrepreneurship
initiatives can maintain political backing and financial support.

Program-itis

Economic development is often plagued by “program-itis.” When a
new economic challenge emerges, public organizations scramble to
create a new government program to meet it. In contrast, building
an entrepreneurial environment requires a holistic approach. Numer-
ous government agencies, private sector leaders, and non-profits must
come together to build a network that provides education, learning
opportunities, and other services for local entrepreneurs.
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Creating new government-sponsored and -managed entrepreneur-
ship programs can be a recipe for failure. Some new services and
programs, such as new sources of equity finance, may be needed,
especially in areas lacking networks of private service providers. But
new programs that are not part of a comprehensive entrepreneurship
strategy will simply repeat the problems of redundancy and ineffec-
tiveness that plagued earlier economic development strategies. More
important, they will do little to foster the culture that lies at the heart
of an entrepreneurial climate.

Performance Evaluation

As programs diverge from traditional models of public sector funding
and service delivery, performance measurement becomes a significant
challenge. Business assistance programs generate quantifiable output,
such as the number of firms assisted, the number and value of loans
provided, and the number of jobs created. Input measures are even
simpler: government dollars invested,matching funds invested, and the
like. Thesemeasures can be used to assess program quality and service.

Because entrepreneurship programs seek to generate both busi-
ness and community outcomes, relevant performance measures are
more difficult to find. Various research and consulting organizations
have created new indices tomeasure local entrepreneurship, but agree-
ment on what is appropriate does not yet exist (see CFED 1999; PPI
2001). Counting new businesses and entrepreneurs is relatively sim-
ple, but finding reliable and valid indicators of an “entrepreneurial cli-
mate” is problematic. Even the simple task of measuring inputs can be
challenging when programs are co-managed or run by private sector
partners, and when investments include both cash and non-cash-based
contributions. Creating a consensus set of performance measures and
indices must become a priority in the field.

Political Cycle versus Business Cycle

Because they seek to foster long-term changes in both local business
culture and the supporting infrastructure, entrepreneurship strategies
do not offer a quick fix to bring new jobs and business to a region.
Effective programs require a commitment of at least four years and
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even longer time frames are the norm. For example, the Council for
Entrepreneurial Development, a private entrepreneurs’ network
based in North Carolina, began operations in 1984, but did not witness
major expansion and a concomitant growth in local entrepreneurship
until the mid-1990s.

These long time frames create political dilemmas for communities
considering new entrepreneurship initiatives, as David Hart touches
on in his chapter in this volume. Political leaders may demand quick
victories that let them take credit for creating new jobs for their con-
stituents. One of the greatest benefits of smokestack chasing is that
it creates highly visible ribbon cuttings and similar ceremonies. En-
trepreneurship creates jobs, but at a slower pace and in smaller incre-
ments. Thus, the short-term benefits of such programs may offer little
attraction to political leaders with a shortsighted focus on the next
election.

Overcoming these obstacles requires creative thinking and extra
attention to building political capital. Regular publicity around new
small business starts may not trump a new Toyota plant, but it does
create venues for shared recognition by both entrepreneurs and po-
litical leaders. Other programs, like annual awards ceremonies, have
also proved to be helpful in this regard. For example, Ernst & Young’s
Entrepreneur of theYearAward has becomeone of themajor business
events in many communities around the nation. These events offer ex-
cellent recognition opportunities for public officials, even as they serve
to honor and reward local entrepreneurs.

conclusion

As entrepreneurship becomes a more widely utilized economic de-
velopment strategy, policymakers must continue to concentrate time
and resources on the individual entrepreneur, who serves as the target
and delivery vehicle, and whose success is the desired outcome of this
model. No entrepreneurship program will thrive without the commit-
ment of local entrepreneurs. This commitment takes the form of time
and resources devoted to supporting fellow entrepreneurs. It should
also include active engagement in the formulation and implementa-
tion of local economic development initiatives.Whereas entrepreneurs
have embraced the objective of helping each other, they have often
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opted out of involvement in economic development. The mantra of
“get the government off my back” must be replaced by a new, more
cooperative approach.

Policymakers can help support this new approach through program-
matic initiatives such as funding for networking organizations, efforts
to improve equity capital access, and the like. But a new perspective
may prove more compelling than new programs alone. The old ap-
proaches of government as service provider and business as customer
often do little to foster close cooperation and empathy. In contrast, the
concept of an entrepreneurial eco-system generates a more inclusive
and optimistic perspective on the prospects for closer public-private
cooperation. As interest in and support for fostering entrepreneurship
grow, the prospects for true partnerships in economic developmentwill
continue to expand.



Afterword

Michael E. Porter

This volume represents a further step in the debate about U.S. compet-
itiveness that began in the 1980s. Scholars and policymakers who have
taken part in this debate too often have failed to accept the crucial
role that entrepreneurship plays in generating prosperity and compet-
itive advantage. As this volume suggests, that failure has now begun to
be corrected.

The world has not stood still since the 1980s. New elements have
been added to the puzzle facing policymakers concerned with en-
trepreneurship, even as they have grappled with challenges inherited
from the past. Although the American economy is structurally sound
and, indeed, rather robust from a competitiveness perspective in the
medium term, some very serious issues face us over the long term.
Many of these issues have to do with innovation and entrepreneur-
ship. In the following pages, I describe these issues and I invite the
reader of this volume to bear them in mind.

The first major challenge facing the United States is inequality. De-
spite historically low rates of unemployment in the 1990s, the gains of
the extraordinary economic growth of that decade have been unevenly
distributed, in ways that are heavily based on differences in education

These remarks draw on a substantial study I completed in conjunction with the Council
on Competitiveness. This study, published as U.S. Competitiveness 2001, examines the
long-termtrajectoryof theU.S. economy, theunderpinningsof the remarkableprosperity
of the 1990s, and the challenges that lie ahead.
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and skill. Over the last five or ten years, an individual without a col-
lege education has not gained much in terms of real weekly earnings.
Even an individual with some college but no degree has lost ground.
Those with less than a high school diploma have lost more ground. It
is important to realize that only 26 percent of the American workforce
has a college education. Yet we know that job requirements are rising.
Overall, the problem of inequality is very closely tied to the problems
with the K-12 education system in the United States.

The second challenge is lagging national R&D investment. There
was a flurry of entrepreneurial activity in the 1990s, but it was fueled by
thirty or forty years of prior sustained investment in basic R&D, much
of it by the Federal government. The Cold War drove a technology
strategy that was well accepted, centered in the Department of De-
fense. Why do we have the Internet? The roots are in the Department
of Defense. Why do we have navigation systems in cars? The roots are
in the Department of Defense. The United States has a long history
of investing heavily in basic R&D, R&D that produced foundational
technologies ultimately commercialized by the private sector.

Unfortunately, R&D investment has fallen significantly as a per-
centage of U.S. gross domestic product. Our national R&D portfolio
has also been badly skewed. Life sciencesR&D is growing very rapidly,
while many other fields have been starved. Investment has slowed in
physics, chemistry, engineering,mathematics, andother disciplines that
underpinned the boom in entrepreneurship. More than 70 percent of
all industry patents cite publicly financed papers, a truly staggering
statistic. Unless we make public investments in R&D in the future on
a scale comparable to that of the past, technological innovation and
entrepreneurship will lag.

The problems in R&D funding are exacerbated by shortages of
human capital. The number of scientists and engineers being gradu-
ated in the United States every year is shrinking, at a time when it is
increasing in many other parts of the world. Fewer engineers gradu-
ated in 2001 than in 2000. Apart from life sciences, there is a shrinking
pool of people available to become innovators andhigh-technology en-
trepreneurs. We cannot have an entrepreneurially based, innovation-
driven economy without a growing pool of well-trained and highly
motivated people. The old strategy of encouraging foreigners to study
in America and to remain here is no longer as viable as it once was.
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There are still lots of non-Americans coming here to study, but the
opportunities in the rest of the world are improving and more foreign-
ers are returning home. Part of the crisis in the number of American
scientists and engineers is due to underrepresentation of women and
minorities in those fields. More effective policies need to be enacted
to regenerate the flow of human resources that drive entrepreneurship
and innovation.

The fourth challenge facing theUnitedStates is a slowdown inwork-
force growth due to demographic shifts. The robust labor force growth
of the recent past, which benefited all groups inAmerica, was based on
an unsustainable expansion in workforce participation. Fifteen years
from now the growth of the workforce will be approaching zero, unless
there is some discontinuity. The peoplewho are andwill be retiring are,
by and large, better educated than new entrants to theworkforce, espe-
cially in science and engineering. It will be difficult to sustain economic
growth without a growing workforce. Rather than raising workforce
participation levels as in the past, the challenge of the future will be to
raise the productivity of the workforce if the economy is to continue
to grow.

In dealing with this challenge, the United States is confronting a
long-term trend of people retiring earlier. Close to 50 percent of men
sixty-five and older were still in the workforce in 1950. By 1999 the
percentage had fallen to less than 20 percent. At a time when we need
moreworkers tokeep the economygrowing, people are retiring earlier.
This trend is creating the need for a whole new strategy to address the
notion of retirement and the role of older workers.

The final major challenge facing theUnited States is the large asym-
metries across states and regions in economic performance and en-
trepreneurial activity. The intensity of patenting activity, new busi-
ness formation, entrepreneurial success, and venture capital funding
is highly skewed across geographic locations. Regional economies are
specialized in different groups that I call industry clusters. Increas-
ingly, it will be necessary to introduce a strong regional dimension in
economic policy and see less of the solution in Washington. Other-
wise, some regions will continue to fall behind and foster even greater
inequality.

As we look at how public policy can affect entrepreneurship and
innovation in the American economy, these five areas strike me as
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the ones that will be central to moving the nation forward. They are
all interrelated in many ways, but each requires a clear strategy that
is sustained over the long term. These areas create threats, but also
raise opportunities. TheUnited States could lead a new period of tech-
nological advancement that would make a fundamental contribution
to world health and prosperity. The greater opportunities for older
citizens, and the potential to attract more women andminorities to sci-
ence and technology, could provide unprecedented opportunities for
reducing inequality and allowing America to lead in new ways in the
twenty-first century.

I think we can and will seize the opportunities and allay the threats.
The growing attention in the academic and policy communities to the
microeconomic roots of competitiveness and prosperity, reflected in
this volume and in activity around the country, is laying the foundation
for constructive collective action – within, outside, and in conjunction
with government.
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